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Preface 
The world is facing major challenges in providing energy services to the future needs of the developed 
world and in particular the growing needs of the developing countries. The challenge is enhanced by 
the need to provide these energy services with due respect to climate change effects and specifically 
the emission reduction targets of the Kyoto Protocol and subsequently to the even stricter targets ex-
pected to be agreed for the years ahead (post Kyoto targets). 
Recent research shows that a sustainable development focus can facilitate a path that both ensures 
economic development and meets concerns about the environment, but this will require major shifts 
compared with present policies and finance decisions. 
The aim of the Risø International Energy Conference was to present and discuss new developments 
and trends in energy technologies which may become main contributors to the energy scene in 15 to 
20 years. The conference addressed R&D related to the individual technologies as well as system inte-
gration. The conference took place at Risø National Laboratory 19 - 21 May 2003 and attracted wide 
interest. The 113 participants represented 19 different countries covering international organisations, 
ministries, universities, research centres and industry. The conference was organised in 17 sessions 
dealing with: Global or Regional Scenarios and Technology prospects. Energy and Developing Coun-
tries. Perspectives for Industrial Countries. Efficient Fossil Technology. Biomass, Small Scale CHP 
and Waste. Fuel Cell Technology. Hydrogen Society. Wind Energy incl. Economics. Integrated Sys-
tems, Transmission and Storage. Wind Energy incl. Economics. Biomass in the Transport Sector. 
Electricity and Gas Markets and Liberalisation. Technology and Policy Options. Climate Change, 
Emission Reductions and Permit Trading. Solar Energy Technologies, PV and Thermal.  
We would like to take this opportunity to thank all those who contributed to the success of the con-
ference: The authors of the papers, the keynote speakers and the members of the scientific programme 
committee and the local committee. Not least we would like to thank our secretaries Vivi Nymark and 
Cecilia Steck for their fine peace of work. Finally, we would like to express our sincere gratitude to 
the UNEP, Elsam, ENERGI E2, DONG and IEA for sponsoring the conference. 
The proceedings are prepared from papers presented at the conference and received with corrections, 
if any, until the final deadline on 25 June 2003. 
 
 
Leif Sønderberg Petersen and Hans Larsen 
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 Opening Session 
Chairman: Hans Larsen, Risø National Laboratory 
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Energy for Sustainable Development 
Dr. Klaus Töpfer 
Executive Director 
United Nations Environment Programme 
Background paper for Keynote Address 
1 Energy Technologies for post Kyoto targets in 
the medium term 
The theme of this conference is indeed very timely given the expected ratification of the Kyoto Proto-
col by Russia later this year and the Protocol’s likely entry into force in early 2004. The agreed Proto-
col targets will then be binding for those industrialised countries who have ratified the Kyoto Protocol. 
Sadly the US, Australia and a few other countries have decided to stay out of the Protocol; we remain 
optimistic that this situation will change. 
Considerations about “post-Kyoto” targets and other ways to achieve the objectives of the Protocol 
are critical and are taking place in most countries active in the negotiations of the UN Framework 
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). Scientific evidence presented by the IPCC in its third as-
sessment in 2002 clearly indicates the need not only to implement the Protocol, but agree on further 
emission reductions in the medium term in order to keep changes in the world’s climate at a manage-
able level. 
Energy production and consumption worldwide is the main source of greenhouse gas emissions and 
it is therefore mandatory to examine how future emissions can be limited in the energy sector. At the 
same time it is fully accepted that energy plays a key role in development and economic growth so it 
must be made clear that the issue is not to reduce energy services but to provide these in ways that do 
not affect the earth’s climate. 
New energy technologies that are cleaner and more efficient are therefore key to sustainable devel-
opment. In industrialised countries new and stricter emissions targets can be expected after the Kyoto 
Protocol’s first commitment period, which will require the research, development, and deployment of 
new energy technologies. In developing countries the focus will generally be on providing access to 
reliable and affordable energy services for expanding populations and industries, ensuring economic 
growth that leads to improved living standards. It is very important, however, that this development is 
based on cleaner and more efficient energy technologies as well. If we fail at this there will be unwel-
come environmental impacts, not only on the global environment but also at the local and national 
levels. 
The Plan of Implementation adopted at the World Summit on Sustainable Development in Johan-
nesburg in September 2002 also highlights the need for improved access to reliable and affordable en-
ergy services for sustainable development, sufficient to facilitate the achievement of the Millennium 
Development Goals. The plan specifies the most important areas of intervention as: access to energy, 
sustainable use of renewable energy, the development of national policies and regulatory frameworks 
for clean energy, and enhanced international co-operation in the energy area. 
With a UN system focus on the so-called WEHAB priority issues (Water-Energy-Health-
Agriculture-Biodiversity), the WSSD also for the first time put energy issues high on the intergovern-
mental agenda. By linking energy with other areas on the development agenda, WSSD helped people 
who are not energy specialists see clearly the links between energy and other development goals (see 
figure below).  
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 From WEHAB working group paper 
 
Figure. Examples of the Critical Role of Energy in WEHAB Priority Areas 
1.1 Energy for Sustainable Development is therefore the key 
theme of this address 
The global energy scene is presently characterised by significant changes in the structures of energy 
markets: institutional and market reforms are taking place in almost all regions. While the general 
driving force is a desire to increase overall cost-effectiveness and improve the delivery of energy ser-
vices, there are clear regional differences. The industrialised countries are concentrating on environ-
mental concerns, while developing countries are more concerned with energy for development and 
access to energy for the poor. 
Access to energy services is an important instrument for economic growth and essential for provid-
ing the basic living conditions for all human beings. No country has substantially reduced poverty 
without increasing its use of energy, replacing human and animal labor with more convenient and effi-
cient sources of energy and technology. The stable and efficient provision of energy services is neces-
sary a input to improve productivity at all levels in both rural and urban production. Energy is needed 
for most income generating activities and to gain access to markets.  
These energy needs can be met in different ways, however. In the climate context it is important that 
developing countries do not blindly follow the high emission development paths of the industrialized 
countries but rather focus broadly on making their energy development more sustainable. It is a false 
argument to state that countries need to pollute in order to become wealthy, and that only then can 
they afford to attend to the consequences of a polluted environment.  
The scale of this challenge is huge. In Africa, Asia, and Latin America 1.6 billion people lack access 
to electricity and cannot light their homes adequately. Almost as many people use fuel wood for cook-
ing, forgoing productive activities during the time they must gather wood and then suffering the health 
effects of exposure to noxious fumes. Only 15 percent of large cities in developing countries have ac-
ceptable air quality, largely due to the way energy is used in homes and industries and for transport.  
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ess to new energy resources and to deliver energy 
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nergy systems still dominating energy investment, the introduction of new and emerg-
ing energy technologies need to be assessed over a longer time scale. Such time scales are consistent 
l not occur overnight. 
 basic needs and to support poverty al-
ices.  
th
u
sts down. Costs 
 
Significant investments are required to ensure acc
rvices, especially to consumers in developing countries. This is a challenge to  the international fi-
nance community and to industrialised countries in particular 
.2 Potential of renewable energy technologies 
All these trends relate to technological developments in the short or long term. With conventional fos-
sil-fuel-based e
with IPCC emission scenarios, which common sense tells us wil
Renewable energy technologies hold great potential to satisfy
leviation and sustainable development. There is a range of commercially available, field-proven re-
newable energy technologies, including solar, wind, geothermal, biomass and hydropower, but they 
are not yet widely enough used in tackling the shortfall in access to energy serv
In its Global Energy Outlook, the International Energy Agency (IEA)  states that production of pri-
mary energy from renewable sources is expected to grow rapidly, but that the impact of renewables on 
e global energy mix will remain relatively small in the next two decades. From 2020 onwards this 
situation is expected to change significantly, driven especially by environmental concerns, but this 
shift will require governments and industry to act together and to invest heavily in technology and in-
frastructure. 
The modularity and decentralized nature of renewable energy technologies make them particularly 
well suited for rural energy development and an environmentally sound alternative to grid extension. 
To speed the introduction and adoption of renewable energy systems, the key issues are expanding 
access to the technologies and reducing their costs. This can be done through supportive policy meas-
res, market incentives and promotion activities. As the G8 - Renewable Energy Task Force has rec-
ognized, expanding markets in industrial countries will be essential for bringing co
cannot be reduced through activities in developing countries alone.  
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 Moreover, developing and industrial countries together will need to work to expand the manufactur-
ing, assembly and service capabilities in developing countries to begin to make inroads in meeting the 
challenge of increasing access to energy services.  
Worth special note are modernized biomass technologies that provide fuels and electricity to meet 
rural energy needs; these are particularly promising and an area ripe for transfer to developing coun-
tries. This will require unique approaches to address technology, financing and capacity development 
ef
xt several decades fossil fuels will continue to be the primary energy supply option 
e adoption of 
clean fossil technologies. Government will need to establish guidelines and norms for regulations that 
 a clean and sustainable manner.  
U
s at the national level.  
forts that support biomass generation where the natural resource base is sufficient.  
Enhanced regional and international co-operation will be important in identifying the appropriate en-
try points for supporting the expansion of renewable energy. UNEP’s contribution in this regard is de-
scribed below. 
1.3 Advanced Fossil Fuel Technologies 
For at least the ne
worldwide when considered as a proportion of the global supply mix. The challenge is how to use 
them more efficiently and how to reduce their negative environmental effects. 
Fossil fuel resources are still abundant on a global scale. Even taking into account short-term price 
fluctuations, the trend towards relative price stability is expected to continue for the next 20–30 years. 
There are significant regional differences, however, and the uneven geopolitical distribution of re-
sources and demand means that any projections are subject to a high degree of political uncertainty. 
Security of energy supply has become an increasing concern, first in the USA and now in the Euro-
pean Union. 
The transition to cleaner and more advanced fossil fuel technologies is recognized as essential to 
support sustainable development. This is particularly important in developing countries, where the ris-
ing demand for energy services and growing populations will drive the largest demand for new in-
stalled capacity for electricity and increased supply of clean fuels.  
Efforts should be focused on efficiency improvements in power plants, wider access to existing 
technologies, and research and development for advanced energy systems and fuels.  
In order for developing countries to move to cleaner, more advanced fossil fuel energy systems, col-
laboration and cooperation at the international and regional levels are necessary. Given that the most 
rapid advances in these technologies have occurred in industrial countries, technology and information 
exchange is important for speeding up the transition to improved energy systems in developing coun-
tries. This will need to be done so that developing countries can maintain, service and potentially 
manufacture and assemble the equipment, enhancing their own energy self-sufficiency and security.  
Regulatory and financing mechanisms will serve as the foundation to encourage th
will make this happen in
A potential major incentive for stimulating technology transfer will be the Kyoto Protocol mecha-
nisms, including the Clean Development Mechanism. Through this, developing countries can use 
‘technology leapfrogging’ to actively advance their sustainable development objectives while reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions.  
1.4 What UNEP is doing to promote energy for sustainable de-
velopment 
NEP's Energy Programme addresses the environmental consequences of energy production and use, 
such as global climate change and local air pollution. We assist decision makers in government and 
the private sector to make better, more informed energy choices, which fully integrate environmental 
and social costs.  
Since UNEP is not an implementing organisation, its role as facilitator is core, but at the same time 
the driving principle is that its recommendations have to be practical and based on pilot programmes 
that have developed and tested the approaches in specific case application
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UNEP has been working closely with the Risø National Laboratory for almost 13 years through the 
 data can help renewable en-
ergy become part of the national energy development plan in areas where it makes good technical and 
formation is required for analyzing the merits of indi-
S project will combine these two concepts.  
UNEP Collaborating Centre on Energy and Environment, which is located at here at the Laboratory. 
This collaboration, which also includes the Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, plays a key role in im-
plementing the energy and climate programmes in UNEP and has since its inception grown from a 
staff of 4 to now 25 international economists and scientists who are recognised as an international 
Centre of Excellence on energy and climate issues. 
Most of UNEP’s energy activities link to mitigation – the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions – 
but these are generally accompanied by broader objectives related to energy and sustainable develop-
ment. This includes climate change mitigation, but not as the sole objective since many of our partners 
in developing countries have more immediate development objectives.  
The following sections describe the main programmes in a summary way; more details and activity 
timelines are available on the relevant websites. Activities generally focus on promoting and overcom-
ing barriers to more widespread application of renewable energy and energy efficiency. 
Data and information 
The Solar and Wind Energy Resource Assessment (SWERA) project is providing solar and wind 
resource data and geographic information assessment tools to public and private sector executives who 
are involved in energy market development. It's high quality information on solar and wind energy 
resources helps bring renewable energy projects to developing countries in two ways. First, by show-
ing the overall potential for renewable energy in a country, good resource
economic sense. Second, reliable site-specific in
vidual projects. UNEP's SWERA effort is compiling such data in 13 developing countries. Eventually 
this will help bring about investments in solar and wind energy projects.  
With a US$6.7 million investment from the Global Environment Facility (GEF), SWERA is devel-
oping new information tools for energy planners and project developers, including regional and na-
tional maps of solar and wind energy resources. SWERA is also developing a geographical informa-
tion system (GIS) interface that will allow easy access to data and thus help the screening and pre-
investment evaluation of wind and solar energy-based renewable energy projects. Information about 
planned activities in 2003 can be found at http://swera.unep.net/. The Risø National Laboratory is one 
of the partners in this programme through its Wind Energy Department. 
Energy efficiency 
A new GEF funded programme aims at promoting industrial energy efficiency through a cleaner pro-
duction / environmental management system framework. Our objective in this effort is to reduce the 
emission of greenhouse gases by identifying and carrying out Energy Efficiency (EE) improvements 
as an integral part of Cleaner Production (CP) assessments in industrial enterprises. Six countries are 
involved in the project (China, Vietnam, India, Hungary, the Czech Republic, and Slovakia), but they 
are testing an approach that we believe can be applied by all Cleaner Production Centres.  
The project will help participating National Cleaner Production Centres integrate energy efficiency 
concepts into CP approaches, and to include energy efficiency activities as a comprehensive part of 
their core programmes. Given their mandate and experience, Cleaner Production Centres are very well 
positioned to promote energy efficiency in industrial settings.  
A parallel programme - EMPRESS - Energy Management and Performance Related Energy Savings 
Scheme – supports energy efficiency efforts in Eastern and Central Europe. The project, which is now 
getting underway, will help establish specialised energy service companies (ESCOs) that provide 
Monitoring and Targeting (M&T) energy services to industrial and commercial clients. EMPRESS 
development has been supported by the Global Environment Facility (GEF). An ESCO (Energy Ser-
vice Company) is a professional company that provides energy end users with energy management 
services; Monitoring and Targeting (M&T) is an energy saving technique that helps end users achieve 
and maintain energy efficiency improvements through the careful analysis of metered energy con-
sumption data. The EMPRES
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 Renewable Energy Pro-
gramme – to promote the financing of renewable energy projects in the Mediterranean basin, work 
 by the G8 Renewable Energy Task Force. UNEP is also begin-
addition parallel programmes are under implementation in North Eastern Brazil and 
in Yunnan Province in China. The main funder of these activities is the UN Foundation. 
-year $7.6 million effort has been launched to help accelerate the market for fi-
 
 II partnership at the WSSD. 
enewable energy technologies and finance  
As discussed above renewable energy technologies are receiving more policy attendance, their com-
mercialisation is still too slow, especially from an environmental perspective. In response, UNEP has 
increased its efforts to ‘green the finance sector’, particularly focusing on promoting investment op-
portunities in the renewable energy and energy efficiency sectors. For these sectors, the conservative 
attitude of financial institutions combined with their difficulty in assessing the risks involved often 
lead to decisions against extending loans or providing other forms of financial support for otherwise 
sound projects. In the end, projects that might really be good investments and yield a global environ-
mental benefit, such as reducing greenhouse gas emissions, fail to go forward. 
Not being a financial institution UNEP is able to deal with the finance sector in non-competitive 
ways. It has tried to use this neutrality in testing new approaches to supporting the sustainable energy 
finance sector, particularly in the application of soft financing ‘catalysts’ that develop the market 
without distorting it. UNEP’s Energy Group currently oversees various activities in the sustainable 
energy finance area, including enterprise development (seed finance) programmes, energy efficiency 
finance activities with the World Bank, concessional loan programmes for solar PV, and advisory sup-
port to financiers considering clean energy investments.  
With the International Energy Agency, the Italian Government, and other partners UNEP has re-
cently started a multi-year, multi-million Euro effort – the Mediterranean
that builds off recommendations made
ning work with the insurance sector, targeting the creation of new insurance products that can offset 
risks associated with renewable energy projects. 
UNEP maintains close links with the finance sector, and each of these efforts are implemented with 
the involvement of one or several finance partners, both public and private. Involving the UNEP Fi-
nance Initiative in UNEP energy projects makes for easy links to finance partners already committed 
to environmental lending. Helping finance partners take forward clean energy investments has also 
induced some of them to broaden their environmental focus. 
The REED programme - Rural Energy Enterprise Development - seeks to develop new sustain-
able energy enterprises that use clean, efficient, and renewable energy technologies to meet the energy 
needs of under-served populations, thereby reducing the environmental and health consequences of 
existing energy use patterns. 
The REED approach offers rural energy entrepreneurs a combination of enterprise development ser-
vices and start-up financing. This integrated financial and technical support allows entrepreneurs to 
plan and structure their companies in a manner that prepares them for growth and makes eventual in-
vestments by mainstream financial partners less risky. 
In Africa the REED initiative has now begun operations in Senegal, Mali, Ghana, Botswana, Zambia 
and Tanzania. In 
Very recently a four
nancing solar home systems in southern India. The project is a partnership between UNEP and two of 
India's major banking groups - Canara Bank and Syndicate Bank. 
The solar photovoltaic manufacturing sector in India grew by a factor of 10 in the 1990s, mostly for 
export, however the market for solar home systems was slow to develop, in part due to a lack of con-
sumer financing options. The aim of this effort is to help Canara bank and Syndicate bank develop 
lending portfolios specifically targeted at financing solar home systems (SHS). With the support of the 
UN Foundation and Shell Foundation, the project provides an interest rate subsidy to lower the cost to 
customers of SHS financing. 
The list of activities is significantly longer but the presentation here is mainly to give an impression 
of the key programmes and the catalytic and innovative approach adopted. 
Policy advice and capacity building 
A  Global Network on Energy major new initiative facilitated by UNEP was the establishment of the
r Sustainable development (GNESD), which was launched as a Typefo
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The Network has now been opera ised with initially a core grou
of excellence as the memb be further expanded with Centres from ind
in 2003 a ional public and private partners from all r
The aim of GNE  t y guidance and capacity building s
tional p of developing country centres 
ers. This will ustrialised countries 
nd a broad partnership with nat egions. 
SD is o provide polic ervices to developing coun-
y governments based on knowledge and experience mainly coming from existing centres of excel-
nce in implementing UNEP activities.  
ork initiated. The focus here is on policy aspects, including 
ational and regional differences, and activities getting underway include information exchange, ana-
lytica  on 
www
Kyoto Mechanisms  
As mentioned above the so-called Kyoto Mechanisms, and in particular the Clean Development 
Mechanism (CDM), can become an important financing tool for energy for sustainable development; 
UNEP is actively involved in supporting developing countries make full use of this new mechanism. 
The main activity in this area is the programme on Capacity Development for the CDM funded by 
the Netherlands and implemented by UNEP/Risø for UNEP. This programme started in 2002 and will 
continue through 2005. 
The project helps establish GHG emission reduction projects that are consistent with national sus-
tainable development goals, particularly projects in the energy sector. It is developing national capa-
bilities so that persons in the countries are capable of analysing the technical and financial merits of 
possible CDM projects and negotiating finance agreements with Annex 1 countries or investors. 
The project aims at both generating in participating developing countries a broad understanding of 
the opportunities offered by the Clean Development Mechanism, and developing the necessary institu-
tional and human capabilities that allows them to formulate and implement projects under the CDM.  
Twelve countries, in four developing regions, are a part of the project: 
 
North Africa and Middle East:  Egypt, Jordan and Morocco 
Sub-Saharan Africa:    Côte d’Ivoire, Mozambique and Uganda 
Asia:      Cambodia, The Philippines and Vietnam 
Latin America:    Bolivia, Ecuador and Guatemala 
 
This is by no means a complete presentation of UNEP’s activities but a snapshot of some key pro-
grammes that are directly relevant to the theme of the conference. In addition UNEP has a comprehen-
sive climate programme in addition to our many activities in a wide range of other environmental pri-
ority areas. 
As a closing remark for my contribution to the conference I would like to quote the G8 energy min-
isters from their meeting in 2002 saying : 
 
“We believe that continued research, development, demonstration and deployment of a 
broad array of energy technology options will play an essential role in diversifying the en-
ergy mix and reducing the environmental impacts of energy production and use.” 
 
tr
lence located in all developing regions and interlinked and strengthened through the GNESD. 
The Secretariat for the Network is also located here at Risø National Laboratory next to the Collabo-
rating Centre, and arrangement that takes advantages of synergies between the two units and Risø’s 
long experie
The Network’s first priority theme is “energy access” and a working group with the involved Cen-
tres has been established and analytical w
n
l studies, policy support and capacity building. More information can be found
.gnesd.org. 
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Session 1: Global or Regional Scenarios and 
Technology Prospects 
Chairman: Jayant A. Sathaye, LBL, University of California, USA 
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Energy Technology And More 
Dr. Hanns-Joachim Neef 
Head, Energy Technology Collaboration Division 
International Energy Agency, IEA 
9, rue de la Fédération 
75739 Paris Cedex 15 
neef@iea.org, info@iea.org
1 Looking to 2030 
To what extent can increased energy technology development and deployment enhance energy secu-
rity? How can it contribute to meeting economic goals and generate significant cuts in CO2 emissions? 
Faster, more meaningful progress in technology is expected to play an important, if not crucial, role in 
achieving a sustainable energy economy in the long term, probably even in the medium term. In the 
short term, we have to live with the disappointing reality: the energy economy is not on a sustainable 
pathway. The most obvious underlying fact is that greenhouse gas emissions will inevitably grow be-
fore they can be reduced. And they have to be reduced dramatically.  
The Reference Case Scenario in the most recent IEA World Energy Outlook (WEO) paints a bleak 
picture for the future if governments maintain their current policies. Oil will remain the largest indi-
vidual fuel source (increasing by 60% from 75 mb/d in 2000 to 120 mb/d in 2030). This raises energy 
security issues. Gas will overtake coal as the second largest fuel source in 2010. For many countries, 
this would shift dependence on imported oil to dependence on gas. Oil, gas and coal are expected to 
cover close to 90% of energy demand in 2030.  As the dominance of fossil fuels grows, so will CO2 
emissions from energy use in all regions of the world, averaging a 70% increase by 2030. But let me 
emphasise that the WEO findings are merely projections, based on current policies and behaviour pat-
terns.  
The life-time of energy equipment and infrastructure is rather long. Capital stock turnover in the en-
ergy economy is slow. Therefore, in the short term -- which I define here as the time-span to 2030 fo-
cused in the (WEO) -- we have to look to a broader energy market, one not confined to fossil fuels. 
This is even more the case for the long term, beyond 2030, to the end of the century.  
Regional shares in world primary energy demand and CO2 emissions reflect the growing importance 
of non-OECD countries. Energy is indispensable for economic development, for social welfare and 
political stability. Making energy accessible to all is a challenge in its own right. It is an underlying 
necessity for more balanced world economic development, and even for world wide peace.  
If greenhouse gas emissions are to be reduced significantly, low-carbon technologies need to be de-
veloped and used in both OECD and non-OECD countries. But each region, each country has its own 
aspirations, its own approaches to energy security, economic growth and environmental protection; the 
pursuit of a sustainable energy future must respect those aspirations and approaches. 
But supplying low-carbon energy is not the only option. Energy efficiency offers huge potential. 
Technical progress could lead to substantial improvement in energy security by reducing demand for 
carbon-bearing fuel, much of which is imported oil, and increasingly gas. Large amounts of green-
house gas emissions could be eliminated through efficiency gains. Reducing the energy bills of coun-
tries, industry and the private consumer liberates funding to enhance economic development.  
To protect ourselves from the WEO Reference Case Scenario, we need to re-evaluate where our cur-
rent path leads and ask whether this is where we really want to go. Current policies and behaviour pat-
terns are not sustainable. Will technology play the expected important role? Do we need more than 
just technological development?  
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 The WEO Alternative Case Scenario for the OECD gives grounds for some optimism1. This scenario 
models developments if OECD countries adopted energy and environment policies now under consid-
eration, notably those designed to help meet numerical targets for increased use of renewables. In 
OECD-Europe, for example, the share of non-hydro renewables in the power generation mix would 
roughly double over the thirty years in comparison with the Reference Scenario. In the Alternative 
Case Scenario, OECD CO2 emissions would be reduced to1990 levels by 2030, but they would still 
not fall to zero.  
1.1 Looking beyond 2030 
What about the period beyond 2030, to 2050, or even 2100? Will action today influence the long term 
future? It will, and here are two examples:  
 
• A power plant starting operation today in China might still be producing electricity in 2050, inde-
pendent of whether that power plant is a nuclear plant, or coal or gas fired, or hydro.  
• The level and quality of basic science and applied energy technology R&D carried out today will 
certainly still have a large impact during the second half of this century. So what we do today will 
influence the future, even the seemingly distant future.  
 
We should not lose time by failing to act now. In the future, the energy sector will probably have to 
meet heavier obligations than those laid down in the Kyoto Protocol today. To ensure coherence of 
global environmental goals with energy security, with market liberalisation and with economic devel-
opment (especially in non-OECD countries), energy technology and "more" will play a key role. 
1.2 Excerpts from an ongoing review of energy technology, un-
der the guidance of the IEA Committee on Energy Research and 
Technology (CERT) 
Many promising advanced technologies are already available. We have seen appreciable progress in 
technologies to use energy more efficiently, to exploit alternatives to oil, and to use low-carbon tech-
nologies and practices. We are seeing advances in opening up the path to hydrogen production and 
use, and to separating CO2 from fossil fuels and storing it in geological formations, perhaps even in the 
deep ocean. Substantial further efforts are needed to make such technologies competitive, even with 
the pull of market incentives that governments are willing to provide. Success will depend on rapid 
development and adoption of these technologies. The IEA works to encourage the exploration, devel-
opment and implementation of cleaner, more efficient technology options. Creating a low-emissions 
energy system cannot wait, it must start now. For this, a portfolio of new energy technologies is 
needed, and this applies in most countries. An energy technology review is currently in preparation, 
under the guidance of the IEA Committee on Energy Research and Technology (CERT). The results 
will be published later in 2003. Some trends are presented below.  
The energy systems of tomorrow will rely on a mix of different advanced, clean, efficient technolo-
gies for energy supply and use. No single supply technology can by itself address the “3Es” challenge, 
that of simultaneously meeting energy-security, economic and environmental goals. Different regions 
and countries will require different combinations of technology to best serve their needs and best ex-
ploit their indigenous resources.  
                                                     
1 Due to limited resources and time, the Alternative Case Scenario in the WEO was limited to the OECD regions.  
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The aims of the CERT project are to:  
 
• identify the technologies and technology developments that could lead to significant reductions in 
greenhouse gas emissions from energy, and 
• identify gaps in basic and applied R&D programmes that would need to be filled, and other near-
term actions that could be taken, to help ensure the future availability of these technologies at rea-
sonable cost. 
 
The following summary looks at technology developments for reductions in greenhouse gas emis-
sions, but also all the objectives incorporated in the "3Es".  
 
Renewable Energy 
 
Renewables contribute unique characteristics to the mix that supports economic productivity, energy 
security and environmental improvements. They are the fastest growing energy type on a percentage 
basis.  
R&D goals:  
 
• reduce costs  
• increase quality of energy delivered 
• increase reliability of supply 
• match supply with end-user demand 
• reduce costs and losses in energy transport and distribution 
• advanced energy storage technologies 
• superconducting electricity transmission  
• electricity system control technologies and modelling tools tointegrate distributed and intermittent 
resources into the electricity grid 
 
Switching Among Fossil Fuels 
 
Switching from more carbon-intensive to less carbon-intensive fossil fuels (particularly natural gas) 
will play an important role in reducing emissions over the next few decades. But increased reliance on 
natural gas could exacerbate energy security concerns in several countries.  
R&D goals:  
 
• development of technologies for gas exploration, exploitation and gas-to liquid processes. 
 
More Efficient Fossil-Fuel Combustion Technologies 
 
More efficient fossil-fuel combustion technologies are valuable in reducing emissions, especially in 
developing countries. Emissions from a new coal-fired plant can be reduced by between 10% and 15% 
if a commercially available supercritical plant (operating at high temperature and pressure) is chosen 
rather than a subcritical technology plant.  
R&D goals:  
 
• Materials and component development  
• demonstration of next-generation systems 
 
CO2 Capture and Storage 
 
Although cleaner, less-carbon-intensive fossil fuels and more efficient fossil technologies will slow 
growth in CO2 emissions, much larger cuts in CO2 emissions will be needed. A key to sustainable con-
tinued use of fossil fuels will be CO2 capture and storage.  
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 R&D goals:  
 
• capture of CO2  
- improved solvents 
- new materials and system components 
- advanced separation membranes 
- increasing CO2 concentrations 
• storage of CO2 
- storage capacities and techniques 
- chemical, physical and ecological impacts of geologic storage 
- develop measurement and monitoring technologies 
- assess health, safety & environmental risk 
• system integration/optimisation 
- turbine development 
- advanced power systems and cycles 
 
Nuclear Fission 
 
The size of nuclear fission’s contribution to future energy systems will be determined by relative tech-
nology costs, public acceptance and progress in dealing with radioactive wastes.  
R&D goals:  
 
• significantly reducing the lifetime and toxicity of residual radioactive waste material  
• fuel recycling to recover its residual energy content and to treat long-lived waste constituents  
 
Fusion Energy 
 
Nuclear fusion energy could contribute significantly to large-scale electricity production during the 
second half of the 21st century. Major technical progress has been made in both the physics and the 
technology of fusion over the past decade.  
R&D goals:  
 
• construction of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER), to demonstrate 
the scientific and technical feasibility of fusion power  
• Materials research and testing  
 
Buildings 
 
The built environment of tomorrow can revolutionise efficiency in energy use for services such as 
heating, cooling and lighting, transforming itself gradually over time through modernisation and new 
construction.  
R&D goals:  
 
• active and passive solar design 
• optimised insulation 
• intelligent envelopes and components  
• efficient district heating and cooling systems  
• use of local renewable resources 
• fuel cells and energy storage systems 
• surplus electricity to the grid 
• advances in materials, “smart” building components, sensors and controls, and information sys-
tems 
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Transport and new transport fuels 
 
R&D goals:  
 
• reduced vehicle fuel use 
• hybrid vehicles 
• fuel cell vehicles 
• low-emissions biofuels (cellulosic ethanol production) 
• intelligent transport infrastructure 
• greater vehicle automation technologies 
• more efficient transport systems, especially for public transport 
 
Industry 
 
R&D goals:  
 
• plant-wide optimisation of energy sources and sinks 
• on-site generation of electricity with CO2 capture 
• greater process efficiency, using nanotechnologies, materials, micro-manufacturing and bioproc-
essing 
• separation technologies 
• high-speed and high-capacity computing, robotics-using biological/computer interfaces, artificial 
intelligence, wireless communications, power electronics and photonics 
 
Hydrogen  
 
Hydrogen, an energy carrier like electricity, could play an important and widespread role in future en-
ergy systems for energy storage and transport, as well as stationary applications as a fuel (power 
plants, buildings, industry) and transport (vehicles, public transport, air transport).  
R&D goals:  
 
• production of hydrogen using low/zero-carbon emitting processes from fossil fuels, with CO2 cap-
ture and storage, and from renewable resources and nuclear power 
• hydrogen production from water and sunlight by direct photobiological, photochemical and photo-
electrochemical processes  
• development of enabling technologies (fuel cells, hydrogen transport and storage media) needed 
for a transition to widespread use of hydrogen  
• infrastructure development 
1.3 Energy technology policy - from basic research to the market 
Let us have a look to the development chain for clean and efficient energy technologies, from basic 
research to markets.  
Developing advanced energy systems requires not only applied research and technology refinement, 
but also the innovation that stems from advances in basic science. Knowledge flowing from basic re-
search is what will feed the development of materials, bioprocesses, nanotechnologies and other ap-
proaches that could reduce clean technology costs. It could also lead to new, unforeseen technologies 
and novel approaches to providing energy services. Effective linkages between basic science and ap-
plied technology will be important to ensure that these opportunities are opened up. The portfolio for 
development of energy technologies will be enlarged; choices and new options will be created. De-
ployment decisions for sustainable energy systems can then be made on a broader basis, reducing the 
risk of picking the (wrong) winners already in the R&D stage.   
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 Current levels of energy R&D investment are unlikely to be adequate to ensure sustainable devel-
opment, given the magnitude of the climate challenge. Energy R&D investments by governments of 
IEA Member countries peaked in 1980 and declined substantially thereafter. Industrial energy R&D 
investments have become increasingly short-term. Greater, more  sustained commitment to energy 
technology R&D and to demonstration is needed for selected technologies. Major additional efforts 
will be needed to make new, more reliable low-carbon energy systems more widely available at lower 
cost. It would be too easy, however, simply to ask for more public money for energy R&D. Structural 
changes in all fields of science and technology have been analysed by the OECD, taking into consid-
eration trends in both public and private sectors. Increasing investments in knowledge remain a key 
driver of economic performance in the OECD area. Science and technology are becoming more inter-
nationalised. International co-operation, using and expanding the collaborative frameworks of the IEA, 
as well as other bilateral and multilateral structures, can help to make R&D and demonstration more 
effective.  
Progress in science and energy technology development is not enough. As the "IEA Shared Goals" 
already emphasise, energy technology policies should complement broader energy policies. Additional 
policy approaches will enable technology to bring greater energy security, world-wide economic 
growth and deep reductions of energy-sector emissions. Whatever the policy approach, however, ma-
jor changes will come about only by transforming the global energy system into one that relies exten-
sively on advanced, efficient, low-carbon technologies for all energy sectors. This will not happen 
overnight. Advanced energy technologies will have to be adopted progressively. But new technologies 
will only be adopted if they are available, have the necessary supporting infrastructure, and compete 
well with conventional solutions.  
World-wide uptake of advanced energy technologies is imperative, for the long term as well as for 
today. Further delay will simply undermine our chances of ever securing a sustainable energy future.  
Supporting market uptake of a technology before it is competitive with alternatives is a key compo-
nent in the drive to make cleaner, cheaper technologies available. Once launched on the market, new 
technologies require time to gain the market experience and production levels that bring cost reduc-
tions through “technology learning”. A recent IEA study elaborates further on the question of deploy-
ing energy technologies. Twenty-two case studies were analysed from different perspectives, and they 
confirmed the need for a comprehensive set of actions.   
But there is another factor to be taken into account. Past experience shows that the public found it 
difficult to accept several different technologies. Research should therefore take into account public 
acceptance of new technologies and define a socially acceptable path to a sustainable energy future. 
But consumer behaviour also demonstrates preferences for certain technologies. Consumers are will-
ing to pay more for commodities which are environmentally friendly or which carry the image of be-
ing progressive. Green electricity and low-consumption vehicles are good examples of preferred cus-
tomer choice.  
To bring new energy technologies to the market, policies are necessary that directly monetise the 
value of key policy goals. Such price signals as regulatory action, voluntary agreements, carbon or 
pollution taxes, levies and market-based emissions trading are needed.  Price signals reinforce tech-
nology-oriented measures to encourage investment in clean and efficient energy technologies. The 
burden of internalising the external costs of new energy systems can be substantially reduced by ade-
quate R&D investments, effective R&D programmes, and support for innovation and international co-
operation offering benefits for all involved. The art of energy technology policy is to minimise the 
amount of public money, to phase out subsidies once technologies are competitive, to aim at an open 
market with competitive elements right from the beginning of any action, and to establish an efficient 
energy R&D network with a strong link to basic science. 
1.4 Priorities for action- what can be done? 
How can we secure reinforced commitment to energy technology innovation and adoption? The need 
for governments to speed the process of getting innovative technologies into use has become urgent.   
Action is called for on the part of both individual countries and countries acting in concert.  
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On a national basis, investments for basic science and applied energy technology R&D need to be 
increased. But this is not sufficient: the linkages between basic science and energy technology devel-
opment need to be further developed and strengthened by “mining” basic research for outcomes useful 
for energy, and by acquainting basic researchers with the challenges and bottlenecks facing applied 
technology developers. Government investment in long-term, applied energy technology R&D should 
be increased, taking in the R&D which is no longer undertaken on a sufficient scale by industry. Gov-
ernments should not only invest in R&D but should also encourage R&D activities through a range of 
actions encouraging investment by the private sector.  
International collaboration is crucial to enhance information flows and reduce the cost of  R&D. Ef-
forts to foster collaboration in energy technology R&D can facilitate R&D cost-sharing in general. 
Jointly using large R&D facilities and carrying out demonstration projects is of special benefit to all 
involved. Technology uptake and “technology learning” are additional areas where national efforts can  
be boosted by international co-operation. What this means is focusing on increased and concerted ef-
forts to foster use of advanced energy supply technologies that are available but not yet cost-effective. 
The potential outcome, through increased efforts to reduce barriers to use of advanced energy tech-
nologies in all sectors, is reduced emissions through the “technology learning” that brings down costs.  
 
Near-Term Actions  Specifically, useful near-term action would:  
 
• investigate the utility of expanded international research collaboration in “use-directed” basic sci-
ence for energy applications;  
• increase collaboration on electricity storage technologies for stationary and mobile applications;  
• increase collaboration on development of technologies needed to facilitate introduction of a hy-
drogen-based energy system, also on development and testing of infrastructure for hydrogen-based 
transport systems;  
• increase cross-border collaboration on large-scale technology demonstrations and pilot plants that 
are beyond the scope of any one country’s efforts. Two examples: increased collaboration on 
large-scale demonstrations of CO2 capture and storage; proceeding with construction of ITER, the 
first experimental fusion reactor;  
• expand co-operative actions to facilitate market uptake of renewable energy technologies;  
• given the expected huge expansion in power generation capacity needs by 2030, particularly in 
developing countries, increase efforts to foster use of advanced pulverised coal systems wherever 
pulverised coal capacity is built world-wide. 
1.5 What is the IEA doing?  
Nothing will happen if we don’t take action.  New life needs to be breathed into the "Shared Goals" of 
the IEA, at both national and international level. Energy technology is high on the list of priorities em-
bodied in these Shared Goals, which call for continued research, development and market deployment 
of new and improved energy technologies. Let me touch briefly on some examples of the IEA’s en-
ergy technology work. This includes some well established energy technology co-operation frame-
works, but also addresses some new ideas and concepts emerging from the ongoing interaction of en-
ergy technology experts from IEA countries.  
 
The IEA Framework for International Energy Technology Co-operation 
 
Since its foundation more than 25 years ago, the IEA has facilitated concrete international energy 
technology collaboration. More than 40 energy technology co-operation projects, called “Implement-
ing Agreements”, are actively contributing to the development and deployment of advanced energy 
technologies world-wide. A number of changes over the past years have made the Implementing 
Agreements more attractive. On the basis of intensive consultations with all involved in technology 
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 co-operation, the IEA Governing Board approved, in early April of this year, a Framework which in-
corporates: 
 
• provision for full integration of non-IEA countries; 
• participation of the private sector in the projects; 
• clear rules for participation;  
• streamlined administrative procedures. 
 
Implementing Agreements cover most energy technologies: fossil fuels, renewables, fusion and end-
use, also incorporating information centres and energy technology systems analysis. The focus is still 
on R&D, with more and more activities supporting broader use of clean, energy-efficient technologies 
world wide.  
The Implementing Agreements have created a network of experts from IEA Member countries, 
which, in partnership with the IEA Committee on Energy Research and Technology (CERT), its 
Working parties and the IEA Secretariat, is reviewing energy technology pathways that could lead to a 
sustainable energy future. Achieving major cuts in greenhouse gas emissions is frequently cited as the 
principal force shaping that future. But maintaining energy security and economic development are 
key pre-requisites if environmental protection is to be assured, both locally and globally.  
 
Technology Assessment 
 
Assessing technologies makes it possible to jointly track progress in innovation in key energy systems, 
guiding towards the right decisions on necessary investments.  
How to compare different energy technologies? Should one use a common baseline, a time- depend-
ent baseline? Different countries will make different choices according to their economic and social, 
sometimes cultural, background. How would we include policy incentives or constraints? We have 
also seen that different energy systems have different markets, sometimes developing from small niche 
markets into the mainstream. What comparison makes sense? Shall we produce, for the different sys-
tems, another table with investment costs in Euros or Dollars per kW? Or tables with costs in unit of 
currency per kWh produced? Of course we can do so. But we would add to the numerous tables with 
such comparisons, showing that PV in northern Europe is more costly than nuclear power or CO2 cap-
ture and storage. We would learn not much through this exercise.  
Country-specific (or region-specific) time-dependent comparisons with deeply disaggregated tech-
nology representation would make more sense. At the IEA Secretariat we are close to finalising such a 
tool. We call it the “Energy Technology Perspectives (ETP)” project and it will include the know-how 
the IEA energy technology network has accumulated (including more than 40 active energy technol-
ogy Implementing Agreements, mentioned above). The ETP project can help to assess the importance 
of R&D and specific technologies in order to achieve specific energy policy targets and will evaluate 
the contribution of various energy policy strategies.  
 
Science and Energy Technology 
 
The IEA Secretariat does not itself undertake scientific research. Rather, our role is to assemble exper-
tise worldwide to inform the energy technology policy debate in our member countries. In early April 
2003, our Committee on Energy Research and Technologies (CERT) sponsored a Conference on Link-
ing Basic Science and the Development of New Energy Technologies. The conference focussed on 
nanotechnology, material sciences and biotechnology, and it also examined the institutional challenges 
associated with bridging the often separate worlds of basic researchers and energy technology experts. 
There was a general agreement that to really meet the 3Es, more technological breakthroughs are 
needed. The best and brightest have to be attracted to the laboratories of today, where the technology 
of tomorrow is under preparation. Governments and international organisations should foster the dia-
logue between scientists and energy technology experts. Whether we can find an institutional or sys-
tematic mechanism to strengthen these links remains to be seen. The IEA Secretariat guided and sup-
ported by the CERT, will continue to explore the linkages which will shape a cleaner energy future.  
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Global Energy Technology Forums 
 
The IEA is proposing to convene regular global energy technology forums, under the aegis of its 
Committee on Energy Research and Technology (CERT). Such forums would foster collaboration 
with other organisations, private-sector stakeholders and developing countries. The main purposes 
would be to:  
 
• monitor progress in energy technology and infrastructure development;  
• assess possible contributions from various technologies to a low-net-emissions energy system on 
an ongoing basis;  
• exchange information on technology development programmes and priorities; 
• recommend fruitful areas for new collaboration.  
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Abstract  Energy scenarios provide a framework for exploring future energy perspectives, including 
various combinations of technology options and their implications. Many scenarios in the literature 
illustrate how energy system developments may affect global change. Examples are the new emissions 
scenarios by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and the energy scenarios by the 
World Energy Assessment (WEA). Some of these scenarios describe energy futures that are compati-
ble with sustainable development goals; such as improved energy efficiencies and the adoption of ad-
vanced energy supply technologies. Sustainable development scenarios are also characterized by low 
environmental impacts (at local, regional and global scales) and equitable allocation of resources and 
wealth. They can help explore different transitions toward sustainable development paths and alterna-
tive energy perspectives in general. 
The considerable differences in expected total energy requirements among the scenarios reflect the 
varying approaches used to address the need for energy services in the future and demonstrate effects 
of different policy frameworks, changes in human behavior and investments in the future, as well as 
alternative unfolding of the main scenario driving forces such as demographic transitions, economic 
development and technological change. Increases in research, development and deployment efforts for 
new energy technologies are a prerequisite for achieving further social and economic development in 
the world. Significant technological advances will be required, as well as incremental improvements in 
conventional energy technologies. In general, significant policy and behavioral changes will be needed 
during the next few decades to achieve more sustainable development paths and mitigate climate 
change toward the end of the century. 
                                                     
‡ Dr. Nebojša Nakićenović is Project Leader at the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) and Profes-
sor of Energy Economics at the Vienna University of Technology. Correspondence should be sent to naki@iiasa.ac.at. 
This paper is based on three earlier publications by the author: Nakicenovic et al., 1998, 2000a and 2000b. 
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 1 Introduction 
The provision of affordable and environmentally sound energy services is a prerequisite for further 
social and economic development in the world. This is a formidable challenge considering that two 
billion people today are still without access to adequate energy services in the world. These two billion 
are the same people who generally live in poverty and do not have access to clean water, sanitation, 
education, health care or many other modern infrastructures and the same people who suffer environ-
mental degradation, including indoor air pollution. In addition, the global population is expected to 
increase between one to six billion people by the end of the century. All of these people will require 
clean and affordable energy services as well.  
Climate change mitigation is another important aspect of the sustainability transition. Yet, the cli-
mate change challenge is complex and wrought with deep uncertainty. The uncertainty is associated 
with the anthropogenic driving forces of global warming, from demographic change and economic 
development to land-use patterns. However, the global energy development paths are the most impor-
tant single determinant of future emissions of greenhouse gases and thus, of climate change as well. 
This is further compounded because driving forces such as economic development and technological 
change are interrelated and mutually dependent. The nature of climate change itself is also uncertain, 
especially at the local and regional levels. The impacts and vulnerabilities of global warming on peo-
ple and nature are even more uncertain and much less well known as they depend both on climate 
change and on the evolution of its (anthropogenic) driving forces.  
A transition to the efficient and environmentally benign provision and end-use of energy can advert 
the potential conflict between development and protection of the environment and climate. Energy 
scenarios provide a framework for exploring future energy perspectives, including various combina-
tions of technology options and their implications. Many scenarios in the literature illustrate how en-
ergy system developments may affect global change from access to energy services by all to climate 
change. Examples are the emissions scenarios by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC, Nakicenovic et al., 2000a) and the energy scenarios by the World Energy Assessment (WEA, 
Nakicenovic et al., 2000b). Some of these scenarios describe energy futures that are compatible with 
sustainable development goals; such as improved energy efficiencies and conservation, the adoption of 
advanced energy technologies, protection of the environment and climate change mitigation.  
The role of technology as a determinant of development perspectives and climate change is unique. 
Technology is one of the main driving forces of economic development and greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions and thus global warming. It also ranks high as a solution, both in mitigating global warming 
through reductions of GHG emissions and in helping achieve development goals and thus increase the 
capacity to mitigate and adapt to climate impacts. For example, the IPCC finds that technology is at 
least as important a driving force of GHG emissions as population and economic growth (Nakicenovic 
et al., 2000a). Another IPCC finding is that innovative technology is an important driving force for a 
broad range of GHG atmospheric stabilization levels over the next 100 years or more (Morita et al., 
2001). More specifically, the emissions scenarios of IPCC indicate an increase in the mean global 
temperature of 1.4 to 5.8 degrees Celsius by 2100 (Cubasch et al., 2001). Roughly half of this uncer-
tainty range is due to the fact that it is not known how sensitive climate will be to increasing concen-
trations of GHGs and the other half is due to the uncertainty of the future emissions paths themselves, 
which to a large extent will be determined by technology choices. 
The considerable differences in expected total energy consumption among the scenarios in the litera-
ture reflect the varying approaches used to address the need for energy services in the future. These 
differences in the development paths of the scenarios also result in a wide range of environmental con-
sequences from local to global scales. Increases in research, development and deployment efforts for 
new energy technologies are a prerequisite for the achievement of the transitions foreseen in the sce-
narios across the range from those that have characteristics of sustainable development to those that 
fall short and represent extensions of current development paths in the future. Significant technologi-
cal advances will be required in all of them, as well as incremental improvements in conventional en-
ergy technologies. In general, the scenarios demonstrate that significant policy and behavioral changes 
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will be needed during the next few decades, especially in order to achieve more sustainable develop-
ment paths toward the end of the century.  
The main energy-related technology measures for achieving the goals of the sustainability transitions 
and reducing GHG emissions are efficiency improvements and conservation, decarbonization of fossil 
energy, carbon capture and storage, a shift toward less carbon intensive and zero-carbon energy 
sources, and afforestration. The introduction and market deployment of these new and advanced tech-
nologies for reducing emissions will take a long time. For example, the replacement of older by new 
energy systems and sources is a slow process; it might take on the order of more than 20 years to half 
a century to replace 80 percent of energy capital stock. Thus, it is necessary to introduce new and ad-
vanced energy technologies as soon as possible in order to achieve cost reductions and other technol-
ogy improvements through learning and positive returns to scale. Most of the new and advanced tech-
nologies for reducing GHG emissions are currently costlier than their conventional counterparts in use 
today. Generally, cost reductions and improvements will be required to assure timely replacement of 
fossil intensive systems by those with lower or zero emissions,  
Technology improvements through learning and positive returns to scale are uncertain. Investments 
in new and advanced technology will only achieve improvements and cost reductions in some cases. 
However, the corollary is also true, without such uncertain investments there surely will be no im-
provements. Thus, experimentation and accumulation of experience are indispensable to achieve tech-
nological change, the replacement of old by new systems and in the long term also the sustainability 
transition. 
1.1 Energy Challenges 
There are a number of energy challenges for the 21st century. First, about one third of the global popu-
lation, or some two billion people, do not have access to affordable and clean energy services. These 
are often the same people who do not have access to clean water or sanitation and are, in general, de-
prived from adequate access to many other essential amenities. In view of the fact that the global 
population is expected to grow between one and six billion people by the end of the century, the need 
for energy services is indeed large. It follows that the access to energy services cannot be provided by 
the traditional ways of converting energy sources into electricity and fuels nor by noncommercial en-
ergy gathering and use. The developing parts of the world cannot rely on following the energy, materi-
als and emissions intensive development path that the now industrialized countries took. The second 
challenge therefore is how developing countries can “leapfrog some rungs of the energy ladder” to 
adopt the newest practices and technologies. The third challenge is that technology adoption and diffu-
sion is a long process, especially in the case of energy-related infrastructures. Historically, it has taken 
between 20 years to half a century and more for new technologies to substitute the old ones. In other 
words, time itself is a limited resource. A further challenge is finding the means to finance the energy 
investments that are required for achieving these transformations in a world where ODA (official de-
velopment aid) and FDI (foreign direct investment) are already falling short of the development needs. 
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Figure 1. World economic maps show continents proportional to the respective economic activities 
measured by GDP at market exchange rates, from left to right, for 1990, 2050 and 2100. Source: 
Based on Nakicenovic et al., 1998 
Finally, perhaps the biggest challenge from today’s perspective is how to combat the adverse impacts 
of energy systems across all scales, from local indoor air pollution all the way to climate change. 
However, to achieve a sustainability transition, all of the above challenges need to be faced and re-
solved. 
Figure 1 illustrates the magnitude of the development challenge and the stark inequities in the world. 
The graph shows an unconventional economic map of the world. The continents are not shown propor-
tional to their geographic area, but are scaled proportional to economic activity, measured by GDP at 
market exchange rates. Clearly visible are the highly industrialized parts of the world, while the devel-
oping regions are hardly discernable. And yet, 80 percent of the people live in the developing regions 
while accounting for only 20 percent of the economic activities. This translates into per capita income 
disparities of factor 16 to one between the “North” and the “South” when measured at market ex-
change rates or a factor of four to one at purchasing power parities.  
In comparison to the 1990 situation, Figure 1 shows two additional economic maps for 2050 and 
2100 based on a scenario that illustrates the possibility of a more equitable world in the future. The 
world map for 2100 looks very familiar, almost like the geographic map of today, indicating that per 
unit area economic activities would be uniformly distributed. This does not mean of course that every 
person would be equally well off, but it does imply that the poorest would have access to essential 
means for existence, including adequate energy services. This development scenario assumes a 10-fold 
growth in the world economy over this period to some 300 trillion dollars by the end of the century. 
There are many such scenarios in the literature, including those developed by the IPCC, that have in-
vestigated both higher and lower rates of development. What is common to the IPCC scenarios is that 
in all cases the relative income gap between now developed and developing regions would narrow 
substantially. 
1.2 Primary Energy Requirements 
A prerequisite for achieving these levels of economic development in the scenarios are adequate levels 
of affordable energy services. Figure 2 compares future energy requirements with historical develop-
ment. Since the beginning of the industrial revolution, global primary energy has grown at close to two 
percent per year. The IPCC scenarios (SRES, Nakicenovic et al., 2000a) indicate a seven-fold increase 
in primary energy requirements at the high end of the scale and at least almost a two-fold increase at 
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the low end. What is interesting to note is that the scenarios in the lower range represent sustainable 
futures with a transition to very efficient energy use and high degrees of conservation. Generally, these 
are also the scenarios in which energy sources with low carbon intensity play an important role. y gy
 
Figure 2. Global primary energy requirements since 1850 and in the range of IPCC SRES scenarios 
to 2100 in EJ per year. Source: Based on Nakicenovic et al., 2000a 
 
Figure 3 illustrates alternative energy systems structures across the range of IPCC scenarios and his-
torical development since 1850. Relative shares of different energy sources, in percent, show the his-
torical evolution of the global energy supply since the 1850s (Figure 3a). The first transition of the 
energy system started with the introduction of coal that replaced traditional sources such as fuel wood 
and working animals. This transition lasted about 70 years until the 1920s. During that period of time, 
the share of coal increased from 20 percent in 1850 to more than 60 percent by 1920. This develop-
ment phase was characterized by the introduction of the age of steam, steal and railways. The next 
transition lasted another 70 years and is characterized by the replacement of coal by oil and natural 
gas. It can further be characterized by the rapid expansion of internal combustion, electricity, petro-
chemicals and the automobile. By the 1990s, more than 80 percent of global energy was supplied by 
hydrocarbon sources, that is, coal, oil and natural gas. Zero carbon sources such as hydropower and 
nuclear play only a limited role today, while traditional renewables supply the rest of the energy needs, 
especially in the developing countries. 
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Figure 3. Historical evolution of energy systems structures, as shares of different primary energy 
sources (a) and future developments in IPCC SRES scenarios developed by MESSAGE model: A1T 
(b), A1B (c) and A1FI (d) scenarios. Source: Based on IPCC SRES. Source: Based on Nakicenovic et 
al., 2000a 
Looking into the future, different possibilities unfold across the scenarios. Some of the scenarios as 
studied by IPCC, shown in Figure 3, foresee a return to coal (Figure 3d). This is especially important 
for those regions of the world that have ample coal resources, e.g., India and China. Other scenarios 
put more emphasis on stronger reliance on oil and gas (Figure 3c), while yet other scenarios foresee a 
transition toward zero carbon sources with a much stronger role being played by nuclear, solar, mod-
ern biomass and other renewable energy sources (Figure 3b). The scenario shown in Figure 3b, in fact, 
would lead to a dominance of non-carbon energy sources by the end of the 21st century. This transition 
toward decarbonization of the global energy system would at the same time achieve many goals of 
sustainable development. These are some of the salient ancillary benefits of decarbonization and deep 
structural changes in the energy system. 
Despite enormous differences across the scenarios they also have common features. For example, in 
energy area they have the same assumptions about fossil and nuclear energy resources and renewable 
energy potentials. But their deployment differs across the scenarios, and these differences tend to be 
amplified after 2020. Because of the long lifetimes of infrastructure, power plants, refineries, and other 
energy investments, there will not be a sufficiently large turnover of such facilities to reveal large dif-
ferences in the scenarios before 2020. But the seeds of the post-2020 world will have been sown by 
then. Figure 3b illustrates that the achievement of a more sustainably structured energy system should 
be seen as a cumulative, evolutionary process: It needs to be initiated early to allow for the long time 
constants required for fundamental transitions, such as a shift to cleaner fossil fuels, renewables, and 
possibly nuclear energy. 
These deep structural differences across the scenarios indicate that the long-term global energy fu-
tures are no longer seen as being geologically preordained. The imminent resource scarcity forecast in 
the 1970s for the end of the century did not materialize. With continued exploration efforts and tech-
nological progress, accessible and affordable reserves have increased, and this trend is likely to con-
tinue. After 2020 all scenarios move away from their current reliance on conventional oil and gas, but 
to a varying degree. In fact, the currently estimated conventional oil and gas reserves do not reach 
much into the post-2020 periods in any of the scenarios. This transition progresses relatively slowly in 
scenarios such as shown in Figure 3c, where oil and gas are plentiful. This is the result of a continuous 
conversion of abundant (unconventional) resources into economically viable reserves through research 
and technology development. This faster technological progress also leads to cleaner fossil energy sys-
tems in the long run. In the more sustainable scenarios, shown in Figure 3b, structural change away 
from coal and conventional oil and gas also progresses more rapidly because of faster technological 
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progress toward cleaner fossil energy systems, and toward the end of the century toward dominance of 
renewable energy sources. This is the cumulative result of dedicated energy and environmental poli-
cies that favor deployment of renewables. 
Most of the divergence across the scenarios after 2020 will depend on technological developments 
implemented between now and then (Nakicenovic et al., 1998). Which energy sources in 2020 will 
best match the more flexible, more convenient, cleaner forms of energy desired by consumers? Which 
firms will have made the investments in research and development that will give them a technological 
edge? And which will have refocused their operations away from merely providing tons of coal or 
kilowatt-hours of electricity and toward offering better energy services to consumers? The answers to 
these questions will be determined between now and 2020 (Nakicenovic et al., 1998). Near-term in-
vestment decisions and efforts in technology research and development will determine which of the 
alternative development paths will dominate the post-2020 period. 
1.3 Global Climate Change 
The alternative developments of the energy systems structure in the future across the scenarios imply 
developing a whole host of new energy technologies, and have different implications, for example, for 
climate change. Figure 4 is from the IPCC Third Assessment Report (Cubasch et al., 2001). It shows 
the changes in the mean global surface temperature for the last 1,000 years and contrasts this with fu-
ture climate change across SRES scenarios. Clearly, this historical record is highly uncertain as illus-
trated by the wide error bands (shown in gray). The temperature varied, but what is important is that a 
clear trend cannot be discerned. Global Mean Temperat
INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE (IPCC)
ure Change
 
 
Figure 4. Global mean surface temperature reconstructed for the northern hemisphere for the last 
1,000 years, for the globe since 1860 to present and for IPCC SRES scenarios to 2100. Source: 
Cubasch et al., 2001 
A noticeable trend toward higher temperatures starts after the 1850s with the beginning of industriali-
zation and continuous increase of anthropogenic GHG emissions. Compared to this historical devel-
opment a large funnel of future possibilities opens for the next 100 years, from a minimal increase of 
1.4 degrees Celsius to a high of 5.8 degrees. Zooming in on these future possibilities, shows that future 
temperature increases are based on the whole range of IPCC SRES (Nakicenovic et al., 2000a) emis-
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 sions scenarios discussed in the previous section. IPCC used different climate change models to assess 
the climate change implications of the full range of emissions. 
Half of the uncertainty between low and high ranges of temperature change is due to the fact that we 
do not know today how sensitive climate will be to the future emissions, the other half is due to the 
fact that we do not know which emissions path humanity will embark on in the future. However, while 
we do not know exactly how to influence climate sensitivity itself, we can, in principle, decide on the 
emissions paths as they depend on our present and future actions, which technologies will be de-
ployed, future lifestyles, and so on. Here, we focus on the technological measures and policies as-
sessed by the IPCC that would be required to achieve stabilization of future GHG concentrations in the 
atmosphere in accordance with Article 2 of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 
Change (Morita et al., 2001). It is the long-term stabilization of atmospheric GHG concentrations that 
is required to avoid climate change caused by human activities. 
Figure 5 shows how much global carbon dioxide emissions would have to be reduced during the 
next 200 years to achieve atmospheric stabilization. One generic finding that emerges out of the re-
quired reductions is that emissions can increase so hat for a while but must peak during the next 
decades and decline well below current levels, say down to a quarter or at most a third of current lev-
els. In the very long run, beyond this time horizon of this century, net emissions must slowly cease and 
approach zero. In other words, achieving total decarbonization of the global energy system is a must, 
ons must peak between 2020 
and 2030. 
mew
if the concentrations are to be stabilized. This is independent of the stabilization level chosen, be it 
high or low! For higher stabilization levels there is a bit more time before the peak should be reached: 
2065 to 2090 for 1,000 ppmv (parts per million volume) on one end of the scale, but as soon as 2005 
to 2015 to achieve stabilization at 450 ppmv. Even for 550 ppmv, emissi
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Figure 5. Global carbon dioxide emissions in billion tons of carbon (GtC) per year since 1800 to pre-
sent and for alternative paths for stabilizing atmospheric concentrations at 450, 550 and 650 ppmv 
more than seven-fold in the highest IPCC 
em
(parts per million volume) for IPCC WGI and WRE stabilization trajectories. Source: Based on 
Nakicenovic et al., 1998 and Wigley, Richels and Edmonds (WRE), 1996 
1.4 Emissions Scenarios and Response Strategies 
Various mitigation measures and policies need to be invoked in the scenarios to achieve these stabili-
zation levels. Figure 6 shows the carbon dioxide emissions across the IPCC scenarios against the 
background of the historical increase since 1850. Carbon dioxide emissions grew on average at 1.7 
percent per year. Current energy-related carbon dioxide emissions are in excess of 6 billion tons of 
carbon or Gigatons of carbon (GtC) per year. They increase 
issions scenarios, that is, those scenarios envisage the return to coal with high overall energy de-
mand, and decline in the lowest scenarios to less than half the current levels. These are the scenarios 
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that describe a more sustainable future with relatively low energy demand and a transition toward less 
intensive and zero-carbon energy technologies. and Stabilization Profiles
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Figure 6. Global carbon dioxide emissions in billion tons of carbon (GtC) per year since 1800 to pre-
sent, for alternative future paths for stabilization paths (IPCC WGI and WRE) and for IPCC SRES 
scenarios to 2100. Source: Based on Nakicenovic et al., 1998, Wigley, Richels and Edmonds (WRE), 
1996 and Nakicenovic et al., 2000a 
IPCC developed a set of stabilization scenarios that were quantified on the basis of the SRES scenarios 
(Morita et al., 2001). They illustrate how large mitigation measures and policies might be needed to 
achieve (atmospheric carbon dioxide) concentration stabilization according to Article 2 of the UN 
Framework Convention on Climate Change (in 150 years from now). The so-called Post-SRES scenar-
ios cover a very wide range of emission trajectories, but the range is clearly below the SRES range. 
Thus, climate mitigation clearly reduces the uncertainty in the range of future emissions by eliminat-
ing the high end. The scenarios jointly illustrate the size of the “gap” between emissions in the base-
line scenarios (IPCC SRES) and the stabilization paths (Post-SRES). All scenarios show an increasing 
CO2 reduction over time. Energy reduction shows a much wider range than CO2 reduction because in 
arios indicate a relatively small gap as many of the carbon mitigation measures are already an 
integral part of the baseline developments. In other words, the total emissions reduction effort required 
is significantly smaller as well because of the much lower baseline emissions in the first case. A1T and 
y benefit of relatively low emissions 
e future, vigorous mitigation meas-
d more strongly implemented technology and/or policy 
m
many scenarios a decoupling between energy use and carbon emissions takes place as a result of a 
shift in primary energy sources, carbon capture and storage. 
Figure 7 shows the gaps opening between SRES and Post-SRES scenarios for achieving stabilization 
levels of 750, 650, 550 and 450 ppmv compared with current concentrations of 370 ppmv. B2 scenario 
family portrays emissions reductions gap that falls in-between other scenarios. In case of A1FI (fossil-
intensive A1 scenario group) the gap attains enormous magnitude toward 2100. In contrast, A1T and 
B1 scen
B1 scenarios illustrate that sustainability transition has the ancillar
paths even in the baseline developments. In more carbon intensiv
ures need to be invoked in addition to those that are included in the baseline if the gap is to be closed. 
This increases the overall energy-system costs significantly, in some case up to 50 percent compared 
with the baseline. 
In general, the lower the stabilization target and the higher the level of baseline emissions, the larger 
the CO2 divergence from the baseline that is needed, and the earlier that it must occur. The A1FI, 
A1B, and A2 worlds require a wider range an
easures than A1T, B1, and B2. The 450 ppmv stabilization case requires very rapid emission reduc-
tion over the next 20 to 30 years. 
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Figure 7. Carbon dioxide gap between SRES baseline scenarios and Post-SRES stabilization cases for 
750, 650, 550 and 450 ppmv atmospheric concentrations, shown as differences in carbon dioxide 
emissions between the baselines and stabilization scenarios. The ranges in future emissions both in 
baselines and stabilization scenarios are due to different quantifications of the four storylines by nine 
integrated-assessment models that developed the scenarios. Source: IPCC TAR WGIII (Morita et al., 
2001) 
1.5 Emissions Mitigation Technologies 
N
m compared to 
th
o single measure will be sufficient for the timely development, adoption and diffusion of mitigation 
options to stabilize atmospheric GHGs. Instead, a portfolio based on technological change, economic 
incentives, and institutional frameworks should be adopted. Combined use of a broad array of known 
technological options has a long-term potential which, in combination with associated socio-economic 
and institutional changes, is sufficient to achieve stabilization of atmospheric CO2 concentrations in 
the range of 450 to 550 ppmv or even below.  
The extent mitigation options deployment differs among scenarios and is strongly dependent on the 
model structure. However, common features of mitigation scenarios include large and continuous en-
ergy efficiency improvements and afforestation as well as diffusion of zero and low-carbon energy 
technologies, especially biomass over the next one hundred years and natural gas in the first half of the 
century. Energy conservation and reforestation are reasonable first steps, but innovative supply-side 
technologies will eventually be required as well. Possible robust options include using natural gas and 
combined-cycle technology to bridge the transition to more advanced fossil fuel and zero-carbon tech-
nologies, such as hydrogen fuel cells. Solar energy as well as either nuclear energy or carbon capture 
and storage would become increasingly important, especially in higher emission worlds and in con-
junction with lower stabilization targets.  
The first class of measures and policies directed at reducing emissions are related to demand reduc-
tions and energy savings. This is true across all scenarios, whether they have high or low emissions. 
The next class of measures includes changes in the structure of the future energy syste
e baseline, and involves using new technologies to reduce carbon intensity. Primarily, this involves 
shifting away from coal to fossil energy sources with less carbon such as natural gas and a shift away 
from fossils in general toward zero-carbon options such as renewables and nuclear. The last class of 
mitigation measures are technologies for so-called carbon sequestration from fossil energy sources. 
This involves removing carbon from fuels either before combustion or scrubbing the carbon dioxide 
from the combustion gases. In either case, this necessitates carbon capture and storage over geological 
periods of time, that is, hundreds if not thousands of years. Further, it is important that the leakage 
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rates of stored carbon are kept well below one percent per year. Given that hundreds of billion tons of 
carbon would need to be stored in many of the scenarios, higher leakage rates would offset emissions 
mitigation to the extent that stabilization might not be achievable. 
Mitigation efforts vary for different SRES baselines and for different Post-SRES stabilization levels. 
This indicates that the emission path we choose to embark on will make an enormous difference. For 
obvious reasons shown here, the mitigation task is more humble and more likely to take place if the 
reference emissions are lower, if there is a transition toward “leaner” patterns of energy use and to-
ward decarbonization of the energy system for other reasons than climate change. This not only makes 
the resulting climate change much less threatening, but also makes the task of reducing emissions to a 
g
isposal are introduced as well, in some of them as 
ea
ometimes requires subsidies because these two phases of technology development are often 
ssociated with high costs, and frequently inferior performance of new technologies compared with 
the old ones. However, dedicated development often, but not always, brings improvements. In eco-
-
-
experience and deployment 
f new technologies eventually resulting in superior performance and lower costs than older competi-
orically high price. Over the last 20 years, the costs of 
al
iven stabilization level easier to reach and much less costly. This is even more important when one 
considers the long time required to make structural changes in the energy system. Considering that the 
two pervious grand transitions in the energy system took on the order of 70 years each; and assuming 
that the next one lasts as long, it appears that the lower levels of stabilizing atmospheric GHG levels 
might be rendered impossible with or without carbon sequestration. 
New technologies play an important role across all scenarios in the literature and even more so in 
cases where emissions mitigation is required. To provide for the growing need for energy services, 
new technologies diffuse in an ever more efficient, less polluting and, also essential, a less costlier 
manner. Technological change plays an important role in this process along with other important de-
velopments such as new institutional arrangements, adequate investments in energy, capacity building 
and education, or free trade to mention just a few enabling developments. For example, traditional oil 
and gas power plants are rendered obsolete and decommissioned by the 2020s and 2030s across all 
emissions scenarios (including SRES baselines and Post-SRES stabilization cases). Traditional coal 
power plants remain in service only a few more decades at the longest. Natural gas combined cycle 
(NGCC) power plants are an important source of electricity throughout the century and are already 
today the cheapest and most efficient plants wherever gas is available. In the mitigation scenarios, coal 
and gas power plants with carbon removal and d
rly as the 2020s. Fuel cells are another important technology in most of the scenarios and their wide-
spread diffusion is expected to occur during the 2030s. Initially, they would be fueled mostly by natu-
ral gas but later, as hydrogen production increases, they would provide a carbon and pollution free 
source of mobile and stationary electricity. Hydrogen production starts as early as 2020 in some of the 
scenarios. Finally, in the future, coal conversion to electricity would rely on advanced coal technolo-
gies in all scenarios, at the latest by the 2050s. Integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) is one 
such technology that also has the advantage of being suitable for carbon sequestration. 
Thus, numerous new and advanced energy technologies will have to be developed and deployed dur-
ing the next 100 years. This means that large R&D efforts would be required. What is perhaps more 
important is that extensive experimentation with those new technologies will also be required, starting 
with investments in demonstration projects and early deployment. This involves creating niche mar-
kets and s
a
nomics this is called technological learning or learning by doing. In engineering and business one of
ten refers to so called cost buy-downs along a learning curve. It is only after the costs have been re-
duced and performance improved that the actual widespread diffusion can take place and old tech-
nologies are replaced by new ones. There is a rich literature and practical experience on enormous im
provements and cost reductions that could be achieved with accumulated 
o
tors. Gas turbines are such an example. It should be mentioned that these stages in the innovation 
chain are not intended to be linear or sequential, it is an interactive process. R&D is always required 
and niche markets for experimentation are needed for advancing even the mature technologies. 
Figure 8 shows an impressive example of technological learning from a developing country – etha-
nol production from sugar cane in Brazil. When the program started in the aftermath of the oil crisis, 
methanol was about three times more expensive than crude oil at about US$150 per barrel of oil 
equivalent (bbl) even though oil was at a hist
cohol have decreased enormously, at some 30 percent per doubling of accumulated output. This is 
typical of cost buy-downs for many energy technologies, from photovoltaics, to wind mills and gas 
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 turbines. Today, ethanol prices appear to be competitive with gasoline in Brazil. In February 2003, the 
alcohol price was about 1.50 Rials per liter compared with gasoline at about 2.25 Rials per liter. It 
should be mentioned that gasoline also includes some alcohol and that there is a hefty gasoline tax. 
This means that the two fuels are roughly competitive. Nevertheless, the future is highly uncertain, it 
is by no means clear whether alcohol will remain to be competitive. The reason for showing the im-
Figure 8 is that the improvements did not occur for free – the accumulated 
 and alcohol prices, the red and the blue curves, shows that Brazil invested at 
illion to achieve this competitiveness. To achieve the competitiveness of the 
other advanced technologies that play important roles in IPCC scenarios will also require large in-
pressive learning curve in 
difference between the oil
least an estimated US$2 b
vestments world wide, however, their costs would still be relatively low compared to the alternatives 
of not developing competitive new technologies. 
It is however important to be aware of the deep uncertainties surrounding future scenarios. This is 
not only the case with future climate change scenarios, but also with any attempt to provide a future 
perspective because of our inherent inability to predict future. In the context of technological change, 
it should be noted that we do not have any a priori means of distinguishing success from failure. Many 
technologies will need to be developed but only a few will be successful. However, the converse is 
certainly true, we will need to invest in new technologies if some of them are to become competitive 
and lead to lower future emissions as well as better and more affordable energy services for human 
progress and prosperity. Thus, it is timely to promote the early deployment and market introduction of 
new energy infrastructures and technologies in order to achieve “cost-buy downs” and technology im-
provements through experience and learning, recognizing that only a few options are likely to be suc-
cessful. This is, however, necessary for achieving the widespread diffusion and transfer of new tech-
nologies. 
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Figure 8. Learning curve for ethanol production from sugar cane expressed in US dollars per barrel 
of oil (bbl) equivalent as a function of cumulative production since 1978 indicating a 30 percent price 
reduction per doubling of cumulative production; crude oil price is also shown on the same scale; the 
cumulative difference between the two curves corresponds to about US$2 billion investment to bring 
ethanol prices to competitive levels with crude oil. Source: Grübler, 1998 
 
In conclusion, it should be noted that typical diffusion time constraints for achieving a fundamental 
transition in the global energy system lasts a very long time, from at least 20 to between 50 and 70 
years. Such a transition might involve, say, replacing some 80 percent of energy capital stock. At the 
same time, it is clear that the premature replacement of energy technologies is too costly. Thus, there 
is very little time left to waste for initiating extensive early introduction and experimentation with new 
technologies. As was shown, this is a prerequisite for achieving cost buy-downs through experience 
and preparing for timely capital replacement. 
It is essential, therefore, to put new policies in place and formulate new public-private partnerships, 
together with science and engineering communities and other stakeholders, directed at providing more 
sustainable energy services. Here, the developed countries should take a leading role with their gener-
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ally higher capacity and means for developing and introducing more affordable and environmentally 
benign energy systems. 
Conclusion 
Scenarios are an important tool for assessing transitions to sustainable development paths. Sustainable 
futures often are easier to illustrate when compared with other scenarios that contradict some of the 
conditions for achieving sustainability. This is one of the reasons why, in recent studies, sustainable 
scenarios are usually included among alternative futures (Nakicenovic et al., 2000b). The sustainable 
scenarios can be characterized by low environmental impacts at all scales and more equitable alloca-
tion of resources and wealth relative to the current situations and other alternative future energy devel-
opments. WEA and IPCC presented a set of global and regional scenarios (Nakicenovic et al., 2000a 
and 2000b). Each set includes a number of scenarios that describe futures with characteristics of sus-
tainability. Together, they illustrate the measures and policies for the near-term future that would be 
required to move away from other alternative but unsustainable development paths. Each set includes 
two classes of scenarios that envisage the sustainability transition. 
One class of scenarios that envisage the sustainability transition, such as the IPCC B1 (especially 
with 450ppm stabilization), can be characterized by low environmental impacts at all scales and more 
equitable allocation of resources and wealth relative to the current situations and other alternative fu-
ture energy development paths. Usually, sustainability transitions are embedded in fundamentally dif-
ferent future development paths that share both substantial technological progress and unprecedented 
international cooperation centered on environmental protection and international equity – they include 
high degrees of environmental protection at all scales, from eradication of indoor air pollution to low 
impacts on climate change, sometimes associated with an active redistribution of wealth and usually 
very high levels of energy efficiency and conservation. Thus, they fulfill most of the criteria for sus-
tainable development – such as increasing both economic and ecological equity among world regions 
and countries – and lead to a significantly lower impact on the climate than scenarios with higher 
GHG emissions. These scenarios require a virtually complete transition away from reliance on fossil 
energy sources toward zero or near-zero emissions energy systems that include carbon capture and 
storage in association with hydrocarbon sources and stronger reliance on renewable energy sources. 
All variants of this class of sustainability transition scenarios considered by WEA and IPCC are char-
acterized by a high degree of energy conservation and vigorous efficiency improvements throughout 
the whole energy system and among end users. Consequently, total energy requirements are relatively 
low relative to the high levels of affluence and quality of life, especially in today’s developing regions. 
The achievement of such futures is indeed challenging, and ranges from devising new RD&D and 
market introduction policies for energy technologies, to imposing energy and carbon taxes as incen-
tives for improving energy efficiency and conservation and increasing the shift away from fossil fuels. 
The second class of scenarios that include characteristics of sustainability, such as the IPCC A1T 
(especially with 450ppm stabilization), is fundamentally different in nature and quite similar to the 
reference scenarios as far as most of the driving forces are concerned except for the future structure of 
the energy system. Thus, environmental protection and higher levels of affluence are achieved less 
through changes in lifestyles and levels of energy end use and structure, and more through a dedicated 
decarbonization of the energy system. Again, efficiency improvements are important, and clean fossils 
such as natural gas are foreseen, as gaining much larger shares of global energy needs, along with re-
newable sources of energy – all contributing toward decarbonization. Decarbonization is in part also 
achieved through more sophisticated energy conversion and processing that includes pervasive carbon 
capture and storage along with zero or close to zero emissions of more conventional pollutants. 
Together, these two classes scenarios illustrate different levels of compatibility between future en-
ergy systems and goals of sustainable development. However, all sustainable scenarios, including the 
IPCC scenarios described here, have positive (desirable) and normative (prescriptive) elements. They 
usually include strong assumptions about desirable futures and prescribe how such futures can be 
achieved. Common to most is that they show that sustainable futures are not achievable with current 
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 policies and prevailing de
major paradigm shift. Th
velopment trends. Their achievement often requires a fundamental change or 
us, sustainable energy scenarios are often designed to offer policy guidance 
on managing, for example, an orderly transition from today’s energy system, which relies largely on 
sust
ith 
quir
cha
cha
202
no s
sen
al es may still take 
place anyway, and it is a question of whether they will be too late rather than whether they will occur 
at all. Perhaps more important is the question of development initiatives directed at eradicating pov-
erty, disease, and illiteracy in the world, and whether they will be timely and sufficient to offset cur-
rently inadequate efforts (Nakicenovic et al., 2000b). The achievement of sustainable development 
dictates a global perspective, a very long time horizon, and immediate policy measures that take into 
account the long lead times needed to change the system. 
fossil fuels, toward a more sustainable system with more equitable access to resources. More global 
studies are considering futures with radical policy and behavioral changes to achieve a transition to a 
ainable development path during the 21st century (Nakicenovic et al., 2000b).  
The great merit of RD&D policies, diffusion, and the adoption of new technologies associated w
market-based instruments for environmental change is that radical developments often proceed gradu-
ally from seemingly moderate policies, leading to major improvements over time. However, they re-
e continuity over decades so that the cumulative effects of moderate policies can result in radical 
nge. These are some of the crucial characteristics of the IPCC and WEA scenarios that lead toward 
sustainable development. Another central feature of these scenarios is that adequate provision of en-
ergy services and more equitable allocation of resources are crucial for achieving sustainability. At the 
same time, energy use is a main cause of environmental degradation at all scales and so can inhibit the 
achievement of sustainability. Thus, environmental protection – from indoor pollution to climate 
nge – is an essential element of sustainable development in these scenarios (Nakicenovic et al., 
2000b). Rapid development and clean, efficient energy are complementary elements of most of the 
scenarios. The resolution of these future challenges offers a window of opportunity between now and 
0. Because of the long lifetimes of power plants, refineries, and other energy investments, there is 
ufficient turnover of such facilities to reveal large differences among the alternative scenarios pre-
ted here before 2020, but the seeds of the post-2020 world will have been sown by then. The choice 
of the world’s future energy systems may be wide open now. It will be a lot narrower by 2020, and 
certain development opportunities that are forgone now might not be achievable later (Nakicenovic et 
 1998). There may well be environmental irreversibilities, but technical chang.,
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ommer-
ial energy. As energy consumption rises with increases in population and living standards, awareness 
y in new 
ergy can make to rural development, 
lower health costs (linked to air pollution), energy independence, and climate change mitigation, re-
n  is shifti . Support for 
re s b stry, 
a ental ganizations (NGOs) pursuing energy, environment, and development agen-
d  an l markets for renewable energy 
are expanding, shifting investment patterns away from traditional government and donor sources to 
greater reliance on priva
Changing investment patterns make it more important to think about markets for renewable energy, 
rather than simply abou tics. The older 
te ar logy 
d in cused on market assessment, policy and institu-
ti n trations of business and social models.  
“Renewable energy”  
and crop residues burned in stoves) and modern technologies based on solar, wind, biomass, geother-
mal and small hydropo -
cludes large hydropower because it is already a mature technology and treated well elsewhere. While 
tr rov re-
newable energy provide al biomass share is 30-45% 
on average, although some developing countries approach 90%. Besides traditional biomass, small 
hydropower in China a  largest single contributors to re-
n ies
ie t market experience, 
existing applications, a  end-use application rather 
than by technology (Table 1). We then review the emerging lessons suggested by that experience for 
six key issues.  
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1 Introduction 
Developing countries have 80% of the world’s population but consume only 30% of global c
c
is growing about the environmental costs of energy and the need to expand access to energ
ways. As recognition grows of the contribution renewable en
ewable energy ng from the fringe to the mainstream of sustainable development
newable energy ha
nd non-governm
as at local, national
een building among those in government, multilateral organizations, indu
or
d global levels. At the same time, commercia
te firms and banks. 
t the technologies themselves and their economic characteris
chnology-oriented p
emonstrations is giv
onal issues, and demo
adigm focused on technology assessment, economic viability, and techno
g way to a new paradigm fo
s
commonly refers to both traditional biomass (i.e., fuelwood, animal wastes,
wer. Our definition here, also called “new renewables” by many others, ex
aditional biomass p ides about 7-11% of global primary energy supply, the modern forms of 
 about 2%. For developing countries, the tradition
nd transport ethanol in Brazil are among the
ewable energy suppl
We take a market or
 in developing countries.  
ation in this paper, providing an aggregate review of pasnt
nd results of policies and programs, organized by
               
 the full paper of the same title which appeared in Annual Review of Energy and the Environ-* This paper is excerpted from
ment, Vol. 27 (2002), pp. 309-348. A short selected bibliography has been included. For full sources, readers should con-
sult the original paper, which cites 174 references.  
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 1.1 From Donor Aid to Sustainable Markets 
In the 1970s and 1980s, many development assistance agencies attempted to promote small-scale re-
newable-energy technologies like biogas, cooking stoves, wind turbines, and solar heaters in develop-
ing countries. From 1980 to 2000, official development assistance for renewable energy totaled about 
$3 billion, most of which went for geothermal, wind and small hydro technologies. Much of this, par-
ticularly aid for rural areas, focused on technical demonstrations or on projects that were narrowly 
self-sustaining but could not be replicated. Many projects were considered failures because of poor 
technical performance and poor suitability to user needs and local conditions. Projects often did not 
d
loping country governments included ethanol use for trans-
p
 
Table 1. Renewable Energy Markets in Developing Countries. 
 
emonstrate institutional and commercial viability and lacked mechanisms for equipment mainte-
nance, sustainable sources of credit and expertise, and incentive structures for sustained operating per-
formance. 
At the same time, however, many developing countries were busy with their own renewable energy 
programs. Large-scale initiatives by deve
ort in Brazil, household biogas for lighting and cooking in China and India, grid-connected wind 
power in India, and small hydropower in Nepal. Some success stories, like the market for solar home 
systems in Kenya, began with donor assistance in the 1980s but then “graduated” to private-sector-led 
markets in the 1990s. Common to these experiences is the fit between technologies and user needs and 
practices. For example, the ethanol vehicle fuel program in Brazil was successful partly because using 
ethanol required little change in consumers’ attitudes or behaviors. Many early programs were not 
successful, however, often because the factors for sustainability and replication were missing. 
 
Application Indicators of Existing Installations and Markets (as of 2000) 
1. Rural residential 
and community 
lighting, TV, radio,
Over 50 million households served by small-hydro village-scale mini-gr
 
and telephony 
ids. 
 
10 million households get lighting from biogas. 
 
10,000 households served by solar/wind/diesel hybrid mini-grids. 
1.1 million households have solar PV home systems or solar lanterns. 
 
2. Rural small indus-
try, agriculture, and 
other productive uses 
Up to 1 million water pumps driven by wind turbines and over 20,000 water 
pumps powered by solar PV. 
 
Up to 60,000 small enterprises powered by small-hydro village-scale mini-grids. 
 
Thousands of communities receive drinking water from solar PV-powered puri-
fiers/pumps. 
3. Grid-based bulk 
power 
48,000 MW installed capacity producing 130,000 GWh/year (mostly small hy-
dro and biomass, with some geothermal and wind). 
 
25 countries with IPP regulatory frameworks. 
4. Residential/ com-
mercial cooking and 
hot water 
220 million more-efficient biomass stoves. 
 
10 million households with solar hot water systems. 
 
800,000 solar cookers. 
5. Transport fuels 14 billion liters per year ethanol vehicle fuel produced from biomass. 
  
180 million people live in countries mandating mixing of ethanol with gasoline. 
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The 1992 UN Conference on Environment and Development, along with the resulting UN Framework 
on Climate Change, breathed new political life into donor assistance for renewables and led to new 
forms of multilateral assistance for renewable energy. These have including about $600 million in 
grant assistance by the Global Environment Facility, $2 billion in loans from the Word Bank, and new 
initiatives by the UN Development Programme. Many of these programs are designed to promote sus-
tainable technologies and markets by removing key barriers related to skills, financing, institutions, 
b
o local demand and user needs, 
p
kets 
 challenges, along with the need for rural 
usiness models, and policies. Project development and implementation progress has been slow, how-
ever, and substantial experience from most of these programs is just emerging. These agencies con-
tinue to learn and evolve in their approaches. 
In the late 1990s, private multinational corporations also began to commit millions of dollars to re-
newable energy investments, some of which was to go to developing countries. Many domestic firms 
in developing countries also entered the renewable energy business in the 1990s. But companies have 
found such investments to be more difficult than they imagined in developing countries, and progress 
in fulfilling expectations has been slow.  
Among bilateral donors, the practice of simple equipment provision continues, although some donor 
programs have taken more market-oriented approaches that respond t
romote enterprise development for sustained service, and create financing mechanisms independent 
of continuing donor aid. Most recently, a task force of the G-8 group of industrialized countries rec-
ommended market-oriented approaches and advocated a goal of serving 500 million people in devel-
oping countries with renewable energy within a decade. A growing body of experience shows that 
successful approaches to promoting renewable energy should expand and sustain markets for specific 
applications that offer the economic and social benefits most needed. 
2 Part 1. Experience with Applications and 
Mar
2.1 Rural Residential and Community Lighting, TV, Radio and 
Telephony  
Roughly 400 million households, or 40% of the population of developing countries, do not have ac-
cess to electricity. Household and community demand for lighting, TV, radio, and wireless telephony 
in rural areas without electricity has driven markets for “solar home systems,” biogas-fueled lighting, 
small hydro mini-grids, wind or solar “hybrid” mini-grids, and small wind turbines. These technolo-
gies are not strictly comparable with each other, however; the level of service that households receive 
varies considerably by technology and by the specific equipment size used. Regardless of size, surveys 
and anecdotal evidence suggest that rural households value both electric lighting and television view-
ing. Growing numbers of individual equipment purchases, beyond government-driven programs, point 
to growing market demand. 
Solar home systems. Solar home systems (typically 15-75 watts) can reduce the need for candles, 
batteries, and kerosene in rural homes. Typical purchase prices range from $200-1200. Smaller “solar 
lanterns” (typically 10-20 watts) provide lighting only. An estimated 1.1 million solar home systems 
and solar lanterns exist in rural areas of developing countries, and donor approaches and markets have 
evolved in recent years. Most installations are individual household systems, but some serve public 
buildings such as schools, health clinics, and community centers—with thousands of such applications 
in some countries. The largest existing markets for solar home systems are India (450,000), China 
(150,000), Kenya (120,000), Morocco (80,000), Mexico (80,000), and South Africa (50,000).  
Biogas for home lighting and cooking. Biogas digesters convert animal and plant wastes into a fuel 
usable for lighting, heating, cooking, and electricity generation. Digesters can be household or com-
munity scale. Biogas programs have been challenging because a variety of technical options are 
needed. Community and political issues have also created
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 se
ge-scale mini-grids can serve tens or hundreds of households in set-
tings where sufficient geographical density allows economical interconnections to a central power 
generator. Most mini-grids in remote areas have been powered by diesel generators or small hydro. 
hybrid” combinations, can replace or supple-
rhaps 150 in developing countries. Most vil-
has been pi-
ted in a few countries, with most installations worldwide taking place in Inner Mongolia in China. 
hold
velo
turb ayment tied to the harvest season or fu-
2.2
Us
lth
dev
grea
eme
vice
A s for irrigation and livestock historically have 
ay  
iesel-driven pumps took over. A resurgence in interest in wind pumps in the 1970s and 1980s did not 
ad to new large markets, however, except in Argentina. Up to one million wind-powered water 
ig-
nificant use of wind-powered water pumps is also occurring in  
s Columbia, India, Peru, and Tha r-
e ater pumps (typically 1-kW) has led to at least 20,000 installed, notably in 
In and, Mali, Philippines, and Morocco. How ny of the pump t oper-
a aintenance.  
y. Mini-grid or stand-alone systems can power sm stries and provi tantial 
lo s. In fact, the economic viability of mini-gr n depends on th nce of 
in ld lighting by itself may not provide the revenue to pay for mini-grid invest-
ments. Examples of applications exist, but not systematically: on one Philippine island, a wind-solar-
d wer for seaweed drying, woo , and sewing; in engal 
in ch as a cycle repair shop, a v ma, and health clinics receive 
p d biomass village-scale mini grids; in te fishing villages in Indonesia, 
wind turbines power ice making to freeze fish, a chick hatching unit, corn grinding, and potable water 
supplies; in South Africa, women weave mats at night using the light from solar home systems; and in 
Peru, carpenters and welders work off small hydro power.  
rvice businesses and consumer credit. China, India, and Nepal have conducted the main biogas pro-
grams; all three countries now have large manufacturing industries for biogas plants. China leads the 
world with 7.5 million household biogas digesters, 750 large and medium-scale industrial biogas 
plants, and a network of rural “biogas service centers” was established to provide the infrastructure 
necessary to support dissemination, financing and maintenance. India also has had a large program, 
with about 3 million household plants installed.  
Village-scale mini-grids. Villa
Generation from solar PV, wind, or biomass, often in “
ment diesel power, but very few such systems exist, pe
lage-scale mini-grids have developed in Asia on the basis of small hydro, particularly in China, as well 
as Nepal, India, Vietnam, and Sri Lanka. In Nepal, most mini-grids have been installed and managed 
by rural entrepreneurs—a “success story” attributed to several factors, including availability of credit 
from an agricultural development bank, simplified licensing procedures, unrestricted power tariffs, 
private financing from commercial banks, and capital cost subsidies.  
Household-scale wind power. Household-scale wind power (sized 100-5000 watts) 
lo
Public programs were successful in disseminating more than 140,000 small wind turbines for house-
 energy in this region. These programs were driven by local technology promotion agencies, de-
pment of local technology manufacturing, subsidies for purchase of locally manufactured wind 
ines, and a government revolving credit fund offering rep
ture sales of cattle or wool.  
 Rural Small Industry, Agriculture, and Other Productive 
es 
ough electricity provA ides improvements in the quality of life through lighting, entertainment, and 
increased conveniences, it is the productive uses of this electricity that increase incomes and provide 
elopment benefits to rural areas. As incomes increase, rural populations are better able to afford 
ter levels of energy service, which can allow even greater use of renewable energy. The major 
rging productive uses of renewable energy are for agriculture, small industry, commercial ser-
s, and social services like drinking water, education, and health care. 
gricultural water pumping. Wind-driven water pump
pl ed a prominent role in rural areas, but declined in the 1950s and 1960s as rural electrification and
d
le
pumps are in use in Argentina, following decades of development of a local manufacturing base. S
 South Africa and Namibia, with
maller numbers of installations in Brazil, China, 
st in solar PV
iland. Growing inte
 powered w
dia, Ethiopia, Thail ever, ma s are no
ting due to poor m
Small industr all indu de subs
cal income and job ids ofte e prese
dustry, since househo
iesel hybrid provides 24-hour po dwo
ideo cine
rking  West B
 India, small local enterprises su
ower from solar an n remote 
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Drinking water. Use of renewable energy to provide clean drinking water is emerging as 
major market. Applications include both mechanical pumping/filtering and ultraviolet (UV
a potential 
) disinfec-
2
• 
eloping countries, most applications are direct combustion and biogas. Most biomass feed-
ly 10% of the global total. India, with 1,300 MW of installed capac-
ity, leads the developing world. India’s wind power boom during the 1990s was driven by special 
tax policies and other regulatory mechanisms. However, these investment-based incentives have 
erformance, and declining investment tax credits and changing 
tries 
tion. In areas where commercial or piped water is unavailable, villagers may walk several hours each 
day to obtain drinking water or use hand pumps. Few examples of applications yet exist, however. 
One example is in the Dominican Republic, where eight PV-powered village water systems provide 
daily water service to about 1000 people. Users pay for water on a per-gallon basis and prefer the ser-
vice to existing water supplies.  
.3 Grid-Based Power Generation 
Total world electric power capacity stood at 3,400,000 MW in 2000, with about 1,500,000 MW (45%) 
of this in developing countries (see Table 2). Electricity consumption in developing countries contin-
ues to grow rapidly with economic growth, raising concerns about how these countries will expand 
power generation in coming decades. Small hydro power, biomass power, geothermal power, and 
wind farms are all competitive and viable technologies for grid-based power generation. Grid-
connected installations can range in size from a few kilowatts to hundreds of megawatts:  
 
Small hydropower harnesses small rivers and streams, typically with plants less than 10 MW size. 
Small hydropower has been a mainstay of rural energy development for many years in many coun-
tries. China alone accounts for 80% of the small-hydro capacity in developing countries, driven by 
long-standing government rural electrification programs.  
• Biomass power commonly comes from direct combustion of biomass feedstocks to produce power 
and often cogenerate heat. Other technologies include anaerobic digestion, which produces biogas 
for use in engines, and gasification, which produces gas for use in combined-cycle gas turbines. In 
dev
stocks come from agricultural and forest industry residues. Sugar cane waste, or “bagasse,” is es-
pecially common in tropical countries. Brazil and the Philippines are the leading producers of 
biomass power. 
• Wind power, now the fastest growing energy technology in the world, has been slow to emerge in 
developing countries, with on
not encouraged high operating p
utility policies moderated growth in the late 1990s.  
• Geothermal power is expanding in Indonesia, Philippines, Mexico, Kenya, and Central America.  
 
 
Table 2. Renewable Grid-Based Electricity Generation Capacity Installed as of 2000 (megawatts). 
 
Technology 
All countries Developing coun-
Small hydropower  43,000 25,000 
Biomass power 32,000 17,000 
Wind power 18,000 1,700 
Geothermal power  8,500 3,900 
Solar thermal power 350  0 
Solar photovoltaic power (grid) 250 0 
Total renewable power capacity 102,000 48,000 
Large hydropower 680,000 260,000 
Total world electric power capacity 3,400,000 1,500,000 
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 2.4 Residential and Commercial Cooking and Hot Water 
Residential and commercial cooking and hot water in rural areas of developing countries are supplied 
primarily by direct combustion of biomass—in the form of wood, crop wastes, dung, and charcoal. In 
recent decades, the alarming decline in forest resources in many countries called attention to more ef-
ficient household use of biomass, as well as solar cookers. Driven by public programs, household de-
iomass stoves and solar cookers are pri-
ore plentiful and these technologies have 
received less attention. 
 disseminated new technologies for efficient 
ss eminated. The largest program, the Chinese 
es to produce ethanol. Technological advances have continued to improve the economic 
competitiveness of ethanol and gasohol relative to conventional gasoline, although the price of oil and 
t 000, over 
razil was 
mand, and declining resources, markets for more efficient b
marily in Asia and Africa. In Latin America, resources are m
Since 1980, many donor programs have developed and
bioma  cookstoves, with close to 220 million stoves diss
Improved Stoves Program, disseminated 180 million improved biomass stoves. This program estab-
lished local energy offices to provide training, service, installation support, and program monitoring. It 
also fostered self-sustaining rural energy enterprises that manufactured, installed, and serviced the 
stoves. A government program in India has resulted in more than 30 million improved stoves by sub-
sidizing half the cost of the stoves. However, surveys suggest that only one-third of the stoves in the 
India program are still being used, and reveal that many stoves didn’t save energy, broke down, and 
were poorly constructed. 
In Africa in the 1990s, over 3 million improved biomass stoves were disseminated. Markets and 
technology adoption have proven easier for reducing charcoal consumption (as opposed to wood), and 
for urban markets to save purchased fuel (as opposed to saving collected fuel). Kenya has led this 
market, with close to one million improved stoves in that country alone. The Kenya ceramic jiko 
(KCJ) has been the most widely disseminated of all improved biomass stoves. The KCJ success is 
partly attributed to a “piggyback” strategy used for marketing and distributing stoves through existing 
sales networks. The KCJ has been replicated in Uganda, Rwanda, Tanzania, Ethiopia, Sudan and Ma-
lawi.  
Hot water for residential and commercial uses can be provided cost-effectively by solar hot water 
heaters in many regions. About two-thirds of the 15 million domestic solar hot water collectors 
worldwide are in developing countries. China’s solar hot water industry has mushroomed in the 1990s, 
with growth rates of 10-20% and up to 10 million households now served. Other major markets in-
clude Egypt, India, and Turkey. 
2.5 Transport Fuels 
Biomass-derived liquid fuels power motor vehicles in Brazil, Kenya, Malawi, and Zimbabwe. Two 
separate applications exist, one in which ethanol powers specially-designed vehicles that run on pure 
ethanol and another in which ethanol is mixed with gasoline or diesel fuel to produce “gasohol” for 
use in ordinary vehicles. Market issues relate to ethanol production efficiency, cost-competitiveness 
with gasoline, the commercial viability and costs of specially-designed ethanol-only vehicles, fuel dis-
tribution infrastructure, and ratios of ethanol to gasoline in gasohol blending. Global annual ethanol 
production from biomass is estimated at 18 billion liters, 80% of which is in Brazil.  
The commercial viability of converting sugar cane to ethanol for motor vehicles has been demon-
strated in the “ProAlcool” program in Brazil. Today, more than 60 percent of Brazil’s sugar cane pro-
duction go
compe itive forces in global automotive technology greatly affect ethanol’s prospects. In 2
40% of automobile fuel consumption and 20% of total motor vehicle fuel consumption in B
ethanol. According to one estimate, about US$140 billion would have been added to Brazil’s foreign 
debt if ethanol had not been used as a fuel over the past 25 years.  
Brazil’s policies mandate the blending of ethanol with all gasoline sold in the country, and also re-
quire that all gas stations sell pure ethanol. Initially, in the 1980s, many ethanol-only cars were sold—
in 1985 virtually all cars sold in the country were ethanol-only. However, by 2000, ethanol-only vehi-
cle sales declined, and most new vehicles were conventional, using gasohol. Early government subsi-
dies for ethanol production declined significantly but were not fully eliminated. Because some ethanol 
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production is not competitive with gasoline at lower oil-price levels, the viability of the ethanol market 
continues to depend on subsidies, further efficiency improvements, and the economic value placed on 
ex
A
balance, however, the literature does 
n
as access to markets, fi-
nance, communications, and education.  
ic assessment of small 
 refrigerators, washing 
ity also has occurred in the private markets in Kenya, Morocco and China, where households 
ternalities of fossil-fuel use. Future markets appear to favor use of gasohol rather than pure ethanol. 
3 Part 2: Emerging Lessons 
3.1 Impacts on Rural Development 
fter decades of renewable energy programs and investments in rural areas of developing countries, 
relatively little is known about the ability of renewables to deliver services that will raise incomes and 
provide other social benefits. Certainly there are social benefits from lighting, TV, and radio powered 
by solar home systems, mini-grids, and biogas, and even some economic benefits from reduced kero-
sene and candle use. Biogas for cooking and improved biomass stoves may also reduce expenditures 
for fuel wood, either in time or money, as well as create jobs. On 
ot offer a strong case that large rural development benefits have occurred from renewable energy. 
Most insight on the economic benefits of rural electricity comes from literature on rural electrifica-
tion through extension of central power grids. Studies clearly show the benefits and improvements in 
quality of life through electrification. But where rural electrification took place without other support-
ing economic infrastructure and skills, as happened in many development projects, productive eco-
nomic development has often not followed. That is, economic benefits depend not just on the avail-
ability of energy, but also on other conditions favoring small business, such 
Research results are emerging slowly. In Inner Mongolia, a socio-econom
household-scale wind turbines found that households bought appliances such as
machines, rice cookers, irons, and electric heaters to improve living conditions and save time, particu-
larly for women. The study found that television and radio provide language instruction and informa-
tion on commodity prices, weather, and new farming methods and practices. Electricity also increased 
income-generating activities.  
On balance, it is not clear how welfare and quality of life benefits will drive demand for renewable 
energy systems beyond the wealthiest rural households. We hypothesize that applications of renewable 
energy that provide income-generation and social benefits, such as clean drinking water, cottage in-
dustry, distance education, and improved agricultural productivity, will appeal to increasing segments 
of rural populations. 
Lessons suggested by experience are that: (a) social benefits and quality of life, rather than income 
and economic benefits, have driven markets for renewable energy in rural areas; (b) experience with 
“productive uses” of renewable energy is still in its infancy and deserves much greater attention from 
donors, development agencies, and governments; (c) economic benefits from renewables are more 
likely in rural areas that can incorporate the additional energy dimension into existing development 
activities for water, health, education, agriculture, and entrepreneurship; and (d) published studies of 
income generation and economic benefits from renewable energy are still limited and call for further 
research. 
3.2 Affordability, Consumer Credit, and Sales vs. Rentals 
In the rural energy and development literature, much has been made of “affordability” of rural house-
hold systems like solar home systems, biogas digesters, and improved biomass stoves. Many argue 
that households can “afford” to substitute solar home systems for candles and kerosene lighting if the 
monthly costs for each are comparable. Based on “affordability analyses,” some donor programs for 
solar home systems began by offering large 100-watt sizes. Donors soon found these sizes too expen-
sive for rural households and decreased sizes to 50 watts and below. This “small-size” approach to 
affordabil
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 m
 still very small compared to the booming “cash” markets in coun-
tries such as Kenya, Morocco, and China. Some have argued that consumer loans do not fit traditional 
microcredit lending models, and that the prospects for consumer credit are very specific to cultural, 
holds with solar home systems for a flat monthly fee, sometimes including end-uses like 
arket viability. But donors need to better understand 
existing private activities.  
ly for a lim-
dized invest-
ost often buy very small systems (10-15 watts). Even so, most buyers are among the wealthiest 
households in rural areas.  
Consumer credit is another approach to affordability. A few notable examples of consumer credit for 
solar home systems have emerged. In Bangladesh, Grameen Shakti has offered 3-year credit. The 
Vietnam Women’s Union offered similar credit terms for systems sold by a private vendor in Vietnam. 
In Sri Lanka, Sarvodaya, a national microfinance organization, has offered 2- to 5-year credit with 20-
25% downpayment for purchases from any of three private vendors in that market. However, the total 
number of systems sold for credit is
legal and financial factors in each country.  
Another approach to affordability is the rental model. Typically, an “energy service company” sup-
plies house
lights. However, rental models are employed on small-scales in only three countries so far: the Do-
minican Republic, South Africa, and Argentina. The Argentina and South Africa cases are a variation 
of the rental model using so-called “concessions”—private competitively selected companies with an 
obligation to serve all customers in a specific geographic region.  
Lessons suggested by experience are that: (a) historically, affordability of rural energy has been ad-
dressed through government subsidies, donor programs, and private cash sales of small systems; (b) 
new approaches to affordability are emerging, including vendor-supplied credit, microcredit, and 
rental models, but are still largely untested; (c) credit risk is a serious concern of both financiers and 
dealers and makes credit sales challenging; (d) lower income rural households will need long-term 
credit or rental options; (e) even with credit or rentals, lower incomes groups will only benefit with 
targeted policies, including subsidy policies, justified by development goals.  
3.3 Equipment Subsidies and Market Distortions 
Subsidies for renewable energy equipment have been driven by three interwoven factors: (i) donors 
using equipment installation as a visible and politically viable approach to development aid (particu-
larly “tied aid” that requires the equipment to come from the donor country); (ii) the need for subsidies 
to build market volume on the premise that costs will decline as volume increases, due to economies 
of scale and learning; and (iii) government goals for addressing poverty and economic development in 
rural areas. Renewables must often compete against “hidden” subsidies for conventional fuels—
everything from subsidized kerosene and coal to government investments in power grid extensions not 
recovered by electricity rates.  
One lesson emerging is that “donations without any cost-recovery destroy markets.” Donors are still 
undermining markets with large capital cost subsidies and donated equipment. The earliest donor pro-
jects simply provided equipment and left users on their own. Later came donor projects which still 
provided free equipment, but also set up sustainable schemes for collecting user fees to pay for ongo-
ing maintenance and spare parts. But without more donor assistance, no more systems can be installed. 
Some donors have claimed that part of fees charged in some projects are set aside to pay for future 
capital purchases, but most fees appear adequate only to pay for maintenance and parts. Another prob-
lem is that donations can inhibit commercial markets, as consumers come to expect donor aid and will 
wait rather than pay market prices. Donor projects are still valuable—they can help familiarize gov-
ernments with technologies and demonstrate m
Most recently, the use of “smart subsidies” has been advocated. These subsidies exist on
ited program duration and are supposed to be self-eliminating. The theory is that subsi
ments and business development eventually lower transaction and technology costs, through learning 
and economies of scale, to a point where subsidies become unnecessary. Smart subsidies also imply 
payments based on operational performance, rather than on capital investment. This was the case in 
the Nepal biogas program, where subsidy payments to individual projects were based on operational 
milestones over periods of up to three years. The Nepal program also set subsidies inversely related to 
income.  
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Lessons suggested by experience are that: (a) subsidies are unlikely to lead to sustainable markets 
unless they explicitly create the conditions whereby they are no longer needed (i.e., “smart” subsi-
d
3
ace one-time business development costs, such as market surveys, person-
nel training, establishing sales and service networks, and writing a business plan. They must convince 
ty with renewable energy. 
ave a major influence on 
s, particularly as utilities become privatized and/or rely on other parties to 
ies); (b) subsidies can undermine private investments and business in new markets and should be ap-
plied with attention to private-sector conditions in a particular market; (c) subsidies can be used effec-
tively to build up initial market volume, local expertise, user awareness, appropriate technology adap-
tation, quality standards, and entrepreneurial activities; (d) subsidies are more effective when tied to 
operating performance rather than investment; and (e) continuing subsidies may always be needed for 
poorer segments of the population. 
.4 Rural Enterprise Development, Financing, and Business Vi-
ability 
Rural entrepreneurship is neglected in much of the literature on rural renewable energy in developing 
countries. The track record of donor programs in creating and sustaining enterprises is particularly 
poor. One example is solar home systems in Zimbabwe, where dozens of enterprises entered the mar-
ket in the mid-1990s in response to a donor program, but then went out of business after the program 
ended. If businesses are not viable, the sustained provision of after-sales service suffers; many house-
holds in Zimbabwe were left without local servicing. Similarly in South Africa, many solar home sys-
tems no longer work because maintenance service is not available and original equipment suppliers 
left the market.  
Some have estimated that tens of thousands of rural enterprises offering renewable energy-based 
products and services would be required to meet the needs of hundreds of millions of households. The 
number of such enterprises today is in the hundreds. The challenges are large: entrepreneurs often face 
high costs in rural areas because of long travel distances, poor transport infrastructure, low literacy 
rates, poor communications, and a lack of trained personnel. Fortunately, promising approaches are 
emerging that support rural entrepreneurs with training, marketing, feasibility studies, business plan-
ning, management, financing, and connections to banks and community organizations. These experi-
ences highlight the importance of marketing, business finance, bundling with existing products, and 
rural electrification policy.  
The lack of rural business financing in particular is often cited as one of the primary factors hinder-
ing the development of markets. Credit may be unavailable, too expensive or too limited in time to be 
usable. Entrepreneurs first f
a bank that the business plan is sound—difficult if bankers lack familiari
Experience also suggests that rural electrification policies and planning h
market growth and sustainability in specific locations. Unrealistic political promises or plans for rural 
electric grid extension can be serious barriers to solar-home-system market expansion, as households 
expect to be “connected” soon.  
Lessons suggested by experience are that: (a) a few donor programs have effectively assisted rural 
renewable energy-based enterprises to build a sustainable and viable business; (b) rural energy enter-
prises face a high-risk, low-margin business with high transaction costs; (c) commercial banks and 
financial intermediaries are key decision makers, who must understand the technologies and manage 
risks; (d) demonstration of viable business models that eventually show sustained profits for the enter-
prise is key to achieving market sustainability. 
3.5 Policies and Financing for Private Power Producers 
Ongoing power sector restructuring in many developing countries greatly affects the prospects for 
grid-connected renewable energy. Six key trends occurring are competitive wholesale power markets, 
self-generation by end-users, smaller-scale generation technologies, privatization and/or commerciali-
zation of utilities, “unbundling” of generation from transmission and distribution, and competitive re-
tail sales. With these change
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 co
nts.” Some 
co
 in developing countries. So far, India is the only developing 
co
pply electricity on a competitive 
basis to any third-party and receive open access to the transmission system based on wheeling fees. 
Small hydro producers receive 50% discounts on transmission wheeling fees. Besides India and Bra-
zil, other countries with electric power policies that are leading to greater renewable energy include 
and Thailand.  
eworks, availability of financing for renewable power projects is key to 
market development. Commercial banks must be familiar with and confident in the technology, and 
nstruct generation, utilities increasingly may have little interest in renewable energy themselves. 
These trends leave a growing share of the power generation field to private power developers.  
More than 25 developing countries now have regulatory frameworks that allow “independent power 
producers” (IPPs) to generate and sell power to utilities under “power purchase agreeme
untries, including India and Brazil, have additional policies to facilitate grid-connected renewable 
energy, such as power transmission “wheeling” (selling power to a third party via the utility’s trans-
mission lines), “banking” (generating power for later consumption), and direct power sales from pro-
ducers to end-users. Still, renewable energy power developers in developing countries have faced 
problems, particularly with financing and with regulatory frameworks that define power purchase tar-
iffs and transmission access.  
Developed countries have enacted a number of policies to promote grid-based renewable energy, but 
most of these policies have yet to be seen
untry to enact investment tax credits, which spurred a large domestic wind power industry. But 
these investment-based incentives led to large investments without sufficient regard to long-term oper-
ating performance and maintenance. In Brazil, utilities are allowed to purchase renewable power at 
higher prices than conventional electricity. In addition, IPPs may su
China, Costa Rica, Morocco, Sri Lanka, 
In addition to policy fram
must consider power purchase contracts secure enough to guarantee that power developers maintain 
revenues. But many PPAs with utilities in developing countries can’t be “taken to the bank” because 
of utility contract default risk, revenue risk (tariffs may be subject to annual or short-term adjustment), 
or currency devaluation risk.  
Lessons suggested by experience are that: (a) policies that promote production-based incentives 
rather than investment-based incentives are more likely to spur industry performance and sustainabil-
ity; (b) power-sector regulatory policies for renewable energy should support IPP frameworks that 
provide incentives and long-term stable tariffs for private power producers; (c) regulators need skills 
to understand the complex array of policy, regulatory, technical, financing, and organizational factors 
that influence whether renewable energy producers are viable; (d) financing for renewable power pro-
jects is crucial but elusive. 
3.6 Market Facilitation Organizations (MFOs) 
Market facilitation organizations (MFOs) are public-private entities that support the growth of particu-
lar markets through a variety of means. MFOs may provide networking, partner matching, information 
dissemination, market research, user education, business-deal identification and facilitation, technical 
assistance, consulting services, financing, and policy advocacy or advise. Common and historical 
forms of MFOs are industry associations and government agencies. The highest level government 
agency serving in this capacity is the Ministry of Non-Conventional Energy Sources of India, which 
has undertaken many market facilitation programs, in partnership with the India Renewable Energy 
Development Agency. 
In the past decade, a new generation of MFOs has emerged to support renewable energy markets in 
developing countries—supported by both international donors and domestic sources. These new 
MFOs operate with a business interest in the industry, but also with a public interest in seeing the 
technology widespread for public benefits. MFOs, even if initially supported entirely from public 
funds, usually end up obtaining a share of their funds from private sources in exchange for services. 
MFOs are usually unable to operate entirely on private revenues, however, since much of the public-
interest aspects of their work cannot be “billed” to private clients. MFOs may be non-profit and non-
governmental—but their purpose is different than traditional NGOs, which have historically focused 
on public policy advocacy.  
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As one example, much of the success of China’s dissemination of household-scale renewable energy 
technologies comes from organizational infrastructure and capacity in rural areas, including MFOs. 
The Ministry of Agriculture has established rural energy offices at county, district and township levels 
that provide a variety of services, including information, subsidies, and technical support.  
NGOs have often served as MFOs for renewable energy, often with a development motivation, but 
also accompanied by a private-sector orientation. NGO-led micro-hydro power development in several 
countries is a good example. In India, the success of rural biogas and improved wood stove programs 
can be linked to market facilitation efforts by the All India Women’s Conference. The five-country 
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etwork of “renewable energy project support offices” funded through Winrock International act as 
MFOs. In China, a new renewable energy industry association is facilitating markets, improved capa-
bilities of local firms, financing, and partner matching. In some countries, private power developers 
have performed a crucial MFO-like role. 
Lessons suggested by experience are that: (a) MFOs can be powerful market stimulants but very 
few exist; (b) public-private MFOs most likely need full public funding to begin, but eventually can 
become partly self-supporting through private contracts; (c) very few people are thinking about the 
power of MFOs to stimulate renewable energy market d
Conclusions 
Based on our examination of renewable energy markets, we conclude that several markets show prom
of greatly expanding. Some national pr
lantern markets for rural residential lighting. For example, India and China have proposed over 10 mil
 additional systems in the next ten years. Pro
tion are also expanding. India has proposed that 10% of new capacity additions through 2012 co
 renewable energy, which would mean an additional 10,000 MW. S
require 5% of new power generation from renewables by 2010, which could mean an added 20,00
. Finally, applications for income generation and social benefits are growing ma
underreported; for example, solar PV appears poised to increasingly pump, purify, and distribut
king water in isolated villages.  
he growth of these markets and others will require increased t
countries—including local capabilities to adapt, install, operate and maintain technologies and to build 
l manufacturing industr
tably Argentina, Botswana, Brazil, China, India, Nepal, South Africa, and Thailand. Despite
ric about public “technology transfer,” commercially-oriented technical know-how transfer takes place
arily between private entities through licensing, production agreements, joint ventures, or subsid
s. Public policies must facilitate technical know-how 
cal imperialism”—a term used to question the effects of local industry being pushed aside by foreign
s. Some stress the need for “national systems of in
public institutions. 
ew sustainable and replicable business models for both consumptive and productive
newable energy in rural areas will also be needed. In addition to new solar home systems busine
els, other models that promote long-term economi
as building mini-grids around income-generating microenterprise and incorporating renewable energy
 water, agriculture, education, and telecommunications. I
models are still far from adequate. Small entrepreneurs and larger firms should be encouraged t
risks and build new businesses. 
ven though many donor efforts have not been sustainable or replicable, donor assistance
ables is still vital for improving environmental conditions and incomes. However, do
avoid an ‘equipment demonstration’ mentality where the main objective is installation and main
ce of a certain number of systems. By project completion, the amount of hardware installed is
h less significant than whether the business, delivery and credit models are viable, sustainab
b
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 One must not forget that many renewable energy efforts are directed at improving energy for th
r. Some argue that pure
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poo ly market orientations are going to leave behind large segments of the 
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Cogenerated electricity and ethanol are amongst the most important cane co-products in commercial 
terms, but there are many others as well.  
1.2 Emerging Markets 
The sugar i  has faced increasing com e pressures in recent years, due to such factors as 
saturated de in industrialised countries ompetition from other sweeteners, which has re-
sulted in lo r fluctuating sugar prices.  difficulties have increased economic incentives for 
sugar producers to diversify their product portfolio by investing in renewable energy applications. Di-
versification of sugar companies into renewable energy has been slowed by institutional barriers and 
by continued price supports for sugar production around the world [1].  
1.3 Southern African Potential 
ountries is approximately 45.0 million tonnes 
Production Area Avg. Yield Bagasse Availability 
ndustry petitiv
mand  and c
w and/o These
The current cane resource base in Southern African c
annually as shown in Table 1 [1]. 
 
Table 1. Cane Resource Base in Southern Africa. 
Country 1000 tc 1000 ha tc/ha (‘000 tonnes) 
An 10 38 108 gola 360 
DR Congo 1669 36 46 500.7 
Malawi 2000 19 105 600 
Mauritius 5109 73 70 1532.7 
Mozambique 397 27 15 119.1 
South Africa 23896 322 74 7168.8 
Sw 106 1165.5 aziland 3885 37 
Tanzania 1355 15 90 406.5 
Zamb  1600 15 1ia 07 480 
Zimba we 4228 43 b 98 1268.4 
SADC Total 44498 596 75 13349.4 
World Total 1,258,531 19,186 66 
 3.5% 3.1%   
 
Bagasse, fibrous product left over after extraction of sugar from sugarcane has enormous potential as a 
renewable fuel. Table 1 shows the bagasse available from the SADC sugarcane factories. The figures 
are derived taking the assumption that bagasse content in the cane averages 30% in most SADC coun-
tries.  
If sugar demands have to be met in SADC in the next two or three decades, there is need for existing 
factories to expand and new factories created to meet this growing demand. The prospect for this ex-
pansion does exist in view of adequate available land and infrastructure [2]. 
Assuming an average per capita consumption of 15kg/person per year [2], and a projected growth 
rate of 2.0% per annum in sugarcane production, the projected sugarcane production will increase 
from the present level of 45 million tonnes per annum to 55.1, 67.0, 82.0 and 121.0 million tonnes in 
2010, 2020, 2030 and 2050, respectively.  
Based on the above assumptions, the projected bagasse resource availability in SADC is given in 
Table 2. 
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 Table 2. Bagasse Resource Availability. 
Year Bagasse Resource available (tonnes) 
2000 13.5 
2010 16.5 
2020 20.1 
2030 24.5 
20500 36.3 
2 Southern Africa Energy Supply Baseline 
2.1 Southern African Power Pool 
Southern Africa’s energy supply is based on power sector collaboration – the Southern African Power 
Pool (SAPP). SAPP was created in 1995 through an inter-utility memorandum of Understanding 
among 12 of the SADC utilities including Congo DR.  
 
The aims of SAPP are: 
 
 To increase regional security of supply 
 To smoothen load curves 
 To share power to meet national shortfalls and to off set temporary deficits in the medium term, 
and in the long term to adopt and implement power sharing as an operational strategy aimed at 
maximising financial and environmental benefits 
2.2 Status Quo and Baseline for 2000 
Currently, SAPP has an operational installed capacity of 45, 000MW, of which 84% is thermal, pre-
dominantly coal based, which represents 79.0% of total supply. Hydro stands at 16.0% of total SAPP 
interconnected supply, while the contribution from biomass is currently non-existent (Figure 2) [3.4].  
 
 To engender economies of scale in the supply base 
 To increase revenue for exporting countries by opening up a ready market  

Energy Sources In Southern Africa (2000)
Hydro (16%)
Coal (79%)
Diesel/G.Turbine (1.0%)
Natural Gas (0%)
Wind (0%)
Biomass (0%)
Other/Nuclear (1.9%)
 
 
Figure 2. SAPP Installed Electricity Capacity for 2000 (Total Energy 45 GW) 
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2.3 SADC Projected Energy Demand / Supply Scenario  
To come up with the projected demand, the following assumptions were 
rates [3], 
made for electricity growth 
 
2015-2020   2020-2050 
2.0% 1.5% 
 
South Africa 
Rest 2,5% 3.5% 2.5%  
The projected energy supply has been arrived at taking into account national utility plans and also ex-
perts’ assessment on the energy natural resource potential of each SADC country. The results of the 
supply projections are shown in Figure 3.  
SADC Projected Energy Suppy (2030)
Hydro (29.0%)
Coal (57.6%)
Diesel/ G. turbine (1.2%)
Natural Gas/CBM (6.2%)
Wind (0.6%)
Biomass (0.4%)
Other/nuclear (5.0%)
 
(Total Energy 115.2 GW) Figure 3 (a). SADC Projected Energy Supply Scenario 2030. 
 
SADC Projected Energy Supply (2050)
Hydro (31.4%)
Coal (53.2%)
Diesel/ G. turbine (1.3%)
Natural Gas/CBM (8.6%)
Wind (0.8%)
Biomass (0.4%)
Other/nuclear (4.3%)
 
Figure 3 (b). SADC Projected Energy Supply Scenario 2030. (Total Energy 115.6 GW) 
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 3 Sustainable Mitigation Scenario which Takes 
Account of the Role of Bio-Energy 
t from the SAPP’s energy supply that the role of bio-energy is negligible amounting to 
2 ed Technologies 
r  sugar industry in Southern Africa uses the traditional approach (conventional back pres-
sure steam boilers) through use of medium pressure (15 – 25 bars) bagasse –fired boilers/steam turbine 
typica  dispose of as much of the bagasse produced from crushing the 
canes as possible [2].  
W ness the on-site ba-
gasse resource to go y  for sale to 
the national grid including SAPP interconnected system.  
T r production, and they include [2]: 
 
• c bustio
• 
• mass I
Imp ov m ustion
The key oduction of surplus electricity ise factory steam generation 
ying loads through use of combustion effi-
Condensing Extraction Steam Turbine (CEST) 
CEST, which use  efficient steam turbines oper t high pressures, with exhaust at pressures 
below atmospheric is now available on the market [2  can significantly increase electricity pro-
duction at sugar factories.  
A typical CEST operates at 40 – 80 bars and has a series of expansion turbines. These systems pro-
duce enough steam to supply a typical sugar fac urplus electricity to export to the na-
tional grid. The key innovation of CEST is that it will  greater energy production using the same 
fuel input as traditional boilers. For example, the uce enough steam to supply a typical 
sugar factory and distillery, and export 30 – 100 kWh of electricity per tonne of cane (kWh/tc) to the 
iomass Integrated Gasifier Combined Cycle (BIG/CC) 
based 
bine a om the gas 
turbine. The combination of the two results in the “Biomass Integrated Gasifier – Combined Cycle 
(BIG/CC)”. These systems produce over twice as much power per tonne of cane as CEST systems. 
3.1 Introduction 
It is Eviden
0.40% of the total energy supply in 2050. With the availability of state-of-the-art biomass based tech-
nologies, the sugar industry in Southern Africa can significantly alter this picture.  
3.  State-of-the-art Biomass Bas
Cu rently, the
systems to co-generate just enough steam to meet the on-site needs. Boilers and steam generators are 
lly run inefficiently in order to
ith the availability of the state-of-the-art technologies. sugar factories can har
be ond meeting their own requirements and produce surplus electricity
here are three options for selling surplus electricity from suga
Improved om n in traditional boilers 
CEST (Condensing Extraction Steam Turbine) 
BIG/CC (Bio ntegrated Gasifier Combined Cycle) 
r ed Co b  in Traditional Boilers 
 to pr  in sugar factories is to optim
and utilisation so as to be able to save bagasse through improved combustion [5, 6]. The approach in-
volves efficient firing of bagasse fuel through maximum use of heat as steam, and control of combus-
tion temperatures, and corresponding air-fuel ratios, and var
ciency monitoring equipment.  
s more ating a
], and
tory, a ave snd h
 yield
se systems prod
national grid [7]. 
B
This system involves gasification of biomass for use in a high efficiency gas turbine. The approach is 
on a combination of two technologies [2]. These include a biomass gasifier unit with a gas tur-
nd the other being steam turbine utilising steam generated from hot exhaust gases fr
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However, unlike CEST systems, BIG-CC systems are not yet commercially mature at present. In addi-
hey have high capital cost.  tion, t
 Bagasse Avail-
sse resource available from Table 2, this section estimates the 
surplus elect ther  o
 
• Traditional Boilers with improved Combust
• T 
• -CC 
( rplus ele rom traditional boilers wit roved combu  estima
e empirical relation [6, 8] 
ex c /tonne cane) 
 ηelect  - electricity yield (%) 
 wb  - bagasse moisture content (%) 
 b  - bagasse percent in cane (%) 
 SSC  - specific steam consumption (kg/kWh) 
 rsb  - steam to bagasse ratio 
 TCH  - annual cane crushing capacity (tonnes) 
 Ef  - electricity for use in factory (kWh/tonne cane)  
 
Based on experience from typical factories in Eastern and Southern Africa, and Mauritius, the follow-
ing average figures were used for computation purposes. 
 
Table 4. Typical average Parameters of Sugar Factories. 
Parameter Value 
3.3 Potential Surplus Electricity Generated From Southern Af-
ica’s Factories Based on Current and Projectedr
ability  
Based on the current and projected baga
ricity from Sou n Africa based n  
ion 
CES
BIG
 
i) Su ctricity f h imp stion is ted using 
th
 
Eex / Yc = 0.278 x ηelect x (17643 – 203 x wb) x [(b/100) – 1.05x SSC/rsb] – Ef  
 
Where, 
 E  / Y   – surplus electricity potential (kWh
ηelect 0.31 
wb 50% 
b 30% 
SSC 0.50 kg/kWh 
rsb 2.2 
Ef 20kWh/tonne 
 
In turn, surplus electricity is obtained with knowledge of total cane crushed per annum in Southern 
Africa, excluding Mauritius.  
 
(ii) Surplus Electricity from CEST is based on comparison of power output against bagasse utilisa-
tion in CEST technologies. Based on the annual bagasse consumption by the system, and elec-
tricity generated an index of 9 tonnes of bagasse per kW produced is adopted [2, 8].  
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 (iii) Surplus electricity from BIG-CC is based on the assumption from design and operational ex-
perience of such systems. The index adopted is twice the amount generated from CEST system 
[2,8].  
 
Based on the assumptions above, and also bagasse resource availability from Table 2, potential surplus 
electricity from Southern Africa’s sugarcane factories is given in Table 5. 
 
Table 5. Potential Surplus Electricity from Southern Africa Factories Excluding Mauritius Based on 
annual projected bagasse availability. 
Year 
Bagasse Re-
source (Million 
tonnes) 
Traditional 
Boiler 
Traditional Boiler 
with improved 
combustion (MW) 
CEST 
(MW) 
BIG-CC 
(MW) 
2000 12.0 Nil 113 1350 2700 
2010 15.0 Nil 135 1620 3240 
2020 18.0 Nil 170 2010 4020 
2030 22.0 Nil 207 2450 4900 
2050 33.0 Nil 306 3630 7260 
 
Of the three options available, the CEST system is the most promising since it is a proven 
and has good output which can go a long way in contributing significantly to a sustainabl
technology, 
e mitigation 
scenario for SAPP countries as shown in Figure 4. 
 
Role of Bio-Energy (2030)
Hydro (29%)
Coal (55.5%)
Diesel/ G. turbine (1.2%)
Natural Gas/CBM (6.2%)
Wind (0.6%)
Biomass (2.5%)
Other/nuclear (5.0%)
 
Figure 4 (a). SADC Projected Sustainable Energy Supply Scenario for 2030 (Total Energy 80.2 GW) 
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Role of Bio-Energy (2050)
Hydro (31.4%)
Coal (50.4%)
Diesel/ G. turbine (1.3%)
Natural Gas/CBM (8.7%)
Wind (0.9%)
Biomass (3.0%)
Other/nuclear (4.3%)
 
igure 4 F (b). SADC Projected Sustainable Energy Supply Scenario for 2030 (Total Energy 115.2 GW) 
4 CDM as a Driving Force for Investment 
espite concerns from different quarters that Africa will lag behind in terms of size and number of 
CEST technologies, for example, will go a long 
y pite existence of such promising environmentally 
e of application of such 
ch  have been identified [9] 
 Decision making process and behaviour 
• Lack of adequate financial support 
• Relatively low tariff 
 
Due to relatively higher investment requirements for such technologies, most sugar factories in South-
ern Africa are reluctant to make decisions to invest due to uncertainty and risk in investing in new 
technologies.  
Although the barrier on decision-making can now be overcome through evidence of encouraging re-
sults of successful commercial demonstration of such technologies in Mauritius and Re-union, the 
biggest barrier is that of lack of adequate financial support.  
Most traditional banks (both multi-lateral and private) are reluctant to invest in such capital-
intensive energy technologies. However, due to the great need to reduce GHGs under Climate Change 
Convention, the financing mechanisms under the Kyoto Protocol (such as CDM and JI) are bound to 
4.2 CDM as a Driving Force for Investment 
Although it is now widely accepted that CDM will only contribute between 1.0% and 10% toward in-
ternal rate of return (IRR) of most renewable and energy efficiency technologies [10], two main fac-
tors that are likely to move such technologies towards investment and implementation are: 
 
 
4.1 Barriers 
D
projects under CDM investment, the application of 
wa  in disregarding this myth. On the other hand, des
friendly technologies, few countries in Southern Africa have taken advantag
nologies in their business as usual expansion plans. The following barrierste
for contributing to such a status quo: 
 
•
act as stimuli towards investment in such environmentally friendly technologies.  
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 • Coming on stream of green venture capital through existing and new multi-lateral and private 
banks.  
• Benefits of partial advance payments of carbon credits for use as project finance.  
4.3 Environmental and Financial Benefits Through Investment 
of CEST Technologies in Southern Africa 
Environmental Benefits 
A typical 60 MW CEST technology would cost in the range of US$ 100 million and would operate for 
about 10 months using available bagasse on site. If the mitigation scenario adopted in the sector is im-
plemented and taking a penetration rate of 80%, this will result in potential saving GHGs as given in 
Table 6. 
 
Year 2010 2030 2050 
Table 6. Potential GHG Saved Under Mitigation Scenario. 
GHG Saved (million Tonnes) 8.0 14.0 20.0 
Financial Benefits 
The financial benefits of investing in such technologies as CDM projects will largely depend on elec-
s for the following scenarios: 
ale of carbon credits 
tricity tariff and cost of CER
 
• Business as usual without s
• CDM project with normal sale of carbon credits 
• CDM project with 33% advance payments through sale of carbon credits 
 
The results obtaining from such scenarios are given in Figures 5 and 6.  
 
IRR Vs Tariff (CER SALE SPREAD) - Sugar Factory
30.00
35.00
0.00
5.00
10.00
0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10
15.00
20.00
25.00
T arif f (US$ )
$3/ t CO2
$5/ t CO2
$10/ t CO2
$15/ t CO2
BAU
 
Figure 5. IRR Vs Tariff for different carbon prices (CER sale spread over crediting period) of 21 
Years 
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IRR Vs Tariff (33% Downpayment) - Sugar Factory
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ure 6: IRR Vs Tariff for different carbon prices (33% Down payment, the rest spread Fig over credit-
Dep nvest 
l
ental benefits potential through saving of GHG reductions 
f CO2 in 2050. 
The paper also produces a monogram which will greatly assist investors in making decisions 
hether to invest in CDM or not. The factors to be considered in this decision making are electricity 
tariffs and selling price of CERs. Electricity tariffs vary from country to country in Southern Africa, 
with the lowest being in South Africa around 2.0 - 2.5 US cents per kWh.  
However, in case of Southern Africa, the tariff does not presently take account of externality cost of 
the environment due to high dependence on coal for electricity generation. Tariffs in the rest of South-
ern African countries are bound to increase as the utilities become commercialised and need to charge 
tariffs based on marginal costing.  
Successful implementation of the state-of-the-art biomass technologies will largely depend on how 
policies evolve on the involvement of independent power producers (IPPs), and tariff movements, 
which in reality should take account of externality costs and viability of utilities based on marginal 
costing. 
The level of investment requirement in the mitigation scenario is estimated at 1.8 billion in 2010, 
US3.3 billion and US4.8 billion in 2030 and 2050, respectively. If the principle of 33% down pay-
ments is implemented, contribution from CDM for project finance will be around 15.0% of total in-
vestment requirements.  
 
 
 
ing period) 
 
ending on the lending rate, above graphs will greatly assist in investors deciding whether to i
in CDM or not.  
Conclusions 
Application of CEST technologies in Southern Africa on the scale suggested in this paper will mod-
y contribute towards a sustainable energy supply mitigation scenario. If implemented,est  the contribu-
tion of bio-energy will increase from 0.5%, for the baseline situation, to 2.5% in 2030 and 3.0% 2050. 
The scenario will also yield global environm
 14 million in 2030 and 20 million tonnes oto
w
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Abstract  Developing countries offer tremendous potential for use of renewable energy on account of 
their current low level of energy usage and predicted high energy growth rates to meet their develop-
mental needs, a part of which could come from renewables. Despite attempts by governments in these 
countries and by international community, renewable energy usage has yet to reach the levels that the 
potential justifies due to barriers in their implementation. Remedial measures taken by governments 
have not been able to address the barriers effectively, and a strong reason for that is neglect of stake-
holders in the process. Stakeholders’ involvement in identifying barriers and barrier-removal measures 
can go a long way in designing appropriate strategies and policies for faster dissemination of renew-
ables. A case study of three countries in Africa (Egypt, Ghana and Zimbabwe), that involved various 
stakeholders such as manufacturers, users, experts, and policy makers in identification of barriers and 
barrier removal measures, brought out interesting results for policy making. Although several findings 
were country and technology specific, underlying message could be generalised and used for wide-
spread dissemination of RETs. Thus, economic and information / awareness barriers were found to be 
the most important barriers across the countries and the RETs. Lack of access to financing also con-
tributed to lack of access to the RETs. Problems related to product quality and maintenance indicated 
need for capacity building in this area. Finally, lack of institutional structure and an appropriate policy 
framework to promote RETs were also noted as important barriers by stakeholders for various tech-
nologies. Need for a favourable policy regime to address these issues was a clear message given by the 
stakeholders. 
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 1 Introduction 
The world energy consumption has been increasing and with developing countries accounting for 
more than half of the world and needing increasing levels of energy to improve life styles, it can be
expected to increase further in foreseeable future. The world energy consumption could increase by 
60% between 1999 and 2020, and in particular, energy demand in developing Asia and Central and 
South America is projected to more than double between 1999 and 2020 (IEA, 2002). World Energy 
Council (2002) projections also indicate energy consumption increase by 58 to 176 percent between 
1990 and 2050, depending on economic growth and energy intensity of the output. The ecological 
driven scenario, which signifies success in promoting energy efficiency, technology innovation and 
transfer, and non-fossil fuel development, corresponds to the low energy consumption growth. Since 
increase in energy use in developing countries is inevitable to meet their development needs, it is im-
portant to increase the efficiency of energy use and shift to renewables as much as possible to over-
come the threat of climate change. The global environment is already under threat from the green-
house gases emitted from the use of fossil fuels, which could lead to climate change The renewables 
thus provide a ray of hope in an otherwise fossil fuel dominated world.  
Despite the developments of the past two decades suggesting technical and economic feasibility of 
using renewable energy, major investments are still directed towards conventional energy technolo-
gies. Various estimates suggest that renewable energy sources are capable of meeting a significant part 
of the energy demand even at the current level of technological development. In developed countries, 
increase in renewable energy usage has been tried out through various policy measures including some 
measures that mandated energy suppliers to source a part of their supplies from renewables. In devel-
oping countries, most of the measures have been subsidy and incentive
 
 based. The fact that renewable 
energy has not been able to achieve the potential it offers implies presence of barriers in implementa-
tion of renewable energy technologies (RETs). These barriers (either financial or non-financial) need 
rder to design innovative policy approaches to help realise the RETs 
area, especially in most of the developing countries, have been top-
d large decide on a policy based on their knowledge and wisdom on 
 systematic attempts to involve stakeholders in the process. 
rier removal measures vary across the stakeholders and unless 
rs and their perspective on barrier re-
iden
At th
Inter annual growth rate of 7.5% to 8.5% in the commercial use 
sion
ergy
reac
1997 A, the WEC projected renewables use in 2100 
etween 30 to 82 per cent of the total primary energy use in different scenarios. The 30 per cent share 
has been projected for the case of a gradual technological development, slower responses to environ-
                                                     
to be identified and addressed in o
potential. Past approaches in this 
down, where policy makers by an
these issues. There have hardly been any
The perceptions on barriers and bar
these are harmonised and taken into consideration, policies devised by policy makers based on their 
perception of the problem may not work. Most of the available work on barriers treats it as a technical 
and economic issue, sometimes also reflecting perspective of one or a few stakeholders. Involvement 
of a broad cross section of stakeholders in identifying the barrie
moval measures has been missing. This study looks at the barriers that RETs face in three countries in 
Africa; Egypt, Ghana and Zimbabwe and focuses on involvement of stakeholders in the process of 
tifying barriers to RETs implementation and barrier-removal measures. 
1.1 Potential for RETs and Barriers 
e global level, many important studies indicate significant growth-potential for renewables. The 
national Energy Agency projected an 
of energy from 'new' renewables to 2010 under environmental constraints such as limit on CO2 emis-
s, World Energy Council estimated that renewables may meet around 21 per cent of the world en-
 needs by 2020 (from current level of 18 per cent1) in an business as usual scenario, while it could 
h 30 per cent in an ecologically driven scenario which includes increased use of renewables (IEA, 
). In a subsequent work, done jointly with IIAS
b
1 There are different figures in literature on contribution from renewables depending on basket of “renewables” considered by 
the authors.  
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mental threats, and coal - intensive global economy, whereas it goes up to 82 per cent in the case 
where there i ss in raising effici  in energy and widespread use of new renewable energy 
r in the longer run  for a gradual phasing out of most fossil fuel use. This sce-
n ts the global env  
below 450 ppmv (parts per million per volume). 
e huge potential oppo
nancing to support the growth of  before they 
c  the minate. In order 
for a technolog  cost-
c  be overcome. Then
the market penetration of techno
e ith new technologie
there are social and environmental barriers, which result mainly from a lack of experience with plan-
ning regulations, which hinder th
market penetration of renewable ll these barriers. The barriers have been dis-
c tail in the literature  Renewable Energy 
Task Force, 2001; Wohlgemuth, , IPCC, 1996). The 
G with renewabl
(2 ist subsidized 
high fr
o rmance uncertainty and
legal framework for cogeneratio nt power production, and lack of technical or commer-
ial skills as major barriers facing renewables. They also emphasize importance of stakeholder partici-
2 M
2.1
The 
ous 
the c
 
(i) diffusion identified by the country 
(ii) 
(iii) The list of selected RETs was pruned in some cases based on the stakeholders’ feedback and ad-
 various 
etail using vary-
s succe
esources (solar 
ency
), allowing
ario also mee ironmental concern by keeping the atmospheric CO2 concentrations
Given th rtunities in renewables, why there is a lack of entrepreneurs and fi-
 renewables? RETs have to overcome a series of barriers
an penetrate the market. In
y to become
initial stages of development, technical barriers predo
effective, market barriers such as inconsistent pricing structures typi-
 there are institutional, political and legislative barriers, which hinder 
logies, including 
ally have to
problems arising from a lack of awareness of, and 
s and lack of a suitable institutional and regulatory structure. Finally, xperience w
e public acceptance of a technology. A sound strategy to increase the 
s will need to address a
ussed in de on renewables (Martinot and McDoom, 2000; G8
 2001; Davidson and Turkson, 2001; Painuly, 2001
EF experience 
000) and they l
e energy projects has been summarised by Martinot and McDoom 
or average cost energy prices, lack of information, transaction costs, 
ont-end capital costs, lack of availabilit
gy perfo
y of credit, high user discount rates, perceived technol-
 risk, institutional mismatch of energy costs and capital costs, lack of 
n or independe
c
pation in renewable energy projects for sustainability and replication.  
ethodology 
 The Framework 
focus of the broad methodological framework used by country teams was on involvement of vari-
in identification of barriers and barrier removal measures for a few selected RETs of relevance to 
ountry. Briefly, the methodology followed was as follows; 
In the first round, RETs were selected and barriers to their 
teams based on review of national energy policies and plans, reports of existing projects, a num-
ber of criteria such as adequacy of resource base, availability of technology and cost, commercial 
viability etc. This was to ensure that selected RETs were important and relevant for the country 
concerned.  
Stakeholders were consulted at this stage and their feedback obtained on the selected RETs 
through individual discussions and / or structured questionnaires, as well as through discussions 
in a national workshop.  
ditional information on barriers and barriers removal measures was collected from
sources including stakeholders. Various categories of barriers were analysed in d
ing approaches such as ranking by stakeholders and calculation of weighted rankings. The catego-
ries of barriers analysed are included in Table 1.  
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 Table 1. Barriers to RETs diffusion. 
Barrier type Example 
Institutional Institutional capacity limitations (R & D, demonstration and imple-
mentation) 
Market Small size of the market, limited access to international markets for 
modern RETs, limited involvement of the private sector 
Awareness / Information Lack of awareness / access to information on RETs 
Financial Inadequate financing arrangements (local, national, international) 
for RET projects 
Economic Unfavourable costs, taxes (local and import), subsidies and energy 
prices 
Technical Lack of access to the technology, inadequate maintenance facilities, 
bad quality of product 
Capacity Lack of skilled manpower and training facilities 
Social Lack of social acceptance and local participation 
Environmental Visual pollution, lack of valuation of social and environmental 
benefits 
Policy Unfavourable energy sector policies and unwieldy regulatory 
mechanisms 
 
 stakeholders also included their views on the barrier removal 
cally examined and actions identified for its removal. Barrier re-
 against each category of barrier. It is expected that it would be possible to im-
ng environmental impacts) of the RETs implementation. The direct 
(v) 
m
e analysis and recommendations. 
2.2
The
Egy
tion
cier
ope
ous
RET rriers identified for each of 
(iv) The information collected from
measures. Each barrier was criti
moval may need actions on several fronts such as policy changes, setting up institutional mecha-
nisms for technology availability and upgrade, capacity building (making available skilled per-
sonnel), and financing, changes in laws or designing and implementing a regulatory framework 
etc. These were provided as options against various barriers and stakeholders asked to rank the 
importance of each
plement the RETs once the actions so identified are taken. 
In the Egypt case study, an attempt was also made to make a qualitative assessment of direct 
and indirect effects (includi
impacts include environmental, social, and other effects, which follow from implementation and 
operation of RETs, while the indirect impacts are attributable to the barrier removal actions and 
the necessary assumptions. Such an analysis is important in order to ensure that eventual imple-
mentation the projects does not have undesirable side effects. 
Finally, specific RETs projects were identified that are expected to lead to implementation of 
these actions and test their effectiveness. Provided that the actions and conditions for barrier re-
oval identified are fulfilled, these projects would have a high chance of success. Implementation 
of the projects would test the effectiveness of the barrier removal actions.  
A National workshop was held in each country to present the results of the project and the rec-
ommendations to promote increased implementation of RETs. The feedback obtained during the 
workshop was used to refine th
 Methodological Variation across the Case Studies 
 national teams tailored the methodology to their specific needs within the broad framework. The 
pt national team had an Advisory Committee consisting of experts, relevant governmental institu-
s / ministries including rural agencies, manufacturers, users, and other stakeholders (NGOs, finan-
s, etc.), with which the team interacted at various stages of the project. The Ghana team conducted 
n stakeholder interviews in the first stage, visited some of the specific project sites to discuss vari-
 issues with the project operators and owners, and collected additional information on selected 
s through structured questionnaire only during the last phase. The ba
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the technologies were then analysed in detail using a framework that categorised barriers into three 
n groups – Socio-technical barriers; Economic Barriers; and Cross-Cutting Barriers. Socio-
nical barriers covered resource-based, technological, environmental, and social barriers. Econom-
barriers included those related to the market, costs and benefits, and finance. Under crosscutting 
iers, informational, institutional and policy barriers were considered. In the National 
mai
tech
ics 
barr workshop, the 
stake
in o
mov
stak d on barrier removal projects. Based on the feedback, four institutions de-
hold
that
e barriers for these 
th
ed to conventional water heating systems and subsidised electricity made it further 
• 
Suggestions on remedial measures included a number of media strategies such as awareness and 
newspapers, participation in various exhibitions held in syn-
 up demonstration systems in places like city councils, clubs, 
holders were asked to identify the key barriers to the three selected RETs, then rank the barriers 
rder of their importance, and recommend how best each of the barriers identified could be re-
ed. In the case of Zimbabwe, barriers were identified through desk study of RET projects and 
eholders were consulte
veloped the barrier removal projects and discussed with the project advisory committee and stake-
ers. The national workshop was utilized to enlarge this consultation and propose projects based on 
. 
3 Results and Discussions 
In view of differences across the countries in terms of RETs studied and conclusions drawn for actions 
needed, we first discuss results of individual country studies, and thereafter present the common mes-
sage emerging from the study for diffusion of RETs. 
3.1 Egypt Case Study 
At the preliminary stage, the selected RETs included solar water heating systems, PV systems for elec-
trification of remote areas, PV systems for pumping of groundwater, and biomass applications. How-
ever, after interaction with stakeholders through structured questionnaires and through a mid project 
workshop, PV systems for pumping of groundwater was taken out from the list. Th
ree were as follows; 
Solar water heating systems (SWHS):  Most of the SWHS installed in Egypt are small with a ca-
pacity of 150 litres/day. The following emerged as major barriers with the first three having no signifi-
cant difference in their ranking.  
• Economic and financial barriers were considered most important barriers (rank 1) by about 26.5% 
of the key stakeholders (users, manufacturers and experts). The SWHS were considered high 
priced compar
unattractive for the “low bill” electricity consumers. A lack of credit facilities was another obstacle 
in this category. In case of new houses, low cost LPG and natural gas are fuel choices making the 
SWHS uncompetitive for this segment.  
Financial support including availability of credit facilities with low interest rates, reduction in 
SWHS prices and providing incentives corresponding to the subsidies given to electricity and 
natural gas consumers were suggested as remedial measures. Provision of soft loans to 
entreprenuers, reduction in taxes and duties, and support for product improvement were cited as 
measures to reduce SHS costs. 
Awareness / information barriers were ranked second with about 24% of stakeholder indicating 
these as most important. Presence of SWHS industry can hardly be noticed by consumers. Indus-
try on the other hand offers very limited choices due to a lack of significant market.  
promotion programs through TV and 
dicates, hotels, clubs etc., and setting
big factories, conference halls, and stadiums etc. Availability of brochures containing detailed in-
formation on systems, selection criteria, maintenance requirements, and information about suppli-
ers and their after sales services to consumers, seminars, presentation and demonstration to tar-
geted users in schools, universities and clubs were other suggestions.  
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 • Technical barriers were ranked third with about 22% of the stakeholders indicating these as most 
important, although there was difference of opinion between manufacturers and others on this is-
sue. The latter attributed it to the lack of knowledge about the system design and operation, and a 
lack of maintenance by users. Faulty design, malfunctioning pumps, leakage from tanks etc. were 
experienced with inadequate support from manufacturers to address these problems. 
Revision of the standards to include quality control and assurance components and installation 
requirements were suggested. This included product quality and performance guarantee with a 
esentatives of users, companies, financing sources, policy makers and researches on one 
tant barrier, PV manufacturers did not consider this as a barrier. A lack of 
aw
e a remote area. Although there are a number of subsidized PV programmes, 
th
oblems and generate confidence in the technology. This 
n
mechanism for their enforceability. Easy availability of spare parts and maintenance centres were 
considered important.  
• Institutional barriers were ranked as fourth, indicating the need for better institutional arrangement 
and co-ordination between the stakeholders. Setting up a  federation, union or society, which can 
bring repr
platform was suggested. 
 
PV systems for electrification of remote areas: The barriers identified were as follows; 
There was a consensus that economic and financial barriers are the most important barriers and should 
be addressed first. These were followed by policy barriers, indicating need for a governmental mecha-
nism to promote PV technology. Market barriers were considered next in importance, indicating small 
size of the market and limited access to international market. Private sector involvement was limited 
due to small size of the market. While experts and users considered technical problems and availability 
of maintenance as an impor
areness about solar PV systems was also considered an important barrier. 
The economic and financial barriers were due to high capital costs of the PV system and a lack of fi-
nancing mechanism. The high cost, in turn, was due to high taxes and duties on imported components. 
The subsidized tariff in rural areas also made it difficult for PV systems to compete with grid electric-
ity, even though it may b
ey failed to address this issue and ended up killing commercialization of the technology. Transaction 
costs related to commercial dissemination, installation and after-sales services were high due to dis-
persed rural dwellings; estimated to be about 30% of the total costs of PV systems. 
The stakeholders’ recommendations to address these issues included financial schemes to support 
buyers and government supported market incentives specially targeted at commercial development 
and deployment of the PV systems. Availability of manufacturers’ support infrastructure near the cus-
tomers was suggested to address technical pr
eeds to be supported with periodical awareness campaigns. An interesting suggestion was to integrate 
PV rural electrification projects with other development programs and experience sharing across vari-
ous programmes. 
Large Biogas Plants (LBP): The barriers identified in the case of LBP were similar to the other two 
technologies but with the LBP programme in initial stages, most of the need for action related to de-
signing a sound action plan and setting up a proper institutional mechanism to implement it. The insti-
tu
sis on overcoming institutional barrier. 
 
fo
3.2 Ghana Case Study 
ologies were selected for preliminary analysis of barriers 
died included biomass fired dryers, sawdust briquetting, 
tional barrier also included a lack of NGOs involvement in the programme. Economic and financial 
barriers due to high capital costs and subsidy to competing fuels and absence of any financial scheme 
or national programme were considered very important. Awareness was also an issue in case of LBPs, 
and technical barriers were also relevant due to skill and quality problems. The need for action was 
also on similar lines with empha
Projects proposed: The Egyptian team proposed three projects; a project to establish and test a fi-
nancial and technical support mechanism for SWHs dissemination in Egypt, a demonstration project
r rural electrification using PV system, and a pilot project for a large-scale (centralized) biogas plant.  
Some biomass, solar, and small hydro techn
in Ghana. The preliminary list of RETs stu
sawdust stoves and biogas in the biomass category, solar crop dryers (SCD), solar water heaters 
(SWHS) and solar water pumps (SWP) in the solar category, and small hydro. Biogas, SWP, and small 
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hydro were studied in detail based on their potential contribution to socio-economic development, po-
tential for application, and availability of information on barriers, environmental impacts and benefits.  
The barriers have been grouped into three main categories – socio-technical barriers, economic bar-
riers and crosscutting barriers. Socio-technical barriers refer to resource-based, technological, envi-
ronmental, and social barriers. Economics barriers constitute those related to the market, costs and 
benefits, and finance. Under crosscutting barriers, informational, institutional and policy barriers were 
considered. 
Solar water pumping technology: The most important barrier identified for SWP was economic 
barrier; high initial cost with often un-quantified long-term benefits and a general lack of information. 
This was amplified by a lack financing schemes. Weak and small market was also one of the barriers 
but it was suggested that market for such RETs should be considered at regional level and not at na-
tional level.  
The stakeholders suggested that the most effective way of removing these barriers is to start by ad-
dressing the information barrier. It was pointed out that information is needed to convince policy mak-
ers as well as decision-makers in other sectors of the economy. New and innovative financing mecha-
nisms need to be devised to address financial barrier; for example setting up a fund in a financial insti-
tution to administer soft loans, grants and flexible financing schemes to dealers and end-users. Such a 
fund could be fed by disbursements from the Energy Fund. Other measures include financial incen-
ti
ombination of environmental regulations requiring proper disposal of waste, information dis-
se
 
to
work for the development of SHP was 
co
ts of the 
SHP and dissemination among various stakeholders including the government for formulating an ap-
propriate strategy for the development of SHP. For example, SHP could be included in the “Self-Help 
A couple of sites could also be developed as a 
f common concerns for development of RETs and adjustments of electric-
ity tariffs to economic levels was suggested to provide a level playing field to RETs. 
3.3 Zimbabwe Case Study 
The Zimbabwe study focussed on detailed analysis of barriers by the country team and development of 
project proposals by four other organisations to address the barriers. The stakeholders’ inputs were 
ves like tax waivers and subsidies, and necessary legislation for this purpose. To expand the PV mar-
ket, it was recommended to use PV systems for rural electrification and also in urban areas where elec-
tricity grid is yet to reach.  
Biogas technology: There is doubt about adequacy of resources for biogas in Ghana. Inadequate 
promotion policies, absence of right financing schemes, high cost, and a lack of market and informa-
tion were other barriers. Experts considered this as the appropriate technology for the poor but regard 
it’s cost as a major barrier. Social barrier reflected in unwillingness of people to use biogas for cook-
ing was also identified.  
A c
mination through workshops, and incentives for biogas programmes were suggested as remedial 
measures. Resource availability could be addressed by proper site selection. It was suggested to pack-
age biogas projects as “sanitation” or “agricultural project” with energy as a spin-off. It was suggested
 tap international financing mechanisms such as CDM, and African Rural Energy Enterprise Devel-
opment (AREED) project to address financing barrier. Awareness programmes and training should 
also be a component of various programmes. 
Hydropower technology: The stakeholders noted that despite identification of 70 sites for hydro-
power, none had been developed. Absence of a policy frame
nsidered to be the most important barrier to harnessing the SHP resources. Other important barriers 
identified included a lack of information on SHP opportunities to private investors, a lack of financing 
mechanism to promote SHP development, absence of any specific institutional structure to take up 
SHP projects, and low electricity tariffs.  
The stakeholders emphasised the need to generate information on potential, cost and benefi
Electrification Programme” (SHEP) of the government. 
pilot or demonstration projects. 
Economic barriers were o
Projects proposed: Three projects were proposed; a community biogas plant in a hospital or a 
school with waste disposal problem, a pilot project for solar water pumping, and a demonstration pro-
ject for small hydro technology.  
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 used to modify the project proposals. Participants in the workshop said that they were happy that all 
the stakeholders for the first time had a chance to discuss the barriers together. Building up on an ear-
lier UNDP-GEF study, the approach discusses primary and secondary barriers2, the latter's (secondary) 
existence being due to primary barrier. The stakeholders may see and experience only secondary bar-
riers arising out of the presence of primary barriers. It is important to identify and remove primary bar-
riers but it is equally important to remove "lingering effects" produced by secondary barriers. For ex-
ample, banks have been reluctant to fund RETs due to poorly developed proposals and rated RETs as 
poor investment. Therefore, banks may be reluctant to fund RETs even when convincing proposals are 
made. Inability to develop and present sound project proposals, lack of capacity to assess cost and 
benefits, ineffective lobbying with the government, lack of information with the government for policy 
making, poor fiscal support to RETs and a lack of information dissemination on RETs from school 
level were identified as primary barriers. Developing guidelines for project proposals, setting up fi-
n
with stakeholders and weak 
d
ial measures included 
m
ancing schemes, capacity building on technology assessment within government and industry, regu-
lar stakeholders' interaction with the government, setting up a technology information exchange on 
RETs, and development of curricular and information programs on RETs for schools were recom-
mended as the measures to overcome the barriers. They also mentioned that clear targets for the num-
bers of RETs installed in the country in future are needed. Translated to the study framework, the bar-
riers and removal measures were as follows; 
Economic and financial barriers: These are reflected in high initial investment costs and price dis-
tortions that favour conventional fossil fuels. It was suggested to use fiscal policy instruments to ad-
dress these issues, and also set up micro finance schemes for the promotion of RETs. 
Awareness and information: This is characterised by poor information 
issemination strategies, a lack of follow-up of the implemented projects, and no systematic approach 
to build up awareness. The suggested remedial measures included link between various projects for 
experience sharing, stakeholders’ meetings with policy makers, special programmes for awareness at 
policy level, dissemination through web site and newsletters, and including RETs in schools’ curricu-
lum. 
Technical barriers: This includes a lack of skilled manpower, inadequate technological base for 
manufacture and distribution and weak maintenance infrastructure. The remed
ore research and development efforts, technology exchange programmes, and better quality control. 
Institutional and policy barriers: These include poor institutional framework and infrastructure, 
inadequate governmental planning framework for RETs development, and a lack of transparency in 
project allocation. Macro-economic policies also sometimes are unfavourable to RETs. The remedial 
measures include policy level commitment to promote RETs, inputs from private sector to policy 
makers and a mechanism for consultation with stakeholders.  
Projects proposed: Several projects were proposed, as follows; “Country strategy on renewable en-
ergy technologies”, “Entrepreneur business and technical skills development in renewable energy”, 
“Development of house-based solar power generation scheme”, “Development of affordable solar 
cookers for both rural and urban users”, “African wind-power for battery charging”, and “Identifica-
tion of desirable stove characteristics and development of prototype stoves for field-testing”.  
Conclusions 
The basic framework discussed in the methodology section was used by the country teams after tailor-
ing it to their needs of analysis. The basic approach included stakeholders' involvement in identifica-
tion of barriers to RETs and measures to remove the barriers.  
In the Egypt case study, the focus was on PV systems for rural electrification, solar water heaters 
and large-scale biogas system. High capital costs of the system due to high tariffs and taxes were one 
                                                     
2 The primary barriers are the actual reason why technologies are not implemented and the secondary barriers are often the 
apparent reason as seen from the stakeholders’ perspective. 
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of the major barriers for 
tant barriers. High cost, l
PV system. Lack of information and subsidized electricity were other impor-
ack of information about technology, technical problems in usage and a lack 
of institutional structure to promote and support SWHS were identified as main barriers in that order 
tter designed incentive schemes. Standardization 
nd easy consumer access to the equip-
echnical barriers. 
wat
It w
tant
the Ts and a lack of information dissemina-
tion on RETs from school level were identified as primary barriers. Developing guidelines for project 
proposals, setting up financing schemes, capacity building on technology assessment within govern-
ment and industry, regular stakeholders' interaction with the government, setting up a technology in-
formation exchange on RETs, and development of curricular and information programs on RETs for 
schools were recommended as the measures to overcome the barriers.  
In general, economic and information / awareness barriers were the most important barriers across 
the countries and RETs. This points to the low level of awareness and information on RETs among the 
potential users. Therefore, better ways to raise awareness are required. The economic barrier indicated 
high cost of the RETs (possibly except for a few selected applications), pointing to the need to bring 
down the cost of technology. Small size of market, unfavourable policies, and subsidy to competing 
conventional fuels were other reasons that affected the economics of RETs further. Lack of access to 
financing also contributed to lack of access to RETs. Problems related to product quality and mainte-
nance indicated need for capacity building in this area. Finally, a lack of institutional structure to pro-
mote RETs was also noted as an important barrier by stakeholders for various technologies. Most of 
the barrier removal measures pointed out by the stakeholders indicated the need for policy intervention 
by the government to create a favourable environment for RETs to take off. Thus, need for a favour-
able policy regime to address these issues was a clear message given by the stakeholders. 
for SWHS. In case of large-scale biogas plants, the barriers in order of importance were; a lack of in-
stitutional structure to promote the technology, skills, size of market, cost of technology and aware-
ness. The measures to overcome the barriers recommended by the stakeholders to improve economic 
viability of these RETs included setting up of new financial schemes, reduction in taxes and duties on 
imports of RET equipment and components and be
and certification requirements through legislative measures a
ment suppliers for fault rectification were recommended measures to address t
Awareness and promotion campaigns, training courses and seminars for targeted users and educational 
institutions were recommended to disseminate information on the RETs.  
In the Ghana case study, three solar energy technologies (solar water heaters, solar crop drying and 
solar water pumps), biogas and small hydro were studied. Of the three solar energy technologies, solar 
er pump was identified as a promising technology with least barriers. High initial costs and a lack 
of information on technology and its benefits were major barriers to SWP. Although biogas was iden-
tified as one of the RETs with promise, resource constraints (for example, minimum dung needed for a 
household biogas plant) was found to be a major barrier on detailed scrutiny of its potential for large-
scale application. An interesting finding was the suggestion of the stakeholders to promote biogas pro-
jects in Ghana as a sanitation or agricultural project (with fertilizer as output) with energy as a spin-
off. In case of small hydro, no development has taken place in Ghana despite some potential. Absence 
of a coherent energy policy framework was identified the reason for this.  
In general, existing renewable energy policy framework in Ghana was found to be inadequate to 
promote RETs and harness their full potential. The stakeholders identified need for clearly defined 
targets, investment plans and financing mechanisms in the national framework for renewable energy. 
as also suggested to explore international financing mechanisms such as GEF and CDM to address 
the financing concern. Need for elimination of subsidies to competing fuels (low electricity tariffs) and 
/ or incentives was also indicated to address economic concerns. It was also suggested to devise 
mechanisms to provide information to stakeholders and to increase awareness.  
The Zimbabwe case study focussed on RETs barrier analysis and discussed several projects to re-
move barriers. The barriers were categorised as primary and secondary barriers. The stakeholders may 
see and experience only secondary barriers arising out of the presence of primary barriers. It is impor-
 to identify and remove primary barriers but it is equally important to remove "lingering effects" 
produced by secondary barriers. Inability to develop and present sound project proposals, lack of ca-
pacity to assess cost and benefits, ineffective lobbying with the government, lack of information with 
government for policy making, poor fiscal support to RE
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1 Introduction 
otocol has now been ratified, accepted,  approved by most of the countries 
ld (UNFCCC, 2003). The ratification by the Russian Federation, expected later this year, 
ates and Australia. 
There are a number of measures that can be taken to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. These have 
been discussed in detail in a number of excellent reports by the IPCC and others (see, for example, 
ADB/GEF/UNDP, 1998; Claussen, 2001; Nakicenovic et al., 1994). In this paper, we limit our discus-
sion to some of the infrastructure problems associated with greater use of cleaner energy sources such 
as natural gas and renewable energy, and policy measures that could be taken to improve the situation. 
2 Climate Change and the Asian Developing 
Countries 
The developing countries of Asia are amongst the largest contributors to the anthropogenic emissions 
of the greenhouse gases that are responsible for global climate change, as well as being amongst those 
most likely to be impacted by global climate change. We shall discuss these two aspects separately in 
this paper. The principal greenhouse gases include carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, and halo-
carbons. A summary of the global annual-mean radiative forcing due to a number of agents from pre-
industrial times (1750 A.D.) to the end of the last millennium is shown in Figure 1 (IPCC, 2001). 
 
The Kyoto Pr
of the wor
acceded to, or
will bring it into legal effect. It is clear that the Protocol represents only a beginning, and additional 
steps will need to be taken, if emissions of greenhouse gases are to be stabilized, and subsequently 
reduced, during the 21st century. These additional measures will require the participation of the devel-
oping countries, as well as their industrialized counterparts, including the current holdouts such as the 
United St
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Figure 1. 
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Figure 2. 
 
na, India, and Japan) of the five largest CO2 emitting countries from fossil fuels are in Asia. 
Emissions in other Asian countries are also growing rapidly, and have reached significant levels in a 
number of countries, including the Republic of Korea, Iran, Saudi Arabia, and Indonesia, as shown in 
Table 1. 
 
Three (Chi
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Table 1. Carbon Dioxide Emissions from fossil fuel consumption in Asian Countries with
such emissions. 
  
 the largest 
 Carbon Dioxide Emissions 
 Fossil Fuel Consumption  from fossil fuels*
Country/Area Coal Oil Nat. Gas  Coal Oil Nat. Gas Total
 & Lignite & LNG & Lignite & LNG
  
(million tons oil  
equivalent = Mtoe)  (million tons carbon = MtC) 
         
China 520.6 231.9 24.9  568.0 203.1 15.2 786.4
India 173.5 97.1 23.7  189.3 85.1 14.5 288.9
Indonesia 16.7 52.3 26.7  18.2 45.8 16.3 80.4
Iran 0.8 54.2 58.5  0.9 47.5 35.8 84.2
Ja
8
2.0 18.9 18.1  2.2 16.6 11.1 29.8
hilippines 4.5 16.5 0.1  4.9 14.5 0.1 19.4
54.9 29.6 84.5
32.3 1.4 33.7
.9 90.3 12.7 152.9
N
 u
pan 103.0 247.2 71.1  112.4 216.5 43.5 372.4
Kazakhstan 24.7 7.7 9.1  26.9 6.7 5.6 39.3
Malaysia 2.4 18.6 19.4  2.6 16.3 11.9 30.
Pakistan 
P
Saudi Arabia 0.0 62.7 48.3  0.0
Singapore 0.0 36.9 2.3  0.0
outh Korea 45.7 103.1 20.8  49S
Taiwan, China 30.9 37.7 6.8  33.7 33.0 4.2 70.9
Thailand 8.8 33.8 19.0  9.6 29.6 11.6 50.8
United Arab Em. 0.0 14.3 30.8  0.0 12.5 18.8 31.4
Uzbekistan 1.1 6.5 46.0  1.2 5.7 28.2 35.0
 
 
ote: Only countries with emissions exceeding about 20 million tons of carbon during 2001 
are included in this Table.    
     
Source: The energy data are from British Petroleum (2002).   
*The carbon dioxide emissions have been calculated by Toufiq Siddiqi  
sing the following conversion factors :  
     
  kg-C/Gj tons-C/toe  
Coal  24.8 1.091  
Petroleum Prods. 19.9 0.876  
Natural Gas  13.9 0.612  
 
Of the countries listed in Table 1, Japan is the only Annex 1 country that has an obligation to reduce 
its emissions of greenhouse gases. The Republic of Korea and Singapore have per capita GNPs com-
parable to Western European countries and are no longer classified as “Developing Countries”. The 
ten Asian developing countries with the largest emissions of CO2 from fossil fuel combustion are 
shown in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3. 
3 Policy Options for the Asian Developing 
Co
The
sion
by t
tuna
larg
to r ing countries, as well as the rest 
of the world, to have longer-term goals for stabilizing their greenhouse gas emissions, and taking ac-
tions during the medium term to achieve these goals. Such measures would also put pressure on the 
industrialized countries that have not signed the Kyoto Protocol to accede to it or take parallel steps to 
achieve reductions in their emissions of greenhouse gases. 
Asia is a huge and diverse continent where about half of the total population of the world lives. One 
possible strategy for the developing countries of Asia may be to design differentiated responses for 
countries with different magnitudes of greenhouse gas emissions. It may be useful to group the coun-
tries in three groups: 
 
a) Countries with total CO2 emissions from fossil fuels exceeding 100 MtC; 
b) Countries with total CO2 emissions between 20 MtC and 100 MtC; 
c) Countries with total CO2 emissions from fossil fuels below 20 MtC. 
 
The initial emphasis could be on actions that could be taken in countries in Group a), since this would 
have the largest impact on achieving long-term stability in greenhouse gas emissions. At this stage in 
their development, we are not advocating that China and India reduce their absolute emissions, but 
only that they take steps to reduce the ratio of emissions to GDP. This is already taking place in China, 
and to a somewhat lesser extent, in India. The process could be enhanced by some changes in the in-
frastructure, which are discussed later. 
The urgency for action by countries in Group b) is a little less than for those in Group a), since their 
CO2 emissions from fossil fuels are not as large. However, some of them, such as Indonesia, Malaysia, 
Pakistan, Philippines, and Thailand could put greater emphasis on reforestation to increase CO2 sinks, 
better management of water to reduce methane emissions from rice paddies, and other measures to 
untries 
re are at present no legal requirements for the Asian developing countries to reduce their emis-
s. Countries could take the “Do nothing” approach and cite the lack of ratification of the Protocol 
he United States, Australia, and some other industrialized countries as a basis for inaction. Unfor-
tely, the medium and long-term impact of global climate change is likely to be proportionately 
er for the developing countries than for the industrialized ones, since the latter have the resources 
educe the adverse impacts. Thus it is in the interest of the develop
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reduce emissions of nitrous oxides and “black carbon” (For a discussion of black carbon, see, for ex-
s, 2003). The e, also be taken by countries in Group a). 
c) consists of co  20 MtC from fossil fuel use per year. It includes a 
ubstantial number of countries w all emissions, such as Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Cambodia, 
aldives, and Nepal. In general, the e countries are likely to be affected by global climate change 
ng contributed much to causing it. Their initial focus could be on adaptation strategies, 
e mitigation measures suggested for group b). 
e remainder of this section, we discuss briefly the countries in Group a). As mentioned earlier, 
ountries with total CO2 e ns from fossil fuels exceeding 100 MtC. This group includes 
a and India at present. B untries have populations exceeding 1 billion, so their emis-
capita are only about 0.6  carbon per year (tC/year) and 0.3 tC/year respectively.  
as had the most rapid rate of economic development of the Asian developing countries. GDP 
uring the period 1990-95 2.5% per annum, and from 1996-2001 was 8.0% per annum 
ncrease in CO2 emissions has been smaller, resulting in a decline in the ratio 
 The average annual decline in energy intensity between 1977 and 1997 was 
.2% per year (Logan et al., 1999). Further, the absolute amount of primary energy consumption (and 
tion
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(World Bank, 2002). The i
of energy use to GNP.
4
corresponding CO2 emissions) actually declined from 1996-99, leading to hope that an early stabiliza-
 of the emissions might be achievable. The reasons for the decline include somewhat slower eco-
ic growth, more efficient use of energy, particularly in industry (Sinton and Fridley, 2000; Marti-
(2001), and the shutting down of many inefficient small-scale coalmines. China’s energy use and 
ciated emissions of CO2 increased again during 2000 and 2001, suggesting that additional meas-
 are discussed in the next section. 
dia, in spite of its large total CO2 emissions, has only about half of the per capita emissions from 
sil fuels as China. There are several reasons for this, including the absence of a heating requirement 
uch of India, the greater use of biomass as fuel in the rural parts of the country, and a per capita 
P that is about 60% of that of China (World Bank, 2002). However, the growth in total primary 
rgy use in India has never been ne
ortunities for achieving higher efficiencies. 
Infrastructure Considerations 
iscussion of energy technologies for reducing greenhouse gas emissions per unit of energy sup-
d in the post-Kyoto world would be incomplete without an analysis of what is required to imple-
t these technologies. This is particularly necessary in a discussion of the situation in the develop-
countries, where a number of environmentally preferred technologies can still not be used due to a 
 of the infrastructure necessary to maintain them. In this section, we discuss some of the infra-
cture needs of many of the Asian developing countries, and how these could contribute to reducing 
greenhouse gas emt
 
• Education. Here we are not discussing education regarding specific energy technologies, but basic 
education in the sense of reading, writing, and arithmetic. The situation varies from country to 
country, as shown in Table 2, and sometimes from province to province. In parts of South Asia, 
almost half of the population cannot read or write. Thus even simple instructions for installing or 
maintaining more efficient appliances such as stoves or pumps are not followed, leading fre-
quently to the discarding of such equipment after a short time. It would not be an exaggeration to 
say that possibly the most cost-effective investment for addressing global climate change is an in-
vestment in basic education in countries where it is still needed.  
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 Table 2. Asian Developing
Country
 Countries with Adult Literacy Rates Below 60%. 
Adult Literacy Rate (%)
 1997
  
Bangladesh 38.9 
Bhutan 44.2 
India 53.5 
Lao PDR 58.6 
Nepal 38.1 
Pakistan 40.9 
Yemen 42.5 
  
Source: UNDP, 1999. 
 
• Natural Gas Distribution System. Large numbers of households in many Asian countries continue 
to use coal or petroleum products or firewood in their homes, even though the countries have natu-
ral gas reserves. This is due to the absence of networks to distribute the natural gas. Building such 
infrastructures requires considerable initial capital, but is quite cost-effective. In addition, there are 
educed greenhouse gas emissions when compared to firewood, coal, or oil 
sector is the fastest growing consumer of energy in most of the developing 
countries. Replacement of petrol and diesel by compressed natural gas (CNG) would provide 
angkok, Beijing, Karachi and New Delhi. However, inter-city buses 
already 
dia and Pakistan, substantial supplies of natural gas could be provided at 
implementation of this 
• 
health benefits and r
products.  
The transportation 
health benefits and reduced greenhouse gas emissions. This is already taking place in several ma-
jor cities of Asia, including B
and other vehicles are unable to use them, since the infrastructure for supplying CNG outside the 
major urban areas does not exist. 
In several countries, including India and Pakistan, the existing natural gas reserves are 
committed. Expansion of the distribution system would require additional discoveries or imports 
of natural gas. For In
competitive prices via a pipeline from Central Asia, Iran, or the Gulf States (Siddiqi, 2003). How-
ever, the political tensions between the two countries have prevented the 
option, which could result in slowing the rate of increase in greenhouse gas emissions. 
Extension of the Electric Grid. Several of the renewable energy technologies, particularly wind 
power, would be used more widely if the electricity grid existed in areas where the wind regimes 
ople live in these areas, only a modest electricity network exists. One 
ltage lines to cities such as Karachi 
 
loan  technologies in the 
are most favorable. An example of this would be the Indus Delta and the coastal areas of Balochis-
tan. Since relatively few pe
could envision a system where these areas could become suppliers of wind-based electricity rather 
than end-users of electricity using fossil fuels. It would require a substantial front-end investment, 
not only for the wind turbines but for putting in place high-vo
and Hyderabad. 
There are a number of other infrastructure requirements, such as maintenance centers and consumer 
 facilities that are important for the introduction and dissemination of energy
Asian developing countries. Time limitations prevent us from discussing those in this paper. 
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Even though the Kyoto Protocol does n ountries to commit to reducing green-
house gas emissions, there is likely to be a continuing expectation that they initially reduce the rate of 
growth o tinue in 
these countries for several decades at least, there is a need to reduce the emissions per unit of GDP. 
Asia is home to about a half of the world’s population, and there is great variation in the levels of 
industrialization and contribution to greenhouse gas emissions. A differentiated strategy for addressing 
concerns related to global climate change may be appropriate for the Asian developing countries at 
this time. Some elements of this strategy have been discussed in this paper. 
Developments in energy technology present several attractive options for the developing countries. 
However, their introduction and successful use depends at least as much on the existence of the neces-
sary infrastructure as on the attractiveness of the technologies themselves. It is suggested that interna-
tional and bilateral development agencies, as well as the countries themselves, consider the accelerated 
development of such infrastructure as a major way to contribute to the efforts to address global climate 
change. 
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1 Introduction 
The energy sector will face major challenges in the coming decades. Global demand for primary en-
ergy is continuously increasing, as are its related environmental effects. On the other hand, the limited 
sources of especially oil and gas will lead to increasing price instability.
y companies and energy policy decision-makers 
will find difficult to play this double role. Globally big question mark hangs over the developing coun-
tries and their energy solutions and related environmental effects. 
nt of the Kyoto target 
ower and growing im-
r, transmission and distribution of energy, and energy production 
and consumption technologies that have not been introduced in this presentation, are included in the 
scenarios.  
2 Large-scale power production with fossil fuels 
is replaced by combined heat and power gen-
eration 
Large-scale power plants that burn fossil fuels will be the backbone of global electricity production. 
Technological developments will help to improve the economy and reduce environmental effects of 
energy production: power production efficiency will be raised, emissions will be eliminated and fuel 
flexibility will be improved (Fig 1). It seems that renewable and nuclear energy cannot fulfil the long-
term electricity needs, and techniques to separate and dispose carbon dioxide will be needed. 
 
re  Deregulation of energy 
markets is a challenge for the infrastructure. This deregulation is leading to restructuring of the energy 
market. States and communities as owners of energ
At European Union level and in Finland the biggest challenge is the attainme
and then further reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. Renewables, nuclear p
ports of natural gas from Russia will play a crucial role in Finland. 
In this presentation, my focus is on the development of those energy production technologies which 
are most important for Finland’s energy supply and its energy technology exports. These are combined 
heat and power generation and bioenergy applications, in all size ranges from large-scale power plants 
to distributed energy systems. Then I have looked at the development of the energy sector in Finland 
up to 2030 in three different scenarios: baseline, strong energy savings and ambitious technological 
development. Transportation secto
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Figure 1. CO2 emissions and electricity production efficiency of condensing power plants based on 
different technologies and using different fossil fuels 
 CHP in Finland 2.1 Consistent efforts to increase
The main option for Finland to increase the efficiency of power generation has been the switch from 
condensing power plants to combined heat and power production (CHP). CHP plants today produce 
already over 35 % of the total electricity supply in Finland, but the feasible goal could be about 50 % 
in 2030 (Fig 2). About 75 % of district heat is provided from cogeneration plants with a typical overall 
annual efficiency of 85-90 %. This is much higher than the 40-45 % efficiency of condensing power 
plants, which only generates electricity. Separate power and heating plants need about 40 % more fuel 
than a corresponding CHP plant.  
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rganic Rankine Cycle (ORC) 
 options need standardised 
concepts and mass or serial production to obtain competitiveness without significant subsidies or other 
promotion measures. The first small concepts, in kW-size used in private houses, will mostly use natu-
ral gas and biogas, but fuel alternatives could be widened to pellets, bio-oils and other biomass derived 
fuels. 
 
Figure 2. Past and anticipated future development of CHP technology 
 
2.2 CHP for smaller size ranges 
The future target is CHP plants for ever-smaller heat consumers, because the available large heat loads 
for district and industrial process heating in Finland are already utilised for combined heat and power 
consumption (Fig 3.). Diesel and steam engines, and steam and gas turbines are now applied in small-
scale CHP of 200 kW - 3 MW electricity. Microturbines, fuel cells, O
and Stirling engines are future options for smaller capacity classes. All these
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Figure 3. Electricity is generated in ever-smaller units: general trend (line) for the minimum competi-
tive size and actual plants (symbols) built in Finland 
2.3 Higher power-to-heat ratios 
logies, depending on fuel and size, are 
 is usually 0.35-0.5 for district heating, 
and 0.2-0.3 for processes requiring high steam temperatures. High power-to-heat ratio and suitability 
re gas turbines. The most promising proc-
ess alternative for the size range 30 – 100 MW electricity is a simplified IGCC based on air gasifica-
d subs , the power 
Another trend is to increase power-to-heat ration in combined heat and power production. Back-
pressure steam cycle plants with varying combustion techno
presently dominant for solid fuels. Their power-to-heat ratio
for low-grade biomass-based fuels make combined cycle power plants based on pressurised fluidised-
bed combustion and gasification attractive for energy production in Finland. The major challenge is 
the clean-up of hot gas from combustion or gasification befo
tion an equent hot gas cleaning. The power-to-heat ratio of this concept is 0.8-1.2
production efficiency 40-45 % and the total efficiency 85-90% (Fig.4). 
G
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Figure 4. The concept of an Integrated Gasification Combined-Cycle Power Plant (IGCC) for the effi-
cient use of biomass. Indicative design parameters are also shown for a potential application as an 
industrial CHP plant 
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An even higher power-to-heat ratio could be achieved by integrating a high-temperature fuel cell with 
an IGCC plant (Fig.5). Power production efficiency could be about 60 % with a process based on 
pressurised gasification of wood fuels.  
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Figure 5. Ultra-high performance CHP plant based on biomass gasification and fuel cell 
3 Replacing coal by biomass 
The increased use of biomass in coal boilers is regarded as a highly promising way to cut greenhouse 
gas emissions. Coal can be replaced by biomass only to a limited share, typically under 10 %, by in-
jecting biomass directly to existing pulverised coal boilers.  
3.1 Fluidised bed replacing pulverised fuel combustion 
ncy and 
duction of CO2 emissions are illustrated in Fig. 6. Supercritical pulverised fuel combustion plants do 
not appear to be feasible for co-firing coal and biomass. 
 
The early industrial fluidised-bed combustors were small, atmospheric bubbling fluidised-bed (BFB) 
boilers. Later in the mid-1970s, atmospheric circulating fluidised (CFB) technology was developed. 
Nowadays, CFB is the predominant technology in commercial applications with a boiler thermal 
power greater than 50 MW. Further performance improvements for CFB are being sought by introduc-
ing a once-through supercritical (OTSC) steam cycle. Foster Wheeler announced a OTSC CFB-boiler 
for 460 MWe plant in Poland to have a start up in 2006. The potential improvement in efficie
re
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Figure 6. Today’s R&D efforts aim to introduce a once-through supercritical (OTSC) steam cycle to 
Different types of biomass gasifiers have found their suitable size classes and markets in Finland: 
fixed bed gasifiers are applied for under 20 MW thermal power, bubbling fluidised bed gasifiers 20-60 
MW and circulating fluidised bed gasifiers for over 60 MW. When fuel is clean, the chlorine content 
as can be burned directly 
 hot gas, the fuel can be 
moist and no drying is needed before gasification.  
CFB boilers, which would significantly improve efficiency and reduce the specific CO2 release. The 
concept will first be demonstrated for pure coal in Poland 
3.2 Gasifiers connected to coal boilers and pressurised gasifiers 
to gas turbines 
below 0.1 wt-% and the heavy metal content is low, the gasification product g
in a coal boiler. Since there are no strict demands for the heating value of the
For fuels containing more alkali metals, chlorine or aluminium, fuel gas cleaning is necessary before 
delivering the gas to the main boiler (Fig 7). By gas cooling (to 300-400oC) and filtering, the dust can 
be removed completely from the gas, and most of the heavy metals, alkalis, and chlorine are removed 
from the gas together with the particulate matter, The removal of chlorine and heavy metals can be 
further improved up to 90-95% by injection of calcium-based sorbent and activated carbon. If desired, 
a wet scrubber can remove ammonia as well as the rest of the impurities. After water scrubbing, the 
clean and cooled gas is easily transportable and can be burned in the boiler without any risks.  
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Figure 7. Circulated fluidised-bed gasifier for recycled fuel coupled with a boiler (Foster Wheeler 
Energia) 
 the longer term, pressurised biomass or waste gasifier could also be connected to natural gas com-
 order to analyse the possible role of various emerging and evolving technologies in the future en-
ergy system of Finland, three scenarios were created for a comprehensive energy system model. The 
model is based on a bottom-up, technology oriented representation of the energy system, including 
both the supply and end-use sectors. Mathematically, the model is a quasi-dynamic linear optimisation 
model that simulates the behaviour of energy-economic decision-making by minimising the total pre-
sent value of all costs and other expenditures in the energy system during the entire time horizon under 
consideration. 
The Kyoto scenario is based on the assumption that the only target for greenhouse gas emissions will 
be one imposed by the Kyoto protocol (Fig. 8). In the other two scenarios it is assumed that more rig-
orous emission targets will be set for the subsequent decades up to 2030. In the Save scenario, reduc-
tion of the energy demand is considered to be the most effective means of achieving emission reduc-
tion, and high energy taxation is selected as the main policy instrument leading to the reduced demand. 
In Technology scenario, reduction of the carbon intensity of the energy supply is chosen to be the pri-
mary means, and intensified R&D on energy technologies is selected as the main instrument.  
 
 
In
bined cycle plants. In this process, the cleaned gas from the gasifier is mixed with natural gas. The fuel 
has to be quite dry, the moisture content below 25 wt-% in order to reach a fuel rich gas heating value 
that is high enough for stable combustion. 
4 Scenarios illustrate future options 
In
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Figure 8. Summary of the main characteristics of the scenarios 
 
According to the results of the scenario analysis (Fig 9), expanding the utilisation of bioenergy, espe-
cially for CHP production (Fig. 10), is in Finland one of the key measures for achieving significant 
ductions in greenhouse gas emissions. However, re
energy
the most cost-effective ways of increasing bio-
 utilisation require the introduction of a number of novel technologies both in fuel supply and in 
the energy production sectors. The use of advanced nuclear power technologies is another key meas-
ure. Extensive utilisation of wind power could further increase the percentage of emission-free elec-
tricity production by attaining a share of up to 9% in total energy supply by 2030.  
Furthermore, using new technologies for the integration of the energy sector with waste management 
offers synergetic advantages leading to significant and cost-effective reductions in emissions.  
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he scenarios appear to be quite different from each other in terms of costs and overall economic im-
pacts. The direct costs of the technical measures that are required to reaching the emission targets are 
highest in the Kyoto scenario, and by far the lowest in the Technology scenario. Taking into account 
both costs and taxes, the total increase in the total energy expenses of final consumers is the largest in 
the Save scenario.  
On the whole, with its strong focus on energy-related R&D, the technology scenario appears to offer 
substantial and wide potential benefits both in terms of overall economic effects (Fig. 11), and with 
respect to the environmental impacts of energy use. 
 
Figure 10. The percentage of CHP of total electricity supply in scenarios 
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Figure 11. Increase in direct annual costs and energy taxes compared to reference scenario in the 
scenarios considered 
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 1 Introduction 
Our eventual objective is mid-century economic targets for nuclear energy. The first step is to describe 
what the mid-century energy market might look like – the major competitors for nuclear energy, what 
ic, technological, and environmental developments. For each storyline, several different 
q
. Economic objectives dominate in the “A” storylines, while environmental objectives 
ominate in the “B” storylines. The “1” storylines emphasize globalization, while the “2” storylines 
nalism. The following summaries are almost verbatim from the SRES 
port. 
differences in per capita income.  
• The A2 storyline and scenario family describe a very heterogeneous world. The underlying theme 
is self-reliance and preservation of local identities. Fertility patterns across regions converge very 
slowly, which results in high population growth. Economic development is primarily regionally 
oriented and per capita economic growth and technological change are more fragmented and 
slower than in other storylines.  
• The B1 storyline and scenario family describe a convergent world with the same low population 
growth as in the A1 storyline, but with rapid changes in economic structures toward a service and 
information economy, with reductions in material intensity, and the introduction of clean and re-
source-efficient technologies. The emphasis is on global solutions to economic, social, and envi-
ronmental challenges, including improved equity, but without additional climate initiatives.  
• The B2 storyline and scenario family describe a world in which the emphasis is on local solutions 
to economic, social, and environmental challenges. It is a world with moderate population growth, 
intermediate levels of economic development, and less rapid and more diverse technological 
change than in the B1 and A1 storylines. While the storyline is also oriented toward environmental 
protection and social equity, it focuses on local and regional levels.  
 
For each of the A2, B1, and B2 storylines this paper uses a single “marker” scenario representative of 
central tendencies within the scenario family. For the A1 storyline, SRES projections showed that 
greenhouse gas emissions (the principal focus of SRES) vary greatly depending on the technologies 
assumed to progress most quickly. We have chosen the A1T Scenario, which assumes that advances in 
non-fossil technologies – renewables, nuclear, and high-efficiency conservation technologies – make 
them most cost-competitive.  
The A1T emission trajectory for carbon is consistent with stabilizing the atmospheric carbon con-
centration at about 560 parts per million by volume (ppmv), and the emission trajectory for the B1 
Scenario is consistent with stabilization at less than 500 ppmv. Thus, although both these scenarios 
xplicitly exclude policies to limit global warming, their resulting carbon emission levels could be 
on Climate Change (UNFCCC). In 
ontrast, the A2 and B2 Scenarios project higher carbon emissions at levels currently considered in-
onsistent with the UNFCCC objectives. 
products are in demand, how much of each, where growth is greatest, and so forth. The mechanism for 
systematically describing the future market is scenario building. Because we do not know the future 
precisely, we need several scenarios to reflect our uncertainty. 
The starting point is the scenarios in the Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES) of the Inter-
governmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2000). Given their international authorship and com-
prehensive review by governments and scientific experts, the SRES scenarios are the state of the art in 
long-term energy scenarios. 
SRES developed four narrative storylines, each representing a different coherent set of demographic, 
social, econom
uantifications, or scenarios, were then developed by six different international modeling teams. The 
result is 40 scenarios grouped in four “families” (A1, A2, B1, and B2) corresponding to the four narra-
tive storylines
d
are better characterized by regio
re
 
• The A1 storyline and scenario family describe a future world of very rapid economic growth, low 
population growth, and the rapid introduction of new and more efficient technologies. Major un-
derlying themes are convergence among regions, capacity building, and increased cultural and so-
cial interactions, with a substantial reduction in regional 
e
consistent with the objectives of the UN Framework Convention 
c
c
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2 Nuclear Energy in the SRES A1T, A2, B1, 
 Institute for Applied Systems Analysis. Each quartet of bars shows projected nu-
r the four scenarios, with A1T on the left, then A2, then B1, and 
divided into four segments corresponding to the four regions into 
te on the details underlying the nuclear projections summarized in Fig-
rences in the scenarios’ implications for the mid-century market for nu-
argic A2 and B2 Scenarios nuclear energy’s market niche remains electricity 
ically aggressive A1T and B1 Scenarios hydrogen production is a substan-
0 and 2050 average annual additions to the world’s hydrogen production 
and B2 Scenarios 
Figure 1 summarizes the nuclear projections in the SRES quantifications using the MESSAGE model 
f the Internationalo
clear production in a given year fo
hen B2 on the right. Each bar is t
which the SRES analysis divides the world. The dark segments at the bottom include all countries be-
longing to the OECD as of 1990. The next segments (REF) are countries undergoing economic re-
form. Next is “Asia,” which includes all developing countries in Asia. The top light segments cover 
the rest of the world (ROW) and include all developing countries in Africa, Latin America, and the 
iddle East. M
Langlois et al. (2002) elabora
re 1 and identify six key diffeu
clear energy. 
 
New Products or Old Products 
 
n the technologically lethI
production. In the technolog
ial contender. Between 203t
capacity in the B1 Scenario are more than twice the average capacity additions for electricity. Nuclear 
energy and renewables compete for this expanding market. 
 
Figure 1. Projected use of nuclear energy in four SRES scenarios 
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m
upply security means access to the most cost-
ef
cenarios 
From the perspective of the nuclear industry, the SRES results should be viewed not as tight con-
straints, but as indications of opportunities. And the important question is how quickly must the indus-
try improve costs and competitiveness to capture future market shares significantly bigger than those 
based on the cost assumptions of SRES’ authors and shown in Figure 1. To develop such cost im-
provement targets, we start by estimating just how big the potential nuclear market might be beyond 
what is shown in Figure 1. That is the step reported in this paper. The next task will be to identify im-
provement rates, and cost targets, consistent with nuclear energy capturing all of the potential markets 
estimated here. This section therefore presents an “aggressive-nuclear-improvement” variation for 
each of the four SRES scenarios by assuming reasonable nuclear incursions in the expensive ends of 
the market shares of key competitors. The resulting aggressive nuclear variations, aggregated to the 
global level, are shown in Figure 2. 
 
 
In the A2 Scenario the global population in 2100 is 15 billion, final energy use is 1300 exajoules (EJ) 
– compared to 300 EJ in 2000 – and both are still growing. In the B1 Scenario population peaks al-
ready in 2050 and final energy use a decade later. By 2100 the population is only seven billion (al-
though they are much richer than their A2 cousins), final energy use is below 500 EJ, and both are 
steadily dropping. 
 
New Customers or Old Customers 
 
In all scenarios the growth market for new gene
 the same speed. In the B1 Scenario, for example, average annual additions in developing regions 
between 2050 and 2070 are nine times those in developed regions. In the B2 Scenario, the ratio is 
four-to-one, less than half as much. 
 
Globalization or Regionalism 
 
he globalized, market-oriented A1T world would likely welcome eventual international waste dis-
posal under international standards, recognizing that geology and history have granted some countries 
a comparative advantage in waste disposal. In the regionalized A2 Scenario, international waste dis-
posal is much less likely. 
 
Old In
The key continuing change in the energy system in the A1T Scenario, in all countries and at all levels, 
is decen
id-century. Any move toward decentralization in the A2 Scenario would be much slower and more 
limited. 
 
Market Security or Resource Security 
 
In the globalized A1T and B1 Scenarios, energy s
fective supplies in the world through a transparent, vibrant, and flexible free global market. In the 
regionalized A2 and B2 Scenarios it retains much of its current meaning – minimize energy imports, 
or at least diversify among friendly suppliers. 
3 “Aggressive Nuclear” Variations on the SRES 
S
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Electricity 
 
Any inroads by nuclear energy into the markets held by its competitors (as calculated in SRES) would 
begin in those parts of competitors’ market shares that are most expensive. Consider first competition 
from coal-fired electricity ratio  the S s l r ar d t 
categories. SRES calculates consum on in each catego or each r n and scenario. In general, 
consumption early n a scenario concentrates on lower cost categories and, as these are depleted, 
m egories in later parts of the scenario. In detail, the patterns are more plex, 
incorporating as they do regional differences in resources  infrastructural ine – i.e., ne lants, 
m nes, tati  systems, and processing facilities do not replace old ones overnight, but are 
phased in at different rates iffere egion
e a at even aggressive nuclear im vements would be unlikely to displace electr  pro-
duced by coal in the two least expensive coal categories. Electricity from coal in these cate
s  too cheap an option. But the three higher-cost categories are m  vulnerable to inroads from 
n clear veme ts tha  faste an th assumed in SRES. We therefore assume that aggres-
s e nu provements uld a  nuclear power to capture half of the mar share (in h re-
gion in  from l in these gories
m these three ca ries, in e  SRES nario an gion, 
g  t ers in the “coal” column in Table 1. The first, 17% for Asia in the A1T Scenario, 
means that our esti ated potential nuclear market in that region and scenario adds to what SR S cal-
c lated ount equal to 17% of SRES’s estimate for coal-fired 
e ctric  al five cost categories of coal). The rest of the colu i-
larly. 
eca ar t share f oil-f  elect ty is curr ly insigni t and s quick  zero 
in all scenarios, there is nothing for nuclear power to com  with, an e “oil” umn in Table 1 is 
e .
gas, the assu tions llel  for coal. The SRES scenarios ide gas urces 
into eight categories, the first four of which a o cheap even aggressive nu  improvements to 
d plac ver half of nconv onal gas consum  from th ore expensive categories is 
assumed to be vulnerable to more a lerated nuclear cost reductions than assumed in the SRES sce-
narios. The numbers in Table 1’s “natural gas” column were calculated, and should be interpreted, in 
e same way as the numbers in the “coal” column. 
ntial would fall into the high-cost, vulnerable category. The num-
b
 gene n. In  SRE cenarios coa esources e divide into five cos
pti ry f egio
 i
oves to higher cost cat com
w p and rtia 
i transpor on
in d nt r s. 
W ssume th pro icity
gories is 
imply ore
u  impro n t are r th ose 
iv clear im  wo llow ket  eac
 each scenario) that corresponds to electricity  coa  cate . 
Taking half of coal use that comes fro
iv
tego ach  sce d re
es he numb
m E
u  for the nuclear potential (Figure 1) an am
le ity (from l mn should be interpreted sim
B use the m ke  o ired rici ent fican drop ly to
pete d th  col
mpty  
For natural mp para those  div reso
re to  for clear
is e. Howe ,  u enti
cce
ption e m
th
Biomass and waste, the electricity sources represented in the next column in Table 1, are not divided 
into cost categories in SRES like coal and natural gas. But the same principle should hold – even ag-
gressive nuclear improvements would be unlikely to dislodge the cheapest biomass and waste from the 
electricity market, but should make in-roads at the expensive end of the biomass/waste market share. 
Since SRES estimates the total potential availability of biomass and waste, we assume that any use 
that exceeds 60% of this total pote
ers in Table 1’s “biomass/waste” column, thus, show the percentages of SRES’s estimates for bio-
mass/waste-fired electricity that we include in Figure 2’s estimated nuclear market potentials. 
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 Table 1. Percentage of SRES-calculated electricity markets that could be captured by nuclear energy 
in the event of aggressive nuclear improvements. 
   Coal Oil Gas Bio/Waste Hydro Solar Wind/Geo 
   % % % % % % % 
A1T         
 Asia   17 na 30 35 30 25 25 
 ROW   0 na 18 0 20 20 25 
 REF  8 0 15 40 25  1 na 
 OECD 23 31 0 33 25  0 na 
A2          
 Asia  6 na 27 40 30 33 25  3   
 ROW   21 na 6 40 25 20 25   1
 REF   8 na 11 40 15 26 25 1   
 OECD  28 40 6 16 25 5 na 
B1          
 Asia   11 na 7 16 30 34 25   2
 ROW   14 0 20 27 25 0 na 
 REF    na  0 15 34 25 3  5
 OECD  0 na 24 26 8 37 25 
B2          
 Asia   17 na 32 40 30 26 25 
 ROW   0 na 18 40 20 20 25 
 REF   6 na 9 40 10 40 25 
 OECD  0 na 30 37 5 28 25 
 
SRES divides hydroelectricity into a high-cost category and a low-cost category. Only the high-cost 
category is considered vulnerable to inroads by nuclear energy. In the OCED and REF regions, we 
assume that nuclear energy could capture 50% of the high-cost hydroelectricity calculated by SRES. 
In the Asia and ROW regions, where nuclear energy faces greater infrastructural challenges even in 
the event of aggressive improvements, we assume that it could only capture 33% of the high-cost hy-
droelectricity calculated by SRES. 
Solar electricity is divided in the SRES scenarios into three categories based on whether it is gener-
ated by centralized solar thermal plants, centralized photovoltaic plants, or decentralized on-site pro-
duction (mostly from small photovoltaic systems). Only the two centralized categories are considered 
vulnerable to displacement by nuclear energy. The numbers in Table 1 assume nuclear energy captures 
50% of their market as calculated by SRES. 
For wind and geothermal, SRES includes no cost categories. Based on the expectation that, with ag-
ressive improvements, nuclear energy could displace a share of g the more expensive end of the 
al market share, Table 1 indicates that 25% (half of half) of the complete 
al electricity shares calculated by SRES is assumed vulnerable to nuclear inroads. 
wind/geotherm
ind/geothermw
 
Hydrogen 
 
Table 2 quantifies the assumptions underlying Figure 2 for hydrogen production. Hydrogen in the 
SRES scenarios can be produced in six ways. For the first three, hydrogen is produced directly from 
carbon fuels – coal, natural gas, and biomass. The fourth option is electrolysis. And the fifth and sixth 
are thermochemical production from high-temperature nuclear and solar cycles. Of the six, the first 
three are the cheapest, and are assumed to be less vulnerable to inroads from nuclear energy. Any nu-
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clear inroads into electrolytic hydrogen production we assume are already accounted for in Table 1, 
where nuclear power displaces the contributions of competitors to the overall electricity mix. Thus the 
only potential additional hydrogen market share to capture is that from thermochemical solar hydrogen 
production. Assuming again that the more expensive end of solar’s market share is most vulnerable to 
displacement, Table 2 assumes nuclear hydrogen production displaces any solar hydrogen production 
mated by SRES. 
of SRES-calculated hydrogen production from solar power that could be dis-
placed by nuclear energy in the event of aggressive nuclear improvements (%). 
in excess of 60% of the total solar potential esti
 
Table 2. Percentage 
A1T %  A2 % 
 Asia  40   Asia  10 
 ROW  40   ROW  40 
 REF  25   REF  6 
 OECD 40   OECD 39 
       
B1   B2  
 Asia  0   Asia  7 
 ROW  40   ROW  40 
 REF  0   REF  0 
 OECD 0   OECD 15 
 
 
Heat 
 
Additional applications of nuclear energy included in Figure 2 are district heat (i.e., centralized heat 
generation) and heat for upgrading unconventional oil, for liquefying and gasifying coal, for producing 
uels from coal, and for desalinating seawater to increase freshwater supplies. This section ad-synf
D
mar
e  highest-cost categories (out of eight) are all unconventional. In SRES the heat needed to up-
ategories comes from the oil itself, and thus shows up in the calculations as a con-
version loss. Similarly, in coal gasification and liquefaction, and in synfuels production from coal, the 
necessary heat comes from the coal and shows up as a conversion loss. The assumption used for Fig-
ure 2 is that aggressive nuclear improvements would allow nuclear energy to supply heat for these 
purposes equal to 50% of the conversion losses calculated by SRES. 
 
Desalination 
 
The SRES scenarios do not elaborate on future water demand and supply. However, recent studies 
indicate that fresh water demand may well exceed sustainable supply in the near-term future (Falken-
mark, 1997; Gleick, 2000; Seckler et. al., 1998; WRI, 1998). Indeed in areas of North Africa, the 
Middle East, and certain parts of Asia, this is already the case now. For the purposes of Figure 2 we 
estimated overall water demand based on the demographic developments underlying the SRES scenar-
ios, a daily diet of at least 2700 kcal per person per day, an average water demand of households and 
industry of 400 m3 per person per year, and rates of productivity in improving water use derived from 
the SRES storylines. Regional water availability was taken from a variety of sources (Falkenmark, 
dresses district heat and heat for upgrading oil, for liquefying and gasifying coal, and for producing 
synfuels from coal. The next section deals with desalination. 
istrict heats supplies are included as a separate category in the SRES calculations, but they are not 
broken down into different cost categories. Paralleling the logic applied to wind and geothermal elec-
tricity generation above – that nuclear energy could displace a share of the more expensive end of the 
ket – we assume in the calculations for Figure 2 that nuclear district heat could capture 25% (half 
of half) of the total district heat use calculated by SRES. 
Oil resources in SRES, like coal and gas resources, are divided in cost categories. Oil resources in 
fourth
grade oil in these c
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1997; Gleick, 2000; Seckler et al., 1998). A sustainable share of 40 percent of total water availability 
was assumed for all regions, as was a 25 percent potential share of nuclear power in the future water 
desalination market. 
4 Results 
Figure 2 shows the results at the global level. The bottom three categories in each panel (electricity, 
hydrogen, and heat) show projected nuclear use in the original four SRES scenarios. Their collective 
trajectories match those in Figure 1. The top five categories in Figure 2 show the additional nuclear 
market potential based on the assumptions in Section 3. 
As noted at the beginning of the paper, the next step will be to estimate, first, cost improvement rates 
and targets that nuclear energy should meet by mid-century to capture the nuclear markets projected in 
the original SRES scenarios and, second, more demanding targets that should be met in order to cap-
ture the larger potential nuclear markets in the “aggressive nuclear” scenario variations presented here. 
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Figure 2. Projected use of nuclear energy in “aggressive nuclear” variations of the four SRES scenarios. The bottom three categories in each panel 
(electricity, hydrogen, and heat) show projected nuclear use in the original four SRES scenarios. Their collective trajectories match those in Figure 1. 
The top five categories show the additional nuclear market potential based on the assumptions in Section 3
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Economics of wind power 
 
W in 1992 to a little above 32 GW at the end of 2002, an annual growth of almost 30%. However, 
only at very few sites with high wind speeds wind power is at present economically competitive to 
conventional power production. This paper treats how the economics of wind power has developed in 
previous years and how it is expected to develop in the near future. The historical trend towards bigger 
machines and the impact on the cost of wind generated power is analysed, starting by the old 95 kW-
turbines and ranging to modern sizes of 1 MW and more. The structure of onshore turbine investments 
is analysed and using the experience curve methodology the cost of power production is estimated 5-8 
years ahead. The main conclusion is that within this time-horizon wind power is with a high probabil-
ity fully economically competitive to conventional generated power, especially if the turbines are sited 
in roughnessclass one areas, i.e. in wind regimes comparable to a coast location. Finally, the paper 
touches upon the development of offshore turbines with some preliminary calculations of the power 
production costs of these machines. 
 
Keywords: Wind power; Offshore wind; Economics of wind power; Electricity spot market. 
Senior research specialist P.E .Morthorst 
Risø National Laboratory, 4000 Roskilde, Denmark 
Ph. +4546775106, Fax. +4546775199, E-mail P.E.Morthorst@risoe.dk 
 
 
 
Abstract  In a European as well as a global perspective wind power is being developed rapidly. 
ithin the past ten years the global installed capacity of wind power has increased from approx. 2.5 W
G
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 1 The development of wind power 
Within the last 10 to 15 years wind power has on a global scale developed incredibly fast. In 1990 to-
tal installed capacity of wind power in the World amounted to approx. 2.0 MW – by the end of 2002 
this capacity has increased to a little above 32 GW, equalling an annual growth rate of more than 25%. 
And the rate of growth is still high - in 2001 global installed capacity increased by 35% and by 29% in 
2002. But European countries dominate the wind power scene. In 2002 almost 75% of total installed 
wind turbine capacity was established in Europe, and the only major contributors outside Europe were 
the US with a total installed capacity of approx. 4.7 GW and India with 1.7 GW (BTM-consult, 2003).  
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Figure 1. Annual increase of installed wind power capacity in Germany, Spain and Denmark 
But even within Europe a few countries are the dominant ones: Germany, Spain and Denmark account 
for more than 85% of the growth in European installed wind turbine capacity in 2002, and correspond-
ingly these three countries together have installed almost 85% of the total accumulated capacity in 
Europe. Especially Germany has had a rapid development. In 1991 total accumulated capacity in 
Germany was approx. 100 MW; by now the annual capacity increase is approx. 3250 MW and total 
in
ned dominant countries in 
E
                                                     
stalled wind power capacity is almost 12 GW. Similar developments are found in Denmark and 
Spain, although not to the same extent. Denmark by now has a total installed capacity of almost 2.9 
GW and a net growth rate of approximately 17% in 20021, while Spain in total has installed a little 
more than 5 GW with a growth rate of more than 40% in 2002. Other contributors in Europe to be 
mentioned are the Netherlands (0.7 GW), UK (0.6 GW), Italy (0.8 GW), Greece (0.5 GW) and Swe-
den (0.4 GW). Of these countries, especially the Netherlands and Greece have experienced rapid 
growth rates in 2002, 39% and 29% respectively (BTM-consult, 2003). 
2 Policy conditions for wind power 
The main reasoning behind the development in these three above-mentio
urope (i.e. Germany, Spain and Denmark) is a fast improvement of the cost-effectiveness of wind 
power during the past ten years (Redlinger et.al.,1998), combined with long-term agreements on fixed 
feed-in tariffs (at fairly high levels), altogether making wind turbines some of the most economically 
viable renewable energy technologies today. And the national policies of fairly high buy-back rates 
and substantial subsidies from governments to a certain extent reflect the need for a development of 
1 Do to favourable repowering conditions approx. 100 MW of older turbines was decommissioned in Denmark in 2002. 
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renewable energy technologies to cope with the greenhouse gas effect. According to the Kyoto proto-
col the European Union has agreed on a common greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction of 8% by the years 
2008-12 compared with 1990. And all the three above-mentioned countries have adopted a policy of 
GHG-limitations in accordance with the agreed burden sharing in the EU. 
That the development of renewable energy resources is expected to play an important role in the im-
plementation of these GHG-targets is reflected in the EU policy as well. In its recent White Paper on a 
strategy for the development of renewable energy the EU Commission has launched a goal of covering 
newable 
ass wind 
energy is foreseen to be the main contributor with regard to future importance (European Commission, 
clude renewable energy technologies as one of the serious op-
e electricity mar-
etition unbundling 
lit existing companies into independent ones for pro-
ity. Finally, to handle dispatch of electricity an inde-
ator is needed, and establishing a power exchange might facilitate and increase 
n ding.  
ectricity exchange 
change, El-Ex, in 
art of Denmark joined 
ve electricity market is still an open question. 
olland was the first country to explore the possibilities of the green market. A voluntary green cer-
tificate market, called the Green Label, was started in January 1998 with the main objective of increas-
ing the penetration of renewable electricity production into the electricity market by stimulating de-
mand (Voogt et.al., 1999). Green certificates are generated by renewable producers, which receive a 
certificate for each unit of production sold to the electricity grid. A number of other EU member states 
has established green certificate markets, among these Italy and England.  
In 1999 it was agreed in the Danish Parliament to phase out the existing feed-in tariff system and re-
place this by a green certificate market (Morthorst, 2000). But uncertainty about how the new certifi-
cate system would work stalled the development of wind power in Denmark - in 2001 only 115 MW 
was established2. Thus the Government decided to postponed the certificate market until 2004-5, 
mainly due to resistance against the green market from Danish wind organisations and wind manufac-
                                                     
12% of the European Union’s gross inland energy consumption by the year 2010 by re
sources, that is mainly by biomass, hydro power, wind energy, and solar energy. Next to biom
1997). Recently the European Commission has agreed on a directive on the promotion of renewable 
energy technologies, including a proposal on the share of renewables in the individual member states 
in 2010, based on the percentage of each country’s consumption of electricity (European Commission, 
2000). Although not binding it seems that these targets by now are accepted by the EU member states. 
hus the directive signals the need to inT
tions in achieving the targets for GHG-reductions. 
In parallel with the implementation of the Kyoto GHG-commitments a number of countries are lib-
eralising their electricity industry. The cornerstone in liberalisation is opening of th
among countries. To generate efficient compkets for trade, within the country and 
of the power industry might be necessary: To sp
 and distribution of electricduction, transmission
perpendent systems o
ra sparency in trat
This process towards liberalised electricity markets has been going on for some years. The EU-
directive on common rules for the internal market in electricity states that each member state has the 
right of access to the electricity and distribution grids, thus opening the concept of free electricity trade 
in Europe. A number of countries already have or are in the transition phase of liberalising their elec-
tricity industry. Electricity exchange markets are being developed to facilitate electricity trade and 
now exist in several countries, among these England, Germany, Norway, Sweden, Finland and Den-
mark. In 1996 Norway and Sweden together established the first inter Nordic el
arket (NordPool). Through collaboration with the existing Finnish electricity exm
1998 Finland was included in the market. In the summer of 1999 the western p
 2000. the exchange, while the eastern part became a member in
How wind power is to be integrated into the competiti
At present most renewable energy technologies are not economically competitive to conventional 
power producing plants. Thus it can be expected that if renewables must compete on pure market con-
ditions this will halt the development of new renewable capacity. One model of generating additional 
payments to renewable technologies is to develop a separate green market. This model will facilitate 
the integration of renewables into the liberalised market and at the same time make it possible for 
these technologies partly to be economically compensated for the environmental benefits, that they 
generate compared to conventional power production. 
H
2 This situation was changed in 2002 where turbines with a total rated capacity of approx. 530 MW was installed in Denmark, 
mainly due to favourable repowering conditions. 
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 turers. If a green certificate system will ever be put in place in Denmark is doubtful, most probably 
only if a common European-wide system is being established in the future. But at present there are no 
signs within the EU of developing a common green market for renewables. Germany and France have 
chosen to continue with the well proven feed-in tariff system. 
3 Economics of on-land sited wind turbines 
Wind power is used in a number of different applications, including both grid-connected and stand-
alone electricity production, as well as water pumping. This section analyses the economics of wind 
energy, primarily in relation to grid-connected turbines which account for the vast bulk of the market 
value of installed turbines. 
 
The main parameters governing wind power econo ics include the following: 
ion, etc. 
 Operation and maintenance costs 
igure 2 shows the average size of wind turbines sold each year using the Danish market as a proxy. 
s illustrated in Figure 2 (left axis), the average size has increased significantly, from less than 50 kW 
 1985 to almost 1.5 GW in 2002. In 2002 the best-selling turbines had a rated capacity of 750-1500 
W and a share of the market above 50%. But turbines with capacities of the 1,5 MW and up had a 
hare of 30% and are increasing their market shares. At the end of 2002 turbines with a capacity of 2 
W and above are getting increasingly important, even for on-land sitings.  
 
m
 
• Investment costs, including auxiliary costs for foundation, grid-connect
•
• Electricity production / average wind speed 
• Turbine lifetime 
• Discount rate 
 
Of these, the most important parameters are the turbines’ electricity production and their investment 
costs. As electricity production is highly dependent on wind conditions, choosing the right turbine site 
is critical to achieving economic viability. 
The following sections outline the structure and development of land-based wind turbines’ capital 
costs and efficiency trends. Offshore turbines are gaining an increasingly important role in the overall 
development of wind power, and thus an overview is given in a separate section.  
In general, two trends have dominated grid-connected wind turbine development: 
 
1)  The average size of turbines sold on the market has increased substantially 
2)  The efficiency of production has increased steadily. 
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The decrease in efficiency shown in Figure 2 is due to a lower average wind speed at those 
ites available for the latest established turbines4.
Capital costs of wind energy projects are dominated by the cost of the wind turbine itself (ex 
works)5. Table 1 shows a typical cost structure for a 1 GW turbine in Denmark. The turbine’s share of 
total cost is approximately 82 percent, while grid-connection accounts for approximately 7 percent and 
foundation for approximately 5 percent. Other cost components, such as control systems and land, ac-
count for only minor shares of total costs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Development of average wind turbine size sold in the Danish market (left axis) and effi-
ciency, measured as kWh produced per m  of swept rotor area (right axis) 
 
Comparing to other countries the Danish market is at the upper level for the development of the aver-
age size of turbines sold. The average size sold in Denmark in 2002 was 1443 kW3. Germany was a 
little below with an average size of almost 1400 kW, while the average in the UK was 843 kW and 
Sweden was 1112 kW. In Spain the average was 845 kW and in the US almost 900 kW. 
The development of electricity production efficiency is also shown in Figure 2, measured as annual 
energy production per swept rotor area (kWh/m2 on the right axis). Measured in this way, efficiency 
has increased by almost 3 percent annually over the last 15 years. This improvement in efficiency is 
due to a combination of improved equipment efficiency, improved turbine siting, and higher hub 
height. 
s
                                                     
3 Strongly influenced by the development of offshore wind farms, the most important one being Horns Reef that was put into 
provided by the manufacturer, including the turbine itself, blades, tower, and transport to the site.  
operation in 2002 equipped with 80 2 MW machines. In 2001 the average turbine size in Denmark was only 850 kW. 
4 The efficiency measure is based upon Danish turbine statistics and sites available for new turbines are increasingly getting 
more limited in number. 
5 ‘Ex works’ means that no site work, foundation, or grid connection costs are included. Ex works costs include the turbine as 
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 Table 1. Cost structure for a 1 GW wind turbine (year 2001 €). 
 Investment Share 
(1000 €) (%) 
Turbine (ex works) 748 81.9 
Foundation 44 4.8 
Electric installation 10 1.1 
Grid-connection 60 6.6 
Control systems 2 0.2 
Consultancy 8 0.9 
Land 27 2.9 
Financial costs 8 0.9 
Road 7 0.7 
Total 914 100.0 
Note: Based on Danish figures for a 1 GW turbine, using average 2001 exchange rate 1€ = 7.45 DKK. 
 
Figure 3 shows changes in capital costs over the years. The data reflect turbines installed in the par-
ticular year shown. All costs at the left axis are calculated per kW of rated capacity, while those at the 
right axis are calculated per swept rotor area. All costs are converted to 2001 prices. As shown in the 
figure, there has been a substantial decline in per-kW costs from 1989 to 1999. In this period turbine 
costs per kW decreased in real terms by approximately 4 percent per annum. At the same time, the 
share of auxiliary costs as a percentage of total costs has also decreased. In 1987 almost 29 percent of 
total investment costs were related to costs other than the turbine itself. By 1999 this share had de-
clined to approximately 20 percent. The trend towards lower auxiliary costs continues for the last vin-
tage of turbines shown (1000 kW), where other costs amount to approximately 18 percent of total 
costs.  
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hub heights and larger rotor diameters the turbine is equipped with a relative smaller generator al-
though it produces more electricity. This is illustrated in Figure 3 at the right axis, where total invest-
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Figure 3. Left axis: Wind turbi
constant 2001 €). Right axis: I
A little surprisingly investment costs per kW have increased for this last-mentioned machine com-
pared to a 600 kW turbine. The reason has to be found in the dimensioning of the turbine. With higher 
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ment costs are divided by the swept rotor area6. As shown in this figure the cost per swept rotor area 
has decreased continuously for all turbines considered. Thus, overall investment costs per swept rotor 
area have declined by approximately 3 percent per year during the period analysed.  
The total cost per produced kWh (unit cost) is calculated by discounting and levelising investment 
an
above-mentioned 
in
 
d O&M costs over the lifetime of the turbine, divided by the annual electricity production. The unit 
cost of generation is thus calculated as an average cost over the turbine’s lifetime. In reality, actual 
costs will be lower than the calculated average at the beginning of the turbine’s life, due to low O&M 
costs, and will increase over the period of turbine use.  
Figure 4 shows the calculated unit cost for different sizes of turbines based on the 
vestment and O&M costs, a 20 year lifetime, and a real discount rate of 5 percent per annum. The 
turbines’ electricity production is estimated for roughness classes one and two, corresponding to an 
average wind speed of approximately 6.9 m/s and 6.3 m/s, respectively, at a height of 50 meters above 
ground level.  
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Figure 4. Total wind energy costs per unit of electricity produced, by turbine size. (c€/kWh, constant 
2001 prices) 
Figure 4 illustrates the trend towards larger turbines and improved cost-effectiveness. For a roughness 
class one site (6.9 m/s), for example, the average cost has decreased from over 7.7 c€ /kWh for the 95 
han 
The discount rate has a significant influence on electricity production costs and hence on wind pro-
kW turbine (1985) to under 3.4 c€ /kWh for a new 1000 kW machine, an improvement of more t
50 percent over a time span of 15 years (constant 2001 prices). 
jects’ financial viability. For a 1000 kW turbine, changing the discount rate from 5 to 10 percent per 
year (in real terms) increases the production cost by a little more than 30 percent.  
4 Future development of the economics of on-
land turbines 
In this section the future development of the economics of wind power is illustrated by the use of the 
experience curve methodology. As is well known the experience curve approach was developed back 
                                                     
6 Swept rotor area is a good proxy for the turbines’ power production. 
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 in the 70s of the Boston Consulting Group and the main feature is that it relates the cumulative quanti-
tative development of a product with the development of the specific costs (Johnson, 1984). Thus, if 
th
The experience curve is not a forecasting tool based on estimated relationships. It is merely pointing 
out to you, that if the existing trends are going to continue in the future, then we might see the pro-
posed development. It converts the effect of mass production into an effect upon production costs, 
pment and/or 
In an ongoing EU-project, EXTOOL, with the participation of Lund University in Sweden, ISET in 
e cumulative sale of a product is doubled, the estimated learning rate tells you the achieved reduc-
tion in specific product costs. 
other casual relationships are not taken into account. Thus changes in market develo
technological break-throughs within the field might considerably change the picture. 
Germany, and Risø National Laboratory in Denmark the concept of the experience curve has been in-
vestigated and applied for wind power. What concerns the use of experience curves the following is 
essentially based on the results from this project as presented on a workshop in Paris (Extool, 2003). 
For Denmark an experience curve using data from the beginning of the 80s until now has been esti-
mated. Using the specific costs of energy as a basis (costs per kWh produced) progress ratios in the 
range of 0.83 to 0.87 are found, corresponding to learning rates of 0.17 to 0.13. That is when total in-
stalled capacity of wind power is doubled the costs per produced kWh for new turbines are reduced 
between 13 and 17%. In this way both the efficiency improvements and embodied and disembodied 
cost reductions are taken into account in the analysis.  
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Figure 5. Using experience curves to illustrate the future development of wind turbine economics. 
Compared with the production costs of a combined cycle plant established in 5-7 years from now 
he consequences of applying the above-mentioned results for wind power are illustrated in Figure 5. 
At present the cumulative installed capacity of wind power world-wide is increasing by approximately 
30% pro annum. Thus, within three years time the total installed capacity is expected to double, and 
according to the experience curve the costs per kWh wind produced power could fall by approxi-
mately 13-17% in three years. If growth in installed wind power continues, within 5-7 years the costs 
of wind produced power should according to the experience curve approach be with in a range of ap-
proximately 2.3 c€/kWh to 3.0 c€/kWh. 
What are then the production costs of the competing conventional power producers? Within the last 
couple of years the price of power at the Nordic power market, NordPool, has averaged approximately 
2.5 c€/kWh. (At present the price is approximately 5 c€/kWh due to draught in Norway and Sweden in 
the autumn 2002 and the price is expected to come down again in the spring of 2003). However, at the 
Nordic market no major new investments in power capacity have been undertaken in the time period, 
where Denmark has taken part in the market. And the Nordic organisation for TSOs, Nordel, expects 
shortage of power capacity within the next 3-4 years (H.H.Lindboe, 2002). Thus, it is expected that the 
price will rise to induce new investments in conventional power plants. According to Danish power 
T
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companies the most promising technology to chose is a natural gas fired combined cycle power plants, 
which will produce at a cost of 3.3 c€/kWh to 4 c€/kWh7 (ELSAM, 2002).  
As shown in Figure 5 above this implies that within 5-7 years wind power should be fully competi-
tive with new conventional produced power, if the existing trends are to continue. 
5 Development of offshore wind turbines 
In a number of countries offshore turbines are getting an increasingly important role in the develop-
ment of wind power, particularly in the north-western part of Europe. Without doubt the main reasons 
are that on-land sitings are limited in number and that the utilisation of these sites to a certain extent is 
exposed to opposition from the local population. This seen in relation to an unexpected high level of 
ces 
r a huge interest in offshore development.  
portant concern for the Danish government is to ensure that the future offshore development is 
based on market conditions in an economic efficient way. The Government therefore decided to set up 
a committee to study the possibilities and conditions of tendering future offshore wind farms in Danish 
ering procedure competition among the bidders will be ensured and the 
e turbine developments will be undertaken. The committee finished its 
 publishing a report and this paper summarises some of the main findings 
and recommendations (Danish Energy Authority, 2002). As part of this report a scenario was worked 
      
energy production from offshore turbines compared to on-land sitings (based on the experien
gained until now), has paved the way fo
At present a number of offshore wind farms are in operation in the northern part of Europe, the three 
largest in Danish waters. The Worlds largest offshore wind farm is situated at the West Coast of Den-
mark, Horns Reef situated approx. 20 km west of the coast of Jutland was established in 2002 and has 
a total capacity of 160 MW, consisting of 80 2 MW turbines. Middelgrunden (Denmark) east of Co-
penhagen was put in operation in 2001. The total capacity is 40 MW consisting of 20 2 MW turbines 
(BTM-consult, 2002). Finally, Samsø offshore wind farm (Denmark) situated south of the isle of 
Samsø was put in operation in 2002 and consists of 10 2,3 MW turbines. Moreover, quite a number of 
offshore wind power projects are in the planning and implementation phase. In Denmark the Nysted 
project at Rødsand close to the isle of Lolland is being constructed at present. Nysted has a total ca-
pacity of approx. 160 MW and is expected to be finalised in 2003. In Germany approximately 800 
MW are expected to be installed within the next 5 years, including a large offshore farm close to Hel-
goland with a total capacity of 500 MW to be installed by 2005. Ireland is planning to develop ap-
proximately 750 MW before 2005, the Netherlands 340 MW, and UK almost 340 MW before 2005. 
An im
waters. By applying a tend
most cost-effective offshor
work at the end of 2002 by
out for the future development of a new offshore wind farm at Horns Rev consisting of 3 Mw turbines 
compared with the 2 MW turbines, that are utilised at the existing Horns Rev. The economic conse-
quences of this scenario is shortly summarised below: 
 
                                               
pending on the number of full load hours the plant is exp
ed, while the low costs implies an utilisation
7 De ected to produce. At the high cost an utilisation time of 4000 
hours is assum  time of approximately 6500. 
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uction costs in scenario 1 based on 3 MW turbines, including sensitivity 
analyses on numbers of full load hours 
As 
requ
onclusions 
Wind power is one of the most promising new renewable technologies, undergoing a rapid technologi-
cal development and possessing environmental characteristics, that makes it well suited to contribute 
to a future sustainable development. This paper has addressed the market and economic development 
of wind power and the following issues are highlighted: 
 
• On a global scale wind power is developing rapidly, showing growth rates of installed capacity of 
almost 30% annually. Nevertheless the development is vulnerable, because it is dominated by a 
few countries, Germany, Spain, US and Denmark. A number of EU member states have estab-
lished green markets, but still there are no signs of a common EU green certificate market. 
• The size of the average turbine sold at the market place is continuously increasing. In 2001 the 
best-selling turbines had a rated capacity of 750-1500 kW and a market share above 50%. At the 
end of 2002 turbines with a capacity of 2 MW and above are getting increasingly important, even 
for on-land sitings. 
• Within the last 15 years there has been a continuous trend towards larger and more optimised tur-
bines and thus towards more cost-effective machines. For a coastal location, for example, the av-
erage cost has decreased from over 7.7 c€ /kWh for the 95 kW turbine (1985) to under 3.4 c€ 
/kWh for a new 1000 kW machine (2001), an improvement of more than 50 percent over a time 
span of 15 years (constant 2001 prices). 
Figure 6. Calculated prod
In the scenario the number of full load hours is assumed to 4190 h/year and investment and O&M-
costs are modified to a 3 MW-farm, using cost data from the existing 2 MW farm as a starting point. 
shown in Figure 6 in the scenario total production costs are calculated to approx. 4.2 c€/kWh, in-
cluding 1.4 c€/kWh as O&M-costs and 0.3 c€/kWh for balancing the power production at the market. 
Not unexpectedly the assumption on full load hours is important. If the assumed utilisation time is re-
duced to 4000 h/year costs will increase to 4.3 c€/kWh, while a utilisation time of 4400 h/year corre-
sponds to a cost of 4.0 c€/kWh, only.  
The above costs are calculated as simple national economic ones using a real discount rate of 5% 
p.a. and therefore they will not be the costs of a private investor, who will have higher financial costs, 
ire a risk premium and eventually a profit. How much a private investor will add on top of the 
simple costs will among other things depend on the perceived technological and political risk of estab-
lishing the offshore farm and, finally, on the competition in the bidding process for such an offshore 
farm. 
C
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• If er 
sh
c€/kWh to 3.0 ined cycle power 
plants to be con f 3.3 c€/kWh to 4 
c€/kWh. This implies that with in 5-7 years on-land sited wind turbines should be fully competi-
tive with new conventional produced  trends are to continue. 
• Offshore wind power is getting an le in the development of wind power 
and a future offshore farm equip uld produce at a cost of approx. 4.2 
c€/kWh, including 1.4 c€/kWh as O&M-costs and 0.3 c€/kWh for balancing the power production 
at the market. 
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Abstract  Europe is the continent with the highest installed capacity of wind energy in the world. At 
the same time, the installation rates grow at about 30-40 %/year. This paper is to shed some light on 
the limits of integration.  
Using wind power data for one year from 50+ sites in Europe, the apparent smoothing effects within 
 time series is then fed into a scheduling model 
e that, under certain assumptions, 20% of the 
anges to the power system. 
the dataset are shown. The resulting spatially averaged
for the whole European power system. The results ar
European demand can be covered by wind energy even without ch
Additionally, Reanalysis data has been used to identify areas around Europe with good wind re-
source. Here, two areas will be shown where local measurements corrobate the quality of the resource: 
one on the north western shore of Africa, and another one in Egypt, at the south western Gulf of Suez. 
It is shown that under the assumptions given, wind energy from southern Morocco can be produced 
locally for below 3 €c/kWh, and transported to central Europe (Kassel) via HVDC for another 1.5 
€c/kWh. At the same time, the large-scale build-up of wind energy in Morocco would constitute a sub-
stantial transfer of money and other resources to a less-developed country. Were Morocco to provide 
10% of Europe’s energy needs, it would see investment worth about two times its current GDP. 
 
Keywords: Large-scale integration, dispersed turbine systems, complementary power plant, fossil fuel 
power generation 
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1 Introduction 
The wind industry had phenomenal success in the last few years, with growth rates of 25% per year 
and more. The aim of this paper is to open the eyes to a few future trends and the implications of con-
tinued growth.  
Usually, the next large step for wind energy is considered to happen offshore. This has different rea-
sons from country to country, but generally in Europe, the best sites in the countries with the best wind 
power support schemes are already taken. Since wind power installations are strongly correlated with 
the national climates (more with the political than the wind climate), the huge growth of wind power 
in Europe in the last few years has happened mainly in three markets: Denmark, Spain, and above all 
Germany. While there still are windy sites available in Spain, and a new support scheme has brought 
attention to France, many of the windy counties in Germany and Denmark declared a stop for further 
increase in installation. In the UK, wind power has been hampered by the planning process, which also 
favours offshore wind power.  
Thyge Weller [1] claims that offshore wind power is “an escape solution aimed at finding new windy 
sites in countries with financial support systems”. He believes “that in the long term, very large terres-
trial wind farms are the way to go.” Wheeling power over long distances is just a question of price for 
the consumer – it is not important whether it comes from the local waters or from abroad, as long as it 
is clean wind power. This paper will look at two places a bit more in detail: north western Africa and a 
site in Egypt. 
Another problem of wind energy is that it is not always available. However, since there is always 
some wind somewhere, the spreading out of wind turbines over an area as large as Europe (and espe-
cially taking into account areas around Europe) smoothes the wind power generation sufficiently to 
reach higher penetrations in the European grid than without this effect. Our paper will also address this 
point.  
2 Wind power in Europe 
One year (1990) of wind power data from 50+ sites all over Europe [2] has been used to assess the 
variability of the resource and the limits of penetration in the grid. Since typical weather patterns over 
set is the resulting wind 
Europe are only ca. 1500 km wide, there will be in most cases some wind in Europe. Using this data, 
and using data from the Reanalysis project [3], it can be shown that at all times some power is pro-
duced from wind in Europe. 
For a comparison of the generation, three data sets have been produced: Average, Selection and Ma-
lin Head. The latter is one site in Ireland, which had the highest production amongst all of the sites 
investigated (over 3800 equivalent Full Load Hours FLH). The Average data 
power production time series from 50+ stations all over Europe, spatially averaged at each hour. Se-
lection is the same, just for stations with good wind conditions (>2000 full load hours). The notewor-
thy feature here is that the Average series exhibits much less variation and extremes than the single 
site data set. Actually, the minimum production in the Average data set is 1.5% of the installed power, 
meaning that the assumption of always having some wind power in the grid is true. The reason for this 
is of course that the wind power time series are uncorrelated over large distances. The correlation ac-
tually drops more or less exponentially with a characteristic distance of ca. 700 km. From about 2500 
km distance, the correlation seems random (meaning that there are as many anticorrelated station pairs 
as there are correlated ones). The highest production was in winter. 
The unusual shape of the production probability of Malin Head comes from the fact that often, the 
wind is either low or full force, with touching the area in between only during the changes. The Aver-
age time series is also much less variable: all changes from one hour to the next are smaller than ±15 
% of the installed capacity, with a probability of over 95% that the changes are not larger than ±5 %. 
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 In contrast, the maximum change of the best single site within one hour was 85% of the installed 
capacity, with a probability of 5 % that the change is larger than ±18 %.  
Figure 1. The frequency distributions of wind power generated from all over Europe. The frequency 
distribution is shown on the left x-axis, the cumulative frequency on the right. The results were calcu-
lated from a collection of turbines with 6100 kW installed effect, to simulate a distribution of sizes. 
The full lines are for the whole year 1991; the dashed lines refer to the 7-week winter period with the 
highest load. Average, Selection and Malin Head are explained in the text 
 
To assess the influence of the variability on the limits of penetration in the European grid, these time 
series are fed into a model for the electrical grid of Europe (the National Grid Model of CLRC Ruther-
rd Appleton Laboratories/Reading University was used). It simulates the one-hourly scheduling and 
dispatch of power plants to meet the demand on a large area network. It can accommodate the effects 
er. 
 is 
ost of fossil fuel to run the electricity system for one year using a number of assumptions. 
fo
of wind or photovoltaic power generation. The demand was highest during a 7-week period in wint
The network is herein treated as one node, ie transmission is not an issue. The output of the model
the total c
The amount of spinning reserve was optimised for minimal fossil fuel usage, under the constraint that 
no loss-of-load-event could occur. It was fed with data from 3500 power stations of 12 European 
countries, plus fossil fuel prices and ramping possibilities of these stations. Wind power forecasting 
was used, either with perfect or with persistence forecasting.  
The results of this optimisation show that forecasting is more important for higher penetrations. This 
is not very surprising, since for small penetrations, the wind power variations get washed out in the 
overall variations the utility has to prepare for, like load variations or drop-outs of major power sta-
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tions. The result also shows that wind power can be better integrated into the existing power system 
without many changes to the power plant composition if the generation profile is less variable. While 
perfect forecasting allows Malin Head to be integrated up to 10 % of the demand covered (with much 
higher penetrations possible, but impractical), the Average generation profile can easily contribute 
more than 20% of the European electricity demand. Under the assumptions of the scheduling model, 
this leads to savings of 60% of the fossil fuel cost, worth about 7 G€. This would mean a value of the 
ind power of 2.2€c/kWh just for the fossil fuel saved. Keep in mind that this is dependent on the 
ower plant mix that is assumed. The installed wind power capacity replaces at this stage somewhat 
ore than 10% of the installed capacity. 
 Wind Power from around europe 
he smoothing effects can be even higher when wind power from even further away is taken into ac-
 only is the distance higher, and thereby the normal smoothing due to the size of the weather 
atterns, another effect comes in when looking at the northern African countries: they are actually in 
different climatic zones, and therefore the smoothing effect is even more increased. While most of 
urope is having the maximum wind speeds in winter, the trade wind areas south of the Mediterranean 
have maxima in summer. 
Two areas are there in the Maghreb that this paper is shows in detail: the north western African tip 
near the Atlantic Ocean (southern Morocco, West-Sahara, Mauretania), and the south-western end of 
the Gulf of Suez, near the Gulf of El-Zayt. These sites are showing much potential: high mean wind 
speeds, plenty of available land, in part even a good grid connection, cheap labour for the maintenance 
and building works, and large markets short of electricity locally, with not too much distance to the 
much larger European market.  
3.1 Western Africa 
One of the main advocates for very large-scale implementation of wind energy on the Atlantic coast of 
Africa is Saharawind [4]. The resource is very good, since the wind comes from the Atlantic Ocean 
onto the shore in the area of the trade winds.  
The potential size of the installation is tremendous: “With a wind turbine spacing of 2.4 MW/km² 
over the 2000 kilometres of coastline from Morocco to Mauritania, a production of more than 1000 
TWh per year could be achieved. This would be sufficient to cover almost half of the entire yearly 
production of the EU (2300 TWh). This very large potential represents several dozen times the electri-
cal requirements of the North African countries, and cannot be utilized locally.” The wind resource in 
southern Morocco or northern Mauretania yields local production cost of below 3 €c/kWh [5]. The 
transport to Kassel via High-Voltage DC would make a large-scale installation possible, and would 
drive the cost up to ca 4.5 €c/kWh. This includes the price for the HVDC line, but does not look at the 
(mostly political) problems involved in planning and constructing that line. 
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Figure 2. The wind speed distribution for Tiniguir/West Sahara/Morocco. Graphics from saharaw-
ind.com 
y 
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el (a.g.l.) results from Reanalysis data for 50 years confirm this pic-
 
 
In Figure 2, wind data from a little test station near Dakhla (West Sahara) is shown. One can see that 
instead of the typical Weibull distributions we are used to from the higher latitudes, the data is nearl
Gaussian in shape, neither showing significant portion of low winds or of very high wind speed
(where the turbine would shut down, ie >25 m/s). The distribution is even more remarkable since it is
from only 9 m above ground lev
ture. The wind data fits in well with the results of the MED2010 project [6], where measurements 
were presented for a site further up the coast, on Cap Sim near Essaouira, Morocco. There, the mean 
wind speed in 40 m a.g.l. was 9.25 m/s, with an overall maximum at only 24.5 m/s. A WAsP analysis 
with 60, 1 MW turbines yielded a total production of 316 GWh/y, or an average 5250 full load hours. 
Another set of data confirming the resource has been measured under the TERNA project of the GTZ 
(Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit, the German development aid agency) [7]. The meas-
urements ran for nearly a year, and yielded mean wind speeds in 40 m a.g.l. of 7.7 m/s (Tarafaya), 
8.9 m/s (Essaouira) and 9.2 m/s (Laâyoune).  
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Figure 3. The production profiles of wind power north and south of the Mediterranean. Additionally 
shown is the electricity demand in Europe, as a percentage of the installed capacity. Also take note 
that the relative production swings more than the demand. Meteorological data for one year from the 
ECMWF Reanalysis project [8] 
Along with the low price of the resource, another helpful feature comes in: the production profile over 
the year is anti-correlated with the production in Europe. From Figure 3, it can be seen that the produc-
tion in Europe has a clear maximum in winter, while the production in north western Africa has a 
maximum in the summer months. This equalization effect helps to smooth out the variation in the 
wind power production, and allows wind power to be integrated into the grid with higher penetrations. 
A possible strategy for implementation could be to bilaterally extend the German Energy Feed Law 
or similar other support mechanisms of Spain, France or also Denmark to Morocco. Alternatively, 
these national regulations could be replaced by a European solution with a clause for Northern African 
new renewable power. The magnitude should be given by the difference between the local price of 
electricity and the production price. Since the latter is very low, this incentive would be in the order of 
1-2 €c/kWh, and thereby much lower than the corresponding add-on within Europe. The current elec-
tricity consumption in Morocco is rather low, therefore already with a total installation below 1 GW 
one would have to export wind power to Spain. This phase of the build-up would also be over soon, 
since at the moment, the transport capacity between Spain and Morocco is 350 MW, with a doubling 
to 700 MW being envisaged. However, the bottleneck then could already be within Morocco, where 
not enough transmission capacity is available from the South to the North. While these stages would 
be natural, and probably will happen in any case, the large-scale implementation of wind energy for 
the European market needs dedicated transmission capacity. The Spanish transmission node closest to 
Morocco has a capacity of ca. 5 GW. A HVDC link of ca. 4 GW would increase the price in Spain of 
the Moroccan wind power by less than 1 €c/kWh. This means that up to ca. 5 GW wind power ex-
ports, the technology and investment involved is rather straightforward. 
To exploit even larger parts of the potential, dedicated transport systems would have to be built, po-
tentially bypassing the Spanish grid totally and feeding directly to the French, Italian or even German 
grid. Even including an HVDC line of that length, the resulting price per kWh would still be about 
30% lower than producing the same amount of wind power in Germany. However, to invite European 
investors to this kind of involvement, state guaranteed loans would seem necessary. Obviously, this 
concept is not limited to either wind energy or Morocco. Solar chimneys or solar thermal generation 
could also be used, partly to smooth out the generation. Alternatively, this kind of support scheme 
could bring large-scale wind power to Egypt or Kazakhstan, where similarly large potential exists. 
Monthly
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 3.2 Egypt 
Some of the lowest price for wind power is currently being paid for the new (2002) wind farm at Zafa-
rana: 2.89 USc/kWh is paid by the National Renewable Energy Authority [9]. Due to the high winds 
(4570 Full Load Hours) and the low-interest loans from both the German and Danish aid banks (3% 
over 15 years), the 60 MW wind farm can turn a profit. In that calculation, a moderate contribution 
from CO2 trade ($10/ton) is made. 
The recently finished Wind Atlas for the Gulf of Suez [10] shows that the site in Zafarana is not 
even the best site in Egypt: the wind resource is significantly higher in the Gulf of El Zayt, a few hun-
dred kilometres down the coast. Here, the measured mean wind speeds at 25 m a.g.l. are over 10 m/s, 
with highs in the summer months. The Gulf of El Zayt has a winter mean of 8.2 m/s, and a summer 
mean of 12.6 m/s. The daily variations are typically smaller than the seasonal variation, which means 
that the wind blows much more steady here than in most places in Europe. Wind speeds are highest 
directly near the shore, with a strong gradient towards the land (can be more than 1 m/s over a distance 
of only 20 km). The data at the Gulf of El Zayt translates into ca. 6000 Full Load Hours. The size of 
the area is enough for ca 20 GW of installed wind power plants. For the initial phase, the transport of 
the produced electricity is not a problem either, since the main ring transmission line of Egypt runs 
past this area. In short, using a factor given by the ratio between the Zafarana FLH and the Gulf of El 
Zayt FLH, a cost price of electricity of just above 2.2 USc/kWh can be estimated.  
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Figure 10. The mean wind speeds in m/s at 25 m a.g.l. over a roughness of z0=0.2 cm. in the Gulf of 
Suez. The co-ordinates are UTM in km. The dots are the grid points of the calculation grid. The Suez 
Canal is on the upper left 
3.3 Implications of the investments 
The implications for the development of the region are especially noteworthy. Consider the example 
of Germany and Morocco: Germany yearly spends 40 billion euro for its electricity supply which is 
about 2% of its GDP, whereas the total GDP of Morocco lies somewhat above 30 G€. Today’s Mo-
roccan electricity consumption is 2.5% of Germany’s 490 TWh. Let us assume Morocco would pro-
duce 10% of the European demand. This would involve a total investment of more than 50 G€ for the 
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 wind power plants erecte
European industry this si
d in Morocco, which is close to twice its GDP. On the other hand, for the 
ze of development would mean a large opportunity in a time when the stock 
prices are low and the earnings depend very much on a few politically supported markets. The finan-
Win
nom  on the wind resource at the site of interest; therefore it makes 
Den ds. Thanks 
 can help developed nations reduce their 
poss  local employment for erection 
ion of turbines (since it often is cheaper to build a wind 
bine
hese lower cost also translates to lower cost per ton CO2 avoided for the European countries bene-
fiting from the Clean Development Mechanism. In the end, it is all a question of price: whether wind 
power is cheaper than the local electricity, whether wind power transported from these high-wind re-
gions to Europe is cheaper than locally produced offshore wind, and what the technology development 
on both technologies will come up with.  
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cial and know-how transfer would probably stretch out over the next decades. To follow such a con-
cept would among other implications mean developing the infrastructure and thus could become a 
worthy form of development aid based on the needs of both sides. 
4 Discussion 
d energy is an electricity generation option that is relatively benign to the environment. The eco-
ics of wind energy depend mostly
sense to build wind farms at high-wind sites. The huge success of wind power in Europe (especially 
mark and Germany) is more due to a favourable support scheme than to the wind spee
to the Kyoto mechanisms, wind power in third world countries
greenhouse gas emissions, while lowering pollution from fossil fuels in these countries. In the regions 
with very high wind speeds, the population density is usually rather low, ie large-scale installations are 
ible. The investment in these regions could be rather large, creating
and maintenance, and probably even product
turbine production line for a very large farm locally than to transport the large items over many thou-
sand kilometres). Building the farms with a high content of local labour reduces the price for the tur-
s, which leads to even lower cost per kWh.  
T
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Abstract  Wind power has the potential to become the most significant renewable source of zero 
ssion energy, which in a very large scale is a necemi essary precondition for meeting the global goals 
the  shares of the en-
tem  and in order to con-
nue the high rate of installation of generating capacity. There are of course a number of barriers to 
ribute significantly to overcoming this barrier by reducing the need for spinning 
reserve. Such controllable loads include the (reversible) conversion of wind energy into Hydrogen for 
use as both an energy storage and an energy carrier. The paper will highlight the issues related to this 
 
ion. 
of sustainability and security of supply. Wind power is the fastest growing power source in the world, 
technology is being developed rapidly, and wind power is supplying significant
ergy in large regions. The large scale integration of high proportions of wind power in the power sys-
 is therefore now an issue in order to optimise the utilisation of the resource
ti
this development of the wind power from just being a negative load to having power plant like fea-
tures. The barriers are related to issues such as the connection of wind farms to weak grids, securing 
power quality, reduction or elimination of power fluctuations, prediction of power output and changes 
in operating strategies of conventional power plants.  
One of the major barriers is the need for large capacities of spinning reserves caused by the power 
fluctuations and lack of predictability of wind power. The use of controllable optional and/or deferra-
ble loads may cont
development and their possible solutions, illustrated by examples from finalised and current research
work in various time and size scales, and present the current research direct
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 1 Introduction 
The power sector is currently undergoing a very fundamental restructuring in many parts of the world 
including Europe and USA. At the same time the political requirements to the sector are increasing 
especially in terms of environmental impact and security of supply. However the basic requirement is 
still that the sector delivers high quality power economically. 
During the last 30 years emphasis has been on environmental issues. This trend has been accelerated 
with the process started at the Rio summit and continued at the Kyoto summit that resulted in firm re-
quirements for emission of green house gases especially CO2. Within the European Union ambitious 
goals on the share of renewable energy of the power supply have been put forward to reduce the im-
pact on the environment, [1]. 
neO  of the keywords in this is integration, taken with at least three meanings: 
This is one of the prerequisites to obtain 
y as well as sustainab
• Integration of the conventi  new tech  for power generation. The renewable energy 
te e characte hat are very ent from conventional ones. 
• Actual integration of a particular renewable energy technology in the power system i.e. how can 
the technology be develope he system m ed to ease the integration 
 
the world and in some regions wind energy has a very significant impact on the power sys-
te
2 Current state of implementation 
Wind energy is going through a very rapid phase of implementation. Several countries have very large 
wind energy programmes and still more countries are initiating such programmes. In Europe the first 
large market was Denmark. It was succeeded by Germany and later Spain, but also other European 
countries are much involved in wind energy such as the Netherlands, Greece, Italy and now France. 
The total installed capacity worldwide was some 25,000 MW at start of year 2002, up 38% from 
ure 1, shows that the predicted installed capacity increases exponentially. 
ven the lowest estimate for EU year 2010, [1], is more than 10 times the installed capacity by the 
 
• Integration of the power, heat and transportation sectors. 
high system efficienc ility.  
onal and nologies
chnologies hav ristics t  differ
d and t odifi
Wind energy has been very successful during the last more than 20 years. The initial development of 
the technology in the beginning of the 80’ties soon led to wind turbines that had a high availability at a 
relatively low cost. The result was a positive track record that encouraged further investment in devel-
opment and implementation of the technology. Currently wind energy is the fastest growing energy 
source in 
m. This has led to interesting development of the technology in order to integrate it economically in 
the power system. 
year 2001, and this high rate of increase in the installed capacity is also foreseen in the future, [1-4]. 
The prediction from [2], Fig
E
start of 2002. 
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Cumulative Global Wind Power Development
Actual 1990-2000   Forecast 2001-2005   Prediction 2006-2010
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Figure 1. Forecasted and predicted wind power capacity (cumulative). (BTM Consult Aps., World 
Market Update 2000, March 2001) 
The wind turbines are of course concentrated in regions with a good wind resource. This means that 
there are areas with very significant amounts of wind turbine capacity installed. This is e.g. the case 
for Western Denmark, Schleswig-Holstein in Germany and Navarra in Spain. In these areas the wind 
power has a significant impact on the power system. 
The wind turbine technology itself is undergoing a rapid development, with wind turbine sizes hav-
ing increased from 100-200 kW to 1-2(3) MW during the 1990’s and still increasing. The electrical 
system has also undergone changes. Instead of fixed-pitch stall controlled designs with directly grid 
connected induction generator the large majority of the wind turbines being installed now apply some 
kind of blade angle control, frequently combined with variable speed drives that include power elec-
tronics components. 
The wind energy business has changed as well. The typical project size is much larger now than in 
previous years, frequently more than 100MW, and wind farms are also beginning to be installed off-
shore in e.g. Denmark, Sweden and UK/Ireland. 
The situation in the Western part of Denmark (Eltra area) illustrates many of the above points, [5]. 
The power system is connected to Germany through a AC-connection (1200MW) and to Norway 
(1000MW) and Sweden (630MW) through HVDC connections. The generation of power comes from 
conventional coal and natural gas fired power plants, decentralised combined heat and power (CHP) 
plants and from wind power. The capacity figures and average annual production are shown in Table 
able 1. Eltra area main figures, 2001, annual averages [5] 
[MW] [TWh] 
1.  
 
T
Type of power plant Capacity Production 
Central CHP 3200 12,9 
Local CHP 1520 6,8 
Wind Energy 1930 3,4 
 
Local CHP and wind power are prioritised production which means the system operator is obliged to 
buy the power from the producer at a given price regardless of time and need due to a public service 
obligation (PSO). It also means that these to kind of power producers do not participate in the system 
control.  
Figure 2 shows the hourly averages. It is clearly seen that for significant periods supply of wind and 
CHP exceeds demand and therefore have to exported or dealt with in another way , ref [6]. 
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Figure 2. Prioritised production as fraction of consumption during 2001 for Eltra area (Time trace for 
wind, local CHP and sum) 
 
The wind power capacity has been increased by m, 
Horns Rev, which was put in operation by the end f 2002. 
 influenced by the presence of both wind 
e system from the low voltage distribution 
rid over the higher voltage distribution and transmission grid to the operation of the other generating 
h conventional power plants without a market. In the following section the 
3
n. Although the list is long many of the barriers can be overcome easily and at low 
co
at this point of the grid. 
the installation of the 160MW offshore wind far
o
It is clear that a system with these properties is greatly
power and decentralised CHP. This is true at all levels of th
g
units of the system as well as the interaction with the Nordic Power Pool, NORDPOOL.  
It also means that many barriers exist for the optimal integration of e.g. wind power in the power 
system since many of the grid codes, conventional practices etc. have been developed for optimal per-
formance in systems wit
many of these barriers are exemplified. 
 Barriers for continued expansion 
Installation and connection of wind turbines and wind farms meets many barriers from grid companies 
and system operators. Many of these barriers stem from the inexperience of handling wind energy, 
which has different characteristics than other types of generation especially the variations, unpredict-
ability and control properties. Below is listed many, but not all, of the barriers with respect to power 
system integratio
sts as dealt with in the following section. However, it is very important that the barriers are handled 
seriously if wind energy is to gain confidence at the grid owners and system operators. 
The impact of wind power on the power system is at all levels. The main cause for many of the 
problems resulting in limitations for the integration of wind power is the wind (not very surprising). 
The problems have several origins. One is the concentration of wind energy in some areas (resource 
availability) requiring the power is transmitted to the consumers via the transmission grid as noted 
above. The second problem is the temporal variations of the wind. The problem with the temporal 
variability is that it imposes increased regulation capabilities on the rest of the generating system. Fi-
nally the wind is very difficult to predict. This is true in many time scales from sub second to days 
(weeks -> years).  
For smaller wind farms or single wind turbines the first concern is the grid connection. Usually the 
distribution company who owns the grid regulates the connection of wind turbines at medium voltage 
level.  
The main concerns are the thermal capacity of the feeder, the voltage level, the reactive power con-
sumption and the power quality mainly in terms of flicker. Each of these can limit the amount of wind 
power that can be injected into the system 
The thermal capacity of the grid limits the amount of current that can flow in the conductors without 
exceeding the thermal limit of the conductors. It means that all other things being equal that there a 
maximum power that can be transmitted through the line. 
Another factor that often limits the amount of wind power capacity that can be installed on a particu-
lar feeder is the voltage level. The voltage level at the consumers is regulated by international stan-
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dards e.g. EN50160, [7]. Due to the impedance of the conductors the voltage level will change along 
the feeder depending on the wind power production and the consumer load. A typical case for a rural 
medium voltage feeder is shown in Figure 3, [8]. 
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Figure 3. Data for Letterkenny - Derrybeg 38 kV feeder with indication of minimum and maximum 
loads 
 
The voltage profile for the different load cases are shown in Figure 7 
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Figure 4. Voltage profile for feeder in different load cases 
 
It is noticed that there is a significant shift in level between the two extreme situations i.e. high load 
combined with low wind power production and low load and high wind power production. In this par-
ticular case the voltage at the bus bar of the substation is regulated to the same level at all conditions 
(automatic tap changer). 
In rural networks voltage instability can occur due to the relatively large network impedances and to 
the high loading in order to exploit the capacity of the grid. Further, many makes of wind turbines ap-
ply induction generators directly connected to the grid and with only no-load reactive power compen-
sation. This will add to the problem since the reactive power consumption is increased, [9]. 
Other power quality measures also have to be taken into account such as flicker and harmonics when 
the sizing of the wind farm and the grid connection is done during the design phase. The flicker is a 
result of the variations in output power due to variations in the wind or due to switching operations 
(cut-in, cut-out and generator switching). In weak grids this can result in voltage variations at a magni-
tude and frequency that visibly changes the light emission from light bulbs. If power electronics are 
applied in the wind turbines the resulting level of harmonics have to be below the limits set in the 
standards. The power quality from wind turbines and wind farms are calculated on the basis of IEC 
61400-21, [10]. 
Wind turbines are of course mainly installed in places with good wind resources. This can lead to 
high concentrations of wind power in some regions as described above is the case with the Western 
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 part of Denmark. This wi
amounts of wind power will be gener
ll also in the future be the case in many other places. This means that large 
ated in regions where the local consumption is low and the ex-
cess has to be exported or dealt with in another way, see next section. In order to do that it is necessary 
ounced at 12.00 for the next day. This 
means that a 36 hours prediction horizon is required. In Denmark it is the System Operators that have 
ake the announcement on the spot market. The prediction of the wind power production therefore 
overs the System Operators Area. Experience have shown that it is indeed very difficult to predict the 
 wind turbines that will give some averaging 
ffect, [11].  
Therefore one of the major barriers is the need for large capacities of spinning reserves caused by the 
to have a strong transmission grid designed for the transmission of wind power. This basically means 
that it has the right capacity of power transport from the windy regions to the load centres. This of 
course is a set of problems that has been known in the past when the transmission grid capacity was 
designed to fit the needs of power transmission from large central (coal, natural gas or nuclear) power 
plants. The main problem is the rapid implementation of wind power, which means that the reinforce-
ment of the grid has not been planned and that the procedure for determination of the transmission ca-
pacity is different due to the stochastic nature of wind energy. When wind power is going to be ex-
ploited at high levels it means that large amounts of power has be transmitted over long distances and 
that in the regions with a high wind power production there will be very little if any conventional pro-
duction. This also has an impact on how inter-area connections are handled with respect to controlla-
bility, security of supply etc. of the areas. 
As the level of penetration increases the wind power will have a significant impact not only on the 
local voltage, but it will also have an impact on the system frequency. This is due to the variations in 
the wind turbine output, which means that the rest of the system not only has to be able regulate the 
variations in consumption but also the variations in wind power production. At the same time less 
conventional capacity will be on-line since the optimal operation (in terms of economy) of the system 
means that some of the conventional plants have to shut down to save fuel. The ability of the conven-
tional power plants to control power can therefore be limiting the amount of wind power that can be 
integrated in the system if the system. In some areas this can be even worse since the there can be 
other limitations on the operation of the system. This is e.g. the case in the Danish system as presented 
above. Here large amounts of generation is heat bound local CHP (which is participating in the control 
of the grid) leaving even less capacity for frequency control. Such areas have to rely on power ex-
change with the neighbouring areas in order to be able to control the system. 
The integration of wind power and energy in the market place is also made difficult by the unpre-
dictability of the wind. This is not so much a technical constraint, but a economic constraint. In the 
ordpool power pool power on the spot market have to be annN
to
c
 m
production even considering the spatial distribution of the
e
power fluctuations and lack of predictability of wind power. The nature of the barrier depends strongly 
on the size and configuration of a given power system. The reaction time of a small gas oil fuelled die-
sel generator is much smaller than that of a large diesel generator running on heavy fuel, and that 
again may be much smaller than a coal fired steam turbine generator. 
Another barrier in the further implementation of wind power is the planning and operational proce-
dures of the system/grid operators. Grid codes can be very restrictive for wind power since many of 
the grid codes are based on worst-case analysis without any reflection on the probability of occurrence 
of the worst case. This can lead to very conservative design of the grid connection, which implies high 
cost. These costs will usually be born by the wind turbine owner resulting in high-energy costs. Plan-
ning and economic dispatch tools also have to be further developed to take the characteristics of wind 
power into consideration in order to optimise the system operation, [12]. 
A further complication to the integration of wind power is that the significant impacts of wind power 
on many, if not all, aspects of the power system is not the only significant change in the power sector. 
There is also a fast paced development of micro CHP, PV and other generating technologies as well as 
the ongoing fundamental changes in the structure of the sector towards a market-based system. 
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4 Solutions 
The key to successfully increase the level of wind energy penetration and move towards an energy 
system that is much more sustainable in terms of exploitation of renewable energy sources is to view 
the system as a whole and take advantage of the various characteristics that different technologies pro-
vide. The keyword is flexibility.  
As presented above the main contributor to the barriers of integration of wind energy is the variabil-
ity combined with the unpredictability of the wind. Many solutions to these barriers exist (available on 
the market, in development or as changes in the existing practices). In many of these solutions of 
power electronics and information technology can be used to mitigate the impact and add value. 
Power electronics installed as part of the wind turbines is increasingly common. This mainly takes 
the form of so-called variable speed turbines. The main advantages obtained with this combination is 
reduction of mechanical loads on the main wind turbine structure, which leads to reduced manufactur-
ing cost, and improved grid connection characteristics, which leads to lower the grid connection costs. 
The reduced grid connection costs comes from the reduced impact during connection of the generator 
and from reduction of the power fluctuations in the flicker range. The application of power electronics 
also adds controllability of the power output both at partial load and at full load. This can successfully 
e utilised in wind farm control systems where b
e
the total output from a wind farm is controlled. Power 
lectronics are used to control reactive power. 
Such a concept (although without power electronics) has been installed in Ireland in the North-
western part (County Donegal), [13]. The grid company was worried that the voltage would exceed 
the limits specified by the grid company for the operation of their MV-grid. The wind farm owner was 
presented with to alternatives either to limit the installed capacity of the wind farm to 4*600kW or to 
ensure that the voltage would not exceed the specified maximum value by some intelligent wind farm 
control system. Due to the very good wind resources in the area the wind farm owner opted for the 
second solution and combined the wind farm (5*600kW) with a control system that reduces the wind 
farm output in case the voltage level get too high, see Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Illustration of wind farm with VCU and VGCS 
 
 
EU supported the project and during the project period the system did not actively reduce the output 
from the wind farm. This illustrates another very important point. The analysis and grid connection 
design method applied by the grid company was based on a worst-case scenario and during the two 
years of monitoring the worst case did not occur (actually it was not close). 
The concept of wind farm control have been further developed in the grid connection requirements 
set by the Danish System Operators for the connection of large wind farms to the transmission grid, 
[14]. In these requirements it is specified how the wind farm should behave both during normal opera-
tion and during grid faults. In order to increase the ease by which the wind energy can be integrated it 
is specified that the output from the wind farm should be controllable in such a way that it can be re-
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 duced in 2s to 20% of rated output, it should also be able to limit the total output of the wind farm to 
any value and other similar requirements. The requirements are further exemplified in [15]. 
On the Swedish island, Gotland, there has been a extensive implementation of wind turbines, espe-
cially in the Southern part of the island. The load centre is in the Northern part as is the unidirectional 
HVDC-connection from the mainland. This has resulted in several problems with the integration of 
wind power as well as in some interesting solutions. These include the application of HVDC transmis-
sion of the power and large converter stations based on voltage source converters using IGBTs, [16]. 
This system makes it possible to transmit power from the Southern part to the Northern part and due to 
the power electronics used in the converters it is also possible to control the reactive power. Also in 
the Southern part of the island (or rather offshore) a small wind farm (5*500kW stall controlled wind 
turbines) has been installed with wind turbines using power converters, [17]. The rating of converters 
u
based on 
g
cid batteries are 
an
sed is one third on the wind turbine rating. This makes it possible to run the machines at variable 
speed at low wind speeds and produce slightly more power than if the machines were running at fixed 
speed. When the wind speed increases and the production from the wind turbine exceeds the rating of 
the power electronics the induction machine is directly connected to the grid and the power electronics 
is used for power factor correction. Due to the large penetration of the grid in the Southern part of the 
island several other problems with the grid is also handled by the power electronics. The converters 
are also used to reduce the impact of the wind turbines on power quality (here taken as flicker and 
voltage level) by controlling the reactive power and if necessary reducing the active power 
rid parameters. 
The combination of wind power and energy storage has also received some attention. The objective 
have again been several including elimination of local power quality problems (again flicker and volt-
age level) as well as making the wind power schedulable as conventional power plants. The type of 
storage depends on the application, but in general the current storage technology is not well suited for 
these applications. Some special applications are of interest. One of them is utilisation of pumped stor-
age. In areas where natural two-lake systems exist e.g. in County Donegal, Ireland, this option is the 
least cost option when compared to grid reinforcement, [8]. For smaller system lead-a
 option. In combination with modern power electronics it is possible to provide a system with sig-
nificant less power fluctuations, Figure 6, [18]. 
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Figure 6. PQ-controller controlling active power and reactive power. Notice the step in reactive 
power 
 
Other power electronic devices have also been applied in combination with wind farms in order to im-
prove the grid compatibility. In Denmark two advanced Static Var Converters (SVC’s) have been in-
stalled in the grid connection of wind farms. The newest one was installed at the 24MW wind farm 
Rejsby Hede, [19]. The objective of the project was to reduce grid losses and improve voltage control. 
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As pointed out in the previous section several other technologies are
of these developments have an impact on the challenges and possible s
 developing at a fast rate. Many 
olution in the future energy sys-
tem.  
orked on storage of electricity for power system applications. 
 storage technologies have emerged. The most promising of 
mportant feature is that power rating and energy ca-
f two main parts: A cellstack in 
ge tanks for the two electrolytes. 
e energy capacity is determined 
 
There has for many decades been w
uring the last few years several newD
these are based on so-called redox flow technology, [20,21]. They have three very important features. 
The efficiency is high above, 80%, the lifetime is long more than 10 years (and the charge/discharge 
regime does not have an impact). The third very i
pacity can be sized independently of each other. The plant consists o
which the two electrolytes can interact through a membrane and stora
The power capacity is determined by the area of the membrane and th
by the volume of the storage tanks (or rather by the volume of the electrolyte in the system). 
Fuel cells will also play a very important role in the future energy system. To begin with because it 
will be possible to have a very high total efficiency of the energy conversion from fuel to electricity
(above 70%) and heat, [22]. This will make it attractive to uses in houses as well as in office buildings 
and industry. However, from an integration point of view the real perspective is the ability of some 
types of fuel cells to work reversibly. In a power system with a high penetration of wind energy there 
will be long periods with surplus wind energy. This surplus energy can be fed to the fuel cells and hy-
drogen can be produced. This hydrogen can then later be used for power production is there is a deficit 
of wind energy, but it can also be used in transportation. In this way renewable energy is used to pro-
duce fuel for cars, trucks and tractors enabling a much higher degree of sustainability. 
The use of demand side management may contribute significantly to overcoming the need for large 
capacities of spinning reserves caused by the power fluctuations and lack of predictability of wind 
power. Demand side management includes the use of controllable optional and/or deferrable loads. 
Optional loads are loads that need not be served unless there is power available at a given time, an ex-
ample being water heating. Deferrable loads are loads that must be served within a given time (e.g. 
once a day), an example being water pumping. Such controllable loads also include the (reversible) 
conversion of wind energy into Hydrogen or Methane by fuel cells [38] for use as both energy storage 
and energy carrier. This also opens very promising opportunities for e.g. the transport sector. 
The event of widespread application of micro CHP and also PV will result in a power system with a 
much more distributed nature. This will have to be integrated with wind power that will be concen-
trated in regions far from the consumption centres. This will have a huge impact on the design and 
operation of the transmission grid and it will also require new technologies to be developed that can 
control such a system and further can interact with an energy market. Information technology will be 
the key technology in this and its application will not be limited to the production side. Many benefits 
can be gained from including the demand side in the overall system operation in order to increase the 
flexibility and there by improve the matching of production and consumption, [6, 23]. 
The value of wind energy can be increased significantly by reorganising the way the power markets 
operate. Reducing the lead time will also reduce the error in the prediction of the wind power pro-
duced. Studies have to made in order to establish a market structure that is fair to all types of genera-
tion, [24, 25]. Green certificates have also been investigated as an option, [6], but creating such a mar-
ket have shown not to be an easy task. These options have also been investigated in order to change 
from a fixed tariff system to a market based system for renewable energy. 
It is evident from the above that no single solution or family of solutions exist that can eliminate or 
reduce all the barriers. However, it is noticed that integration in the different meanings presented in 
section I is the key to success. It is also noticed that many of the solutions require significant research 
effort if the potential is to be realised. 
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 5 Current directions of research 
• 
In order to be able to succeed in this it is very important to improve design and analysis tools and 
through that improve the design codes and practices. 
y is currently undergoing rapid development. This include very detailed un-
ics and the interaction with the mechanical structure as well as development 
ols that concurrently optimises the aerodynamic performance, the mechanical 
structure and the electrical performance, [27,28]. Specially developed power electronics play an im-
Key analysis of 
have attracted much attention and 
ng and after faults of a complete wind farm con-
and to e methods for performance improvement. Another area in which advanced tools have been 
the m arm and for all the 
available power system analysis packages such as Digsilent Power factory, [34]. 
metho This could take the form of virtual power plants. A very 
cover sue. 
vario nteraction is needed for the development of policies and measures to 
have models are currently undergoing significantly developments in order 
isting changes in the market 
Ma es are under investigation such as long distance transmission of power 
wind 
cells, ess electricity to be stored as fuel for reuse in the power system again or in 
rb both hydrogen 
methane is more compatible with present day stor-
ide E  electrolyse CO2, with very far reaching potential.   
lar as ut also have a system-oriented approach. This reduces the risk for sub-optimisation and is 
s to be realised. 
The research will work on four fronts 
 
• reduction of energy cost as a result of improved performance or reduced manufacturing cost of 
each RE technology 
improve grid integration of the re technology 
• improve flexibility of the energy system for each RE technology 
• improve flexibility across the different parts of the energy system 
 
Wind turbine technolog
derstanding of aerodynam
of design optimisation to
portant role in this both from a cost point of view as well as from a performance point of view, [29]. 
 tools for integration of wind energy have to cover many aspects from sub-second 
impacts of faults to the long term planning. In recent years this area 
several tools have been presented. 
Tools for analysis of the transient behaviour duri
nected to a large grid have been developed, [30, 31] and have been applied both to evaluate the impact 
 devic
developed is for assessment of power quality from wind farms, [32]. A central point in these models is 
odelling of the wind for each individual wind turbine, for the complete wind f
wind farms included in the analysis, [33]. The majority of the tools are developed within commercially 
A very important issue is the development of control methods for a distributed system including 
ds for distributed ancillary services. 
substantial effort within this field is taking place in the EU-project DISPOWER, [35]. This project 
s many aspects of decentralised production, but focuses on the control is
The overall performance of the energy system is of course also very important. The analysis of the 
us energy sources and their i
implement the policies. Models that can analyse systems with conventional, CHP and RE production 
been developed, [36]. These 
to include market models. This enables not just analysis of the impact of renewable energy on the ex-
 markets more importantly is makes it possible to investigate the impact of 
structure. An EU-project on that topic is currently being initiated, [37]. 
ny other power system issu
from e.g. Morocco to load centres in EU, large-scale electrical energy storage in combination with 
farms. 
A particularly important aspect of the fuel cell development is the development of reversible fuel 
 in effect allowing exc
vehicles. Reversible Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFC) have the ability to produce/abso
(H2) and methane (CH4, CH3OH), [38], where 
age/transport technology than hydrogen. The same cells, operated in a different mode, make Solid Ox-
lectrolysis Cells (SOEC) with the capability to
A key point and common factor to many of the projects is that they do not only focus on one particu-
pect, b
essential if the full potential of wind energy i
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Conclusions 
Wind energy is beginning to play an important role in the energy supply in many regions around the 
world and as the level of penetration increases the integration of the wind energy have to be handled in 
an increasingly systematic way. Many barriers exist for the economic integration of wind power, how-
ever, as described above many solutions to overcoming these barriers do also exist.. 
In order to reach the goal of a much more sustainable energy supply system a system approach is 
necessary. It is therefore required to not only develop the different individual renewable energy tech-
nologies, but also the technologies that make it possible for these technologies to work together to sat-
isfy the needs for economic and reliable energy supply. 
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 High-Efficiency Coal-Fired Power Plants 
Development and Perspectives 
 
1 Introduction 
The Danish power stations have a long-standing tradition of building plants with high efficiency. This is a 
consequence of among other things that all fuel from the beginning had to be imported. Apart from a pe-
riod from the sixties and up to the first oil crisis coal has always been the preferred fuel due to its low 
price. 
In the early nineties when the trend was that the further development in coal-firing should be PFBC or 
IGCC, Elsam decided to build two 400 MW units with advanced steam parameters and double reheat. 
Steam temperatures from the boiler were 3 × 582°C and live steam pressure was 290 bar. This decision 
was taken after a thorough study of the 3 technologies dealing with efficiency, cost and risk. 
F
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igure 1. Efficiency in the Elsam System 
 
The USC concept would give the highest efficiency at the lowest cost and risk as Elsam's metallurgists 
had confidence in the new developed steel P91. 
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 2 Nordjylland and Skærbæk 
ines have 9 cylinders ar-
ra
Table 1. Recent “600°C” Power Plants. 
adva
h monstrated satisfactory perform-
ed  
fficiency increase. 
conc wer plant will end up as a true success. 
 
 
 Power station Cap. Steam parameters Fuel
The units were planned for pulverised coal-firing, but the Danish energy authorities demanded that one of 
them should be fired by gas, which was to be Skærbæk unit 3. So only Nordjylland 3 is actually coal-
fired.  
The boilers for the two units are identical except that the Skærbæk boiler is not fitted with coal-firing 
equipment. The turbines are also identical except for minor differences in relation to the district heating 
systems. 
The boilers were built by a consortium of Burmeister and Wain Energy (BWE), Aalborg Industries and 
Vølund as tower boilers and the turbines were supplied by Alstom. The turb
nged in 5 casings: Very High Pressure, High Pressure and Intermediate Pressure 0, Intermediate Pres-
sure 1 and 2 and two Low Pressure casings.  
The coal-fired plant is fitted with flue gas cleaning consisting of high dust SCR NOx removal, electro-
static precipitator and wet scrubbing SO2 removal making the plant a real clean coal plant. 
3 The 600oC plants 
Year of Eff.
MW Comm. %
Matsuura 2 1000 255bar/598°C/596°C PC 1997
r/555°C/578°C Lignite 2000 41.7
Tsuruga 2 700 255bar/597°C/595°C PC 2000
Skærbæk 3 400 290bar/580°C/580°C/580°C NG 1997 49
Haramachi 2 1000 259bar/604°C/602°C PC 1998
Nordjylland 3 400 290bar/580°C/580°C/580°C PC 1998 47
Nanaoota 2 700 255bar/597°C/595°C PC 1998
Misumi 1 1000 259bar/604°C/602°C PC 1998
Lippendorf 934 267bar/554°C/583°C Lignite 1999 42.3
Boxberg 915 267ba
  
Tachibanawan 2 1050 264bar/605°C/613°C PC 2001
Avedøre 2 400 300bar/580°C/600°C NG 2001 49.7
Niederaussen 975 265bar/565°C/600°C Lignite 2002 >43
Isogo 1 600 280bar/605°C/613°C PC 2002
 
Japan was the first to raise the steam parameters but that was on gas-fired units. Elsam's decision to build 
Nordjylland and Skærbæk represented a turning point in Europe where a number of coal-fired plants with 
nced steam parameters has been built since then. 
ave already deT e experiences from the newest USC power plants h
ance with respect to reliability, flexibility, emission control and economy, table 1. The plants are based on 
major use of newly developed boiler and turbine component designs, and wide use of the newly devel-
 high performance mateop rials, but the availability has been as good as less advanced power plants.
The additional investment costs have been marginal, and are fully returned by the e
Therefore, the overall production costs have shown the expected figures. On this background, it can be 
luded that the “600°C generation” of USC po
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 4 The AD700 project 
It was natural to follow the idea further, but it was clear that for ferritic materials there was a limit just 
above 600°C. The new developed Ni-based materials gave hope that they could be used to increase the 
mp
n 
nc
m
98
Th ct is a phased development and demonstration of 
 
 
The AD700 technology opens for long-term improvements of the net efficiency of more than 15%-point 
from the current 35% average in European coal-fired capacity to more than 50%. Even a comparison with 
today’s state of the art super critical plant with steam parameters of 250 bar and 540/560°C and a net effi-
cy is more than 6%-point better. 
700 technology and demonstration of their prop-
erties is listed below: 
 
 operation at steam temperatures in the range of 700-
in-walled super and reheater tubes, thick-walled outlet 
ngs for the turbine. 
ls. 
 the corrosion resistance of new alloys operating at 700-750°C in an existing boiler 
 or co-fired with biomass.  
te erature to 700°C. 
I January 1998 the Advanced 700°C Pulverised Coal-fired Power Plant Project was started. It is fi-
ed by 40%na  by EU and the Swiss and UK governments. It comprised about 40 companies ranging 
fro  utilities and manufacturers to research organisations and laboratories. The first phase runs from 
 to 2003. The second phase, which comprises 35 companies,19  runs from 2002 to 2005 and is by 50% 
financed by EU and the Swiss governments. The project is now called AD700. 
e overall technical objective of the complete proje
an econ mically viable, pulverised coal-fired power plant technology with a net efficiency of more than 
50%, the potential for which has already been established during the first phase of the project. An ad-
vanced super critical water/steam cycle will boost maximum steam temperatures from the standard 540-
560°C range to the 700-720°C range and main steam pressure from the present 250 bar range to the 350-
375 bar range. 
o
The phase 1 results indicate net efficiencies in the range of 50-51% for a power plant with a single re-
heat cycle cooled by a wet cooling tower and 53-54% for a double reheat cycle cooled by sea water. Fig-
ure 2 shows the water/steam cycle for an inland location. 
 
Figure 2. The AD700 cycle 
ciency of 44% shows that the AD700 technology efficien
A programme for development of materials for the AD
• New Nickel-based superalloys for long-term
720°C. Superalloys will be developed for th
headers and steam piping and castings and forgi
• Fabrication methods of components in super-alloys. 
• New austenites for boiler tubes operating in the temperature range 600-700°C to minimise the use of 
expensive superalloys. 
 Methods for welding of similar materials and for welding of dissimilar materia•
• Investigation of
fired by coal only
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 Currently, European boiler and turbine manufacturers are in the forefront worldwide and the AD700 
technology targets a major step forward to improve the competitiveness of European power technology 
after a successful demonstration somewhere in Europe shortly after 2010. Therefore, design studies are 
included in the project to investigate the potential of reductions in the use of expensive super-alloys to 
make the concept even more economically attractive:  
 
• Steam turbines will be redesigned and revised or new joining methods will be developed to save su-
peralloys. 
• 
-term targets after 2020 are net 
ef
et efficiency of more than 50%.  
The potential of CO2 reductions through improved generating efficiency is clearly illustrated by figure 
3, which also shows that 20% biomass being co-fired with coal will bring CO2 emission levels close to 
those of natural gas burned in gas-fired CC installations. If the leakage of natural gas from the transmis-
sion and distribution lines is being considered this will make the emission levels from the AD700 tech-
nology comparable to those from gas-fired CCs. 
- 
- Turbine rotors, casings, valves and bolts  
New boiler structures will be developed, which will allow steam lines between boiler and turbine to 
be shortened substantially thereby reducing investment cost. 
• Major components outside the boiler and turbine areas like bypasses and safety valves will be redes-
igned to comply with advanced steam parameters. 
 
Design studies from phase 1 indicate that this will all be accomplished without jeopardising the simplic-
ity, plant economy and high reliability characteristics of the components in a more traditional power sta-
tion. The AD700 technology will be mature shortly after 2010 and long
ficiencies above 55% based on maximum steam temperatures in the range of 800°C.  
Coal-fired plants offer the possibility to co-fire biomass as the coal ash has a benign effect on the corro-
sive elements in the biomass. Therefore, utility-based efforts to reduce CO2 emissions through the use of 
biomass will have their economy substantially improved by co-firing biomass and coal in a power plant 
with a very high n
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Figure 3. CO2  emissions from coal and gas-fired plants 
5 Materials for AD700 
In order to realise a 700°C USC power plant, extensive materials development is necessary including the 
use of Ni-based superalloys in the most severely exposed components. These developments can be cate-
gorised into four groups reflecting the key components of such a power plant i.e.:  
 
- Furnace panels 
Superheaters 
- Thick section boiler components and steam lines 
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 For furnace panels, steam temperatures above 500°C must be foreseen. An interesting candidate material 
for such conditions might be the 12Cr steel HCM12. This material has well proven mechanical properties 
as
ce, but they indicate that some work is still needed to develop a welding 
p
ct to demonstrate a suitable austenitic tube material with 100,000 hour rupture 
strength of about 100 MPa at 700°C and a Ni-based tube material with 100,000 hour rupture strength of 
100 MPa at 750°C. Corrosion and oxidation resistance of both materials have been tested in a laboratory 
est rigs. Results so far have been encouraging, and commercial 
 foreseen in the second half of 2002. 
ts and steam lines there are two goals for the development. An im-
proved ferritic/martensitic 9-12%Cr steel is needed to expand the present temperature range for ferritic 
 
Figure 4. Future prospects for thick walled components 
 
he task to improve the 9-12%Cr steels on top of the impressive developments in the last two decades has 
e years worldwide research has resulted in a large number of 
ew alloys being announced, and from short-term tests they seemed very promising. However, in long-
s and thermodynamically based microstructure models may prove to be the only way to 
go further in the development of improved ferritic steels. 
lloy 263 or an improved version of IN617 may meet the demands for outlet headers and steam lines at 
700°C steam temperature. Long-term creep data and demonstration of fabricability – pipe production, hot 
bending and welding – is needed before a 700°C power plant can be realised. Alloy 263 is under investi-
g ion in the “Advanced ("700°C") PF Power Plant” project and the improved version of IN617 is investi-
gated by the German national project MARCKO DE2. In the second half of 2002 commercial scale produc-
tion of Alloy 263 and IN617 pipe is foreseen. The products will be used for qualification of the materials. 
Recent results of the developments of 9Cr boron alloyed steels in Europe support the expectations that 
ferritic turbines can operate up to app. 625°C steam temperature. But similar to the ferritic steels for thick 
 well as sufficient corrosion and oxidation resistance. The main criterion for proving its applicability in 
furnace panels is to demonstrate good weldability with no need for post weld heat treatment. 
Demonstration tests comprising large test panels and one full boiler construction of HCM12 have shown 
excellent service performan
rocedure, which guarantees unproblematic production of gas tight furnace panels. An alternative to 
HCM12 could be IN617, but this would lead to a very expensive construction. 
For superheater tubing the aim is to develop an improved austenitic tube material with sufficient 
strength and flue gas corrosion resistance to operate at steam temperatures around 650°C, and to develop 
a Ni-based superalloy to fill the gap up to 700°C steam temperature. Intensive development work is ongo-
ing in the AD700 proje
and will later be validated in in-plant t
scale production of both materials is
For thick section boiler componen
steels up to approx. 650°C. A Ni-based superalloy with a 100,000 hour rupture strength of 150 MPa at 
700°C is needed to allow construction of outlet headers and main steam lines with acceptable wall thick-
nesses, figure 4. 
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proven to be very difficult. In the recent fiv
n
term tests the strength fall off and so far, no ferritic alloy has demonstrated long-term creep strength bet-
ter than steel P92. In order to be able to improve the strength, a fine-tuning of the composition is needed 
based on a thorough understanding of recent developments. Recent advances in microstructure characteri-
sation technique
A
at
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 section boiler components a substantial understanding of the microstructures is needed to fine-tun
chemical composition for optimum strength performance. 
e the 
For turbine constructions above 625°C steam temperature, a suitable Ni-based superalloy is sought 
6 The next steps 
reening, selection and testing of materials together with design and feasibility 
studies, phase 2 is design and testing of various components and preparation for the final implementation. 
Figure 5. Set-up for a full scale test facility 
 
The design pressure for the AD700 concept will not be reached but the important thing is that full tem-
perature is reached and that load cycling takes place. Heavy load cycling (from full temperature) will in 
fact represent an “accelerated test of the concept” The full load steady state performance is easier to test 
in a laboratory. 
 
 
 
 
 
amongst existing gas turbine disc materials. Long-term creep data are under development and the fabrica-
bility of full-scale turbine components will be demonstrated during the next phases in the “Advanced 
("700°C") PF Power Plant” 
The start of similar projects in the USA and Japan are important indications of how the AD700 technol-
ogy is considered to have a great potential and attraction across the globe. In Japan, R&D work on the use 
of super-alloys in the 700°C range has started headed by the Electric Power Development Company 
(EPDC) and strongly supported through the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI). In the 
USA the Department of Energy (DOE) have announced plans in their Vision 21 Strategy to work towards 
temperatures > 700°C. 
Where phase 1 has been sc
Next step, phase 3, will be testing of the critical high temperature part of the cycle preferably in full 
scale or close to that for a 400 MW plant. That can be done in connection with a “600°C plant” where the 
existing high pressure turbine is replaced with a new 700oC high pressure turbine, and steam from the 
existing boiler is further superheated up to 700oC in a new boiler (superheater). The exhaust steam from 
the new turbine goes back to the existing boiler and the rest of the cycle is unchanged for the existing 
plant, Figure 5. 
 
 
 
Existing CycleComponent Test Area
Heat Control Cycle
Test Cycle
Isolating Valves
Gas
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 7
To assure the electricity s  power plants. In case of 
the European Union, the Commission published a Green Paper named “Towards a European Strategy for 
the Security of Energy Supply” in November 2001. The paper shows the severity of the situation by stat-
ing that: “if no measures are taken, in the next 20-30 years, 70% of the Union’s energy requirements, as 
opposed to the current 50%, will be covered by imported products.”  
In the long term, as the North Sea resources are being exhausted, natural gas will mainly come from 
Russia and North Africa and oil from the Middle East, which stresses the importance of coal for European 
security of supply. Therefore, it is being concluded: “The characteristics of the world coal market (geo-
graphical and geopolitical spread of supply and absence of price tensions) are reassuring in view of grow-
ing external dependence. In this respect one can speak of a stable economical and physical supply”. The 
situation is the same in many other places around the world. 
Conclusions 
Five years of operation experiences with USC power plants have already demonstrated that the “600°C 
generation” power plants will end up as a true success. 
The development of a 700°C steam power plant to operate on coal in combination with biomass will 
enable a reduction of CO2 emission of around 40% compared with the most advanced USC power plants 
operating today. This will bring the emissions from a combined coal-biomass fired 700°C power plant 
close to the figures of gas fired combined cycle plants.  
The 700°C steam power plant offers a flexible technology with minimised CO2-emission based on coal 
- the most reliable energy source in the world. Further, it gives the demanded production flexibility in 
order to stabilise a grid with a high amount of unpredictable renewable energy input.  
The technical realisation of a 700°C steam power plant depends on a successful development and quali-
fication of advanced ferritic, austenitic and Ni- based alloys. With respect to austenitic and Ni-based al-
loys promising results have been achieved. 
The economic criterion for the realisation of a 700°C steam power plant is a realistic budget price. The 
consumption of large quantities of expensive Ni -based alloys has significant influence in this respect, and 
a successful development of an improved ferritic steel to be used at temperatures up to 650°C would im-
prove the situation.  
 
 The need for high efficiency coal-fired plants 
upply in the future there is a strong need for coal-fired
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 Biomass a fast growing Energy Resource 
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1 Potentials and Expectations 
The term biomass embraces all forms of matter formed in the photosynthesis process. The global net pri-
mary production, NPP, describes the annual growth of biomass on land and in the seas. Our interest is 
primarily what grows on land and even this is not easy to quantify. A recent estimate for the NPP on the 
land continents is 120 billion tons of dry matter [Mohr, 2000]. Already, man requests some 40 % or 50 Bt 
for food production, as raw material, for parks and green fields and as an energy resource. The NPP is not 
likely to expand in the future, rather the contrary, it is expected that biomass production may fall with 
some 10 % due to deforestation, desertification and general soil degradation as well as due to an increas-
ing demand on land for urbanisation.  
Now how much of the biomass can be used for energy purposes? The potential contribution of wood 
fuel and energy plants from sustainable production is limited to some 5 % of NPP, i.e. 6 Bt [Mohr, 2000]. 
With a heating value of 18 GJ per ton of dry matter the energy equivalent is 2,500 million ton of oil. In 
addition, residues from the food chain and agricultural production can be utilised to supply energy, in the 
order of 500 Mtoe. From a technical viewpoint the potential worldwide is estimated to 104 EJ or 5.8 Bt of 
ry matter [Kaltschmitt, 2000], a fid
above.  
Already, biomass is widely used and makes an important contributions
stress 
eenroduc  Biomas
and toda
s as solid uel has b  the t itional fuel for co
ain e
ing and 
rgy resou
heating in
 [IEA parts of the 
002]. It is also an rtant fuel rural i stries fo ick m ng, ceram , dryi
ion ton of oil in year 0. 
Althoug ional e gy res e biomass is also igned a xpand ole as w re
gy bala . The gy poli untries ignate ast grow g con-
ribution to biomass as l as to r ren le ene
f renewable en  ener ix by . For ass t et is  mor tious.
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 Table 1. Biomass in the IEA World Energy Outlook 2002. 
2000 2010 2020 2030 Year 
[Mtoe] [%] [Mtoe] [%] [Mtoe] [%] [Mtoe] [%] 
Total Primary Energy Sup-
ply (incl. Biomass) 
10,089 100 12,118 100 14,190 100 16,302 100 
Biomass Total 1,076 10.7 1,198 
- Traditional Uses 723 7.2 778 
9.9 
6.4 
1,287 
796 
9.1 
5.6 
1,359 
788 
8.3 
4.8 
 (residential in DC)  
- Power Generation 
- Other Uses 
 
99 
254 
 
1.0 
2.5 
 
141 
279 
 
1.2 
2.3 
 
192 
299 
 
1.4 
2.1 
 
261 
310 
 
1.6 
1.9 
Other Renewable Energies  
(solar, wind, geothermal) 
66 0.7 124 1.0 194 1.4 294 1.8 
 
 
In the latest world energy outlook by the IEA the primary energy demand increases from 10,000 Mtoe in 
20 ario is l00 to more than 16,000 Mtoe in 2030, Table 1 [IEA, 2002]. This business-as-usual scen
se questions of energy security and environmental compatibility. But even an alternat
ikely to 
ra ive policy sce-
 energy savings and with a higher reliance on 
ss. The contribution in the reference scenario is 
oe. In the primary energy balance biomass is far 
ance nuclear energy. 
I ok biomass is growing in absolute terms but loosing in share of the energy 
d due to the statistical method of calculating the primary energy equivalent of electricity from 
ind and solar. The pi tion. The total produc-
tion of electricity n 
2
electricity production from biomass. 
 
T e IEA En  to 2002. 
2030 
i
nario for the OECD countries with increased emphasis on
ct on the use of biomarenewable energies has no great effe
third from 1.076 to 1,359 Mtforecast to grow by one 
om re important than for inst
n the IEA Energy Outlo
supply. Traditional biomass uses for cooking and lightening in the residential sector is falling in impor-
tance and so are other uses like heating and processing in the residential and small business sector. Bio-
mass for power generation is projected to increase, mostly in the OECD countries.  
Other Renewable Energies do not figure prominently in the primary energy balance but the role is un-
ervalued
w cture is presented better in Table 2 of the electricity genera
 renewable energies, excluding hydro, increases from 1.6 % from  in 2000 to 4.4 % i
030. Especially the contribution from wind is expanding and at the end of the period reaches almost the 
able 2. Electricity generation by fuel in th ergy Outlook
2000 2010 2020 Year 
[TWh] [%] [TWh] [%] [TWh] [%] [TWh] [%] 
Total Electricity 15,391 100 20,03
Generation 
7 100 25,578 100 31,524 100 
Fossil Fuels 
Nuclear 
Hydro 
2,586 
2,650 
16.8 
17.2 
2,889 
3,188 
14.4 
15.9 
2,758 
3,800 
10.8 
14.9 
2,697 
4,259 
8.6 
13.5 
9,906 64.4 13,438 67.1 18,157 71.0 23,189 73.6 
Renewable Energies 
 Biomass 
 Wind  
 Geothermal  
 Solar incl. 
 Tide/Wave 
249 
167 
31 
49 
2 
1.6 
1.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.0 
521 
276 
147 
85 
12 
2.6 
1.4 
0.7 
0.4 
0.1 
863 
399 
307 
126 
31 
3.4 
1.6 
1.2 
0.5 
0.1 
1,381 
568 
539 
174 
100 
4.4 
1.8 
1.7 
0.6 
0.3 
 
e challenge for biomass utilization lies in improving the technology for traditional usages and expanding 
the role into other areas like power production and transportation fuel. The principal problem is that bio-
mass and modern technology do not fit well together. Sophisticated, high efficiency engines require a 
homogeneous, well defined and clean fuel. Either the biomass is upgraded to meet the standard or the 
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 conversion technology is adapted to accept a lower grade fuel. This leaves a wide field for research and 
development. 
2 d Markets 
T rticular wood, has been used for cooking and heating. Whereas wood has 
 the kitchens in developed countries, it is the main- and, frequently, the 
 Technologies an
raditionally, biomass, in pa
ore or less disappeared fromm
only- fuel in many developing countries. The combustion technology is simple. The primitive “three-
stone-stove” has a low energy efficiency with only 10 to 15 per cent of the heat transformed into energy 
for cooking. On the other hand, the simple stove also meets basic demand for heat and lighting. However, 
the indoor emissions from inefficient and incomplete combustion of wood, residues and dung constitute a 
large threat to health. The WHO estimate that 2.5 million women and children die prematurely from 
breathing the fumes from biomass burners. The residential energy supply in rural areas of the developing 
world is part of a complex problem of poverty and development and shall not be addressed here.  
A role for biomass in markets outside the traditional sector demands new technologies.  
 
- Heat either individual or as small scale district heating 
- Electricity, mostly decentralised 
- Transportation fuel 
- Hydrogen for fuel cells 
 
Various technologies are available or under development and in most cases require a fuel processing step. 
Figure 1 offers an overview of the basic conversion processes. The product then undergoes the conversion 
to final energy in gas burners, engines etc. The choice of fuel processing and energy conversion is closely 
linked. 
 
Biomass: Wood, Straw, Bioorganic residues, Dung, etc. 
Combustion Thermo-chemical Phycical-chemical Bio-chemical 
 
 
 Heat Synthesis Gas Bio-oil Biogas 
 Pyrolysis Oil Methylated fuel, RME Alcohols 
 Coke Gasoline 
Figure 1. Principal conversion routes for biomass 
Combustion 
Modern wood firing is a fast growing technology in the residential heating sector of many industrialised 
countries. Traditional boilers for logs and wood chips are built either as stand-alone units or as central 
heating systems. The output ranges from 15 to 50 kW suitable for a one family house or a block of flats or 
a farm. Equipped with a fuel hopper they will burn for half a day or longer and being automatically con-
trolled require little manual effort. The technology improvements over the last ten years are impressing as 
can be seen from the tests performed in Austria, Table 3. The emissions are reduced by 90 % and the en-
ergy efficiency improved from 66 to 86 %. Some of the units achieve more than 90 %. The costs in 2001 
are typically in the range 200 – 300 €/kW for a heat output of 20 to 0 kW [Uth, 2001].  3
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 Table 3. Results from testing log and wood chips fired residential boilers in Austria [Jungmeier, 1999]. 
 CO 
mg/MJ 
Unburnt CH 
mg/MJ 
Boiler Efficiency
% 
Years 1980 – 1989 
(Median of 25 Models) 
Mostly over & under fired boilers 
5,043 36 66 
Years 1996 – 1998 
(Median of
170 4 86 
 8 models) 
Mostly Gasification boilers 
 
 logs and chips are better suited for rural areas, wood pellets could become a standard fuel in residential 
n. The progress with this 
erceived low-tech equipment is impressing and modern technology like lambda sensor to control the 
 large markets in Austria and Finland and is growing in Germany and Switzer-
la
aper are shown in Fig-
u
 the combustion gases must be free of substances that may damage the 
machine. The indirectly or externally fired process is less demanding in this respect but involves more 
. 
If
and urban areas. The boilers are fully automatic and require very little attentio
p
optimum air ratio is frequently incorporated. With a heat output as low as 10 kW they are suited to the 
requirement in low energy houses and some as high as 60 kW suitable for larger buildings. The efficiency 
of pellet fired boilers is generally higher than with logs and chips firing and typically reach 90 %. The 
costs are also higher and in 2001 run to 400-500 €/kW for 15 to 25 kW units [BIZ, 2002]. Fuel supply 
logistics similar to heating oil is being built up. To enhance the deployment perspective an “all-in-one-
hand” logistic and service oriented approach would be needed. 
Wood firing has gained
nd. Small industrial boilers are likewise a promising market for wood and straw firing. Fluidised bed 
combustion is a preferred technology in larger units of the MW-range. It is a direct route to substitute fos-
sil fuels in the important residential and commercial heating market.  
Biomass for higher value conversion to power and electricity calls for a more complex process. Princi-
pally, we distinguish between the conversion of the chemical energy to heat and the subsequent utilization 
of the heat in a thermodynamic cycle. The major process routes discussed in this p
re 2. The heat may be generated directly inside the machine like the internal combustion engine or a gas 
turbine where the hot gas serves as the working fluid. Alternatively, the combustion takes place outside 
the machine and the combustion gases serve to raise steam in a boiler for a steam turbine or a steam en-
gine. In the directly fired process
conversion steps which effect the overall efficiency
  
Combustion
Biogas 
Thermo-
chemical
Liquefaction
Pyrolysis
Gas
Cleaning
Combustion
Filtering
Gas
Heater
Steam 
Generator Steam
Engine
Steam
Turbine
Stirling
Engine
Hot Air
Turbine
Combustion
Engine
Gas
Turbine
 
Fuel cell
 
T
Figure 2. Overview over routes to generate electricity from biomass 
 
he steam cycle is the only technology commercially available today to convert solid biomass into elec-
tricity. Wood chips or particles are burnt in a furnace or boiler to raise steam. Depending on the combus-
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 tion technology and the size of the boiler 10 to 20 % of the combustion heat is lost. The thermal effi-
ciency of the steam cycle is determined by the quality of the live steam, i.e. temperature and pressure, and 
the quality of the machinery i.e. turbine, generator, pumps etc. The energy flow in a small wood fired 
CHP with a steam engine is shown in Figure 3. The boiler efficiency is 0.8, i.e. of the heat content of the 
wood fuel 80 % are used to raise steam and 20 % lost to the environment. In the thermodynamic cycle 89 
% of the steam energy are converted to heat and electricity of which 30 kW or one fifth is needed for 
various electric auxiliaries. The net conversion of 100 units of fuel energy yields 7 units electricity and 64 
units of heat. The technology is well suited for industrial customers with a high demand for process heat 
like steam. 
 
 
 
Figure 3. The energy flow in a small steam electric system with a steam engine 
 
Biomass for electricity is utilised generally in small units, mostly less than 20 MW-electric. This is the 
upper limit for a power plant dedicated to burn biomass and would require some 150,000 tons per year. 
Any larger size would increase the transport distance and costs and complicate the logistics. In larger 
st
reful selection of type and province of biomass problems can be avoided. In the 
ca
es and thermal gasification of wood and other solid biomass have a long history. Thermo 
ication can also draw on experience gained with lignite and hard coal. The produced gas is 
- 
eam plants the turbine replaces the engine. The net electric efficiency in the power range of 2 to 5 MW, 
however, is not very high 15 to 18 %. Also larger units of 25 to 30 MW achieving up to 30 % are far 
away from large modern coal fired stations reaching 40 to 45 % - not to speak of gas fired combined cy-
cles boasting 55 –58 %. 
Co-firing of biomass in a large coal-fired power station allows to take advantage of the high thermal cy-
cle efficiency. In principle, one unit of heat from biomass replaces one unit of heat from coal in the boiler. 
There are, however, problems with certain trace substances in the biomass and with the low melting point 
of ashes which may lead to corrosion in the heat exchanger. Tests have been performed in a number of 
power stations and with ca
se of straw a separate boiler may be required, cf. Avedöre 2 [Noppenau, 2003]  
In order to use solid biomass directly in an internal combustion machine it must first be converted to ei-
ther a liquid or a gaseous fuel. The chemical process requires energy inputs and incurs losses. The fuel 
conversion efficiency need to be accounted for when evaluating the process chain from primary biomass 
to a final energy like electricity. 
Gasification 
The conversion of biomass to gas may either be through an anaerobic process or through a thermo chemi-
cal process with oxygen or hydrogen as the gasification medium. Both biogas from fermentation of agri-
cultural residu
chemical gasif
mostly intended for immediate use and the gasification unit is an integral part of the power generating 
plant. In consequence, the size of the gasifier and the energy conversion technology must be compatible. 
The gasifiers fall into three categories: 
 
Fixed bed gasifiers, 
- Fluidised bed gasifiers 
- Entrained flow gasifiers 
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 The fixed bed gasifiers are mostly small scale and come in two types, either down-draft (<2 MW) or up-
draft (<10 MW). They differ in the direction of gas flow through the biomass in the reactor. In the up-
draft gasifiers the raw gas exits from the cold end of the reactor and contains important fractions of tar 
which need to be removed before using the gas. The down-draft reactor enables the cracking of the high 
h
ydro carbons of the pyrolysis gas in the sec-
nd process. 
In all types of gasifiers, gas cleaning with removal of dust is necessary. Gasifiers based on the fluidised 
bed technology produce a gas with a very low tar content as the complex components are cracked at the 
high temperature in the bed. With addition of chalk to the bed material sulphur and chlorides are effi-
ciently captured in the bed ash. In cases where the gas needs to be cooled before entering the gas cleaning 
sequence, an optimum heat management is mandatory in order to achieve a high overall efficiency. The 
gas composition and yields from the different technologies vary with a heat value of 4 to 7 MJ/m3N and a 
cold gas efficiency of 50 to 85 %. The latter describes the energy content of the product gas in relation to 
the energy contained in the biomass input. In the gasification of biomass air has become the standard gas-
ifying medium. Pure oxygen or steam are seldom as the complexity of the process scheme is hardly justi-
fied.  
Optimising the gasification process is a complex task and only justified in very large units where the 
various energy flows are integrated in the power generating process. The combined cycle, IGCC, offers 
the highest efficiency potential but need to be in units of 15 MW-el or larger, cf. demonstration plant 
Värnamo, Sweden and commercial units in the paper-&- pulp industry in Finland. 
For the small scale, simple gasifier the cold gas efficiency is typically 70 per cent. Following extensive 
cleaning the gas can be burnt in an engine or a gas turbine. With a heating value of less than one fifth of 
atural gas and consisting mainly of H2 and CO as the burnable components, ignition and combustion 
fully [Teisler, 
ber of 
contained in the feed 
material. The gas is utilized in combustion engines for heat and power production. The size is determined 
by the amount of farm residues and additional biomass is frequently used as co-substrate to enhance the 
output. Still, the CHP units are small, mostly ranging from 50 to 200 kW electric. In Germany the number 
of biogas reactors have doubled within three years from 850 (1999) to 1600 (2002) and have reached a 
total of 150 MW-el. The potential in Europe is significant as the process also enables the mandatory 
treatment of farm wastes. 
The continuous combustion in a gas turbine is less demanding than in a reciprocating engine. However, 
small gas turbines of standard design are less efficient and need to be beyond 5 MW to reach 30%. How-
ever, micro gas turbines with recuperators and gearless permanent magnet generators achieve an electric 
efficiency of up to 30 % in small the unit size of less than 100 kW. Still at a development and commer-
cialisation stage they offer a promising perspective for utilizing biogas.  
The fuel cell offer an even more interesting perspective, although in a more distant future. The synthesis 
gas from the gasification of biomass contain in the order of 20 % hydrogen. In a chemical process the hy-
drogen can be separated and cleaned of harmful trace gases before being fed to a fuel cell. The methane in 
biogas can equally serve as a hydrogen source after passing through a steam reforming process. 
ydrocarbon fraction but a drawback is the high gas temperature at the outlet. 
The fluidised bed gasifiers, either stationary, SFB, or circulating, CFB, are built in the MW-range. A 
wide variety of materials can be gasified in the fluidised bed and the product gas contains very little tar. 
The circulating variety, CFB, requires a size of more than 15 MW to be commercially viable. 
Entrained flow gasifiers operate at very high temperatures, 1200 to 2000 °C and require biomass in dust 
form, < 1 mm. Again there are a number of different types. A special feature is the utilisation of the high 
temperature heat in the raw gas which is quenched after leaving the reactor. More advanced gasification 
schemes are in two steps. In the first process, a pyrolysis unit, the volatile components of the biomass are 
released, whereas in the second, the thermal gasification of the char takes place, e.g. the Carbo-V process 
in Freiberg. The advantage being the break-down of higher h
o
n
pose problems. Fixed bed up-draft gasifiers have been demonstrated to operate success
002], although in the Harboore unit the gas engines had to be derated. Over the years a large num2
gasifiers have been built and partly developed to an industrial scale. However, thermal gasification is only 
justified in the multi-MW range whereas small, decentralised units have not yet reached a commercially 
viable stage. 
The anaerobic fermentation of bioorganic residues yields a gas with a high proportion of methane. The 
content ranges between 50 to 60 % and the heating value typically corresponds to one half of that of natu-
ral gas. The biogas needs cleaning of sulphur compounds and other trace substances 
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 Liquefaction 
Liquid fuels are storable and have the advantage of allowing to separate the fuel production from the utili-
sation. Also large central units enable economy-of-scale effects. The production of vegetable oils from oil 
e a high 
ef
 or small particles are quickly heated to 
so
ion. The 
il may then be used in a combustion engine or gas turbine. 
 
bearing plants and the further treatment to methylated ester, e.g. RME, as well as alcohol from fermenta-
tion, e.g. the Brazilian ethanol programme, are well established technologies 
Various technologies are under development to convert solid biomass to a liquid fuel. One method is to 
convert the gas from the gasification in a methanol synthesis process. However, in order to achiev
ficiency, the gas should contain large fractions of CO and H2 which is only possible with either steam or 
oxygen as the gasifying media. The production route from solid biomass to a premium fuel is complex 
and involves considerable energy inputs and losses. Based on the Carbo-V gasification with subsequent 
liquefaction 1 t of bone dry wood yields 200 kg diesel fuel [FAZ, 2003]. The energy conversion effi-
ciency works out at 48%.  
A different route, called fast or flash pyrolysis [8], offers a promising perspective for the medium term 
future. Wood chips and other solid biomass finely grinded to dust
me 500°C in a reactor where the volatile hydro carbon components escape. The gases are subsequently 
quenched and condense to a mixture of liquid hydro carbons, called pyrolysis oil. The oil also contains 20 
to 30 % water and small quantities of solids, mostly coke. The yield calculated on the basis of bone dry 
biomass is roughly 70 w.% oil, 15 w.% non condensing gas and 15 w.% char. The mass and energy flows 
are shown in Figure 4. The char is recycled and burned in order to provide heat to the pyrolysis reactor. 
Auxiliary energy is needed for pre-treating the biomass as well as for the process itself. The ratio of out-
put to input works out to 74 : (100+14) = 0,65, i.e. the conversion efficiency is similar to gasificat
o
 
 
Figure 4. Mass and energy flows in flash pyrolysis based on EU-Project FAIR-CT97-3203 
 
Alternative fuels in the transport sector may either be deployed as a 100 per cent substitute like RME un-
der the brand name “bio-diesel” in Germany or as admixture to standard fuels. Examples of the latter are 
the 5% share of RME in diesel in France and 0.8 % ethanol in gasoline in the US. The European Union is 
preparing a directive to have a 2 % share of bio fuels in motor fuels by 2005 and increasing to 20 % in 
2020. This would have a significant impact on the bio fuel market and structure. 
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 3 Environmental Impact 
One reason for advocating bio energ ha e  an e carbon -
sions. The limited availability of biomass  in a few selected areas. The 
a se with the la  particul so, as the deplo to a large extent 
r riorities m  the am t of carbon dioxide savings. 
ficiency of porta pect of the en com l-
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ried out fo hnolog nd conversion routes in Figure 2 and 
t  For smal its the tric efficiency is in the region of 15 to 
2  diesel fu  biogas tem above, achieves a life cycle effi-
c io-electric y erall efficienc o-firing 
s antage o al effici  modern coal fired units. Typical in-
v nditions  order t lculate the generation costs, a n  
of other positions would be needed, especially the cost of biomass, and will not be pursued here. 
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 Table 4. Life cycle efficiency from primary energy to electricity [Hansen, 2002]. 
 
Technology 
Genset-Efficiency 
Total    Electric 
Life Cycle 
Efficiency (el.) 
Investment costs 
[€ / kW ] 
 
[%] [%] [%]  
el Ref. 
Steam Engine 110 kW 
Steam Turbine 2,200 kW 
Co-Firing 400 MW 
72 7 
83 16 
- 40 
7 
15 
3,500 
2,200 
[12, 7] 
[10] 
Bio-Gas Engine 600 kW 
 
Py-Oil Micro GT 100 kW 
*) 
85 36 
78 24 
84 38 
79 29 
37 
24 
17 
27 
18 
34 
400 
2600 + 800* 
2700 + 600* 
1,200 
1000 - 1,250 
1,100 
[15] 
[7] 
[7, 11] 
[11] 
[13] 
[11] 
Bio-Gas Turbine 1,200 kW
Bio-Oil Engine 200 kW 
Wood-fired EFGT 200 kW 
Stirling Engine 5-35 kW 
Diesel CHP Engine 200 kW 
77 28 
- 15-30 
84 38 
24 
14-18 
n.a. 
n.a. 
[8] 
[13, 14] 
 
Gasifier plus genset 
 
 
The ction 
com
in T
fici
cyc
gas
 
b
En
 environmental impact of bio energy requires an extensive analysis of all emissions in the produ
chain and in the provision of auxiliary energy and materials. A first order estimate may be gained from 
paring the saving in carbon dioxide emissions from the substituted technology. Based on the figures 
able 4 a one-to-one substitution is assumed and the results are given in Table 5. Clearly, the most ef-
ent saving is in replacing brown coal in a steam-electric unit, due both to the efficiency of the thermal 
le and the high carbon intensity of brown coal. The smallest savings arise from substituting natural 
. 
Ta le 5.: Substitution potential for selected biomass applications [Hansen 2002]. 
ergy carrier substituted 1 GJ biomass 
substitutes 
CO2 saving 
in kg 
Br
Di
own coal by co-firing in power plant 
esel fuel by rape seed oil in engine 
1.0 GJ 
0.8 GJ 
112 
62 
Natural gas by gasification in engine 0,7 GJ 40 
The grand vision 
ight be enlightening to expand today’s pedestrian projects to a larger and grander vision in which the 
mical elements in the hydrocarbon molecules of biomass are separated and reformed to yield new tai-
d fuels and form the basis for a new world energy economy [Wolf, 20
It m
che
lore 02]. In a similar vision, once 
Wit
thes
rate alance in the atmosphere. 
The basic processes of the vision are well known and already in place. Thermal gasification is the first 
step. Synthesis gas consisting of CO and H2 are further treated to yield hydrogen for fuel cells. Carbon 
monoxide is either reduced to carbon or oxidized to CO2. Further treatment to methanol and other chemi-
cal compounds with a CH2 structure form the basis for a new hydrocarbon economy. The fuel cell is not 
propagated by Häfele [1990], all fossil energy carriers were transformed to hydrogen and carbon dioxide. 
h biomass, carbon must not necessarily be removed from the cycle as it is recaptured in the photosyn-
is process to form new biomass. With coal, crude oil and natural gas, however, the CO2 must be sepa-
d and permanently stored in order to approach a sustainable carbon b
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 the only target for new fuels. Efforts 
would be indistinguishab
are on foot to produce a synthetic fuel based on biomass which 
le from normal diesel and gasoline. The name “Sunfuel” brings back memories 
of “Synfuel” based on coal in the 1970ies. Both routes involve extensive physical and chemical process-
. 
m l reality. The economic viability stands 
Biom umber of 
tain ergy inputs. The potentials, tech-
 
bil-
orests and 
l areas as tradi-
able economic conditions are mostly found locally and in combination with waste and residues. 
u fossil fuel. The immediate market is 
v e supported 
t promising route to electricity. In the medium term perspective indirect firing with 
- Biomass in the original solid form is not well suited for modern energy conversion technologies and 
e combustion engines and turbines need to 
of bioorganic residues is close to 
waste management loop in the agricultural indus . Thermal gasification has been successfully dem-
onstrated only in large units whereas in the small scale it is not yet technically mature and commer-
cial. All indirect substitutions involve conversion losses and are less efficient in saving CO2.  
- In order to establish biomass in the market technical and political efforts are necessary. A case in 
point is gasification, where after almost a century of efforts it would seem mandatory to evaluate the 
multitude of designs and undertake a systematic development to an industrial product.  
- The economic viability is a decisive criterion if biomass in the long run is to justify more than a niche 
role. The present system of subsidizing bio energy in the most hotly competing markets, viz. motor 
fuels and electricity, is less efficient than in the heat market. One Euro of public money buys more 
CO2 in residential heating than in a small decentralised electric station. 
- Biomass is not yet the big leap forward with one sweeping technology but a strategy of small steps 
with many technological approaches. A long term perspective of biomass as a chemical resource of 
carbon and hydrogen to be deliberately separated or synthesized and tailored to “sunfuels” for modern 
engines and fuel cells is still only the foreshadow of a grand vision. 
ing  
The vision of a new energy system based on fresh and fossilized biomass to be engineered into an envi-
ron entally friendly and sustainable fuel is a conceivable technica
to be answered. It would involve a new logistic system and an overall management of material flows. 
Even if the vision fills the horizon a more immediate and robust bio energy system will contain a wide 
variety of technologies and move in incremental steps. 
Conclusions 
ass as an energy resource is as versatile as the bio diversity would expect and features a n
technologies. It also displays a positive environmental balance although it would be exaggerated to main-
it is neutral with respect to the carbon cycle as it needs external en
nologies and markets can be summarized as follows: 
- Biomass is a readily available but limited resource and would at most contribute in the order of 3 
lion ton of oil equivalent to the world’s energy supply. One third of the potential is energy f
energy plantations which at present are not economic. One third is already used in rura
tional fuel. The remaining third would be available for modern biomass energy conversion. Favour-
- From an energy and environmental point of view, the most efficient applications are those where one 
nit of energy from biomass directly substitutes one unit from a 
residential heating. A number of new boilers have been developed which allow an efficient and con-
enient utilization of biomass as wood chips or pellets. The commercialisation need to b
by a comprehensive logistics and service system. Similarly, co-firing in large high efficient coal sta-
ions is the most 
Stirling engines and hot air turbine could become of interest. 
requires upgrading to a liquid or gaseous fuel. Even so, th
be adapted to the bio fuel specifications. Biogas from fermentation 
commercialisation and besides being an energy resource constitutes an important link in closing the 
try
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1 Introduction 
With respect to an increasing energy demand world-wide, concerns about a sustainable energy supply is 
scussed climate change show the drawbacks of a energy system relying mainly on fossil fuels. Po-
tical instabilities like the actual situation in the Persian gulf show how vulnerable these energy systems 
en it comes to fulfil these ambitious political program, as its 
share must be tripled in the mean time. Moreover, the European community intends to increase the elec-
tricity generation from biomass by a factor of 10 until 2010 compared to the 1995 level. 
2 The role of bioenergy in the European energy 
market 
If the future contribution of bioenergy should be assessed, first, a closer look at the actual structure of the 
energy market becomes necessary. 
In 2001, total energy consumption in the 15 EU member states (EU-15) summed up to approximately 
63.9 EJ.  
As Fig.1 illustrates, about 49.9 EJ have been covered by fossil fuels. Nuclear power added some 8.4 EJ, 
additionally. Renewable energies are still of minor importance. Hydropower and wind energy as the most 
relevant renewable sources added approx. 3.5 EJ to the primary energy demand. The contribution of bio-
energy was about 1.8 EJ. 
risen not only in industrial countries but as well in developing countries. Environmental impacts like the 
well di
li
may become. 
Therefore big emphasis is set on an accelerated expansion of renewable energies making use of the 
natural resources of each individual country. 
In Europe, political programs of the European community as well as of each member state pay increas-
ing attention to the reinforced expansion of renewable energies in the EU. 
According to the white book of the European commission as a basis for the future energy policy, the 
contribution of renewable energies should be doubled until 2010 on an EU-wide average. In this context, 
bioenergy must be regarded as the key wh
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 oil
42%
natural gas
23%
nuclear
13%
wind
1%hydropower
4%
biomass
3%
coal
14%
EU 15: 
Primary Energy 
Demand (2001)
63,9 EJ
Figure 1. Primary energy demand and energy sources in EU-15 in 2001, Source: BP, EU Commission 
/1/,/2/ 
 
These figures do not reflect the enormous contribution bioenergy may have in the future, as an increased 
use of bioenergy is not primarily obstructed by a lack of resources. However, according to different natu-
rimary 
aximal 
verage 
5, bioenergy may cover almost 10 % of the actual primary energy demand as actually of 
ailable only 1.750 PJ/a are being used, which means that the full potential of bioenergy 
in the EU is only tapped to less than 34% . 
ral resources and demographic constraints, the possible contribution of bioenergy to the national p
energy demand is unevenly distributed in the single member states, as Fig, 2 illustrates. Here the m
contribution of bioenergy is given in percents of the actual primary energy consumption. On an a
level of the EU-1
the 5.225 PJ/a av
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Figure 2. Maximum contribution of bioenergy to the national primary energy demand, ba
from 2001 /3/ 
sed on data 
oday, biomass is mainly used for heat production, mostly in small applications. According to the pros-
ected increase in demand for electricity, co-generation based upon biomass seems to be a very interest-
 the near future. 
However, if biomass should be applied successfully in the electricity sector, some specific characteris-
cs of biomass must be taken into account. Biomass is a dispersed form of energy. It originates from 
 and agriculture, from industry and private households. Due to its lower energy 
ontent - compared to fossil fuels, its higher water content and its low bulk density, biomass is a typical 
cal energy source as long distance transports become uneconomic. So today biomass is usually applied 
e, decentralised plants. In contrast to traditional fuels for electricity generation, co-generation 
sing biofuels will also mainly take place in small scale applications, Fig. 3. 
3 Electricy from Biomass – a technological ap-
proach 
T
p
ing option for
ti
various sources in forestry
c
lo
in small scal
u
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1 MW10 kW 100 kW 10 MW 100 MW 1000 MW 
Boiler, stoves, … 
 Central heating systems
Systems for small 
consumers 
Industrial
energy systems
Household 
Small 
consumer 
Industrial 
consumer 
Electrical 
Grid 
Operator 
Consumer 
Power generation 
systems 
-
Heat Combined Heat & 
Power (CHP) 
Electricity
Biomass
Co-combustion
Only Biofcuels 
used Biofuels (base load) and fossil fuels (peak load) 
 
igure 3. Application of biomass as an energy source, based on /4/ 
ig. 3 illustrates the typical range of thermal capacities in which cogeneration is from a today’s point of 
 take place in a 
ra
e to take the whole chain of bio-
ass production, pre-processing and conversion into account. As a consequence, quite a lot of different 
options of using bioenergy carriers exist, as Fig. 4 implies. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
F
 
F
view technically feasible and economically reasonable. So co-generation from biomass can
nge of 0.5 to about 1200 MW thermal capacity. In a higher range, co firing will become an option. 
According to the different sources of biomass, solid, liquid and gaseous biofuels exist, each of these 
with very different properties. So concepts for biomass cogeneration hav
m
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Methanolsynthesis 
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Alc Fermentation 
 
Figure 4. Sources of bioenergy and related technologies for heat and power generation /5/ 
 
Obviously, co-generation based upon biofuels can be performed by very different means. 
Due to physical and technical constraints none of these technologies can be regarded as suited for all 
purposes. Fig. 5 summarizes the characteristics of the most important technologies, their power ranges 
and the electrical efficiencies that can be achieved by today’s standards. 
 
   Technology  Power  
range,  
Figure 5. Characteristic parameters of important power generation technologies 
 
(MW el)  
  
Electr. 
efficiency  
(%)  
Steam turbine   
  
0,5 - > 20 12  -  30 
Steam engine   
  
0,2 - 1,5 10 - 20 
Steam screw engine   
  
0,1 - 2,5 10 - 20 
Stirling engine 
  
0,01 - 0,15 8 - 22 
Solid  
Biofuels  
ORC  – Process   
  
0,1 - 3 10 - 15 
Gas turbine   
  
 > 10 ca. 25 
Microgas turbine   
  
0,05 - 1 ca. 20 
Gas engine  
  
0,05 - 5 ca. 25 
Liqiud  
/Gasoeus 
Biofuels   
Fuel cell   
  
0,05 - 5 ca. 30 
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 At a first glance, this broad variety of different options seems to be very promising as it implies that for 
different power ranges appropriate technologies exist making electricity generation from biomass a prof-
itable option. 
 
Biogas           - fuel cell
Dust engine/-turbine
ORC--process
Hot Ga
Steamprocess
sturbine
Gasification  -  engine
Gasification  - gasturbine
Gasification -  fuel cell
Pyrolysis        - gasturbine
Vegetable oil- engine
RME-engine
Bioethanol    - engine
Methanol      - engine*
Methanol      - fuel cell*
Co- Combustion
Biogas
Methan         - fuel cell *
Figure 6. State of development of different biomass CHP technologies, based upon /5/, modified 
 
However, reality looks different. As Fig. 6 shows, only a few technologies can be regarded as ready for 
the market: 
¾ technologies based upon the steam process as steam turbines and steam engines 
¾ the ORC-process based upon a low temperature Rankine cycle 
¾ internal combustion engines using liquid or gaseous biofuels. 
 
However, the application of these technologies in small scale biomass CHP-plants does not go without 
problems: 
¾ internal combustion engines, although offering relatively high electrical efficiencies in the range of 25 
– 30 %, demand for high quality fuels. Increasing environmental standards in the EU demand for a 
constant technological improvement if these engines with respect to reduced emissions. Thus, highly 
sophisticated engines have been developed which demand for appropriate high quality fuels fuel. Ex-
periences with applications running on biogas or liquid biofuels show, however, that these quality 
standards often cannot be achieved. So frequent failures of these systems occur. 
¾ Steam turbines can be regarded as standard equipment in electricity generation.  
* = if biomass is used
Processes f. Electricity
generation
Theoretical
investigations
Laboratory, 
testing,
of components
Pilotplant Demonstration -plant Market
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all Steam turbine for application in palm oil industry; picture courtesy of KKK AG 
 
Figure 7. Sm
owever these systems have been improved in the last decades mainly for large scale applications in fos-
il fired power plants. In the power range from 5 MWel to more than 800 MWel, high efficient condensa-
on turbines can be applied. As the efficiency of a steam turbine depends on the inlet pressure and tem-
erature, higher pressure parameters lead to higher electrical efficiencies. However, due to the chlorine 
ontent in biofuels, temperatures are limited. In a modern 20 MWel biomass power plant, electrical effi-
iencies of 30 to 33% can be obtained. Smaller steam turbines in a power range between 0.5 MWel and 5 
Wel are usually operated as back-pressure units. As small biomass plants make use of fire tube boilers, 
e pressures available is limited to 20 – 30 bar. So only simple single stage turbines may be used, reduc-
g the electrical efficiency to 8 - 12 % . Additionally, steam turbines are highly sensitive to economies of 
cale. So a small steam turbine causes relatively high specific investment costs. Therefore, in may cases, 
e combined heat and power generation using a small steam turbine with an electrical output below 1 
W becomes uneconomical. Table 1 summarizes the main advantages and disadvantages of steam tur-
ines /6/. 
 
H
s
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p
c
c
M
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s
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M
b
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 Table 1. Advantages and Disadvantages of steam turbines /6/. 
Advantages Disadvantages 
¾ Mature, proven technology ¾ urbines < 1 MWel offer only lim- Small steam t
ited efficiencies 
¾ Broad power range available ¾ Low efficiency at partial load 
¾ For large installations: high efficiencies can be 
nd pres-
¾
obtained by high steam temperatures a
sures 
 High specific investment costs for small tur-
bines 
¾ Separation between combustion and power gen-
eration enables the use of ash containing fuels 
¾ For biomass application: limited super heater 
mperature because of risk of high temte pera-
ture corrosion 
 High quality steam is necessary ¾ 
 
¾ Steam engines can fill up the gap towards small scale biomass CHP. Due to their modular structure 
they are able to cover a power range from 100 to 1.500 kW electrical capacity. As major advantage 
compared to steam turbines, steam engines can be operated with low pressure saturated steam, which 
reduces the investment in an appropriate steam boiler, although, however, the electrical efficiency of 
the steam engine is also reduced in this case. Another important feature for a biomass CHP applica-
tion is that steam engines are better suited for part load operation than a steam turbine. As a steam en-
gine reaches up to 90% of its maximum efficiency in a range between 50 and 100% of the nominal 
power, these units are also suitable for varying heat and electrical loads. The development of an oil 
free steam engine also solves the problem of oil contained in the expanded steam /7/. Nevertheless, 
the technology is expensive and demands for skilled personnel. Additionally, problems related to 
steam engines are reported quite frequently so constant development and improvement seems neces-
sary.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8. 4-cylinder steam engine, Picture courtesy of Spilling Werke GmbH 
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 T
T es and Disadvantages of steam engi
able 2 shows advantages and disadvantages of steam engines. 
able 2. Advantag nes /6//8/. 
Advantages Disadvantages 
¾  for lower power ranges ¾Suitable  Maximum power output per steam engine is 
limited to about 1.2 MW el 
¾ Saturated steam can be used ¾ High maintenance costs 
¾ Very good performance at partial load ¾
essures (< 25 bar) 
 Electrical efficiency is limited due to low 
steam pr
¾ Steam extraction at various pressures possible du
to modularity 
e ¾ Heavy vibration and noise production 
¾ Oil free construction avoids steam contaminatio
and oil separation from steam cycle 
n  
 
¾ The ORC-process entered the market for bioener
tions, like geothermal energy, its dissemination in the
tion plants in Italy, Switzerland and Austria. Performance of these systems was very encouraging, so 
that new projects are under realization in Austria and Germany. The technology makes use of an or-
Table 3. Advantages and disadvantages of the ORC- process /8/. 
¾ Advantages ¾ Disadvantages 
gy CHP recently. Commonly used in other applica-
 bioenergy sector started with a few demonstra-
ganic oil with a low boiling point instead of water. So ORC plants can be operated at low process 
temperatures between 70 and 300 oC. As no steam boiler is needed in biomass applications, the in-
vestment and maintenance costs are reduced significantly. Similar to steam engines, an ORC plant 
can be operated in part load between 30 an 100% of the full load without a significant drop in the 
electrical efficiency. In a biomass CHP plant, operated with oil temperatures of 300 oC, the electrical 
efficiency is up to 13%. If a two stage turbine is used, it can be lifted to about 17% /6/ . The main ad-
vantages and disadvantages of the ORC process are summarized in Table 3. /8/ 
 
¾ Robust technology ¾ Relatively high specific investment costs 
¾ Very good controllability and high degree of 
automation 
¾ Long term experiences using biomass still 
missing 
¾ Low maintenance required ¾ Organic thermal oil is inflammable and toxic 
¾ Very good performance at partial< load ¾ Due to low pressures ( 10 –20 bar) only limited 
electrical efficiency temperature corrosion 
¾ Low temperature waste heat can be used for 
power generation 
¾ High quality steam is necessary 
 
All other technologies mentioned in Fig. 6 must still be regarded as in the stage of research and develop-
ment.  
An interesting option for small scale electricity generation is the Stirling engine. Here, constant research 
work is performed in Denmark, UK, Austria and Germany. 
In Denmark, by example, Stirling engines are operated in combination with a wood boiler. A prototype 
4 cylinder Stirling engine with a power output of 30 kWel and operated at 4 bar and 620oC achieved an 
electrical efficiency of 18%, with the total efficiency of the CHP process of 87%. Current development 
are directed at a larger Stirling unit with 150 kWel output and improved electrical efficiency of up to 28%. 
/9/ 
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 Table 4. Advantages and disadvantages of Stirling engines /8/. 
¾ Advantages ¾ Disadvantages 
¾ Engine operates independently of type of heat 
source  
¾ If solid biomass is used, relatively low electri-
cal efficiencies are achieved because of low 
flue gas temperatures ( < 1000 oC, ash melting 
point) 
¾ Low quality demand with respect to fuel  ¾ Until today: no reliable solution for sealing 
problems, mainly if Helium is used as working 
medium 
¾ Low maintenance demand because of few mov- ¾ High specific investment costs  
ing parts and “external combustion” 
¾ If gaseous fuels, like biogas, are used, forma-
tion of emissions like CO and CH can be 
¾ Heat exchanger is expos
because of high temperature strain 
avoided due to external combustion of the gas 
ed to extreme wear 
 ¾ Risk of high temperature corrosion in ash con-
taining flue gases 
 
Still lacking is an appropriate technology offering electrical efficiencies in the range of more than 
25%making electricity generation a profitable option for decentralised bioenergy plants. Gasification is 
since more than decade regarded as a very interesting option for this specific problem. However, disre-
garding numerous developments of different types of gasifiers this technology still demands for further 
research work. The production of a high quality synthesis gas free of tar which may be used without prob-
lem in a turbine or an internal combustion engine imposes much more problems than expected. Fortu-
nately, some technologies have now reached a high standard so that it seems possible that some compa-
nies may offer appropriate, reliable technologies on the market within the next 5 years, Fig. 9. 
 
 
 
Figure 9. Small scale Gasifier Carbo compact, 150 kWel, Picture courtesy of Technischer Apparatebau 
Freiberg 
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 However, due to the considerable costs of these systems, their application may be restricted in the begin-
ning to the use of waste material and to the upper power range of approximately 5 MW electrical capac-
it
ogy as well must 
be regarded as being in the stage of development. 
l Aspects of Biomass CHP 
Figure 10. Specific investment c
 
The lower end of the bandwid  10 
W or more, the upper limit represents small scale applications below 1 MW thermal capacity. The spe-
ed before, only some 
technologies are available on the market. For those i e stage of development, reliable data on costs are 
not available and assumptions are based on the first pilot plants, only. Secondly, the electrical efficiency 
y. 
Once the production of a clean, energy rich synthesis gas will become possible out of various biomass 
resources, further applications may become feasible, like the use of micro-gas turbines or fuel cells. Al-
though the latter application based on solid biofuels has to be regarded as a long term option, the opera-
tion of fuel cells on biogas was already performed successfully /10/. Due to the high costs of either the 
fuel cells themselves and the necessary equipment for biogas pre-processing, this technol
4 Economica
In Fig. 10 typical values of specific investment costs for different biomass CHP technologies are given. 
These values are based upon different recent publications /4, 6, 8, 11/  
0 5000 10000 15000
/kWel
Biogas CHP
engine
uel cell
Stirling
ORC
Rapeseed CHP
Gasification, 
Gasification, turbine
Gasification, f
Steam turbine/engine
osts for different biomass CHP technologies /4,6,8,11/ 
th given in Fig 10 represents larger plants with thermal capacities of
M
cific values include all costs related to an operational plant. Included are as well additional costs for plan-
ning, licensing etc. In the case of biogas plants, the costs of the fermenter are included, too. 
As part of these costs are very specific to local markets, Fig. 10 can only give a rough survey on the 
economies of biomass CHP plants. However, it becomes evident that strong differences in specific costs 
exist among various technologies. This is due to several facts. Firstly, as mention
n th
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 of the technologies vary br
lead to relatively high spe
oadly. Costly technologies with low electrical efficiency, like the ORC process 
cific costs.  
Furthermore it must be pointed out that the total economy of a biomass CHP plant is not only deter-
s are at least as important as investment costs. Differences among 
e
i
t 
gener e increased political and public intrest in bioenergy the demand for 
decad
and te ney and funding. 
Table
mined by investment costs. Fuel cost
various sources of biomass can be significant. So a cheaper technology which relies on a high quality fuel 
(by xample rape seed oil used in a combustion engine) may at the end of the day not produce an eco-
nom cal sound result. Careful planning of both electricity and heat demand as well as a secure fuel supply 
at reliable costs are the key elements for a successful operation of a biomass CHP plant. 
Conclusions 
So i becomes obvious that there is in fact a huge demand for appropriate technologies for small scale co-
ation using biomass. Due to th
theses systems is actually higher than what is offered on the market. It must be stated that during the last 
es, due to a very limited interest in bioenergy, research and development as well as demonstration 
sting only took place at a low speed, also due to a lack of mo
 
 5. Current research activities related to biomass CHP technologies, based upon /4/, updated. 
Research and Development activities with respect to Biomass CHP technologies 
Combustion Optimisation of plants, standardisation, dust separation, ash utilisation 
Gasi erous different activities, different processes entering stage of pilot fication Num
plant or demonstration plant 
Pyrolysis Research and pilot plants using biomass in GB, I, US, D, A 
Stea  limited activity, optimisation, small turbines m process Only
Dust engine / - turbine Only limited activity, mainly in I, A 
ORC-Process Demonstration plants operated successfully, market dissemination started 
Stirl lot and demonstration plants mainly in DK, A, D ing engine Pi
Hot gas turbine Only limited activity, small scale pilot plants 
Gas and Diesel engines Only few activity, optimisation for low caloric biofuels 
Gas turbine Only few activity, optimisation 
Fuel cell Increasing activity with respect to biogas, pilot plants 
Vegetable oils, FME (RME) Standardisation of fuel quality, long-term stability, optimisation of en-
gines 
Bioethanol Large scale demonstration in S, new conversion technologies based upon 
cellulose raw material 
Methanol Increasing activity: methanol production form producer gas in D 
Methane No activities 
Biogas Process optimisation and controllability, co fermentation 
 
Fortunately, the EU commission now pays tribute to the emerging market for electricity from biomass in 
its specific research programmes. Nevertheless, increased efforts on the level of the individual member 
states, a closer cooperation among research institutes and industry, including the power producers, and a 
better information transfer seems to be essential if we want to make use of the enormous potential, which 
biomass offers as a sustainable energy resource to our societies in the next decades. 
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Abstract  There are different reasons for applying large scale thermal storage, e.g. balancing of fluctuat-
ing heat production, load shaping, and storage of renewable heat. There are various efforts to find cheap 
and reliable solutions for such thermal storage from well-known steel tank designs to underground stor-
age. In the current paper the technology of pit water storage with floating lid is presented as a solution 
that indicates lower costs than most competitors. The paper presents the research and development history 
leading to the final design presented in detail. 
The main task of storage method designing is to ensure heat insulation and tightness. Applied materials 
must not be in contact with hot water. Insulation materials do not meet this criterion and must be covered. 
Covering materials are either expensive or leading to long-term defects. Different designs are discussed 
and a first, final and tested solution presented. 
1 Tel: +45 45 25 18 91; fax: +45 45 93 18 91, E-mail: ajh@byg.dtu.dk (Alfred J. Heller) 
2 Tel: +45 96 30 64 00; fax: +45 93 30 64 74, Email: caw@niras.dk (Carsten Wesenberg) 
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 1 Introduction 
There are many reasons for developing large scale thermal storage. Within co-generation systems the bal-
ancing of heat and electricity production can be balanced to a better degree. The utilisation of fluctuating 
renewable energy sources can be balanced and peak load shaping/saving, in e.g. Japan, can be made by 
thermal buffering for e.g. cooling purposes. 
There are various technical storage solutions in development and readers may find surveys in e.g. the 
Special Issue on Large Scale Solar Heating of (Solar Energy [1]) or proceedings from the International 
E
 harmless and cheap medium is preferred. Due to the good 
th
scape and may not be economically competitive with the currently proposed pit water solution. 
A
and duct stores and natural aquifer as the most promising techniques. 
These storage concepts are described by (Lottner and Hahne [5]). Results from the pilot projects are 
summarised in (Lottner, Schultz and Hahne [6]). The authors state the necessity of applying reinforced 
e 
ity of the ma-
truction. The 
cussed below. Natural aquifer, where natural 
s, is also a promising and simple technology. 
Due to geophysical conditions, e.g. high ground water movements, man-made aquifer is a more realistic 
 Steinfurt in 2000. 
 survey on storage development and the results achieved is given in 
(Heller J.A. [8]). 
nergy Storage Conferences (MEGASTOCK[2]) and (TERRASTOCK[3]). 
The application of advanced storage medium may enable a relevant reduction in storage size. However, 
for large scale solutions, the availability of a
ermal characteristics of water, this medium is preferred in the current presentation. Constructions like 
steel tanks are well-known and may be pressurised. However such storage in large scale may fill a lot in 
the land
mong others, Swedish efforts are mainly focussed on underground storage (UTES) that are topics of 
different activities within the International Energy Agency (IEA [4]). UTES are characterised by the fact 
that the medium is stored at rather low temperatures, typically below 60°C. Efforts towards a max. me-
dium temperature of near 80°C is ongoing. Germany research nominate buried concrete water tanks, man-
made aquifer (gravel/water pits) 
concrete wall constructions “for safety reasons in order to fulfil the various technical requirements on th
long-term impermeability of the liner to water and vapour, and the high-temperature durabil
terials”. In the current work, the same requirements are fulfilled by a much simpler cons
economic and safety issues of the constructions will be dis
water-saturated underground is applied for storage purpose
solution where water flows are controlled. Here a pit is filled with water-saturated gravel as storage mate-
rial. Similar to Danish experiences, the aquifer in Rostock-Brinckmanshöhe, Germany, showed very high 
annual heat losses. Other man-made aquifers were demonstrated in Stuttgart, Germany in 1985, Chem-
nitz, Germany in 1997 and
2 A Survey on Thermal Storage Developments in 
Denmark 
In Denmark, the development of seasonal storage is closely related to the developments of large scale 
solar heating, a circumstance that is more historical than technical. The very hard economic competition 
that solar heating is facing from conventional heating systems, imposes an enormous pressure on the cost 
side for large scale, thermal storage. In 1990 a goal was set to achieve storage with volume costs of 33 
euro/m3 for a 100,000 m3 storage in 1990 prices. As we shall see, this goal is achieved by the currently 
presented pit water storage solution. Further price reductions are realistic if especially polymer liners can 
be employed. A more extensive
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 3 A Floating Lid Testing Facility 
The goal for the current work, was to find a cheap and reliable liner for floating lids that can be applied 
on pit water storage. Attempts to develop such a lid concept led to an experimental set-up at the Technical 
University of Denmark. Here a shallow pit of 6 times 16 metres is built as a floating lid test site to be ap-
plied for experiments under realistic conditions with the possibility of accelerated testing. The pit can be 
system, enabling accelerated testing. A monitoring system 
e
eaknesses leading to redesigning. These experiences were although applied on the experi-
ental pit, itself and hereby a complete pit design. The current paper is documentation the final designs, 
cusing on the lid construction. 
ater Storage Design with 
 final floating lid design is presented that can be applied to any size of 
th
4.1 The Overall Installation Procedure 
The earth work is assumed well known technology and is not discussed here. It is assumed that the pit is 
excavated within small tolerances. The pit lining work is done within the pit itself. The work is done from 
a mobile work platform from which the liner material is unrolled, prepared and welded. All edges and 
corner sections are prefabricated of thick material (e.g. 2 mm stainless steel) with necessary profiles for 
stabilisation in the horizontal direction. After having tightened the pit, water is filled up to the top edge. 
Now the lid can be assembled and pulled onto the water in a continuous process. All lid assembly work is 
done on a work platform that is placed on the side of a pit in full length and at a width of approx. 5 me-
tres. A roof to avoid unnecessary moisture and rainwater to enter the insulation material covers the plat-
form. At the first edge that is assembled a floating pontoon is keeps the lid up and enables bulling the fi-
nal joint parts of the lid onto the water surface. Once the lid is finished and set in place, the water is low-
ered to the necessary level and the finish, e.g. water drainage. Insulation across the pit edges, top liner 
fixation, finalises the enterprise. 
4.2 The Overall Steel Sheet Assembly Procedure 
The single steel stripes are role-welded to a single sheet for each plane. The edges and corners are made 
of thick stainless steel to avoid problems with deformations and practical procedures as experienced in the 
experiments at DTU. Joining thin sheets and the edge material is similarly done by role-welding, but mi-
nor electrodes or TIC-welding is necessary at the corner-joints. Plates of thick material are fixed to the 
heated and cooled by the attached energy 
docum nts relevant measurements.  
Experiments include practical procedures under realistic conditions and in full scale. It is relevant that 
the procedures that lead to a floating lid are documented improving the reliability of the solutions and 
scalable to be applied for large scale storage. 
The current results are mainly generated at this experimental pit. One important spin-off from the float-
ing lid experimental set up is that stainless steel lining developed for lid lining can also be used for pit 
lining.  
In 2001 a first floating lid with stainless steel lining was built and documented. The results are pub-
lished by the current author, in Danish only. The first experiment with a thin-sheet steel liner showed 
roblematic wp
m
fo
4 The Final Pit W
Stainless Steel Sheet Lining 
Above, a floating lid experiment is discussed where serious problems with the proposed design were un-
covered. In the current section a
ermal pit water storage. 
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 prefabricated parts at these joints supportin
cedures must be drilled at the work hall bef
g the thin material. To avoid very expensive mistakes, the pro-
ore executed on the building site. 
es. Double seam welding 
ives a possibility of testing for leakage between the two seams. However not all “leakages” lead to water 
by an approved 
metallurgic institute. 
4.3 The verall Pit Desig
The pit is a tr te id wn mid. In Figure 1 the overall design is sketched. The slope for the 
pyra is de en  th ou a l a found based on the fact that the pit must not 
change shape due to erosion. To avoid w sport excavated earth may be used as filling material 
defining a height. For large storage the etres of the pit are insulated only. The insulation of 
the pit consists of la  Th pp os lation layer, shaped as a pyramid, is laid across the pit wall 
to avoid heat losses at the edges and ensure proper drain-off for rain. Depending on the local conditions 
and the design a drainage system must be placed around the pit and the covering polymer liner let out to 
the drainage. 
There is a discussion about using single or double seam welding procedur
g
losses and our experience shows good results with single welding procedures controlled 
 O
unca
pend
n 
teria
aste and tran
upper 1-3 m
t insu
d ups
t on
yers.
e do
e gr
e u
 pyra
nd m
er m
mid nd may be 
 
 
 
Figure 1. The overall pit design 
4.4 The Lid Design 
The lid can be designed with different multi-layer constructions having various physical purposes. As a 
minimum it is advised to use a “floating layer” of closed-cell insulation material that, in the case of leak-
age, would give the constructors time to act and repair a possible leakage. The layers above can be of any 
insulation material. The uppermost layer is, as mentioned before, a drain off layer that is shaped as pyra-
mid and let across the pit edges. 
The insulation material is protected against the pit water by a thin sheet of stainless steel. The whole lid, 
and insulation material that reaches across the pit edges, are covered by a polymer liner, similar to a roof 
construction. 
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 4.5 Economical Aspects 
The cost breakdown for the current pit storage solution is presented in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Cost break down for pit water storage with floating lid and stainless steel lining. 
volume Price in Euro per m3 storage 
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10,000 12 3 21 31 22 17 105
15,000 9 2 18 26 18 14 87
20,000 7 2 16 23 15 13 77
50,000 4 2 12 16 10 9 53
75,000 2 2 10 14 8 8 44
100,000 3 2 9 12 8 8 41
 
The total cost for the pit water storage with floating lid and stainless steel liner (acid proof), including 
planning costs, excluding VAT, is given in Table 2.  
 
Figure 2. Overall cost for pit water storage with stainless steel liner and floating lid 
 
The error bars represent the boundary for large scale storage that is expected in literature. These boundary 
values are determined by plotting a wide number of European plants by e.g. Lottner V. Schulz M.E. and 
Hahne E.[13] and Fisch N., Möws B. and Ziegler J. [14]. We find that the pit storage cost is average for 
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 volumes below 20,000 m3, however they li
results with these curves, we find that the 
e in the lower part for large scale applications. Comparing our 
current cost lies in the lower third of the cost bound. Hence a 
promising technology, especially for large scale. 
ons. Leakages are to 
be avoided at the time of construction. However, it is advisable to monitor the pit and lid and hereby to 
uncover possible problems. 1) The pit content changes with temperature, hence content control is neces-
sary by either, controlling the water content or designing the lid as a non-fixed construction. 2) Leakage 
le well-known products exist by e.g. “Sensor DDS Technology”, a grid of wired 
ced below the bottom liner of the pit. Leakage will lead to increased electrical 
current by the wires in contact with the sensors. Knowing the position of the wires, the location of the 
m
6 C
The p rage sizes and for tempera-
proje t at Marstal district heating in Denmark in 2004. Others 
The hetic liners instead of stainless steel liners would reduce the cost for pit water 
storag iting, it is not advisable to 
y
time  the thermo-physical conditions given at a pit 
reduc  subject are ongoing in Denmark and 
evalu aluminium foil is protecting the synthetic liner by 
been 
at the . However, leaks cannot be repaired under water. That must be considered.  
probl  possibly 
diffus t been tested. 
5 Reliability Issues 
There are some relevant issues on the safety and reliability of floating lid constructi
Sensing, where reasonab
sensor system that is pla
leak can be determined rather precisely. 3) Leakage Plugging: What is possible in case of leakage? While 
poly er liners cannot be glued or welded under water, steel liners can be repaired. Entrance to the pit is 
necessary in any case. 4) Lid Traversing and relevant law-topics must be considered, which was no topic 
in Denmark. Relevant here is to state, that the floating lid can easily be traversed by man and small loads. 
losing 
it water storage design described above can be applied for very large sto
tures close to the boiling point for water. The next step will be to demonstrate the technology in a pilot 
ct. There are plans to build a 10,000 m3 pi
will certainly see the possibilities of this cheap and reliable solution. 
 application of synt
storage dramatically. Material cost would be reduced from e.g. 30 euro/m2 to 3 euro/m2 for large scale 
e and following cost reduction due to simpler handling. At the time of wr
appl  polymer liners for high temperatures. It is shown by (Pedersen S. and Nielsen U. [15]) that the life-
for polymer liners can be decreased dramatically due to
water storage. The hot water on one side and the air-earth boundary on the other side have resulted in a 
tion of the lifetime from 20 to 6 years. Investigations on the
Germany at the time of writing. In the Danish investigations two HDPE liners are tested. To be able to 
ate a German solution on the problem where an 
avoiding oxygen from diffusing through the liner, one of the two HDPE liners from the above tests has 
through parallel tests with an oxygen barrier. It is expected that first preliminary results are available 
 end of 2002
As discussed earlier, chlorides and fluorides may lead to pitch oxidation of the stainless steel liners. The 
em may be solved by application of more expensive sea waterproof stainless steel. A
cheaper alternative could be to combine a polymer liner at the back of the steel liner to avoid the ions 
ing to the steel liner. The method has not ye
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ure superconductors have been subjected to intensive research and development 
d
ratories in order to de-
velop and evaluate the new technology. For the first time, a high temperature superconducting demonstra-
tion cable system has been installed in a utility network supplying electricity to about 50,000 consumers. 
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Abstract  High voltage power cables, transformers and other components for the electric power system 
based on high temperat
uring the last years. It is expected that the superconducting technology can provide new solutions, which 
are less expensive, more environmental friendly and have superior technical properties compared to con-
ventional technology. 
During the past years several prototype projects have been carried out in the labo
The 30-m long cable is installed in the 30 kV network at a substation in Copenhagen, Denmark. Scale-u
in length and further demonstrations are needed, before the first permanent installations will be seen. 
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 1 Introduction 
Superconducting technology is considered to be an emerging futuristic new technology, and important 
results on the road to commercial applications have been reached during the last years. But superconduc-
tivity is not a new technology; the phenomena of materials loosing their resistivity, when they are cooled 
to some Kelvin above the absolute zero, was discovered in 1911 by the Dutch physicist Kammerlingh 
Onnes. 
During the 20th century several applications based on superconducting materials, mainly NbTi and 
bN
p
3Sn, was developed. The applications were primarily for research purpose e.g. very strong magnets for 
article accelerators and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrometers. But also "real-life applica-
tions" like magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) widely used on hospitals and industrial superconducting 
magnetic separation plans has been developed. The applications have been constrained by the need of 
cooling. The materials is superconducting up to about 20 K (20 Celsius above absolute zero), and thereby 
cooling with liquid helium at 4 K is needed. This is quite complicated and expensive.  
Projects on development of applications for the electric power system was carried out in the 1960-70s, 
but they were terminated due to the cost of cooling and very high break-even with respect to rated power. 
In 1986-88 a new group of materials based on oxides was discovered with critical temperatures above 
liquid nitrogen boiling point, 77 K. This led to a massive research and development on the field of these 
new so-called high temperature superconductors (HTS).  
Today HTS wires are produced in kilometer length. The most common wires are the Bi-2223 and 
Bi-2212 wires based on BiSrCaCuO. A typically shape of the wire is a flat tape (4 mm x 0,2 mm) with the 
y 
0 
m, and some manufactures are predicting values of 50 USD/kAm in 2-3 years time [1]. The po-
ntial lower limit is considered to be 10-20 USD/kAm.  
 
w
2
- Power transmissions cables 
- Power transformers 
- Current limiting coils 
superconducting material encapsulated as thin filaments within a silver sheath. Such a wire can toda
transport 130 A. The price has continuously declined since mid 1990s; at present the price is 20
USD/kA
te
A price of 50 USD/kAm is sufficient for some electric power applications, but it is expected that a 
broad marked will be available if the price drops to 10-20 USD/kAm. The price of conventional copper
ires is 30 USD/kAm. 
In mid 1990s a second generation of HTS wires based on YBaCuO emerged. This so-called coated con-
ductor is still in the laboratory stage, but offers more significant prospects of cost reduction. Wires in the 
lengths of 50-100 m has been manufactured, and in US and Japan it is expected that these wires will be 
available in 2007-10 in kilometer length at price of less than 25-35 USD/kAm [2].  
 Superconducting technologies for the electric 
power system 
The new HTS materials can be used for a number of different components in the electric power network. 
This includes: 
 
- Energy storage 
- Fault current limiters 
- Generators and motors 
 
The prospect is that HTS components can be made more compact, with lower weight, with less loss and 
with higher rated power than conventional components. Furthermore HTS components can be made with 
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 new electric, thermal and magnetic properties. This can open a range of new solutions to problems, which 
is difficult or expensive to solve with conventional technology. 
HTS transformers have the typical properties of an HTS component: compact, low weight and low loss. 
This is expected to lead to less life cycle cost. Furthermore unwanted oil is replaced by nitrogen. By 
 
 
d prototypes have been tested in the grid (see Figure 1). The main challenge for 
TS transformers is the AC-properties of the HTS wire in a magnetic field at 77 K. Some projects have 
rojects plan to cool the wire to the 25 K 
range. 
 
proper design HTS transformers can be made with a remarkable overload capability (100% in several
days) without lifetime reduction and possibly integrated fault current limitation. Projects with units up to
5 MVA is going on [3], an
H
been terminated due to this (waiting for better wires), and some p
 
Figure 1. A 1 MW HTS transformer tested in the public network (courtesy of American Superconductor 
 units (50 MJ, 100 MW) under develop-
ment can be ission network. Larger units for can be used for 
e, and there is no development of such devices. 
In  and 
ste
m
Often loss savings are considered as 
ooled with liquid 
s. A 
components. 
he electric power network loss saving 
can be expected for beneficial 
 issue are the driving 
rce
ed, and presently projects with 200-800 m cables are under way (see Figure 2). 
Corp.) 
 
Fault current limiters are a new type of component capable of controlling fault current in strong networks, 
where this can be a problem. Units up to 15 kV capable of limiting fault currents to 9 kA has been made. 
A superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) can be made in different scales. Small units (1 MJ, 
1 MW) can be used for local power quality improvement, and thereby postpone network reinforcements. 
A 3 MW hybrid SMES is commercial available today. Medium
used for stability improvements in the transm
load leveling. Large units do not seem economic attractiv
Japan 500 MW HTS generators are under development. A 70 MW unit has been developed
te d. In the US the focus is primarily on large motors (>750 kW). Units up to 3,7 MW is under devel-
op ent [3]. Substantial loss saving is expected by the use of HTS motors. 
a main objective for HTS components. This paradigm can be dis-
cussed, because loss saving cannot always be reached. HTS components have to be c
e for long power cablenitrogen, which result in losses no matter the load. This is especially the cas
mpared to conventional certain load therefore has to be present to give a net loss saving co
ad in tBecause of a high redundancy and thereby a generally low lo
ndicate that 40-50% reduction of the losses is not always possible. Studies i
cable applications [4]. In general it seems that technical benefits rather than the loss
 for the future users of the HTS technology. fo
3 Power cable development and applications 
Power transmission cables are one of the most near term applications of the HTS technology. Basic R&D 
has been carried out, laboratory models have been made, several large demonstration projects (30-100 m 
cables) have been establish
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 The first permanent cable applications will probably be seen between 2008 and 2010. An overview of the 
some important HTS cable development projects worldwide is seen in Table 1. 
 
 
Figure 2. The roadmap for development of HTS power cables. Presently projects with 200-800 m demon-
strations has been started 
 
Table 1. Overview of some major HTS cable projects worldwide. 
Project Description Year 
Sumitomo/TEPCO (Japan) 114 MW, 66 kV, 100 m, laboratory 2001 
Southwire/DOE (US) 27 MW, 12kV, 30 m, supply cable factory 2000 
NKT Cables/Eltra/Elkraft (EU) 104 MW, 30 kV, 30 m, utility demo 2001 
Pirelli/Detroit Edision (US) 100 MW, 24 kV, 120 m, utility demo 2002 (terminated) 
AMSC/LIPA,N.Y./DOE (US) 400 m, utility demo 2003-2005 
Ultera/AEP (US) 104 MW, 24 kV, 300 m, utility demo 2003-2007 
Furukawa (Japan) 66 kV, 500 m, demo 2003-2007 
LG cable/KERI (Korea) 30 m, demo 2003 
KEPCO (Korea) 100 m, demo 2004 
Condumax (Mexico) 30 m, demo 2003-2005 
 
HTS power cables for transmission and subtransmission has different properties than conventional power 
cables. This can lead to a number of applications where very high cost of a HTS cable system can be ac-
cepted because conventional solutions are expensive or impossible. Dependent on the HTS conductor 
ost, a more or less widespread use of HTS cac bles will probably be seen. 
HTS power cables have advantages such as very high current and power rating, compact cable dimen-
sion, low weight, no thermal interaction with surroundings, electromagnetic (EMC) neutrality and low 
inductance and capacitance. 
This provide the possibility of applications such as: 
 
- Network configurations with reduced voltage level 
- Connection of remote located renewable energy sources like wind turbines farms with long low-
inductance HTS cables 
- Undergrounding section of overhead-lines with a single HTS cable with matching power transmis-
sion capacity 
- Connections between generators and network with build-in fault current limitation 
- Retrofit of existing cables in ducts with compact high power HTS cables 
- High power DC connections with low voltage and high current 
- DC backbones for long length bulk power transmission 
- EMC neutral installations 
ction with district heating pipes etc. 
 
y using HTS cables with high amperage rating it will be possible to eliminate one or two transformation 
 for high voltage trans-
ission into city centers, where a voltage level and the corresponding voltage transformation can be 
- Thermal neutral installations without intera
B
steps in the transmission and distribution network. This solution could be relevant
m
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 eliminated, as for example by transmission of 200 MVA at 20-60 kV level instead of 120-150 kV level. 
This will be beneficial with respect to space requirements. 
f conventional power cables with rrent and low ge in the transmission system has 
constraints for long length cable systems due to the critical length and the phase shift across the cable. By 
use of HTS cables with low inductance and capacitance these constrains can be eliminated, and long 
length cables established. 
ge offshore wind turbine f re in progress around the world. Connecting the farms 
t rid with conventional ac trans ion technique is lt due to non-controllable power 
flow and voltage stability problems. Very high current capability S dc cables and low cost voltage 
s ) power electronics for low voltage application can be the key elements in a fu-
t cept for grid connection turbine farms in remote locations [5].  
tors with the grid. At the same time there is a 
p ld in current limiting properties in the cable. Using this  circuit current 
w  the same time as the grid im e is low. Thi ageous with respect to voltage 
regulation and stability. 
r transmitting power in existing ducts is possible with the HTS technology due to 
a ith high power. Th he installation power transmission cable sys-
t e realized without tensive installation work. This is expected to be on of 
the first applications of HTS cables. 
 May 2001 a 30 m long, 30 kV, 2,000 A HTS demonstration cable was installed in the public utility 
network of Copenhagen Energy [6]. Hereby a HTS cable for the first time is installed in a utility network 
supplying electricity to customers, and valuable practical experience has been gathered.  
The goal of the cable installation has been to demonstrate a superconducting power cable in the electric 
power network under realistic conditions as well as to collect experience regarding installation and opera-
tion of such a system. It is demonstrated whether a complete superconducting cable system consisting of 
HTS cable, terminations, cooling system etc. can be operated in a realistic environment. This includes 
varying load, possibilities for short circuit currents, and operation by the utility staff. 
The cable is designed as three single-core cables shown in Figure 3. In this design, the superconducting 
tapes are wound in layers around a former. The HTS tapes are cooled through conduction through the 
steel former and the bedding material. Thin films with metallic deposited aluminum, are placed between 
the two steel walls of the thermal insulation. Vacuum together with the reflecting films in all minimize 
heat radiation, convection and conduction from the surroundings. The heat in-leak is 1.5 W/m. The outer 
part of the cable consists of polyethylene (PE) electrical insulation, an electric screen and a mechanical 
PE protection. These parts are conventional. 
 
The use o  high cu  volta
Projects with lar arms a
o the power g miss  difficu
 of HT
ource commutated (VSC
ure transmission con
can be used to connect power plant genera
 of wind 
HTS cables 
ossibility to bui
ill be limited at
technique the short
s is advantpedanc
Retrofitting with highe
 very compact design w ereby t  of high 
ems in urban areas can b very ex
4 Cable demonstration project in Copenhagen 
In
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Figure 3. Design of the single-core HTS cable 
 
The electrical and geometrical data for the HTS cable are summarized in Table 2. 
 
Table 2. Electrical and geometrical data for the HTS cable. 
t Property Value Uni
Nominal voltage 36 kVeff
System voltage 30 kVeff
Nominal current 2000 Aeff
Rated power 104 MVA 
Weight 13 kg/m 
Dielectric 
Thermal insulation 
Conductor cross section ~ 100 mm2
HTS tape fill factor 25 % 
Cable length 30 m 
Former ID/OD 20/30 mm/mm 
Conductor ID/OD 32/36 mm/mm 
Thermal insul. ID/OD 39/66 mm/mm 
Electrical insul. ID/OD 70/90 mm/mm 
Elec. Cu-Screen ID/OD 90/95 mm/mm 
PE-sheath ID/OD 95/105 mm/mm 
 
A schematic view of the HTS cable cooling system is shown in Figure 4. Liquid nitrogen at 65-80 K is 
pumped through the cable. The main cooling system consists of two Stirling-cycle coolers. A passive 
backup cooling system based on liquid nitrogen boil-off and a liquid nitrogen reservoir automatically 
takes over if the main cooling system fails. No interruption of the cable operation is necessary. 
 
HTS tapes 
Screen 
Cooling Former 
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Figure 4. Principle of the cooling circulation system 
 
A monitoring and data collecting system has been established to facilitate the operation and ensure infor-
mation collection. The system provides the operators at the network operating central of Copenhagen En-
ergy with alarms from the system. A screen dump from the system accessible via www is seen in Figure 
5. 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Screen from the cable monitoring and data logging system 
l connection 
in
Stirling 
 
The cable is installed internal on a 132/30 kV substation (see Figure 6). This provides controllability with 
respect to load etc. Furthermore, the installation simulates a commercial high current interna
 a substation. The substation supply approximately 50,000 customers including private households, of-
fices and light industry at the Amager Island, the southern part of Copenhagen.  
 
coolers 
LN2 backup 
reservoir 
3 single-core cables 
Heat exchanger 
tank 
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Figure 6. The HTS power cable installed in the basement of the Amager substation and view of the cable 
termination 
e f 
 
ula-
n
 
Th  installation was performed with success during 3 months. Due to high flexibility and low weight o
the cable the cable installation was unproblematic. The cable was inaugurated in May 2001, and since
then it has supplied more than 200 GWh of energy to the customers.  
The HTS cable has performed as expected. No degradation of the superconductor or the thermal ins
tio  has been observed. Currents up to 1150 A have been flowing in the cable. In Figure 7, an example of 
the load in a one-week period is shown.  
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Figure 7. Current flowing in the HTS cable for a 7-day period December 12th-19th, 2001 
 
Due to a failure in the 30 kV network the cable has been exposed to a 6 kA, 142 ms short circuit current. 
No degradation or temperature rise was observed after the short circuit. 
The cooling system has provided the necessary cooling of the cable both when it was operated with 
cooling machine and backup boil-off cooling. As seen in Figure 8, the liquid nitrogen temperature is sta-
ble and independent of load etc. The temperature rise in the cable corresponds to loss from primarily the 
end terminations of the cable. 
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 during the initial operation. The pump 
has been remounted. Furthermore, there have been non-critical problems concerning the conventional 
water-cooling unit for the cooling machines. Some design changes have been implemented.  
Maintenance, adjustments etc. has been needed through the operating phase to keep the cooling ma-
chines operate. This point out the need for improved cooling technology and reflects a relatively low fo-
cus on the cooling system in the design and development phase of the project.  
Cooling is still the Achilles heel of the HTS components. Especially reliability, maintenance and effi-
ciency are of concern. Liquid nitrogen coolers is commercial available, but the requirements with respect 
to reliability is usually not so high for the present industrial applications. The efficiency of the coolers are 
limited by the ideal Carnot efficiency of 35% at 77 K. Present coolers has a efficiency of typically 10% or 
less. This means that it requires 10 W or more to remove 1 W of heat at 77 K.  
To deal with the challenges of coolers dedicated development has to be established on cooler technol-
ogy along with the HTS technology development. There seems to be potential for the development; for 
instance the new so-called pulse tube cooling technology is very promising with respect to reliability, 
maintenance and efficiency. 
Conclusion 
Several HTS-based components like cables, transformers, current limiters etc. for the electric power sys-
tem are under development. HTS components can be more compact, with lower weight, with less loss and 
with higher rated power than conventional components. Furthermore HTS components can be made with 
new electric, thermal and magnetic properties. This can open a range of new solutions to problems, which 
is difficult or expensive to solve with conventional technology. 
With respect to power cables a 30-m 3-phase HTS cable system has been designed, developed, manu-
factured, installed and inaugurated on May 2001 as the world’s first HTS cable in a public network. The 
cable has a nominal rating of 30 kV and 2000 A. The cable has been in operation for nearly 2 years, and 
the utility staff has operated it. The cable has supplied more than 200 GWh of energy to 50,000 custom-
ers. No degradation has been seen with respect to the cable itself. Cooling has been continuously provided 
by the cooling system, but work has been needed to keep the cooling machines operate.  
The demonstration cable has shown the feasibility of the HTS-technology, and future projects will be 
carried out to scale-up the technology to long lengths. Dedicated development should be established on 
cooler technology along with the HTS technology development. 
 
 
(TTP)
 
Figure 8. Temperature of liquid nitrogen in heat exchanger tank (TTP), inlet to cable (TI) and outlet from 
cable (TO) during operation of main cooling system. The small variations in TI and TO are due to resolu-
tion and fluctuations in temperature 
 
A problem related to a misaligned liquid nitrogen pump emerged
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Abstract  This paper discusses Distributed Generation and the challenges the growth of this impose for 
the network operators. As case, this paper looks at Western Denmark where already in 2001 about 50% of 
low). Hence, this part of 
e actions taken here are 
 
                                                     
the production capacity was connected at lower voltage levels (60 kV and be
Denmark can be seen as laboratory for the future electricity grids in Europe. Th
inspired by the Active Networks vision, which also is presented. 
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 1 Introduction 
Traditional electricity supply systems are configured with centralized power plants and a grid to distribute 
the electricity to the final consumers. However, the large central power plants are now challenged by dis-
tributed generation (DG) whose growth will certainly have consequences on the power systems. DG in 
this paper is defined as smaller generation units that are connected to the medium or low voltage network. 
However, many other definitions could have been used. 
While the amount of DG is expected to increase in the future, the future growth rate may vary consid-
erably as it very much depends on the driving forces like economic incentives, legislation, regulation, and 
environmental obligations. Larger amounts of DG though may create challenges for the Transmission 
System Operator (TSO) and the Distribution Network Operators (DNO) as it has already happened in 
Western Denmark (see Jensen, 2002).  
This paper discusses Active Networks as a way to handle the increasing amount of DG. First the ongo-
ing change in the generation system is discussed along with the driving forces. Section 3 introduce the 
s exemplified in Section 4 us-
g Western Denmark as case. Section 5 presents the Active Networks idea, and finally, in Section 6, the 
 radigm 
 areas through the transmission 
lines, and delivered to the consumers through a passive distribution infrastructure at lower voltage levels. 
In this system, power flows were only in one direction – from higher to lower voltage levels. This is indi-
 
 
Figure 1. The change from one-directional centrally delivered power generation to bi-directional distrib-
uted generation network 
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challenges DG may impose e.g. in relation to the security of supply which i
in
actions taken in Western Denmark to implement Active Networks are described.  
2 A change of pa
For many years the electric power industry has been driven by a paradigm where most of the electricity 
was generated by large, central power plants, sent to the consumption
cated to the left in Figure 1. 
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 This paradigm is about to change as we might see a large-scale integration of distributed generators (DG) 
connected to the distribution network or directly at the end consumers. This is sketched to the right in 
Figure 1.  
In some regions this has already happened, e.g. as in Western Denmark, where wind turbines and small-
scale combined heat and power plants (CHP) make up 50% of the total generation capacity. DG is more 
than this, e.g. small “run-of-river” hydro power stations and photovoltaic systems. Also, new distributed 
generation technologies like fuel cells and micro-CHP may boost DG growth even more in the future.  
Several drivers for the growth in DG can be found. One is the ongoing technological development of 
DG technologies that make it more and more competitive with the large, central power plants. Also, DG 
technologies comply well with the EU targets for renewable energy supply penetration, fuel diversifica-
tion, and greenhouse gas reduction.  
3 Challenges for the traditional DNO 
Several main impacts can be identified in the operation of a distribution system with a large amount of 
distributed generation: 
n the power produced on the consumption 
levels, leading to a behaviour different from the typical one 
es is a function of the production and load levels 
Power quality and reliability may be affected 
Utility protection need to be coordinated with the ones installed in the generator's side 
 
In solving these problems it is important to keep in mind, that the existing network design standards and 
regulatory framework is based on the old one-directional paradigm. 
 
A power system requires several system services in order to be reliable. Apart from generating power, the 
central power stations supply are normally used for supplying the following services: 
 
• Power control 
• Frequency control 
• Load following 
• Voltage control 
• Power availability 
 
 
• Voltage profiles change along the network, depending o
• Voltage transients will appear as a result of connection and disconnecting of generators or even as a 
result of their operation 
• Short-circuit levels increase 
• Losses changes as a function of the production and load levels 
• Congestion in system branch
• 
• 
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Figure 2 – Dimensioning voltage profile for network fault for central units 
 
An example of performance requirements for central power stations is shown in Figure 2. 
 
In addition, the central units have the following capabilities that make them more reliable: 
 
• Fault current capability 
e Western Denmark case 
• Fault-ride-through capability 
 
Most DG technologies cannot or can only to a limited degree supply similar services, either due to tech-
nological constraints or due to the current regulation of DG production.  
4 Th
Western Denmark can be seen as a testing ground for implementing large amounts of DG into the distri-
bution network as it has already reached a high percentage of this due to decades of promotion of wind 
turbines and small-scale CHP in the Danish energy policy.  
 
 
 
Figure 3. Small-scale CHP capacity in Western Denmark 
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Figure 4. Capacity of wind turbines in Western Denmark 
turbines. How-
ev
 
Overall, at the end of 2001 almost half of the production capacity was connected to the distribution net-
work (60 kV and below) as seen on Figure 5. This tendency will probably continue though with a smaller 
growth rate as seen in Figures 3 and 4. They show that the main future is offshore wind 
er, they will typically be clustered and work as a larger, central like power plant with several of the ca-
pabilities they usually possess.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Production capacity in Western Denmark at each voltage level (by the end of 2001) 
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 Compared with the values in Figure 5, the wind capacity has increased further. By the end of 2002 there 
as a capacity of 2155 MW connected to 60 kV or below (another 160 MW, the Horns Reef offshore 
ind power park, is connected to 150 kV). Together with the approximately 1500 MW of small-scale 
HP, the DG in Western Denmark can produce as much as the peak load of the area, which in 2002 was 
685 MW while the minimum load of 1189 MW often can be supplied by wind turbines alone, see Eltra 
003.  
 
igure 6. Eltra network reinforcement costs due to C P and Wind turbines 
 displaced central units, which are being decommis-
ommercial basis for them. It means that the regulating units disappear 
ing. The regulation must then be effected by the 
working on getting these services from the DGs 
cilitators for embedded generation” by van Overbeeke and Roberts pre-
s" as facilitators for DG. They foresee that passive distribution net-
y into actively managed networks. From their viewpoint 
the best way to facilitate DG in a deregulated electricity market.  
T ition: the existing technical and regulatory structure of distribu-
able of supporting the evolution of the power system further. Their theses are: 
 
ower, it supplies connectivity 
• 
 
not be considered as a power supply system. The net-
or  connectivity between points of supply and consumption. 
w
w
C
3
2
F H
 
he costs of network reinforcement, the so-called deep connection charges, due to connection of CHP T
plants and wind turbines in the Eltra area, can be seen from Figure 6. In the period from 1992 to 2001 the 
extra investments made represent more than DKK 630 mio. (of which DKK 400 mio. is due to due wind 
power). This corresponds to DKK 300,000 per MW for wind power and DKK 500,000 per MW for 
CHPs. As comparison, the cost of building a wind turbine on land currently is in the order DKK 6-7 mio. 
per MW. 
 general, wind turbines and local CHP plants haveIn
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sioned, as there are no longer any c
in areas where the need for regulating capacity is grow
local CHP plants and the wind turbines. Eltra is therefore 
through changes in the regulation, the requirements setup for new units, and through support to R&D in 
technical solutions.  
5 The Active Networks vision 
The paper “Active Networks as fa
sents a vision for "Active Network
works as we know them, have to evolve graduall
this is both technically and economically 
vision is the recognhe basis for their 
tion networks is incap
• ly pThe network of the future does not supp
The "infinite network" as customers used to know it, no longer exists 
The first one is that the network is not
w k is a highway system that provides
, and must 
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 A k interacts with its customers. A network that remains virtually un-
ffected whatever loads or generators are doing, is a notion of the past. If customers require an infinite 
• 
nection 
 
s. 
a network analogous to Internet and telephone networks, i.e.: 
• Active management of "congestion" 
d by isolating the "sick" part of the network 
nificantly reduced, similarly to telecommunication networks. If 
m sed, power can be re-routed. This calls for some form of active network man-
e ould determine the routing of power. 
A inh  domino-effect: If the system falls over somewhere, 
ppropriate protection mechanisms, not too much differ-
ys-
tem
A n systems needed, network design engineers have to address the issues of fault 
lev  wh ions may lead 
to a ift  to more frequent but short supply interruptions. 
nd the second one is that a networ
a
network, they have to pay for that service. 
Therefore a structural solution is proposed, based on the following concepts: 
 
• Interconnection 
Local control areas ("cells") 
• System services are specified attributes of a con
The first one is interconnection as opposed to dominantly radial networks, i.e. a switch from thinking 
one-directional to bi-directional flows. 
The second one is using automation to support relatively small local control areas. In absence of a stan-
dardised nomenclature, we have introduced the concept of “cells” to denote these control area
The third concept refers to the way in which system services provided by different units are charged to 
individual customers. 
The basic issue it to create 
 
• There is always more than one path 
• Prevent propagation of an overloa
 
The advantage of that approach is that energy transport never is dependent upon a single path. Hence, the 
ulnerability to component failures is sigv
so e paths are overstres
ag ment, as in purely passive networks Ohm’s law w
n erent risk of interconnected networks is the
the fault could propagate over a very large area. A
ent from what is being used already, can ensure that the fault is correctly isolated and the rest of the s
 operates normally. 
part from the protectio
els ich tent to increase in interconnected networks; and automatic reconfiguration act
 sh from infrequent but long supply interruptions
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igure 7. Network subdivided into ‘cells’ acting as independent islands 
in f e a large impact on the 
trol hierarchy. 
F tive Network is
 
control 
• 'Negotiated' exchange of power with adjacent cells 
nection with adjacent cells 
olated within a cell, effect will not propagate to other cells. 'Islanded' opera-
tor/loads will be controlled in order to achieve balance 
n power control system, which is essentially computer-based, that 
 
pedance within defined range: 
low enough to supply starting currents, absorb load variations and secure generator stability 
- low enough at harmonic frequencies 
• Capability to handle fault currents 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
F
 
The most revolutionary change that is proposed is the introduction of “medium-voltage cells”, which are 
act “local control areas” as indicated in Figure 7. The cell concept does not hav
topology of the power network—at least not as a short-term measure. The difference is mainly in the con-
or each cell, the Ac  to have: 
• Local voltage and VAr 
• Managed operation of con
• Faults are managed and is
tion is available as an emergency condition: If a cell is not capable of importing/ exporting as much 
power as needed, local genera
 
Each cell will eventually have its ow
manages the flow of power across the cell’s boundaries.  
System services within the cells 
The proposed system services are: 
• Reactive power (supply/absorption) 
• Voltage control 
• Phase symmetry 
• Network im
- high enough to limit fault level 
- 
Import/export
High voltage cell 
Centralised 
Production 
Transmission 
 
400 kV+150 kV 
Distribution 
 
≤ 60 kV 
Consumers 
Centralised 
Production 
Transmission 
 
400 kV+150 kV 
Distribution 
 
≤ 60 kV 
Consumers 
Small-scale 
Production 
Micro-units
Small-scale 
Production 
Micro-units 
Medium voltage cell Medium voltage cell 
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 • Security of supply / connectivity 
 
The most obv
effective to en
ious system service is the balance of reactive power, and in many cases it is more cost-
sure that balance locally. Which means that also DNO provides that as a service. 
Ensuring that the system voltage is within agreed limits is also a duty that each network operator needs 
he issue of network impedance. The value of that impedance, with the 
mers, in particular generators, is considered a service as 
y have to choose between paying for that service or limiting the fault contribution 
ter. 
A security of supply or connectivity is a system service, where the option of being con-
 in a discount on your network charges. 
nerators as well as to 
r for availability 
ranteed network admittance corresponds to 100*rating of connection in kVA 
her value can be contracted, if available 
basis of contracted admittance 
Rea
lus
to fulfil by himself. 
Symmetry between phases has never received much attention but may become more of an issue when 
networks are operated at higher impedance levels. 
This brings us immediately at t
consequence of regulation on one side of the spectrum and fault level at the other side, is a system service 
and needs to be quantified accordingly. 
The optimal value will be determined by a trade-off between requirements of voltage stability and ab-
sorption of flicker phenomena on one hand, and limitations on fault level on the other hand. 
Accepting fault level contributions from custo
well and customers ma
e meon their side of th
 the nd finally
trolled or even disconnected could result
Price structure for system services 
As indicated, each system service will have its price and these prices apply to ge
loads. Some examples of this would be: 
 
• Reactive power: 
- Standing charge per kVA
- Charge per kVArh absorbed/generated 
• Phase symmetry: 
- Standing charge per maximum and average negative-sequence and homopolar currents 
 Network impedance: •
- Gua
- Hig
- Flicker caused by varying load/generation to be calculated on 
• Fault level contribution: 
- Standing charge per kVA of fault level contribution from customer into the network 
 
ctive power could be charged very similar to active power. There is a standing charge for availability 
 a certain charge per unit actually exchanged with the system.  p
In terms of phase symmetry, exceeding certain limits of negative-sequence currents, which is now sim-
ply forbidden, could be allowed, at an appropriate price. As the variable cost of compensating these cur-
rents will be relatively low, the customer probably pays a standing charge only. 
When it comes to network impedance, it is proposed that the DNO guarantees a dynamic impedance of, 
for example, 100 times the contracted power. The customer can then exercise the option of a lower supply 
impedance at a cost. 
In the same manner, fault level contribution can be charged in the form of a standing charge for each 
kVA contributed. These charges are all based on the cost that the DNO has to make either to reduce his 
own fault level contribution, or to accept a higher fault level by upgrading part of the network. 
 
• Reactive power: Controllable production/absorption of kVAs.    
- Reward to be based on availability and the amount actually provided 
• Phase symmetry:  
- Reward for controllable phase balancing 
• Network impedance:  
- Reward for increasing (small-signal) admittance without increasing fault level 
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 • Controllable loads and 
- Facilitates operatio
generators: 
n of a network in (partially) islanded mode if upstream connections have 
failed. Reward to be based on availability and the amount actually provided. 
 provide balancing between 
phases. The network operator would contract the availability of a certain amount of controllable negative-
sequence current. 
ork impedance, generators with fast-acting voltage controllers could contribute 
mic admittance of the network. Again, power electronic controllers have an ad-
eact rapidly without increasing the fault level. 
 
More switchgear: Increase options for inter- and disconnection; all switches to be  
 remotely operated. Few circuit breakers, many sectionizers   
• More control systems: Limit level of investment by phased introduction 
Issues for further research 
There are many technical and some regulatory barriers to overcome before the Active Networks vision 
can be fulfilled. Some issues are: 
 
• More dynamic reliability model 
• Efficient planning requires a mature market for DG. How to bridge the present immature phase? 
• Tools for voltage control 
• Algorithms to (re-)configure networks automatically for optimal power flow and losses 
• Concepts for protection 
• Cost of system services to be quantified 
 
In relation to the costs of the system services, one should balance the transaction costs of setting a price 
for a service and the costs of the activity. Sometimes the costs of measuring data and administration may 
exceed the benefits gained by a pay-per-unit system over a fixed tariff of supplying a service within some 
requirements.  
Finally, the regulatory body should seek to facilitate innovative solutions for tariffs and system service 
charges. 
 
Because services have a price, a network operator has a basis of purchasing those services from his cus-
tomers if that is more attractive than producing them within his network.  
One example may be a generator providing controllable reactive power production. This may receive a 
premium dependent upon the degree of controllability. The compensation he receives may be composed 
of a standing charge for availability and a per unit compensation for the amount actually provided. 
Generators using power electronic inverters are perfectly positioned to
When it comes to netw
considerably to the dyna
vantage because they can r
Finally, any load or generator that can respond to remote control can be contracted by the DNO in order 
to ensure power balance in case of islanding or restricted availability of external supply. 
The economic advantage of this vision 
There has to be an economic case for introducing Active Networks instead of running distribution net-
works as it always have been done. The most obvious advantage is that the changes proposed ask for vir-
lly no physical reinforcement. Those reinforcements are utua navoidable if we are to accommodate larger 
amounts of DG within a traditional system. 
Only a few lines: • Basically to provide interconnection between islands 
• Reinforcement of existing lines: Applicable mostly to tapered circuits where local voltage is uneco- 
 nomical 
• No new transformers: Interconnection improves security of supply, existing transformers  
 can be operated to a higher percentage of the rated load. 
• 
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 6 Status for Active Networks in Western Den-
mark 
In Western Denmark, Eltra has pursuited the Active Networks vision the last year. The first step was to 
define the cells. These have been defined as the distribution networks connected to the 150 kV-stations, 
of which more than 50 exist.  
 
In theory, those are to be handled using the same methodology as the existing transmission network. This, 
however, has not been tried, as issues like organisation, responsibility, and data availability have to be 
sorted out. Hence, as a next step, Eltra plans to specify one or more of these cells to be used as full-scale 
test sites. The main elements to analyse are: 
 
• System overview 
• Organisation 
• Planning 
• Operation 
 
Overview: Measuring of data within the cells: load, frequency, etc. will be carried out to get the needed 
data about the capabilities (or lacks of those) of the medium-voltage network cell.  
 
Organisation: It has to be decided how the organisation should be within the cell, which is complicated 
by the fact that several cells have multiple DNO’s operating within in the same. The responsibilities of 
the actors should also be defined.  
 
Planning: DNO’s starting to do day-ahead planning and day-after evaluation of the network including for 
the system services, as it is done for the main transmission network. This requires that certain data in rela-
tion to customers and the network from the TSO and DNO’s can be shared. 
 
Operation: 
 
- How do the medium-voltage cells run controlled island-operation? 
- Is new hardware and software needed, and what are the costs? 
- How is the power restored in the medium-voltage cells after failures? To analyse this, Eltra has just 
started a PhD project “Restoration strategies for systems with large-scale distributed generation” at 
Malmö’s Högskola, where the real-time simulator Aristo is to be used.  
 
As it is now, most small-scale generation units in Western Denmark get a fixed tariff for their production. 
As it look now, the small-scale CHP plants will go from a fixed tariff structure to payment based on the 
market price and e.g. of the system services, they offer. How the pricing and regulation should be made, 
is an issue for discussion in Denmark right now.  
Eltra has initiated a project, of which one of the tasks is to get an overview of the capabilities (fail toler-
ances and system services) of all small-scale production units in the area.  
Also, all new generation units will have a set of requirements in terms of system services and fail toler-
ances equal to those set for central power plants.  
So, the basis is set for in the future both to have the units with the right capabilities and the regulation 
needed to have functioning cells. However, the number of providers of system services (individual gen-
eration units) will be high and hard to handle, but the use of clustering may reduce this number.  
In Denmark the generation company Energi E2 has started a clustering demonstration project where 5 
small CHP plants are to function as one larger unit using remote control and modern information technol-
ogy, see Energi E2 (2003). Similarly, the 160 MW offshore wind turbine park at Horns Reef can be seen 
as a clustered unit, which can be regulated as a traditional power plant within the limits of the wind, e.g. 
the wind speed is high enough for generation, it can contribute to frequency control and voltage control. 
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+Mater
# m
t  The vision behind this work is establishment of methods for cheap production of hydrogen, H2, 
nd methane, CH4, by electrolysis. CH  is a particular suitable storage medium for renewable energy. Pre-
minary electrolysis experi
how that these cells also have a high potential as solid oxide electrolyser cells. Furthermore, the experi-
is
perature Electrolysis of Steam and 
Carbon Dioxide 
 
en Højgaard Jensen , Jens V. T. Høgh , Rasmus Barfod , Mogens Mogensen
ials Research Department, Risø National Laboratory, DK-4000 Roskilde, Denmark 
H.C.Ørsted Institute, Universitetsparken 5, DK-2100 Copenhagen, Den ark 
 
 
 
Abstrac
a 4
li ments with a second generation of solid oxide fuel cells developed at Risø 
s
ments indicate that production of CH4 by high temperature electrolysis of mixtures of H2 + CO2  possi-
ble using these cell, but very high gas pressure seems necessary to obtain acceptable yields. The results 
also indicate that much more research and development work is needed in order to make a sufficient du-
rable electrolyser cell. 
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 1 Introduction 
I
w
n logies as well as improper energy storage systems are major barriers for a 
peration 
temperature of the electrolyser is available.  
Also, the energy losses due to the sluggishness of the electrochemical reactions are in principle the 
. This principle seems to a large degree realised in practise through the 
FC technology due to the extensive international development efforts. 
cient than the already commercialised low temperature electrolysers, 
and today’s SOFC should be tested in the SOEC mode in order to assess the commercial potential of the 
rbon dioxide results in a mixture of hydrogen 
an
The overall reaction of the water electrolysis is: 
 
2 H2O → 2 H2 + O2. 
 
The reaction at the negative electrode is: 
 
H2O + 2 e- → H2 + O2- 
 
and at the positive electrode:  
 
O2- → ½ O2 + 2 e-
 
The electric energy supply necessary for the electrolysis process is equal to the change in free energy  
 
efficient conversion techno
ider application of renewable energy such as wind, photo-voltaics and hydropower. [1] Solid Oxide 
Fuel Cells (SOFC) used in electrolysis mode, called Solid Oxide Electrolyser Cells (SOEC), have the po-
tential to become an efficient and cost effective way to solve the conversion problem. Because the water 
splitting process is endothermic, the electricity needed for electrolysis, can be significantly reduced, if the 
formation of hydrogen is taking place at high temperatures (1000°C). The electric energy need is reduced 
because the unavoidable joule heat of an electrolysis cell is utilized in the water (steam) splitting process 
at high temperature. If heat is available from sources such as heat of geothermal (e.g. on Island), solar or 
nuclear origin, this will further reduce the electric energy necessary to produce a Nm3 (a cubic meter at 
0°C and 1 atm.) of hydrogen. All heat sources with temperatures above 100°C (the boiling point of water) 
are beneficial as electric energy for steam raising will be saved and the heat dissipation from the high 
temperature electrolyser will be minimised the more the higher the temperature is of the surrounding gas. 
The consumption of electricity may be reduced further if steam of a temperature higher than the o
lower, the higher the temperature is
significant improvements of the SO
Thus, SOEC is probably more effi
technology in this application.  
Furthermore, the SOEC has the potential of splitting carbon dioxide into carbon monoxide and oxygen. 
This means that electrolysis of a mixture of steam and ca
d carbon monoxide, also called synthesis gas or short: syngas. A number of other energy carriers may 
be produced from syngas. The two simplest are methanol and methane. The latter, CH4, is the main con-
stituent in natural gas. 
The infrastructure for natural gas is already widely established with pipelines throughout many coun-
tries and with storage facilities such as the artificial caverns in the salt horsts at Ll. Torup and Stenlille in 
Demark with a total working storage capacity for natural gas of 765 million Nm3.[2] Since methane is 
much easier to handle compared to hydrogen, and the infrastructure is established, it is also interesting to 
investigate the possibilities of producing methane from carbon dioxide and steam. 
2 Theoretical background 
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  G = H-T S∆ ∆ ∆
 
  (1) 
where ∆H is the enthalpy change, T is the temperature in Kelvin and ∆S is the entropy change by the re-
 (2) 
 
 is the number of electrons involved in the reaction, F is faradays constant and  is the equilibrium 
oltage, which sometimes is called the electromotive force. The value of  is dependent on the actual 
 
c place at high temperature. 
he electric energy demand, given in units of kWh/Nm3 is illustrated in Fig. 1. The electrical power is 
etermined as -IV, since the current, I, is taken to be negative in electrolysis mode and positive in fuel 
ode. 
The passage of current will generate heat inside the cell due to the internal cell resistance in an amount 
This is exactly the heat removal pr. unit time by the steam electrolysis process. For this reason ∆H/nF is 
called thermo neutral voltage.  
onsiderable Joule heat is unavoidable when electrolysis is done at a practical timescale with overall 
economy optimised. For this reason SOEC is an interesting technology since the produced joule heat can 
be utilized in the electrolysis. 
 
action. The relation between ∆G and the equilibrium potential for the cell is  
 
G = nFε∆ 
εn
εv
partial pressures of the reactants as described by the Nernst equation. [3] If equation (2) is inserted in (1) 
we get 
 
 H / nF T S/ nFε = ∆ − ∆  (3)
 
Since both ∆H and ∆S are positive and approximately independent of T it is seen thatε is de-
creasing with increasing temperature. 
Hydrogen is formed at the negative electrode whenever a potential difference, V, larger thanε is ap-
plied to the electrodes of the cell, and steam supply is sustained to the negative electrode. For this reason 
e ne essary electrical power is reduced when formation of hydrogen is taking th
T
d
cell m
equal to (ε -V)I. If a voltage equal to ∆H/nF is applied to the electrodes, the joule heat deposited pr. unit 
time in the cell is  
 
 ( V)I ( G / nF H / nF)I (T S/ nF)Iε − = ∆ − ∆ = − ∆  (4) 
 
C
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Figure 1. Thermodynamics of H2O electrolysis, after ref.[4]. 
  
The internal area specific resistance (ASR) for SOEC decreases rapidly with temperature following an 
Arrhenius expression.[5] Therefore, the Joule heat for a given current density and hydrogen production 
rate decreases rapidly with temperature. Along with the decreasing ∆G the overall efficiency increases 
significantly with temperature. ∆G as function of temperature is illustrated in Fig.1. 
The optimal voltage is, in case only electrical energy is supplied, close to the thermo neutral voltage, 
where nFV and ∆H is equal. Due to heat losses to the surroundings and the necessary evaporation of liq-
id water, nFV has to be slightly higher than ∆H. If excess heat at temperatures above the boiling point of 
rolyser to the surroundings, which in turn 
pends on how well the SOEC system is insulated. In fact the real important optimisation parameters are 
4: 
 
O + 3 H2 → CH4 + H2O 
ctrolysis of steam and CO2 mixtures. The possible concentration of methane that can be 
btained without producing equilibrium carbon is decreasing with increasing temperature, increasing with 
without producing equilibrium carbon. At 150 atm and 650°C, a mixture 
o
u
water (100°C) is available then the operating voltage can be decreased towards the thermo neutral volt-
age. If heat with a temperature above the cell operation temperature is available the only electrical energy 
needed is ∆G plus the energy to overcome the loss due to the ASR. Thus, if the temperature is high 
enough the cell operating voltage may approach ε . The detailed optimisation must take into account the 
actual circumstances including the thermal loss from the elect
de
the investment costs and the cost of electricity.  
Electrolysis of a mixture of CO2 and H2O forms syngas, a mixture of CO and H2. At temperatures be-
low about 700°C syngas may react to form methane, CH
C
 
This reaction requires an appropriate catalyst. Dispersed metallic nickel is the catalyst of preference for 
this. Fortunately, the SOEC negative electrode is usually made of a composite of Ni and YZS (yttria sta-
bilised zirconia), a Ni-YSZ-cermet, and thus, there is in principle a possibility of forming CH4 directly in 
the SOEC by ele
o
pressure, and decreasing with steam to carbon ratio [6] dry gas) can be produced at a negative electrode 
potential, V = -1279 mV vs. air 
f 85% methane and 15% hydrogen dry gas with small concentrations of CO and CO2 can be produced 
without producing equilibrium carbon, at V = -1081 mV vs. air. It is believed that methane could be pro-
duced in SOEC at these pressures, with acceptable costs. The 150 atm is taken as an example in analogy 
to the production of ammonium, which is normally synthesised at pressures around 150 atm. [7] 
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 3 Experimental 
The cell used was a DK-SOFC 2nd generation cell [8] [9] with a working area of 16 cm2. It had in the 
fuel cell mode an ASR of 0.20 Ωcm  at 850°C after correction for fuel utilization at 40 A 2 with 20 l/h [10] 
w
it cell of 
iO and Ni. When the cell is used as a fuel cell this is done by constantly feeding the cell with a reducing 
atmosphere as hydrogen. In SOEC it is believed to be possible to reduce the Ni with hydrogen in a short 
start-up period, and then keep the Ni reduced solely by keeping up the cell voltage V. The cell was not 
tested at thermo neutral potential with pure steam as inlet gas because a suitable steam supply was not 
available, and the maximum current of the cell test set-up is 40 A at 850°C.  
Also an attempt to produce methane directly by electrolysis of H2O and CO2 was made. The presented 
experiment was carried out at 1 atm, and serves only to test if methane actually can be produced by means 
of electrolysis. The concentration of produced methane was measured by gas chromatography (GC). 
et hydrogen used as fuel, when tested in fuel cell mode.  
The cell test set-up is described elsewhere.[10] A temperature controlled water vaporization bottle was 
inserted on the hydrogen inlet string in order to increase the water (steam) content in the inlet gas. After 
characterization in fuel cell mode the cell was tested in electrolyser mode.  
Ni in the Ni/YSZ-electrode of SOFC-cells is reduced from NiO at start up of a new cell. Ni has to stay 
educed since cyclic oxidizing and reducing, destroys the cell due to differences in size of the unr
N
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 4 Results 
Fig. 2 shows an i-V-curve obtained at 1000°C with an inlet gas flow 22.1 l/h steam and 14.3 l/h H2. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Cell voltage V, as a function of current density i. The active cell area is 16 cm2. Temperature 
was 1000°C. Gas flow: H2 = 14.3 l/h, H2O = 22.1 l/h. H2 utilization at 1.72 A/cm2 is 88%. H2O utilization 
at –1.97 A/cm2 is 65 %. Negative current density refers to electrolyser mode and positive to fuel cell 
mode. The voltage drop when the cell is used as fuel cell at high current is due to high fuel utilization 
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Figure 3. Conversion corrected ASR (CCASR) as function of current density, i. Negative current densities 
refers to electrolysis mode. CCASR is calculated from values in Fig. 2. The calculation method is de-
scribed in text. The data was fitted to a 2nd order polynomial in order to calculate (by extrapolation) 
CCASR at higher currents 
der polynomial. The fit (shown in Fig. 3) was then implemented in the above 
 the cell in order to calculate a total current at a given inlet gas condition and 
cell voltage.  
 
CCASR was fitted with 2. or
described computer model of
The cell was tested for 14 hours. Some degradation of the cell was seen as showed in Fig. 4. 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Cell voltage as a function of time. Test conditions were: i = -1.875A/cm2, gas flow rates 23.3 l/h 
H2O + 14.3 l/h H2 at negative electrode, 140 l/h air at positive electrode. The H2O utilization was 58.7%. 
The oxygen potential of the inlet gas was decreasing 1.5 mV from start to end of test. Testing time was 14 
¼ h. The oxygen potential of outlet gas was decreasing 9 mV from start to end of test. An average voltage 
increase due to cell degradation of ca. 2.7 mV/h was observed 
. 
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 An i-V-curve was obtained just before the test, and another one was obtained just after, with the same test 
conditions. As a result of the degradation the ASR calculated from the i-V-curves showed a higher ASR 
for the cell after the test. The result is shown in Fig. 5. 
 
 
 
Figure 5. ASR calculated from IV-curves before and after test at I = -1.875 A/cm2. The IV-curves was 
obtained at the same conditions. Cell temperature 1000°C, flow rates: 23.3 l/h H2O / 14.3 l/h H2 at the 
negative electrode, 140 l/h air at the positive electrode. It is seen that ASR has increased due to the elec-
trolysis test 
 
The cell temperature was lowered to 650°C and a gas flow to the negative electr
+
ode was set to 6.93 l/h H2 
re air leakage into the 
negative electrode compartment of the cell was seen. A N2 content of 67±16% was measured with gas 
chromatograph (GC) for the outlet gas. This means that equilibrium was not reached at the outlet from the 
e steam and carbon dioxide. The current density was i = -0.188 
A/cm at a cell voltage of 1671 mV. The calculated and measured concentrations of species are presented 
2 and 0.74 l/h H2O. A GC measurement was obtained for 
the inlet gas in order to see if the gas was going to equilibrium before the cell. Result is given in table 2, 
indicating that no equilibrium reaction has occurred yet. 
The outlet gasses were measured by GC with no current, and the current was then set to i = -
0.156A/cm2, and the gas were measured by GC once again. The results are presented in Table 2. 
 
 1.02 l/h CO2 + 0.32 l/h H2O.  
The oxygen potential at the inlet was measured to -1110 mV vs. air at 650°C. The theoretical oxygen 
potential was calculated to -1114 mV, assuming that no reaction had occurred between the H2 and CO2. 
The oxygen potential at the outlet was measured to -1005 mV. The equilibrium oxygen potential was cal-
culated to be -1008 mV indicating that equilibrium was reached. However, a seve
cell.  
The cell was then used to electrolyse th
2 
in Table 1. 
In order to reduce the relative size of the gas leakage, the inlet gas flow was increased.  
The inlet gas was set to 24 l/h H2, 2.03 l/h CO
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 Table 1. Concentration o
from the first. The two la
f species before and after the cell. The second and third column is calculated 
st columns are measured by GC. Concentrations of species are given in vol %. 
Uncertainties are estimated based on the differences to the concentrations in calibration gasses, and rela-
ta
conce
fore G
 
d 
= -
tive size. The relatively low uncertainties for CH4, is due to a very little relative change in the calibration 
cons nt for various CH4 concentrations for one of the columns of the GC, and because the measured 
ntration was close to the concentration in one of the reference gases. H2O was condensed out be-
C measurement. 650°C and 1 atm. 
Cold inlet gas Equilibrium com- Equilibrium GC measured GC measure
position of Inlet 
gas at 650°C, 1 
atm. 
composition of 
Inlet gas at 
650°C, 1 atm, 
outlet gas, i = 
0 A/cm2
outlet gas, i 
0.188 A/cm2
H2O condensed 
out. 
H2 83.8 68.7 83.8 5±2 12±4 
H2O 3.9 18.0    
N2 0 0 0 67±16 62±14 
CO  3.3±0.2 12.3 3.3 4.0 5.0±0.42
CO 0 6.1 7.4 0.47±0.2 1.0±0.2 
CH4 0 3.9 4.8 0.044±0.003 0.160±0.004 
 
 
 
from t  %. 
The re 4  
centra-
ore GC 
measu
condensed 
out. 
2 2
 
Table 2. Concentration of species before and after the cell. The second and third column is calculated
he first. The two last columns are measured by GC. Concentrations of species are given in vol
latively low uncertainties for CH , is due to a very little relative change in the calibration constant
for various CH4 concentrations for one of the columns of the GC, and because the measured con
tion was close to the concentration in one of the reference gases. H2O was condensed out bef
rement. 650°C and 1 atm. 
 Cold inlet 
gas 
Equilibrium 
composition 
Equilibrium 
com-
position of
GC meas-
ured inlet 
GC measured 
out-let gas, i = 
GC measured 
outlet gas, i = 
of Inlet gas 
at 650°C, 1 
atm. 
 
inlet gas at 
650°C, 1 
atm, H2O 
gas  0 A/cm -0.188 A/cm
H2 89.3 77.7 90.5 91±2 60±13 61±13 
H2O 3.1 14.1     
N2 0 0 0 0.15±0.02 34±9 34±9 
CO2 7.6 1.2 1.4 5.9±0.4 3.15±0.2 2.8±0.1 
CO 0 3.2 3.7 0 3.1±0.4 3.3±0.4 
CH4 0 3.8 4.4 0 0.59±0.02 0.78±0.03 
 
 
An i-V-curve was obtained before and after the electrolysis of CO2 + H2O in order to see if the cell had 
degraded. ASR was calculated and the results are presented in Fig. 6 
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Figure 6. ASRs measured at 650°C in fuel cell mode before and after the electrolysis experiments at 
650°C. Gas flow was 24 l/h H2 saturated in 24°C and 27°C water. Arrows indicate change in current with 
respect of time. The activation (decrease in resistance with time and current density) is believed to be due 
to the fuel cell cathode (the positive electrode), which is the most resistive component at 650°C. Some 
degradation is seen 
5
of the oxygen leakage into the negative electrode compartment of the 
ce
ge was calculated to 0.77 l/h before and 1.48 l/h O2 after the electrolysis experiments at 
650°C. This means that the observed degradation in Fig. 6 could be due to an increased leakage. 
The pO2 monitor (pO2 means oxygen partial pressure) measuring the oxygen potential of the outlet gas 
is not situated at the same place as the outlet tube to the GC. This means that the leak seen by the GC is 
possibly not the same as the one calculated above.  
The leakage to the negative electrode compartment will change the equilibrium composition of the gas 
towards less methane. This is believed to be the explanation for the low measured concentration of meth-
ane. In fact, the high N2 concentrations and low H2 concentrations measured with GC in the outlet gas, 
corresponds to an air leakage (and thus an O2 leakage) that would change the equilibrium concentration of 
CH4 to less than the observed CH4 concentration.  
Changing to higher gas flow rates gives a relatively smaller leakage. This means that, the amount of 
CH4 produced at equilibrium is increased. Unfortunately the higher flow rates also gives smaller changes 
in gas compositions for given electrolysis currents.  
If the Ni in the cell were a really bad catalyst the concentration of produced methane would decrease 
with increasing flow rate. Since the concentration of CH4 is seen to increase from 0.044% to 0.59% when 
the flow rate was increased, it is believed that the poor relative methane production rates is preferentially 
caused by a high H2O partial pressure due to the leakage of O2, which reacts with the H2 to H2O.  
The economy of this electrolysis process was estimated. To this end a steam flow to the negative elec-
trode (16 cm2) was taken to be 25 l/h corresponding to 1.11 mole/h H2O and the cell voltage V = 1290 
mV. Using a first guess for CCASR a current was calculated by means of dividing the cell into 100 strips, 
and calculating the current through each strip, taking in to account the changing in gas composition due to 
the electrolysis. From the 2.order fit of Fig. 3, CCASR for this current was found. This value for CCASR 
 Discussion 
It is possible to calculate the size 
ll from the theoretical oxygen potential (or the oxygen potential of the inlet gas) and the measured oxy-
gen potential of the outlet gas. The O2 leak flow was calculated just before and after the 14 ¼ h steam 
electrolysis test at 1000°C showing a gas leak of 0.62 l/h O2 before the test and 0.61 l/h O2 after the test. 
For this reason the increasing cell voltage in the test is believed to be due to cell degradation. 
The O2 leaka
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 was then used to calculate a new
reached where the calculated CCA
 current. This iteration loop was carried out until a stable condition was 
SR is consistent with the calculated current. With the above given con-
ditions I was found to be 45.7 A. The H2O utilization was found to 76.5%. The hydrogen production rate 
. If the oxygen is collected and sold, the price per 
Nm3 H2 may be lowered further. 
Conclusion 
m
is 19.1 l/h hydrogen produced.  
A fuel cell stack having a cell area of 1429 cm2 is assumed to cost 300 US$ [11]. When operated as 
SOEC at thermo neutral potential with an inlet 2230 l/h steam, it will have a power consumption of 5.3 
kW, and it will produce 76 mol H2/h. 
The investment cost is taken to be 3 times the cost for one fuel cell stack e.g. 900 US$, the depreciation 
time to be 10 years and the interest rate 5% per year. The production price of electricity is taken to be 1.3 
US cents per kWh (this is at least realistic for hydroelectric power and geothermal power e.g. at Iceland) 
and it is assumed that the system is operated 50% of the time during the 10 years (low for hydroelectric 
but high for photovoltaic power plants). With these assumptions the price per Nm3 H2 produced can be 
found to 5.5 US cents.  
It should be noted that the oxygen partial pressure was taken to 1 atm, in the above calculation. This 
means that pure oxygen was produced at the cathode
The experiments reported here were of a preliminary character because of experimental problems with 
leakage of air into the H2O and CO2 containing gases, which were electrolysed. In spite of this it has been 
demonstrated that the Risø 2nd generation solid oxide fuel cell can work as an efficient solid oxide elec-
trolyser cell for splitting of steam into hydrogen and oxygen at 1000°C. The short durability test indicates, 
however, that much more research and development work is necessary in order to achieve an acceptable 
lifetime of the cells in electrolysis mode. If an acceptable lifetime of ten years is reached, it is estimated 
that hydrogen can be produced at a cost of 5.5 US cents per Nm3 H2.  
It was further shown that is possible to produce CH4 inside the solid electrolyser cell at 650°C from a 
gas mixture of H2O and CO2. Both the experimental findings and theoretical considerations show that 
uch higher pressures than one atmosphere and possibly lower temperatures than 650°C are necessary in 
order to obtain CH4 concentrations, which are commercially interesting. 
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Abstract  Fuel cells can play a large role in future energy supply as being a clean and efficient power and 
heat generator. One promising fuel cell type, SOFC, utilises mainly ceramic materials and operates at ele-
vated temperatures. The inherent advantages of high temperature fuel cells, such as internal reforming of 
methane and waste heat production at high temperatures, lower the demands on the fuel processing sys-
tem and lead to higher efficiency compared with low temperature fuel cells.  
Haldor Topsøe A/S has been active in the fuel cell area for a long time primarily in the fuel processing 
field. Today, the company has an extended development programme to bring to market SOFC technol-
ogy. The cell design used is the planar SOFC from Risø National Lab., which is of the anode-supported 
type.  
This paper deals with a thermodynamic analysis of an atmospheric SOFC based CHP system. Using 
natural gas as feed, an electric efficiency of more than 55 % (88 % total) was predicted. In a comparison 
made with a PEMFC or solid polymer fuel cell system, the SOFC system comes out superior. An exergy 
analysis showed relatively small losses of the SOFC system compared with those of the PEMFC system.  
In a separate study on flow design for the stack it was found that the preferred flow geometry is 
counter-current flow, as a more homogeneous temperature profile can be achieved. However, it puts 
higher demands on the gas manifolding than a cross-flow configuration does. The difference in stack size 
(power density) was substantial.   
Very low NOx emissions can be expected from a SOFC system employing a catalytic combustor for the 
unspent fuel. Also, carbon dioxide emissions are lower than state of the art gas turbines and diesel en-
gines. Although system performance and emissions are predicted to be extremely good, the road to suc-
cess depends also on the installation cost. A short to medium term cost goal of 1000 USD/kW is within 
reach.  
Haldor Topsøe A/S, Lyngby, D
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 1 Introduction 
Fuel cells, aimed er roduc and v e pro n, have attained a great deal of interest in 
e last decade. The reasons are many: the prospects for high efficiency, low emissions, low noise, scal-
bility, reliability and finally potentially low cost. The technology is now moving from a research and test 
on phase. One of the most interesting applications 
e 200 + kW range, which are suitable among others 
i rcial and residential sectors.  
sis is carried out to identify and quantify the losses arising in the systems. O ry energy 
a st f thermodynamics, simply counting the Joules and considerin  to be of 
e counting does not show where and to what extent energy is degraded. If the 2nd law 
o it is possible to use the concept of exergy, which is the
g le processes. 
 at Haldor Topsøe A/S 
nvestigated. The stack material characterisation is fo-
cused on high temperature corrosion of ferittic stainless steel interconnects, development of glass seals 
and contact coatings. For more information on the SOFC development programme, please refer to [1].  
 
 
 for en gy p tion ehicl pulsio
th
a
phase into an industrial development and demonstrati
are stationary decentralised power and heat units in th
n the industrial, comme
Exergy analy
nalyses uses 
rdina
g themthe 1  law o
qual value. Energy ac
f thermodynamics is also invoked  ideal work a 
iven stream can perform using reversib
2 The SOFC project
The first generation of SOFCs was based on the electrolyte-supported cell concept with relatively thick 
electrolytes. In order to obtain a reasonably high electrical performance these cells had to operate within a 
quite narrow temperature range of 900-1000oC. The high operation temperature imposes strong demands 
on the associated fuel processing and air handling system, and the use of cheap standard type steels for 
interconnects and heat exchangers is excluded. Since the stack cost increases almost linearly with the 
area-specific resistance, the operation temperature of SOFCs should only be lowered if the Area Specific 
Resistance can be improved. 
At present the anode-supported cell is one of the most promising concepts to reduce the operation tem-
perature of SOFC systems to below 800oC. Generally, high performance anode-supported cells offer a 
much higher degree of freedom in the design of the total stack and fuel processing system. The electrolyte 
thickness is only 10-15 microns compared to ca. 150 microns for electrolyte-supported cells.  
A consortium of HTAS and Risø National Lab has established a pilot plant for production of anode 
supported cells. The pilot plant has now been in operation for more than one year. The production line 
comprises equipment for large-scale slurry preparation, a 20-m long continuous tape casting machine, 
automated spray deposition facilities, cell punching equipment and batch sintering furnaces. The manu-
facturing process allows continuos production of cells in various shapes and sizes up to 20 cm width, see 
Fig. 1. Currently, the bottleneck is the size and numbers of the batch-operated furnaces, limiting the pro-
duction capacity to about 1 MW p.a.  
HTAS is carrying out development and test with stacks of 12 x 12 cm2 cells. In parallel with these ac-
tivities, other critical material problems are being i
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Figure 1. View of anode-supported SOFC cells of various geometry 
3 System Analysis 
3.1 SOFC Modelling approach 
The principles of a solid oxide fuel cell are described elsewhere, as example in [2]. On the fuel side (an-
ode) a hydrogen rich gas enters reacting with oxygen ions from the electrolyte to form water and at the 
uit producing power on its way to the air 
electrode (cathode) where oxygen from the air is reduced to oxygen ions. Individual cells are stacked to 
y ld a sufficient voltage and power output, where an interconnect or bipolar plate connects electrically 
e homogenous conditions. Mass and en-
(1)  Reforming:  
same time releasing electrons. The electrons pass an external circ
ie
one cell with another. 
The stack model, originally developed at Risø National Lab [3], is based on the method of finite vol-
umes where each repeating element, unit cell, is assumed to hav
ergy balances are formulated and solved for each unit cell resulting in an overall temperature and concen-
tration profile for the stack. In the model the following chemical reactions are considered assuming direct 
internal reforming in the anode chamber:  
 
224 3HCOOHCH +→+  
222 HCOOHCO +→+(2)  Shift:     
heatOHanodeHcathodeO +→+ 222 2)(2)(   (3)  Oxidation:  
 
Reaction 1 and 2 take place on the anode side. They are catalysed by the anode structure and effective 
node and cathode side together with the rates for the three 
a ration of all species in each unit-cell together with the re-
lver developed and used at HTAS. A number of stan-
dard unit operation models are included in its library such as reformer reactors and heat exchangers. The 
rate constants can be found. The flow-rate on a
chemic l reactions are used to find the concent
leased heat (from the enthalpy of the reactions). Based on heat transfer via conduction, convection and 
radiation, the resulting temperature profile for the stack is found.  
The results of the model are 3-dimensional tables with concentration profiles of all species, a tempera-
ture profile of the complete stack and the voltage of each cell. The current is obtained through Faraday’s 
law and the power output by multiplication of current and voltage. The relative amount of spent fuel, fuel 
utilisation, is defined as input and the cell voltage as output, however, the reverse can also be the case.  
The stack model has been implemented into a general heat and mass balance program, GHEMB, which 
is an in-house proprietary code with a sequential so
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y, which 
h
ycled anode off-gases to pro-
v
ing (HVAC) system. The burner exhaust gases are also used for steam generation during the 
tart up phase and for fuel preheating.  
In the calculations heat loss to surrounding has been neglected. The fuel utilisation of the stack is set to 
5%, whereas the total fuel utilisation is somewhat higher thanks to anode recycling. Other assumptions 
are given in Table 2. The study has been based on fuel cell stacks consisting of 12x12-cm2 shaped fuel 
cells consistent with the stack development programme. In the stack the fuel and air streams are assumed 
to flow in a counter-current arrangement, however, other flow geometry will also be studied.  
 
ack model, which can consider three-dimensional problems, is simplified to a two-dimensional (cross-
flow design) or even a one dimensional (counter-flow or co-flow design) problem in the process simula-
tions in order to avoid excessive CPU times.  
3.2 SOFC System Design 
An atmospheric SOFC system for CHP applications is considered with an electrical net output of 250 kW. 
The stand-alone system is a simpler approach than the hybrid SOFC and gas turbine technolog
as widely been reported achieving high efficiency, as example [4]. However, as a first step towards 
demonstration and commercialisation the least risky path must be pursued. In addition, thanks to the good 
anode-supported cell performance, these atmospheric systems are expected to reach electric efficiencies 
exceeding 50 % as will be shown below.  
In the system Danish natural gas, with a composition given in Table 1, is preheated to 400 °C and 
desulfurised. The feed will then, during normal operation, be mixed with rec
ide steam and heat to an adiabatic pre-reformer, see Fig. 2. Here all heavy hydrocarbons are steam re-
formed to form a mixture of methane, hydrogen, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide. A final in/out heat 
exchanger will increase the inlet fuel gas temperature to around 650 °C. On the cathode side air is com-
pressed in a blower and preheated in an in/out heat exchanger to about the same temperature. The cathode 
off-gases, consisting of depleted air, are sent partly to a catalytic burner together with anode-off gases. 
The rest of the cathode off gases together with flue gases will deliver heat to a Heating Ventilation and 
ir ConditionA
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Figure 2. Basic lay-out of the 250 kW SOFC based CHP system 
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 Table 1. Composition of fuel used in simulation (Danish natural gas). 
omponent CH4 C2H6 C3H8 C4H10 C5H12 C6H14 N2 CO2 H2S C
Vol. % 88.1 6.4 2.8 1.0 0.18 0.06 0.3 1.3 10 ppm 
 
 
Table 2. Assumptions for the base case of the system. 
Flue gas temperature  °C 70 
Cell voltage V 0.75 
Anode recycle ratio % 50 
Air compressor efficiency % 72 
Anode recycle compressor efficiency % 55 
Power electronics (inverter) efficiency % 95 
Exhaust temperature from burner °C 700 
 
3.3 PEMFC based system 
The Solid Polymer Fuel Cell or PEMFC has attracted a lot of attention and research efforts in the last 
decade, especially for mobile applications. The PEMFC has several advantages for mobile applications 
such as operation close to ambient temperature and fast start-up. The PEMFC will also be the preferred 
choice for UPS systems, lap top computers and other similar appliances. The disadvantage of the PEMFC 
is ainly the need for very pure hydrogen as feed. State of the art PEMFC system can not tolerate much 
m re than 50 ppm of CO in the anode feed without serious deterioration of performance. The water man-
agement around the PEMFC is also complicated and waste heat is only available at moderate tempera-
tures.  
ng to also consider PEMFC systems for stationary intermediate scale Combined Heat and 
Power production, because if the PEMFC will be mass produced for mobile applications there is a poten-
tial for low cost stacks, despite the significant content of noble metals (Pt/Ru) in the electrode catalysts. A 
design of a 250 kW system, as depicted in Fig. 3, has thus been studied in order to compare with the 
SOFC system. 
mposition as above, is assumed delivered at around 4 bar, because the opti-
m m operating pressure of a PEMFC has been reported around 3 bar [5]. In the system the feed is pre-
heated and desulfurised before steam is added. Ste ming is carried out in a heat exchange re-
former, where heat is supplied to the reforming cat yst bed both from hot flue gas and by the exit gas 
from the reforming catalyst bed. The CO content in the gas is first lowered to a few thousand ppm in
shift section and finally brought down below 50 ppm in a preferential oxidation step (PROX), where CO 
is selectively oxidised to CO  with air. 
 m
o
It is interesti
The natural gas, with a co
u
am refor
al
 a 
2
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 T  heat to an HVAC system, before enter-
ing the anode. The PEMFC is cooled by water which also delivers heat to the HVAC sy  
f me CH4, is sted unde ure tog ff gas  cathod oling, 
condensation and separat ater which is reused in the process as b d water itional 
amount of fuel is added to the combustor in the form of desulfurised natur
Figure 3. Basic lay-out of a 250 kW PEMFC based CHP system 
 
 
The hot flue gas from the burner, which may be of catalytic or thermal type, delivers heat direc l  to the 
heat exchange reformer and furthermore provides reformer feed preheat, natural gas prehat and steam 
generation before excess heat is delivered to the HVAC system. 
The assumptions used in the PEMFC study are mainly the same as in the SOFC study, see section 3.2. 
However oxygen utilisation is set at 50 %, because air is not used as stack coolant as in the SOFC system. 
Also, exhaust gas temperature from the burner is assumed to be 1115 °C to provide enough heat for the 
steam reformer.  
4
4
T  
e  
8  
o  
f  
D r losses and auxiliary power losses (compressor work) gives the net power output 
AC. The estimated performance of this simple cycle SOFC system is higher than what other SOFC devel-
opers aim for [6,7].   
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he exit gas from the PROX is cooled down to 80 ºC, delivering
stem. Unused
e after co
. An add
uel, H2 and so  combu r press ether with o from the
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 Results 
.1 Stack flow configuration 
he simulation of above described SOFC system yields an electric efficiency of nearly 56 % and a total
fficiency of 88 %. The airflow has been determined from a maximum solid temperature of the stack of
10 °C resulting in an oxygen utilisation around 16 %. Further, the corresponding temperature increase
ver the stack is 113°C. The fuel flow and stack size (number of identical cells) has been determined
rom a net power output requirement of 250 kW. In this base case calculation the stack produces 297 kW
C after which inverte
BFW
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Water
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Blower
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E 260
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Flue Gas
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 Two other cases were investigated using different flow geometry of the stack (cross-flow and co- flow 
design), see Fig. 4. For gas manifolding the cross fl the simplest solution,  a 
ce point of view the counter flow is a better choice as a m eneous tem-
perature profile can be achieved. This is due to c  location for heat demand (internal reforming 
reaction) with available heat (heated air). These c ions have been reported else  as well [8]. By 
adjusting the number of cells and few operational parameters the same system iency could be 
achieved in the three cases. Further, the same m m solid temperature has been used. The cell per-
for s are summarised in Table 4, showing antage for the counter flow design as discussed 
above. This is further emphasised by the shape of the temperature profiles, see Fig. 4.  
 
a  
v
s re (78 °C). As a 
consequence, a larger size and thereby cost of heat exchanger E3 will be required. Hot spot (maximum 
solid temperature) occur at the fuel outlet and air outlet corner.  
Calculations with co-flow design revealed that from a performance point of view this case lies between 
the counter-flow and cross-flow design. Due to the heat absorbing reforming reaction at the fuel cell en-
trance, however, air inlet temperature was increased to 700 °C. A drawback for this flow design, apart 
from the gas manifolding, are the high off-gas temperatures from the stack, leading to excessive require-
ments on the high-temperature heat exchangers. After a moderate drop at the entrance solid temperatures 
in the stack gradually increase over the length of the channels until maximum is reached just at the outlet.  
 
 
 
ow design is 
 design 
 however, from
ore homogll performance 
oinciding
onclus where
 effic
aximu
mance an adv
For the cross-flow design the rather steep temperature gradient lowers the average stack temperature
nd correspondingly more cooling air is required. This would impair the efficiency if not a higher cell
oltage were used (0.77 V), which in turn yields a larger cell stack. The relatively large airflow corre-
ponds to a lower oxygen utilisation number (13 %) and a smaller stack delta temperatu
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igure 4. Various flow geometry and their temperature profiles ( C) 
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Table 4. Summary of stac
Flow design 
k results with various flow geometry . 
Tgrad Tave Stack size Power  Current den-
(°C/m) (°C) (%) density 
(W/cm2) 
sity 
(mA/cm2) 
Cou 353 nter-flow 2610 750 100 0.264 
Cross-flow 4110 692 186 0.146 190 
Co-flow 2360 728 120 0.218 291 
4.2 Thermodynamic analysis 
 energy flows of the base case are represented in a Sankey diagram, see Fig. 5, showThe ing the energy 
into
cath r piece of equipment with a transferred duty of 528 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Energy flows in a 250 kW SOFC CHP system in kJ/s 
 
Only part of the enthalpy from reaction (3) is available as external work (exergy or Gibbs free energy). 
The rest is dissipated in the fuel cell as heat and mainly removed with the cathode air through heat ex-
changer E3. This heat transfer is the main source of exergy losses in the plant. 
It was calculated that approximately half of the waste heat from the oxidation reaction, however, is 
used to drive the internal reforming reaction, where methane in the anode feed is reformed with water 
to generate hydrogen. This reaction not only reduces the size of the in/out exchanger E3 and reduces 
the parasitic loss for air compression but also “upgrades” waste heat to chemical energy. This is a ma-
jor reason for the higher electrical efficiency of the SOFC system compared to the PEMFC system as 
shown in Table 5. 
 
contents of the streams in kW and kJ/s. When establishing the energy balance, it is necessary to take 
 account the enthalpy flow of the oxygen passing through the electrolyte. It can be seen that the 
ode air in/out heat exchanger, E3, is a majo
kW.  
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Tabl
Effi
e 5. Summary of energetic efficiencies for the SOFC and PEMFC system. 
ciency % SOFC PEMFC 
ηelectrical 55.9 36.7 
ηthermal ° 32.3 45.7 flue gas @ 70 C 
ηtotal 88.2 82.4 
ηexergy  56.6 39.2
 
As the price of electricity normally is of heat above numbers illustrate the 
dvantages of SOFC versus PEMFC for distributed CHP applications. The more appropriate exergy 
fficiencies further emphasise this conclusion. The calculated efficiencies for the PEMFC system cor-
spond well to the number reported for a 250 kW demonstration unit in Berlin [9].  
Figure 6. Comparison of exergy losses in PEMFC and SOFC 250 kW CHP systems 
 
A break down of the exergy losses arising in the PEMFC and SOFC systems is shown in Fig. 6. 
The major culprit in the PEMFC system is the fuel cell stack, because waste heat is not recuperated 
by internal reforming and is in fact degraded directly to the 60 ºC level of the cooling water. Secondly, 
the need for extensive methane reforming (low methane leakage) dictates a high exit temperature of 
above 800 ºC from the heat exchange reformer. This fact together with the extra heating duty for the 
reformer compared with the adiabatic prereformer in the SOFC case makes the use of additional fuel 
necessary. The exergy loss in the burner unit in the PEMFC system is thus significant. The heat ex-
change occurring in the reformer, shift and PROX also contributes. The contribution of the Shift and 
PROX subsystems to the total exergy loss is approximately 3 % only, so even if CO tolerant anodes 
for PEMFC were developed they would not change the results significantly. The PEMFC system 
would presumably, however, be simpler and could more easily handle transient operation. 
The exergy losses in the heat exchangers in the SOFC system is, however, higher than in the 
PEMFC system, mainly due to the cathode air in/out exchanger. If the high temperature heat available 
in the SOFC system were used in a heat engine, e.g. a gas turbine, the advantages of the SOFC would 
be even more pronounced. 
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 4.3 General aspects 
For the balance of plant components following can be said. Desulphurisation and prereforming are 
well-established technologies and the catalyst consumption will only contribute marginally to the elec-
er 
heating value of the fuel. It should be emphasised that load. 
The efficiencies of gas turbines and diesel engines dec f the 
fuel cell based systems will increase at part load, until se the 
overall efficiency. 
5 Conclusion and Future W
An atmospheric SOFC system in the size of 250 kW based on HTAS/Risø cell and stack technology 
has been analysed. The results are encouraging given the high electrical and total efficiencies as well 
as the low emissions. Internal reforming of the fuel is one of the reasons the SOFC based system out-
performs the PEMFC based system. Further, it was shown that the preferred flow configuration of an 
SOFC stack would be of counter-current type.  
The cost analysis shows that the target values are within reach. Based on the existing development 
program the road to commercialisation will go through tests of larger stacks, a 5 kW pilot system, a 50 
kW prototype system and finally a 250 kW demonstration unit. The goal for commercial products will 
be the end of this decade. A hybrid system consisting of a solid oxide fuel cell and a heat engine will 
tricity costs. Intricate knowledge about the critical operating conditions and optimised catalysts are, 
however, a prerequisite for an economic design. The anode recycle blower is not an off the shelf item 
and the materials for the cathode air in/out exchanger should be carefully chosen. 
All items in the system have been cost estimated. The total cost is still above the short to medium 
term target of approx. 1000 $/kWh but not unduly so (long term cost goal is lower around 500 $/kW). 
It is realistic to achieve the target with some further development and economy of scale. The cost 
break down of the system shows that the stack represents approximately 1/3 of the cost, but the power 
electronics and system control accounts for another 1/3 Therefore the major development work needs 
to be focused on these areas.   
Emissions from the investigated system are negligible as sulphur is removed in the fuel treatment 
and NOx is hardly produced at all in the combustor, which operates at low temperature without an or-
dinary flame (catalytic type). The emissions predicted are less than 0.2 ppm of NOx and 402 g/kWh of 
carbon dioxide. This represents a significant improvement to even the best state of art systems based 
on gas turbine or gas compression ignition engines.  
The efficiency for above mentioned conventional units, as for the best available unit above 1 MW, is 
in the range of 40 to 45 % net electricity efficiency, defined as net AC power out divided by the low
 these efficiencies are for operation at full 
rease at part load, where as the efficiency o
 a point where parasitic losses will decrea
ork 
be investigated and pursued if cost and risk analysis is in favour.  
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Abstract  IRD Fuel Cells A/S has recently completed a micro-CHP generator based on PEM fuel 
cells. The micro-CHP is designed to operate in parallel with the existing power grid. The power is 
sized for an average heat use in a North European single-family house (2 kWAC & 3 kWth). The use of 
fuel cells to generate heat and electricity to single households is only the beginning of the wide future 
applications of fuel cells. The fuel cell technology is modular and the power output therefore scalable, 
reflected in the widespread variety of applications, ranging from micro-FCs for mobile telephones to 
FC systems for cars & busses as well as in de- and centralised power stations. However, the market for 
FC systems is yet virtually non-existent. The time for market take-off now depends on the availability 
of reliable and affordable systems. Manufacturing costs far exceed the prices of competitive products 
 will fall significantly only when the supply of components and the manufacturing process have 
n industrialised. The medium to long-term target of EU in FP6 is to reduce the cost of PEM fuel 
mes to 100 €/kW for stationary applications having a lifetime 
and
eeb
cell systems with a magnitude of 100 ti
of >30,000 hours.  
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1 Introduction to PEM Fuel Cells 
Fuel cells (FC) are electrochemical devices that efficiently convert chemical energy of the fuel directly 
into electrical energy. They operate like batteries and are similar in components and characteristics, 
but unlike batteries, their chemical energy is supplied externally. FCs are furthermore environmentally 
friendly. As long as fuel is supplied to the cell along with an oxidant (typically air), the fuel cell con-
tinues to produce electrical energy and heat. The only bi-product of FCs when fuelled with pure hy-
drogen is water. 
Several types of fuel cells exist normally named after the type of electrolyte e.g. Proton Exchange-
able Membrane (PEM) fuel cell, Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell (MCFC), and Solid Oxide Fuel Cell 
(SOFC). The different fuel cell types are at different stages of development. The PEM FC is seen as a 
system of choice for automotive as well as for smaller stationary applications like micro-CHP (Com-
bined Heat and Power) generation, due to several advantages that the PEM fuel cell offers over the 
other types. PEM FCs operate at low temperatures (60-80ºC), allowing for fast start-ups and immedi-
ate response to changes in the power demand. The PEM FC consists of an anode and a cathode with a 
proton exchange membrane sandwiched in between (Fig. 1). A single PEM cell in operation delivers a 
voltage <1 V. Therefore, to obtain sufficiently high voltages fuel cells are stacked in series (Fig. 2). 
 
Figure 1. A single PEM fuel cell. The fol-
lowing electrochemical reactions occur 
within the MEA (Membrane Electrode 
Assembly): 
Anode:           2H2 → 4H+ + 4e-  
Cathode: O2 + 4H+ + 4e- → 2H2O   . 
Cell:              2H2 + O2 → 2H2O 
The use of fuel cells gives several advantages compared to the conventional power generation sys-
 
 
tems. They offer a source of electrical energy that is continuous (as long as fuel is provided), environ-
mentally safe (discussed below), and always available. Additional benefits include low maintenance, 
excellent load performance etc. In fuel cells, the chemical energy is directly converted into electricity, 
i.e. without preliminary conversion to heat. Consequently, this conversion is not limited by the Carnot 
cycle and 100% efficiency is theoretical possible. 
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Figure 2. The IRD PEM FC stacks has the following characteristics: 
• 70 MEAs per stack 
• Fuel/air pressure (abs): 1-3.5 bar Stack power @ 0.5 A/cm2: 
pair=pH2=1 bar (abs):     3.1 kWe 
pair=pH2=2.5 bar (abs): 3.7 kWe 
• Dimensions: 60 * 19 * 21 cm3 Weigth: 35 kg 
 
An analysis of the current energy consumption and associated emissions in the industrialized countries 
shows significant contributions from heating and power plants in the form of CO2 and SO2. This pro-
vokes the development of not only more advanced heat and power technologies, but also the use of 
alternative fuel supplies. Advanced technologies will help solve this problem through, for example, the 
use of excess electricity from renewable energy sources for the production of hydrogen via the hy-
drolysis of water. A Life Cycle Analysis of hydrogen so produced leads to global-warming emissions, 
which are a whole order of magnitude less than for fossil-fuel produced hydrogen, even considering 
the effort needed to produce these systems and to transport the energy produced. However, such an 
environmentally friendly technology is possible but not yet available. PEM fuel cells today are there-
fore fuelled by reformed fossil-fuel, which are the present most realistic possibility. Fuel cells have the 
potential to reduce the fuel consumption. They have a higher efficiency than even the most efficient 
co bustion alternatives, resulting in fuel savings between 15% and 50%, depending on the applica-
tion, and a significant reduction in CO2 emission.  
1.1 Micro-Combined Heat and Power generators based on PEM 
FC 
IRD Fuel Cells A/S has recently completed the first of two-planned micro-CHP generators. The mi-
cro-CHP is designed to operate in parallel with the existing power grid. The power is sized for an av-
erage heat use in a north European single-family house. The use of fuel cells to generate heat and elec-
tricity to single households is only the beginning of the many future applications of fuel cells. The fuel 
cell technology is modular and the wanted power therefore scalable, which is reflected through the 
variety of applications; ranging from FCs for mobile telephones to FC systems for cars & busses as 
well as in de- and centralised power stations. 
The key component in the developed CHP system is the IRD PEM FC-stack (Fig.
m
 2 & 3). The sys-
tem specification of the first generation CHP is as follows: 
 
 
 Electric Power, nominal (p = 1 bar(abs)) 2.0 kWe  
 Output inverter (single phase, 50 Hz) 230 VAC
 Heat supplied from Fuel Cell  3.0 kWth 
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A. B. 
3
 
 
Figure 3. IRD’s prototype micro-CHP. 
A. Front view of the 60*60*120 cm  CHP cabinet. 
View into the cabinet. The generator consists of the following components: 
1. PEM FC stack 
2. Cell voltage monitoring  
    system 
3. A fuel supply (not shown) 
4. Air supply (compressor) 
5. Humidifier 
6. FC cooling loop with a heat  
    exchanger 
7. A grid connected DC→AC  
    inverter 
8. An electronic control unit 
    (not shown) 
9. An independent hydrogen  
    safety system (not shown) 
 
 
Fuel      H2(g) / air 
Hydrogen storage    200 bar 
Electrical efficiency, FC Stack (ηel)  45%  
Electrical Efficiency, system   35% 
Total Efficiency, system (el + heat)  ≈70% 
System temperature    55–75ºC 
 
Larger power output can be obtained by connecting several systems in parallel giving 4 kWe, 6 kWe, 8 
kWe etc. The electrical efficiency is approximately 45% @ nominal load, but can be varied according 
to the load (Fig. 4). The electrical efficiency for the total system is lower (≈35%) because power is 
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 used by the Balance-of-Plant (BoP) components particular the air supply, which uses ≈15% of the 
generated power.  
The first micro-CHP is designed for being fuelled by pure hydrogen only while the second-
generation system is prepared for being fuelled by reformed Natural Gas (NG). The major difference 
is the anode catalyst composition, which is Pt/C for the pure hydrogen operation and a Pt/Ru/C for the 
reformat operation. This is necessary, because the pure Pt/C anode is extremely sensitive to traces of 
impurities particular CO in the ppm-range. The Ru-doped anode has a higher tolerance towards impu-
rities, and no performance loss is associated with up to 10 ppm CO (typically steady-state impurity 
level of NG-reformat). However, the hydrogen-rich reformat contain other gases that causes small 
losses in the performance e.g. CO2. To reach the same level of efficiency for the second generation of 
CHP fuelled with reformat is therefore believed to be ambiguous although a possible goal. 
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Figure 4. Polarisation curve (I versus V) and electrical efficiency (ηel
 
IRDs 1st generation micro-CHP has created a lot of attention. The generator has already
 
) of IRD’s PEM FC-stack 
 been bor-
rowed by several of our partners for demonstration of the simplicity of the system. Pressing one bot-
tom, after connection to hydrogen, cooling water, and the electrical grid, will simply start the system. 
2 The PEM micro-CHP future 
The European market for stationary FC systems is as yet virtually non-existent. The time for market 
take-off now depends on the availability of reliable and affordable systems. Manufacturing costs far 
exceed the prices of competitive products and will fall significantly only when the supply of compo-
nents and the manufacturing process have been industrialised. Stationary FC systems incorporating 
PEM technology are expected to evolve into the leading technology in this market. Unlike North 
America, Europe will show the highest demand for FC systems in the segment of micro-CHP. Here, 
PEM cells are particularly attractive and will gain a lead over the more efficient solid-oxide fuel cell 
(SOFC) technology, which is expected to dominate the US market. However, the efficiency of PEM 
cells seems not sufficient for larger-scale base-load applications, which probably will be the domain of 
SOFC and MCFC technology. PEM technologies are generally believed to cover the lower end of the 
power output scale where fuel cells are expected to be economically viable.  
The potential for micro-CHP systems in Denmark for production of electricity and heat in the NG-
supplied areas is estimated to 300,000 single-family houses corresponding to a production capacity of 
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 930 MWe (n edict a fu-
ture yearly n
However, some issues still exist of the PEM fuel cells. The most 
important is as follows:  
 
ew systems). Other North European analysis point in the same direction and pr
eed of ≈250,000 CHP-units below 10 kW .  e
 that limits the commercialisation 
 
 
Figure 5.Cost break-down of PEM FC stacks at IRD (2003) 
 
 
A. Electrocatalyst poisoning by impurities, particular traces of CO in the fuel 
B. Water management and membrane operating temperature limits 
C. Cell lifetime 
 
and perhaps the most limiting factor 
 
D. The FC materials and system costs 
 
The biggest challenge for the developers is a substantial reduction of the cost of the cell stack (cur-
rently ≈10,000 €/kWe @ IRD, while the medium to long term target price of EU (FP6) for stationary 
PEM systems is 100 €/kWe). The high cost is mainly ascribed to the use of materials such as Nafion 
membrane and expensive graphite based bipolar plates (Fig. 5) due to by the piece production and the 
limited numbers of component manufactures. The stringent requirements in terms of compactness, 
high energy density, performance stability and low cost will change the research direction towards 
optimising the different aspects of PEM system. 
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Abstract  The present and future needs for suitable energy storage technologies in the energy supply 
system are discussed on the background of a political aim to cut CO2 emissions and partly also to se-
 sources independently of countries outside the industrialised world. 
 because of the attractive 
roperties of hydrogen if considered as energy. If electricity from sustainable energy sources is avail-
e 
cure energy supply
Hydrogen is proposed as an important vector in such a future supply system
p
able hydrogen may readily be produced by electrolysis of water, it can be stored and transported in a 
number of ways suitable for different applications and finally it can be burnt by direct combustion or 
more effectively in a fuel cell to yield a high chemical to electrical energy conversion efficiency. Th
special possibility for hydrogen to be stored at low pressure in a solid state as metal hydrides is dis-
cussed in more details. 
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 1 Introduction 
A large part of the present emissions of green house gases from the industrialised countries is related 
to fossil fuel consumption associated with the maintenance and continued development of the modern 
w
ern world. 
 addition, an insisting, unstable political situation in the Middle East, which holds by far the larg-
est oil reserves known in the world, has reinforced a growing desire among many people to aim for 
independence of these oil resources and with it independence of the governments controlling them. 
Thus the incentives for leaving utilisation of fossil fuels in the industrialised world are twofold and 
concern pollution as well as security of energy supply. 
Realistically only two alternative energy sources can take over the role of powering the welfare soci-
ety in the short term. One is nuclear power, either based on fission or fusion. Fission power, however, 
is disregarded in many countries for political reasons associated with managing risks during power 
plant operation and with what is widely considered as unsolved problems concerning waste disposal. 
Fusion power, on the other hand, does not seem to be within technological reach for several decades 
and in addition the problem of risk and waste disposal is being questioned. 
The only sustainable alternative, which seems to fulfil our requirements and meet our concerns, is 
solar energy in different forms like wind energy, solar cell electricity or wave energy. This kind of 
energy source is already being harnessed via a number of techniques and the potential for increased 
utilisation is certainly present. However, although solar energy is sustainable in terms of pollution and 
availability, it is certainly not continuously available in amounts sufficient to match our demand. 
There is an unbalance between energy demand and regional solar energy production and this fact 
raises a need for storing solar energy 
The unbalance may to some
elfare society. However, it is almost unanimously agreed among the same countries, that the emis-
sions should be reduced and eventually eliminated because of the frightening perspectives of uncon-
trollable temperature rise in the Earth’s surface and atmosphere. Those perspectives may be antici-
pated to take even more frightening dimensions in the not too far future as energy consumption per 
capita in densely populated countries like China can be foreseen to increase dramatically as their liv-
ing standards increase and finally reach the same level as in the West
In
 extent be levelled by use of administrative and ma et-related tools. As 
mple, consumers may be encouraged to place heavy energy consumptions in time periods, 
air crafts) will be present if we rely totally on solar energy. 
rk
an exa
where solar energy is abundant and prices are low. Nevertheless, a significant need for energy storage 
will persist to allow complete levelling and in addition a need for fuel for the transport sector (vehi-
cles, 
2 Energy Storage 
The presently used technology for storing energy is basically to store fossil fuels in appropriate and 
conveniently available amounts. Fossil fuels are in themselves eminent energy stores regarding energy 
density on both volume and mass basis.  Very few man-made energy stores are comparable to fossil 
fuels in this respect. Table 1 gives an overview of energy densities for a number of energy stores. 
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 Table 1. Energy Densities for Different Energy Stores. All numbers are based on the upper value of 
combustion enthalpy and exclude the weight of containers. 
 w-% H g H/l kJ/ml kJ/g 
Hydrogen at 200 bar 100.0 17 2.4 141.0 
Magnesium Hydride 7.6 101 14.4 10.9 
Hydride of Fe-Ti 1.8 96 13.7 2.7 
Hydride of La-Ni 1.4 89 12.7 1.9 
Liquid Hydrogen 100.0 70 10.0 141.0 
Methanol 12.5 99 18.0 22.7 
Gasoline   33.4 47.6 
Lead/Acid Battery    0.2 
Advanced battery    0.5 
Liquid Methane 25.0 106 119.5 55.7 
Liquid Ammonia 17.6 120 32.7 25.2 
Fly Wheel    0.5 
 
 
As can be seen from the table fossil fuels, in this case represented by ordinary gasoline, are out-
standing and may only be compared with other organic or organic-like compounds like methanol. An 
interesting observation from the table is, that the energy density of hydrogen stores are relatively high 
and much higher than the densities of electrochemical storage devices like traditional lead-acid batter-
ies or even advanced batteries. If we compare with mechanical energy stores (e.g. fly wheels) the pic-
ture is the same: energy densities are orders of magnitude lower. 
Data like those shown in Table 1 combined with other attractive properties of hydrogen leads to in-
creasing interest in hydrogen as a vector in the future energy supply system. 
3 Hydrogen as an energy vector 
H drogen is sometimes called the fuel of the future and hydrogen certainly has a number of inherent 
attractive features when considered as a fuel for road vehicles. 
Hydrogen is by far the most abundant element (90% on number of atoms basis) in the universe and 
in the Earth’s crust it is one of the most abundant elements. On Earth hydrogen is almost exclusively 
found in chemical compounds whereas free, molecular hydrogen is virtually not seen in nature. A con-
sequence of the latter is, that hydrogen is not a source of energy
y
, but rather a convenient tool for han-
dling energy. In many respects an illustrating parallel may be drawn to electricity, which is also not a 
source of energy, but instead an appropriate intermediate in energy transport and conversion. 
Hydrogen is known in the liquid and in the gaseous states. The solid state, metallic hydrogen, is only 
possible at extreme conditions, as are believed to exist in the interior of stars and larger planets. The 
most frequently found state for elemental hydrogen is the gaseous state because this is the stable one at 
normal temperatures and pressures. The critical temperature and pressure of hydrogen is approx. 33 K 
and 13 bar.  
Binary, chemical compounds of hydrogen are known for many elements. In particular hydrogen re-
acts vividly with oxygen to form water. The reaction is strongly exothermic and results in a release of 
approx. 240 or 286 kJ/mole, the difference being the heat of evaporation for water. The standard Gibbs 
function of formation for (liquid) water is approx. 237 kJ/mole. 
The production of industrial hydrogen is currently based mainly on fossil fuels, but to some extent 
also electricity is used. If considered as an alternative fuel, hydrogen should not be produced from fos-
sils, since that would not lead to decreased emission of greenhouse gas. However, as mentioned, hy-
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 drogen can be (and in fact it is) produced from electricity by electrochemical splitting of water. The 
energy efficiency of the electrolysis process is relatively high, just around 90 %, and therefore this 
production method seems viable, although capital costs for sufficient electrolysation capacity may 
constitute a serious drawback of the technology. 
Various technologies are available for storage and transportation of hydrogen. It should be noted that 
hydrogen has been handled industrially (and by ordinary consumers) for more than a century, since the 
well-known “town gas” contains approx. 50 % of hydrogen. In addition, hydrogen has been trans-
ported as a chemical for industrial applications via pipelines and in cylinders for considerably more 
than 50 years. Therefore much experience with widespread use of hydrogen is available, although it is 
not always recognized. 
A lack of feasible technologies for storage of hydrogen is perhaps the major disadvantage of hydro-
gen as a fuel and therefore this has been subjected to studies over decades. For direct use of hydrogen 
the following storage technologies may seem most obvious for road vehicle applications: 
 
1. As pressurised gas in cylinders 
2. In liquid state 
3. As solid or liquid compounds, which easily absorb and desorb hydrogen 
 
As mentioned, option 1 is very well known. The method is widely spread and is probably the one most 
frequently used for distribution of small amounts of hydrogen. The cylinders are routinely pressurised 
to approx. 200 bars, but cylinders for much higher pressures are available and will increase the hydro-
gen (energy) density considerably. Work is going on to develop light weight polymer based composite 
materials for use as cylinders for pressurised hydrogen up to 600 bars or even higher. Such develop-
ments might give valuable contributions to increasing energy densities for cylinder storage of hydro-
gen both from a weight and from a volume point of view. 
The liquid state of hydrogen is already used today for distribution and storage of hydrogen, mainly 
for larger quantities. Due to an inherent, exothermic ortho-para nuclear spin transition in molecular 
hydrogen, the liquid hydrogen has a certain boil-off rate (loss from store) and in addition complete 
up to approx. 0.5 % per day. This boil-off is problematic both from storage and safety points of view. 
One of the densest ways to store hydrogen is in chemical, hydrogen-rich compounds. Much research 
has focussed on metal hydrides and for this class of compounds the underlying chemical reaction is: 
 
 M + xH2  ↔  MH2x + Q (1) 
 
Most such reactions of practical interest are exothermic, meaning that the formation of hydride is as-
sociated with release of heat (as indicated in the above equilibrium (1)). The amount of heat released is 
usually in the range 10-25 % of the lower combustion heat for the hydrogen stored. 
Because of a wish to maximise the hydrogen weight density in metal hydrides, much attention has 
been paid to the lighter elements particularly of main groups I and II. As an example Mg and its alloys 
have been studied intensively for several decades and are strong candidates for future use as hydrogen 
carrier. Efforts are still going on in many laboratories both in Europe and worldwide, to find new ef-
fective storage materials. 
One reason for the technological interest in hydrogen is, that hydrogen goes very well with fuel 
cells. Most fuel cells are basically powered by hydrogen, even though the primary fuel is not always 
pure hydrogen. 
Using hydrogen as fuel in the transport sector would require significant changes in distribution and 
handling infrastructure. Distribution of hydrogen and local fuelling of cars could not be done the same 
way gasoline is handled today. Therefore the infrastructural problems must be given careful considera-
tion, both concerning economy and safety, in relation to a possible utilisation of hydrogen as an energy 
carrier. 
heat insulation is not practicably attainable. In consequence liquid hydrogen stores show a loss of gas 
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 4 Metal hydrides 
Metal hydrides in general store hydrogen in a safe and viable way. The technology is safe because for 
most systems of practical interest the maximum pressure needed for operation is below 25 bars. 
A search for metallic systems showing high hydrogen density in the hydrided state has been going 
on for many years. In the period 1980-1990 we had a particular interest in the magnesium-hydrogen 
system at Risø because of the high density (approaching 7.6 wt-% in the hydride as shown in Table 1) 
and because of the abundance and low price of magnesium.  The work has been concentrated on mag-
nesium in the form of powder with a typical particle size around 80 µm diameter.  Examples of the 
obtained absorption and desorption curves are shown in Fig. 1 [1] 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Data illustrating the operation temperature and pressure range of the pure magnesium sys-
tem 
 
The data in Fig. 1 shows a disadvantage of the magnesium-hydrogen system for storage purposes.  The 
absorption reaction is relatively slow unless the temperature is high, preferably above 350 °C, which is 
probably due to a rate-limiting step of the absorption process associated with the surface conditions of 
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 the used magnesium material [2]. This problem has puzzled workers for the last decade and ideas 
have been brought forward to find solutions to it. Two routes have been proposed and tested with 
some success. One is to try to decrease the crystallite size of the applied magnesium material and an-
other has been to try to catalyse the process by addition of small amounts of third phases. 
Schultz and co-workers [3] has demonstrated the effect of both routes mentioned above. Fig. 2 
gives data illustrating the difference obtained by ball milling magnesium (in the hydrided state) and by 
addition of vanadium, which has a dramatic effec on the reaction properties. Such techniques may 
open new avenues f age where the opti-
mal compromise between desirab , low operation temperature and 
pressure, high hydrogen capacity and low entha n be reached and lead to feasible, in-
dustrial use of hydrogen storage. 
 
t 
or identification of metal systems for solid-state hydrogen stor
le properties like fast reaction rates
lpy of reaction ca
 
Figure 2. Left: Hydrogen desorption at 573 K under 0.015 MPa for various Mg hydrides. 
Right: Hydrogen absorption at 423 K under 1.0 MPa for various Mg hydrides. (From ref. 3) 
 
In practical use of metals and alloys for hydrogen storage it is important that the metal system is not 
very sensitive to the type of impurities commonly found in hydrogen produced by standard industrial 
production techniques. Actually the same elements and alloys, which exhibit a high hydrogen affinity, 
also seem to show high affinity to oxygen (or oxygen sources like water) and even to nitrogen. In an 
earlier work [4] we tried to identify the influence of impurities in hydrogen on the storage capacity of 
pure magnesium as a function of cycle no., i.e. as a function of the number of times the magnesium 
material has been loaded and de-loaded (cycled). Fig. 3 gives data, which shows this dependence in 
the case of oxygen and nitrogen respectively. It is seen that both impurities have a significant effect on 
the storage capacity, but it is also seen that contamination of the metal surface does not lead to an irre-
versible effect. On the contrary the capacity is recovered if pure hydrogen is applied again after con-
tamination. On the other hand the figure also shows, that a permanent presence of oxygen or nitrogen 
in a concentration of 0.5 % is not acceptable for the magnesium hydride store and this conclusion 
stresses the necessity to ensure some purification of the produced hydrogen before storing in a hydride 
form. 
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Figure 3. Influence of impurities on storage capacity 
a: Cycling capacity as a function of cycle no. Exposure to H57 followed by 0.5% O2 and finally H57  
 again. T=375 C 
b: Cycling in H57 followed by exposure to 0.5% N and then again H57 
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 Conclusions 
n. 
ogen, illustrating the feasibility of hydrogen as an energy vector, 
have been pointed out and metal hydrides have been proposed as a very strong candidate for future 
hydrogen storage technique. 
2. -
acity of Magnesium Powder. Int. J. Hydrogen Energy 12
Needs for shifting our energy sources to new and sustainable ones have been briefly touched upo
The foreseen shift will lead to a subsequent need for feasible technologies for storing energy in small 
as well as in large quantities. 
Hydrogen is proposed as a vector in the new energy system. Hydrogen may meet the requirements 
inherent in an energy system based on sustainable but unpredictably varying energy sources. 
Some important properties of hydr
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 1 Introduction 
For the last ten years and more, INERIS has acquired a practical experience on hydrogen safety. 
Among others, the following experimental topics have been dealt with : 
 
 confined hydrogen explosion, -
- liquid hydrogen leak and subsequen
- hydrogen jet release, dispersion and
t dispersion in air phenomenon, 
 inflammation, 
-
nce is now invested in hydrogen technologies. In this field, INERIS is in-
volved in several European and national projects as well as in standardisation working groups focus-
sing on the safe handling of hydrogen  
2 New energy  
2.1 Hydrogen as a new “energy carrier” ? 
Hydrogen based economy and associated energy converters fuel cell systems are said to be a part of 
the response to increasingly worrying ecological and economical issues embodied by either global 
warming or the depletion of fossil energy sources. 
Indeed, hydrogen shows many benefits in the field of air pollutant as its combustion reduces pollut-
ant and greenhouse gas emissions (carbon dioxide…)1. Besides, energy conversion yields seem to be 
better and finally it allows fossil fuels dependant economy to rely on other energy loops.  Hydrogen 
can virtually be produced from a wide variety of domestic sources. It can also provide a storage me-
dium for intermittent and seasonal peak energy needs.  
Hydrogen can be used as an energy carrier for many traditional technologies such as cars (direct 
combustion engines using hydrogen or hydrogen based mixtures, fuel cell systems), electrical plants, 
systems to provide heat and electricity for buildings, remote power unit systems, backup systems… . 
Hydrogen technologies are under test across Europe (stationary power units, boats, city buses, 
cars…). Different challenges are being faced : technological, hydrogen production, hydrogen stor-
age,… . Along with public acceptance, authorities agreement for demonstration projects is sometimes 
difficult to obtain for these new technologies (imported technologies are not CE marked, no straight 
forward applicable regulation…). Regulation and standardisation will therefore have to make their 
way to ease hydrogen technologies implementation. 
To answer some of potential public fears, this paper will compare hydrogen hazards with more con-
ventional fuels. We will then discuss hazards related to fuel cell systems. All together, we will try to 
evaluate if there is any new hazard to be expected along with hydrogen technologies develop-
ment. Finally, we will present existing regulations and standardisation expectations prior to briefly 
discuss social acceptance aspects. 
 
                                                     
- measurement of hydrogen concentration in air-hydrogen atmospheres, 
- pressurised hydrogen tank testing. 
 
In parallel risk assessment have been carried out on hydrogen-related equipment (reformers, electro
lysers … ). 
This long lasting experie
1US Department of Energy, Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, http://www.eere.energy.gov 
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 2.2 What is a fuel cell ? 
Fuel cells are the core of the hydrogen economy. A fuel cell is an electrochemical energy converter in 
which hy rogen is combined with oxygen (from air supplie ystem) to produce water and elec-
tricity, e itting neither pollutants nor excessive noise oretical effici
 used but are higher than those of c bustion processes. 
his mea s that in th long m, fu cells l pro bly b n alte ative rgy c verte
A ta an  of og ethanol, gasoline, natural gas, biogas, and so on) can be 
used as fuel in a cell.  
  p a o  c n  
ex brane fuel cells (PEMFC) are m h es expected to be com-
mon ars, home g
Fi  a sc matic iew o lows with fuel as w as ork cond
 
d d to the s
m . The expected the encies are vary-
ing according to the technology
T
onventional com
rnn e ter el  wil ba e a  ene on r. 
ny fuel con ining atom  hydr en (m
Different types of fuel cell have been develo ed so f r. All f them an ru  with hydrogen. Proton
change mem
ly found (c
ore than any ot er technologi
enerator..).  
gure 1 gives he v f f in a cell ell its w ing itions. 
 
Figure 1. Schematic view of flows and working conditions of a fuel cell2. 
 
H s upplied either from a storage system here it may be in the form of a cryogenic liquid, 
hydrides or compressed gas, or from a production stem within the installation itself: for example by 
electrolysis o racking, va  reformi ethanol, and so on. 
T erat  co f an a y of elementary units each consti-
tute  ca am arated o elec  that channel the elec-
trons, with a  which m  solid or liquid according to the type of cell.  The 
atom of hydrogen, under the effect of a catalyst, breaks down into a proton and an electron.  Protons 
nter the electrolyte, while the electrons are collected and passed through the external electric circuit 
he cathode, where they recombine with protons and oxygen to form a molecule of 
ater.  Besides water (by-product of the reaction), electric current and heat are collected at the output, 
 
                                                     
ydrogen i  s  w
 sy
f water, hydrocarbon c pour ng of m
he op
d by a
ing principle is simple: the cell
thode chamber and an anode ch
nsists o
ber sep
ssembl
 by tw trodes
n intermediate electrolyte ay be
e
before returning to t
w
in varying proportions according to the chosen operating point, which is particularly valuable in fixed 
combined generation applications.   
 
 
2 Source : R. GALLEY & C. GATIGNOL, “Les perspectives offertes par la technologie de la pile à combustible”, Report of 
the “Office Parlementaire des choix scientifiques et technologiques”, France, p. 30, 2001. 
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 3 The hydrogen scenario 
G
Gaseous hydrogen is a highly flammable, colourless, odourless and non toxic gas. It is the lightest of 
all gases. 
-
 characteristics with more conventional fuels3.. 
We have seen that hydrogen goes along with fuel cells. In the following paragraphs we will try to 
identify specific safety issues related to its use in a gaseous form. 
eneral considerations 
The following table 1 offers a comparison of hydrogen safety characteristics with the ones of pro
pane, methane and gasoline. 
 
Table 1. Comparison of hydrogen safety
Property Unit Hydrogen Methane Propane Gasoline 
Molecular weight kg/kmol 2.016 16.043 44.10  
Heat of combustion (high) kJ/g 141.86 55.53 50.41  
Limits of flamability in air 
(LFL – UFL) Downward 
propagating 
vol% 4.0-75.0 5.3-15.0 2.1-9.5 1 – 7.8 
Limits of detonability in air 
(LDL – UDL) vol% 18.3-59.0 6.3-13.5 3.1-7
4 1.1 – 3.3 
Stochiometric composition in 
air vol% 29.53 9.48 4.03 1.8 
Minimum Ignition Energy in 
air (MIE) mJ 0.02 0.29 0.26 0.24 
Maximal Experimental Safety 
Gap at NTP (MESG) cm 0.008 0.12 NA 0.074 
Auto-Ignition temperature °K 858 813 760 228 - 471 
Buoyency  W/r to air 0.07 0.55 1.52 3.4 – 4.0 
Diffusion coefficient in NTP-
air cm
2/s 0.61 0.16 0.12 0.12 
Diffusion velocity in NTP-air cm/s ≤ 2.0 ≤ 0.51 N.A.  
Burning velocity in NTP air cm/s 265-325 37-45 N.A. 0.42 
Energy of explosion NTP g TNT/m3 2.02 7.03 20.3 44.22 
Toxicity  non toxic (asphyxiant)
non toxic 
(asphyxiant)
non toxic 
(asphyxiant) toxic 
 
nomenon. 
ydrogen dispersion 
is-
s, driving down more quickly its concentration in air in unconfined 
fficient.   
We will now discuss these safety characteristics in the light of accidental phe
H
In similar release conditions (diameter and pressure), hydrogen is expected to mix with air and d
perse more rapidly than other fuel
space. Its low molecular weight drives this property : higher jet speed and higher diffusion coe
                                                     
3 y, regulations and acceptability of hydrogen”, Euro-Quebec Hydro-Hydrogen Pilot Projesources : “Investigation on safet
(EQHHPP), November 1993
ct 
. 
C.E. Thomas, “Direct Hydrogen fueled proton exchange membrane fuel cell system for transportation applications - Hydro-
gen Vehicle Safety Report”, Direct Technologies Inc., prepared by Ford Motor Company for DOE, May 1997. 
4 source : J.L. Alcock, “Compilation of existing safety data on hydrogen and comparative fuels”, EIHP 2 Project,  Shell 
Global Solutions, May 2001. 
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 On the other hand, its higher leak flow (3 times the volumetric one of propane or methane in turbu-
lent conditions)5, its diffusion in air ability (4 times the one of propane or methane) and its buoyancy 
te
Flammability 
it is to ig-
MIE is 10 times lower than conventional fuels (17µJ6). At 
stoechiometric conditions the weakest static electricity discharge (brush discharge) is entitled to ignite 
, MIE of methane is comparable to the one of hydrogen. 
Ability to ignite makes hydrogen very large flammability range less of interest since we would expect 
es. Ability to ignite would also tend to minimise 
 associated effects. However, if hydrogen accumulates 
. 
Hydrogen auto-ignition temperature (858°K) is slightly higher than the one of other fuels. Auto-
of hydrogen ignition8.  
ore rapidly in air. This propriety enhances formation of large 
explosive atmosphere in confined spaces. We will now consider high pressure leaks9 in open spaces 
different leak-
                                                   
nds to make hydrogen more hazardous in confined spaces than other fuels.  
 
 
Lower flammability limit is a key safety factor for vapour and gases knowing how easy 
nite an explosive atmosphere. Hydrogen 
the mixture. At LFL
 
Experience shows that hydrogen air-mixture ignites most of the time7.  
 
it to ignite before reaching high concentration valu
explosive atmosphere volume and therefore
above LFL in a confined space, it is more likely to ignite
ignition is not a usual cause 
 
Formation of an explosive atmosphere 
 
We have seen that hydrogen disperses m
without obstacle. 
The following table 3 compares explosive atmospheres volumes for different gases at 
ing pressure and diameter. 
  
an body has an energy level of about 10 mJ. 
ce : C.E. Thomas, “Direct Hydrogen fueled proton exchange membrane fuel cell system for transportation applica-
tions - Hydrogen Vehicle Safety Report”, Direct Technologies Inc., prepared by Ford Motor Company for DOE, May 
1997. 
8 See note 7. 
9 Current hydrogen mobile technologies favour high pressure storage of hydrogen. 
5 See note 3 
6 One has to bear in mind that spark discharges of the hum
7 Referen
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 Table 3. Comparison of explosive volumes at similar leaking conditions for hydrogen, methane & pro
pane (Explojet/INERIS software). 
-
  Propane Methane Hydrogen 
  Leak diameter  (mm) Leak diameter (mm) Leak diameter (mm) 
Pressure   1 2 4 10 1 2 4 10 1 2 4 1010
Distance to 
LFL (m) 0,46 0,92 1,84 4,6 0,38 0,64 1,3 3,2 1,1 2,2 4,4 11 
Flammable 
mass of fuel (kg)  0,00005 0,0004 0,003 0,046 0,00001 0,0001 0,0008 0,012 0,000056 0,00045 0,0036 0,05610 bar 
Explosible vol-
ume (m3)11 0,0008 0,006 0,05 0,78 0,0003 0,002 0,0017 0,26 0,011 0,09 0,72 11,2 
Distance to  
LFL (m)     1,6 3,2 6,4 16 5,5 11 22 54 
Flammable mass 
of fuel (kg)      0,0015 0,012 0,1 1,5 0,007 0,056 0,46 6,79250 bar 
Explosible 
volume (m3)     0,033 0,26 2,1 32,5 1,4 11,2 90 1360 
 
 
The following observations can be made: 
- at a given pressure, whatever the gaz, distance to LFL doubles when leaking diamater also dou-
bles. At the same time, explosible mass or explosible volume are multiplied about 10 times, 
- in any situations, methane leads to smaller explosive atmospheres volumes, 
- in any situations, hydrogen leads to much larger explosible volumes, 
- whatever the pressure, hydrogen leads to explosible volumes about 40 times higher than the ones 
with methane, 
- at the same leaking pressure, hydrogen and propane lead to the same explosible mass. Explosible 
volume is somehow very different due to hydrogen low molecular weight. 
 
Table 4. Explosible volumes of hydrogen / air formed for different leaking diameters at 700 bar (Ex-
plojet/INERIS software). 
Leak diameter (mm) 
 
  
Pressure 
(bar)  1 2 4 
Distance to LFL (m) 9,1 18,2 36,4 
Flammable mass of fuel (kg) 0,0318 0,255 2,04 700 
Explosible volume (m3) 6,39 51,1 409 
 
 
Combustion regime 
 
Hydrogen burning velocity is far greater than the one of other fuels. Generally speaking, likelihood to 
transit from deflagration (DDT) to detonation regime is in relation with this burning velocity. 
However, past accidents have shown that few DDT have been observed. In open spaces, deflagration 
is the combustion regime to be expected unless a very energetic source (explosives) ignites the deto-
nable mixture12. 
 
                                                     
10 For this specific case, figures given by PHAST 6.1 (DNV) are half of those given by Explojet. 
11 Explosible volume is given between LFL and UFL 
12 Reference : L.C. Cadwallader and J.S. Herring , “Safety issues with hydrogen as a vehicle fuel”, Idaho National Engineer-
ing and Environmental Laboratory, September 1999. 
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 P
D e 
en explosion induced pressure effects are expected to be more severe than for other gases even 
though volumetric energy release is lower than the one of other studied fuels.  
This quick evaluation shows that hydrogen has a different behaviour than conventional fuels. Haz-
ardous or safe potential of hydrogen is to be revealed by the technology and the context of use.  
4
Fuel Cell systems  
4.1 Critical events related to the core of the cell 
Whatever technology is used, the core of the cell consists of an assembly of elementary units in which 
from In non degraded mode, hydrogen and 
Hydrogen leakage and release : formation of an explosive atmosphere 
Leakage (accidental situation) can be distinguished from normal release. Normal release is caused by 
ore (PEMFC). Purged hydrogen is then released into air. In confined spaces, 
ot to progressively enrich the air with hydrogen until it reaches its LFL (high 
speed release and homogeneous mixing or stratification and further mixing phenomenon). In uncon-
- excessive local temperature (lack of humidification, inhomogeneous or insufficient cooling …), 
- membrane ageing. 
 
                                                     
ressure effects 
 
amageable pressure effects accompany explosion phenomenon. Because of its speed of pressure ris
hydrog
Therefore, we now propose a risk evaluation overview of a PEMFC.  
 Risk analysis of Proton Exchange Membrane 
an electrochemical reaction takes place between a fuel (hydrogen) and an oxydant (usually oxygen 
 the air). The core of the cell remains unchanged over time. 
oxygen never come into direct contact. 
chronic purging13 of the c
one has to pay attention n
fined spaces no explosive atmosphere is to be expected unless at the point of hydrogen release. The 
volume of this explosive atmosphere is driven by the flow and the release diameter at operating pres-
sure. Premixing below LFL prior to release is a possible safety solution. 
Along with chronic purging, chronic leakage is to be evaluated. Indeed, hydrogen diffusion ability 
makes it difficult to confine. As a consequence, minor chronic leaks have to be expected.  
Hydrogen accidental leakage in PEMFC encompasses a wide range of situations: 
 
- purge malfunction : purging becomes permanent leading to more hydrogen to be released into the 
outside air, 
- membrane puncture can lead to an equivalent situation as well as to form an explosible mixture 
within the stack. This latest situation is not critical mainly because of reduced volume and the 
presence of catalyst that would favour moderated hydrogen combustion, 
- core, manifold and piping leakage, 
- reverse electrolysis of the cells… . 
 
In PEMFC, membrane rupture is a noticeable situation with the potential to lead to large leaks. Mem-
brane rupture can be induced by : 
 
- inappropriate pressure balance between each side of the membrane side, 
13 Hydrogen purging drives away excessive nitrogen (nitrogen from the air side permeates through the membrane to the hy-
drogen side) and water on the cathode side. 
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 Any of the above situations can lead to the formation of local (open spaces) and extensive explosive 
atmosphere (confined spaces).  
Severity of the above situations depends on the studied fuel cell. Possible consequences whatever 
minor or severe the leak is have to be quantified. As such, for each system, one should put figures on : 
 
- the maximum leakage rate and associated maximum explosive volume, 
- chronic purge induced explosive atmosphere in open air and ventilated confined space, 
- the chronic leakage flow of hydrogen. 
cal hazards 
Beside hydrogen leaks and associated explosive atmosphere, electrical hazard is a prevalent risk due to 
the presence of high voltage.  
4.2 Basic safety principles 
General safety principles 
Enforcement of safety principles requires first of all to avoid the hazard (replacement), then to re-
duce/control its potential and finally to set safety distances with potential targets. Users should also be 
informed about risks of the equipment.  
Control of hydrogen risk 
Above principles apply to fuel cell systems. Control of hydrogen hazards goes through: 
 
• reduction/avoidance of chronic release of hydrogen by appropriate design, 
• minimising the size of explosive atmosphere in case of leakage or release (operating pressure, pipe 
size, maximum hydrogen flow14…), 
• avoidance / limitation of confinement in design and use of the system (open space or controlled 
ventilation), 
• control of ignition sources (appropriate electrical equipment, physical segregation between electri-
cal and hydrogen parts,…), 
• early detection of leak and leak interruption before reaching a hazardous situation, 
• enforcement of state of the art technical safety principles (redundancy of critical equipment, fail 
safe system,…)  
• regular checks and maintenance, 
• end-user information. 
 
Complete control of hydrogen leakage is not realistic. However driving down leakage situation to ac-
ceptable level of risk should be the main objective.  
 
Under construction IEC standards (IEC TC 105) suggest among others leaking tests to be un-
dertaken. 
 
This brief evaluation shows that this new technology brings along risks that can be overcome with tra-
ditional approaches and safety measures. 
 
                                                     
Electri
14 Maximum hydrogen flow is to be balanced with maximum fuel cell stack hydrogen consumption. 
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 5
syst
It goes without saying that since fuel cell systems a variety of equipment, such as com-
pressor, storage tanks, electrical systems,… that many existing regulations and standards can be ap-
plied. 
Specific regulations and stand d at the international level. On 
legal and standardisation point  be distinguished from mobile 
applications. 
.1 Standardisation 
15 nical committee – TC 197 – “Hydrogen Technologies” was set up in 1990 to prepare 
s, standards and guides concerning the construction and use of fuel cell systems. 
In Europe, there is no specific standard for stationary fuel cell systems. A technical committee has 
been created within the CEN17/CENELEC18 and covers residential fuel cells with a power up to 70 
kW.  
5.2 Regulations 
In Europe existing directives among others can be applied to stationnary fuel cell systems for CE 
marking. 
 
Three of these directives appear to be applicable in every cases : 
 
- Machine Directive 98/37/EC19 
- Low voltage Directive 73/23/EEC 
- Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive 89/336/EEC, 92/31/EC, 98/13/EC. 
 
Today, there is no regulation, neither for fuel cell vehicles nor for mobile hydrogen storage. 
European Directive 70/156/CE “type-approval of motor vehicles and their trailers” does not include 
hydrogen vehicle type-approval. 
                                                     
 Regulations and standards related to fuel cell 
ems 
re made up of a 
ards are under construction in Europe an
 of v e toiew, stationary applications hav
5
An ISO  tech
standards for systems and devices involved in producing, storing, transporting, measuring and using 
hydrogen. Its 7th working group has prepared a standard on the "Basic requirements for the safety of 
hydrogen systems" 
An IEC16 technical committee – TC 105 – “Technologies of fuel cells” was set up in 1996 to pre-
pare standards for fuel cell technologies for both stationary and mobile applications. Its 3rd group fo-
cusses on the safety of stationnary fuel cell systems. 
In North America, organisations such as the National Hydrogen Association (NHA), the Canadian 
Hydrogen Association, the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), the American National Stan-
dards Institute (ANSI), and the American Society for Mechanical Engineers (ASME) are working to 
draw up code
15 ISO: International Standards Organisation 
16 IEC: International Electrotechnical Commission 
17 CEN : Comité européen de normalisation 
18 CENELEC : Comité européen de normalisation électronique 
19 Its worth indicating that ATEX 94/9/EC is applied as part of the machine directive expectations 
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 To overcome this barrier, UNE
tion. However, these later rules do
CE20 rules relative to onboard hydrogen storage are under construc-
 not cover the use of a fuel cell in a vehicle. 
Meanwhile future dedicated regulations, a manufacturer can apply for a prototype approval of its ve-
2
conomy adresses some of today’s environmental issues. As such, it is entitled to become 
one of tomorrow’s new energy carrier. If so, hydrogen is supposed to offer the same services at an 
equivalent price as today’s fuel with equivalent level of safety. 
 
ake it 
safer (it disperses more rapidly in open space) and some other more hazardous (potentially strong 
 be over-
w
ll 
hicle. 
6 Social acceptance of hydrogen  
For lay people, the use of hydrogen induces hazardous meanings (explosion). 
However, development of hydrogen use will not take off without the public (potential users) on-
board.  
Social brake is not a dead end. Studies conducted in Germany came to the conclusion that social ac-
ceptance of hydrogen can be overcome by raising public awareness21. 
This communication action could consist in: 
 
1. offering to the public information about hydrogen technologies (through schools and the mass me-
dia) ;  
. developing public tests, pilot projects and demonstrations, and these should be accompanied with 
explanatory measures in order to introduce the information ; 
3. advertising upon safety approaches ; 
4. stressing environmental advantages of hydrogen. 
Conclusion 
Hydrogen e
Comparative safety studies require not only to focus on the product itself, but also on supporting
technologies as well as on context of use (confined environnement). 
It is obvious that hydrogen has different properties than today’s fuel. Some of them tend to m
pressure effects) in foreseen context of use. However, it does not  bring along risks than can
come ith traditional approaches and safety measures. 
Fuel cell systems do not appear to put public safety at stakes. High pressure storage could be more 
critical and require special attention from industrial, standardisation and regulatory bodies. 
Hydrogen technologies developers seem to have learned from other energy carriers errors  in the 
sense that safety studies are intrinsequely part of the development. On going standardisation work 
pushes towards an appropriate and homogeneous level of safety in order to avoid any preliminary ac-
cident that could geopardise hydrogen future use in everyday life. However, the use of hydrogen wi
inevitably lead to accidental situation as other fuels would. 
Thus, in comparing hydrogen with current energy technologies, one should not be blind on hazards 
related to the use of gasoline for instance. Gasoline has not the same propension as hydrogen to 
                                                     
20 United Nations Economic Commission for Europe 
21 Ludwig-Bölkow-Systemtechnik GmbH and Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München, “The acceptance of 
hydrogen technologies”, http://www.hydrogen.org/accepth2/. 
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 explode but it takes fire. Statistics show that gazoline fire sets by car
fatalities on the road. Would hydrogen be responsible for 1% fatalities i
 accidents counts for 1%22 of 
n case of car accidents ? One 
-
d 
has to come to turn with the reality of today’s fuel in their context of use. Comparative studies 
should pay attention not to underestimate risks of usual fuels because of their everyday usage 
and overestimate risks of hydrogen. Hydrogen requires to be better known through experimental / 
demonstration projects. 
Still, acceptance relies on expected users : the public. Pragmatic safety studies are one thing pub
lic acceptance is another one. If hydrogen is an appropriate solution, it has to take the public onboar
to erase the fear of the unknown. 
 
 
                                                     
22 Information given by Laboratoire d'Accidentologie et de Biomécanique PSA Peugeot Citroên Renault - France 
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ct  This paper presents technical, environmental and econom
o achieve a sustainable development for EU and GCC countries. 
energy supply of hydrogen to fulfill its future demand and implement the Kyoto- protocol. On the 
other hand, GCC countries could maintain their share in the energy market by supplying hydrogen en-
ergy and achieve a healthy economic growth. In order for the EU countries to fulfill their commitmen
in the protocol, hydrogen should be supplied at a growth rate of B=10% if their energy demand re-
mained at A=1%. Furthermore, The initial photovoltaic cell area required to produce hydrogen energy 
in GCC countries in 2005 is at least 11,800 X 103 m2, which is considered to be reasonable and 
could be reduced if the efficiencies of the electrolyser and PV cells are increased above 90% and 18%
respectively.  
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 1 Introduction 
Presently, Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries consisting of Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emir-
tries approximately 
nergy imports [1]. 
-
g
 order for EU countries to rely on for future energy needs without any 
obstacles. On the other hand, inconsistently oil-dependent economy of GCC countries has led them to 
serious consequences in the past two decades. Hence, it prompted them to seek suitable and drastic 
mea ources 
effe
r
le, transportable and inexhaustible, could play a key role in fulfilling EU’s future energy needs 
enting the Kyoto-protocol. Technically, GCC countries have a significant potential 
r 
y source and achieve a healthy eco-
nomic growth. Thus, the objective of this paper is to present technical, environmental and economical 
aspects for EU and GCC 
countrie
nd
and high capital costs. Nevertheless, EU has set a 
ergy needs in 2010 to be powered by its renewable resources. In spite of its en-
vironmental concerns, EU’s oil import is expected to grow 87% in 2010, due to its limited natural re-
sources of conventional energy reserves and additional members, that are also energy importers are set 
to join EU in 2004 and later. By the same token, EU is expected to increase its dependency on natural 
gas to reach 60% in 2010 [1].  
Energy-related carbon emissions in the EU countries were estimated to be 14% of the world total in 
the year 2000. Under Kyoto protocol, EU countries are obligated to reduce carbon emissions 8% from 
the 1990 level by 2008-2012. Thus, their commitment to implement Kyoto protocol dictates them to 
seek a suitable environment-friendly alternative on the short term [2]. However, it is difficult to make 
adjustments to the energy system since it requires changes of technology choices, which would take 
decades to be realized [4]. 
ates, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar and Bahrain supply the 15 European union (EU) coun
9,000 million GJ of oil and natural gas, which represent 15% of EU’s annual e
GCC’s energy supply to EU is predicted to increase substantially due to future increase in the energy 
demand along with depletion of the fossil fuel reserves of the non-GCC countries currently supplying 
EU. Consequently, this would lead them to seek other suppliers like GCC countries, which have ap
proximately 66% and 35% of world’s proven reserves of oil and natural gas, respectively. However, 
the environmental and air pollution concerns of EU countries and their determination of implementin  
the Kyoto-protocol involving reduction of gas emission in the year 2010 by 8% from the actual levels 
in 1990 leads them to seek a suitable environment-friendly energy alternative [2]. Besides being pollu-
tion-free energy source, this energy alternative should have other characteristics such as availability, 
storability and sustainability in
sures such as diversification of their economy and optimum exploitation of their natural res
ctively in order to achieve the desired economical growth and sustainable development.  
Hyd ogen energy, which possesses significant characteristics such as being environmentally clean, 
storab
as well as implem
of producing hydrogen energy through either steam-methane reformation process using natural gas or 
by a renewable source namely solar-hydrogen electrolysis process [3]. Through utilization of highly 
efficient hydrogen fueled fuel cells in power generation, EU could get a clean energy supply to fulfill 
its future demand and implement the Kyoto-protocol. Moreover, GCC countries could maintain thei
share in the energy market by supplying a sustainable clean energ
of hydrogen energy and its significant role to a sustainable development 
s.  
2 Future concerns of EU and GCC countries 
2.1 Energy and Environmental Concerns of EU Countries 
In 1973, oil crisis prompted many energy-related sectors in EU countries to shift towards alternative 
fuels especially renewable energy such as solar, wind, hydro…etc. to fulfill part of their demand a  
to have a clean source of energy. Currently, only 6% of EU’s energy needs are fulfilled by renewable 
resources mainly hydro energy (4%). In the last decades, exploitation of renewable energy have been 
isappointing mainly due to their low efficiencies d
target of 12% of its en
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 2.2 Economical Concerns of GCC Countries 
With their huge reserves of oil and natural gas accounting respectively 66% and 35% of world’s total 
oil and natural gas reserves, GCC’s economy depends heavily if not entirely on the revenues generated 
from these fossil fuels. For example, oil revenues in Saudi Arabia makes about 90% of the country’s 
export earnings. Whereas, Kuwait’s economy depends on oil revenues of approximately 95% of total 
export earnings and two-fifths of gross domestic product GDP [5]. Throughout the years, inconsis-
tency of energy demand, oil pricing along with fluctuations of the $US Dollars have hindered the eco-
nomic growth of some GCC countries, causing an economic chaos [11]. In addition, GCC countries 
are well aware of the commitments made by many developed countries regarding Kyoto protocol; and 
it would be in their interest to maintain their reputation as world’s key suppliers of fossil fuels to 
gradually initiate supplying the world with a clean form of energy. By supplying the world specially 
EU countries with both fossil fuels and a clean energy, GCC countries could achieve the desired sus-
tainable continuous economic growth. Table 1 presents energy and economic data of GCC countries 
and their current role in supplying EU countries with the fossil fuels. 
 
Table 1. Data for GCC countries [5-10]. 
 
 
Country 
Oil Reserves 
(Billion bar-
rels) 
Natural Gas 
Reserves 
(Tcf) 
 
% of Supply 
to EU 
 
Population 
(Million) 
 
GDP/Capita 
($/capita) 
Saudi Arabia 264.2 219.5 10% 21.7 8,800 
U.A.E. 97.8 212 Less than 1% 2.4 26,000 
Kuwait 96.5 52.7 3% 2.0 17,5 0 5
Qatar 15.2 509 1% 0.78 22,100 
Bahrain 0.125 3.2 - 0.65 13,100 
Oman 5.5 29.3 Less than 1% 2.6 8,100 
3 Hydrogen energy 
 s hydrogen energy, which 
orable, transportable and 
 resources. Conventional fuels such as oil and natural gas can generate hydrogen by steam-
re
lobally, around 400 billion cubic meters of hydrogen are produced annually with natural gas steam-
reformation process, which is considered to be the most common and cost effective hydrogen produc-
ing method [12]. About 48% of worldwide hydrogen production comes from this process, and even 
experts have recommended the mass production of small-scale natural gas reformers, supplying direct 
Many cientists, energy economists, and energy policy makers believe that 
possesses significant characteristics such as being environmentally clean, st
inexhaustible, could play a key role in fulfilling the global energy demand. Presently, utilization of 
hydrogen energy to run fuel cells for a clean power generation has gained worldwide attention. Fuel 
cells especially proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) have been playing a significant role in 
many industrial, utilities and transportation sectors. 
Production of hydrogen can be carried out through either utilizing conventional resources or by re-
newable
formation, and coal can produce hydrogen by gasification. On the other hand, hydrogen production 
through renewable resources such as biomass gasification, solar-hydrogen and wind-hydrogen elec-
trolysis process and hydropower electrolysis process, is considered to have a promising future. In the 
current analysis, I consider hydrogen production by means of natural gas steam-reformation process 
and by solar-hydrogen energy system, which is ideal for GCC countries that are described to be cli-
matically suitable for solar energy applications.  
3.1 Natural gas steam-reformation 
G
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 hydrogen for stationary fuel cells and at vehicle refueling stations. Natural gas steam-reformation is a 
two-step process in which four parts hydrogen are produced from one part methane and two parts wa-
ter at high operating temperatures and pressures and in the presence of a catalyst. It is a relatively effi-
cient and inexpensive process, and can be made still more efficient with the utilization of the waste 
heat, which could be referred to as cogeneration. This latter feature makes steam-methane particularly 
attractive for local use. Although the cost of hydrogen produced from steam-reformation process, fluc-
tuates with the fluctuating price of natural gas, it is proved to be more favorable in the near-term than 
hydrogen produced from renewable methods. 
Efficiency of the steam-reforming process is defined as, the ratio of the heating value of the pro-
duced hydrogen over the energy input of the raw material, fuel and electricity is about 65-75% [13]. 
Since hydrogen production through steam reformation of natural gas is highly exothermic process, the 
plant generates more steam than it consumes. Thus, energy efficiency of the steam-reformation plant 
could be drastically increased by at least 10% if the excess steam generated by the plant is used for 
another source [14].  
3.2 Solar-Hydrogen energy System 
Solar hydrogen energy could play a key role in the overall GCC’s energy supply strategy since it has a 
great potential of solar energy with an average annual solar insolation exceeding 8.5 GJ/m2. Electricity 
generated by PV cells could be utilized to power electrolysers to produce hydrogen through electroly-
sis process. Photovoltaic electrolysis is described to be simple, attains high quality of hydrogen, has 
less geographical limitations, and easy to couple electrolysers to the PV cells [3]. Several studies have 
been conducted concerning the above concept for different countries [15,16,17]. However, these stud-
ergy mix and eco-
and, available fuel 
reserves, and solar energy potentials. From all the GCC countries, it is worth noting that Saudi Arabia 
has initiated a solar energy program in 1970’s called “solar village”. This project involved direct con-
version of solar energy into electric power with 1000 kW capacity, which is currently supplying a 
community of 3,500 people near the capital city of Riyadh [18]. 
4 Scenarios of supplying fossil fuel to EU coun-
tries 
4.1 Increase in Energy Demand Scenario 
Currently, GCC supplies EU countries approximately 9,000 million GJ of oil and natural gas, account-
ing 15% of EU’s energy imports. Each country in GCC has a share of the supply as indicated in table 
1. The current average fossil fuel demand growth rate is estimated to be around A=1% (business as 
usual). With the future enlargement of EU countries as a result of addition of new member countries 
and future expected depletion of their natural resources, the energy demand could drastically increase 
in the near future. A suggested higher growth rate of A=3% is considered in this paper to illustrate the 
future increase in the energy demand. This demand growth rate could be easily interpolated or ex-
trapolated at any rate other than the above-suggested rate. 
4.2 Rate of Hydrogen Energy Supply Scenario 
Hydrogen energy is proposed to be produced and supply EU in 2005 at an introductory quantity of 5% 
of the total amount supplied that year. The rate of increase in the hydrogen supply depends entirely on 
how seriously GCC and EU countries are welling to supply and consume this energy in the near fu-
ies would not be directly applied to GCC countries due to differences in their en
nomic situation as compared with the GCC in terms of fossil fuel production/dem
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 ture, respectively. The suggested growth rates of hydrogen supply considered in this paper are B=3%, 
B=5% and B=10%. Definitely the higher the growth rate the less fossil fuel is consumed and hence 
4.3 Hydrogen Energy-Producing Methods Scenario 
For each of the above suggested hydrogen supply growth rate B, two different scenarios are proposed 
for hydrogen production in GCC countries namely hydrogen production through natural gas steam-
reformation process and solar-hydrogen energy systems. In the first scenario, a suggested 95% of hy-
d
ll 
i-
gy Demand and CO2 Emissions 
Irrespective of environmental damages and EU’s commitment in Kyoto protocol, import conventional 
energy demand and CO2 emission could increase by 28% to reach 1190 million GJ and 85 MTC by 
2025 if normal pace of A=1% (business as usual) took place as shown in Figure 1. However, these 
figures could be significantly reduced by at least 850 million GJ (30 MTC) of oil and natural gas if 
they are replaced by hydrogen energy at a growth rate of B=3%. Moreover, CO2 emission could be 
reduced substantially to any desired level by substituting fossil fuels with hydrogen energy. In order to 
fulfill EU’s commitment towards reduction of gas emission, EU should adapt a scheme where hydro-
gen is produced at a rate of B=10% if their energy demand growth rate remained at A=1%. On the 
other hand, hydrogen should be supplied at a rate of approximately B=17% if EU’s energy demand is 
increased to A=3% as a result of its enlargement and depletion of most of its natural resources. How-
ever, it should be stressed that the price change of fossil fuel in the future would be insignificant if 
EU’s climate policy goals are well established [19]. 
 
less environmental pollutions would take place.  
rogen is produced by natural gas reformation while the rest 5% is produced through solar-hydrogen 
energy system. In the second scenario, 90% of hydrogen is produced by natural gas reformation proc-
ess and the rest 10% is produced through solar-hydrogen is suggested. Clearly, the second scenario 
tends to be more favorable than the first one because less pollution would be generated in the overa
hydrogen production scheme. 
5 Outlook on energy, environment and econom-
ics 
The current analysis is conducted at many possibilities and suggested scenarios discussed in the previ-
ous section. The outlook consists of projected EU’s energy demand in the next 20 years with CO2 
emission consequences, GCC’s role to fulfill the demand of supplying a clean energy and the assoc
ated economical benefits as a result of implementing such action.   
5.1 EU’s Future Ener
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Figure 1. Current and future projected energy supply to EU countries 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Hydrogen energy supply to EU at growth rates of A=1% and A=3% 
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 5.2 GCC’s Role in Supplying Hydrogen Energy 
Hydrogen is introduced in the overall energy supply picture in 2005 at approximately 485 million GJ 
(5% of total fossil fuel supplied to EU that year) as depicted in Figure 2. The growth rate of hydrogen 
supply B, can be adjusted depending on the pace at which GCC is welling to supply EU’s demand of 
clean energy and cost of fossil fuels. For instance, at energy demand growth rate of A=3% and hydro-
gen growth rate of B=5%, hydrogen could be supplied at a rate of 1,000 million GJ by quarter of this 
century. 
Approximately 5%-10% of hydrogen supplied to EU countries could be produced through solar-
hydrogen energy electrolysis process. Figures 3 and 4 present the required area of photovoltaic (PV) 
cells to produce hydrogen at 5% and 10% of solar-hydrogen systems and with various scenarios of 
energy demand rate A and hydrogen supply growth rate B. Clearly, the higher the growth rates of A 
and B, the greater PV cell area is needed. For instance at A=1% and B=10%, hydrogen production 
could be doubled to 275 million GJ in 2025 if the supplied hydrogen is produced from the renewable 
source at a rate of 10% rather than 5%. This will eventually lead to an increase in the PV cell area 
from 11,800X103 m2 to 23,600X103 m2, as shown in Figure 3. Conversely, at A=3 and B=5%, ap-
proximately 90 million GJ of hydrogen could be produced in 2025, and requiring 5,000X103 m2 of PV 
area if it is supplied at a rate of 5% rather than 10% as depicted in Figure 4.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Required PV cell area and Hydrogen energy at a growth rates of A=1% 
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ure 4. Required PV cell area and Hydrogen energy at a growth rates of A=3
 
Fig % 
 
 
ell area required to produce hydrogen energy in GCC countries in 2005, is 
ble. The area could be reduced if the efficiencies of the electrolyser and PV 
 and 18%, respectively. At the present time, it would be difficult to ac-
 n
o
 
 
h 
 B
rm
a
r 
 
 
The initial photovoltaic c
considered to be reasona
cells are increased above 90%
quire a PV cell with extremely high efficiency (greater than 20%), but in the near future it could be 
probably feasible due to rapid advances in the PV cell technology [20]. 
egligible carbon emissionA  associated with solar-hydrogen energy system is anticipated since only 
solar energy is utilized to power the electrolyser specially PEM electrolyser, which produces hydrogen 
xygen with no carbon emission. On thand e other hand, a substantial amount of CO2 can be emitted 
from natural gas steam-reformation process to produce hydrogen. Figures 5 and 6 present CO2 emis-
associated with producing hydrogen at 95% and 90% of hydrogen production through steam-sion
reformation process and with various scenarios of energy demand rate A and hydrogen supply growt
. CO  emission starts from a constant value of 12 rate 2 million tonne carbon (MTC) in 2005 and in-
creases depending on the growth rates A and B and percentage of hydrogen produced by steam-
reformation. For instance in 2025, at A=1 and B=10%, CO2 emission associated with 90% NG-
ation refo is approximately 49 MTC, which is 5% less than 95% NG-reformation as illustrated in 
Figure 5.  Without any doubt, a slight increase in the carbon emission of at most 5 MTC could occur if 
the energy demand was increased from a growth rate of A=1% to A=3%, as depicted in Figure 6. 
Experimentally, natural gas is considered to be the least polluting fossil fuel as opposed to oil and 
coal. Natural gas used in the reformation process contains mixture of various components such as 
ne (CHmeth 4), ethane (C2H6), propane (C3H8) and other types of hydrocarbons, carbon dioxide (CO2), 
etc., which results difficulty in predicting the performance of the plant [21]. Thus, hydrogen produc-
hrough renewable etion t nergy would be more environmentally attractive as compared with natural gas 
reformation [22]. However, it should be pointed out that using technologies to capture CO2 for eithe
long-term stsafe, orage or use as a commercial commodity or carbon sequestration technologies could
effectively lower carbon emission.  
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igure 5. Hydrogen generation and CO2 emission by NG-steam reformation process at growth rate of 
=1% 
 
 
F
A
 
 
Figure 6. Hydrogen generation and CO2 emission by NG-steam reformation process at growth rate of 
A=3% 
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 5.3
The current average gross domestic product (GDP) per capita of GCC countries is estimated to be 
around $16,500/captita te will fall to less than 
$15,000/capita in 2025 ) as compared with an 
average economic growth rate of approximately 2.5%, inflation, future cost and high dependency of 
GCC countries on the revenues generated from sales of fossil fuels. Thus, GCC countries should seri-
ously consider three important measures to achieve a sustainable economic growth. Firstly, optimum 
exploitation of natural conventional resources such as oil and natural gas to produce environmentally 
clean hydrogen energy to be supplied to developed countries particularly EU countries. Secondly, ex-
ploitation of their potential of renewable energy resources such as solar energy to produce hydrogen 
energy and to be supplied to developed countries. Thirdly, diversify their economy in order to be less 
dependent on oil and natural gas. By implementing these measures specially the first two measures, 
GCC countries could secure a healthy economic growth and supply EU countries a sustainable source 
of a clean energy. 
 
 Economical Returns 
shown in Figure 7. However, it is anticipated that this ra
due to higher population growth rate (approximately 3%
 
 
Figure 7. Projected average GDP/capita of GCC countries 
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 Conc
I us-
taina  as 
llo
 
• Energy supplied to EU co  and increases depending on 
the growth rates A and B. 
• In order to secure a clean energy l its future demand and implement the 
Kyoto-protocol, hydrogen should be supplied to EU countries at a rate of B=10% if their energy 
demand stayed at A=1%. However, we should keep in mind that a hydrogen production rate of 
B=17% is required to meet a suggested increase in the energy demand of A=3%. 
 Hydrogen is introduced in 2005 at a rate of approximately 485 million GJ (5% of total fossil fuel 
supplied to EU) and its growth rate B, can be adjusted depending on the pace at which GCC are 
European Commission. Green Paper-Towards a European Strategy for the Security of Energy 
Supply, EUR-OP. 2001 
[2] Department of energy, United States Energy Information Administration, Regional Indicators: 
European Union (EU). October 2002. 
[3] A. Kazim and T.N. Veziroglu. Utilization of solar-hydrogen energy in the UAE to maintain its 
share in the world energy market for the 21st century. Renewable Energy, 24, pp. 259-274, 2001. 
[4] Knapp K. Exploring Energy Technology Substitution for Reducing Atmospheric Carbon Emis-
sions. The Energy Journal, 20, pp. 121-143, 1999. 
[5] Department of energy, United States Energy Information Administration, Kuwait, August, 2002. 
[6] Department of energy, United States Energy Information Administration, Saudi Arabia, October, 
2002. 
[7] Department of energy, United States Energy Information Administration, Oman, September, 
2002. 
[8] Department of energy, United States Energy Information Administration, Qatar, October, 2002. 
[9] Department of energy, United States Energy Information Administration, Bahrain, September, 
2002. 
[10] Department of energy, United States Energy Information Administration, United Arab Emirates, 
December, 2002. 
[11] OPEC, OPEC Annual Statistical Bulletin, Organization of petroleum exporting countries, Aus-
tria, 2000. 
[12] S. Valverde. Hydrogen as energy source to avoid environmental pollution, Geofisica Interna-
cional, 41 (3), 223-228, 2002. 
[13] Y. Yurum. Hydrogen Energy Systems- Production and Utilization of Hydrogen and Future As-
pects, Kluwer Academic Publisher group, The Netherlands, 1995. 
lusions 
n this paper technical, environmental and economical aspects of hydrogen energy and its role to a s
ble development of EU and GCC countries were presented. The conclusions are summarized
ws: fo
untries would start at 9,000X106 GJ in 2005
supply of hydrogen to fulfil
 
•
welling to supply EU’s demand of clean energy and cost of fossil fuels. 
•  The initial photovoltaic cell area required to produce hydrogen energy in GCC countries in 2005, 
is considered to be reasonable. The area could be reduced if the efficiencies of the electrolyser and 
PV cells are increased above the suggested values of 90% and 18%, respectively. 
• CO2 emissions from natural gas steam-reformation would start at 12 MTC in 2005 and increases 
depending on the growth rates A and B and percentage of hydrogen produced by steam-
reformation.  
• It is anticipated that GDP/capita for GCC countries will fall to less than $15,000/capita in 2025 if 
no serious measures were taken to achieve a sustainable economic growth. 
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Abstract  The aim of this study is to analyze the world’s future energy supply, in general, and cost-
2 abatement targets. 
al energy systems model GET-R 1.0, developed spe-
-
g 
-
effective fuel choices in the transportation sector, in particular, under stringent CO
The analysis is carried out with the help of a glob
cifically for this project. It is a linear programming model and it has three end-use sectors: electricity, 
heat and transportation fuel. It is set up to generate the energy supply mix that would meet exoge-
nously given energy demands at the lowest global energy system cost. We have chosen an upper limit 
on CO2 emissions corresponding to an atmospheric CO2 concentration target of 400 ppm, by the year 
2100. We find that it is cost-effective to carry out the transition from gasoline/diesel in the middle of 
the century and that hydrogen becomes the most cost-efficient fuel in the long run. Within the electric
ity production sector all renewable energy sources show a pattern of increasing contributions durin
the century and solar produced hydrogen will dominate by year 2100. Biomass is the dominant fuel in 
the heat sector. Scenarios are also presented which show the effects of different way of regionalizing 
the model. Here significant changes may occur, in particular when it comes to the where solar hydro-
gen is being produced. Further, we compare our results with those generated using a globally aggre
gated version of the model. We find that the regionalization only marginally affects the general pat-
tern.  
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 1 Introduction 
atically. Currently, 80% of energy used is based on fossil fuels and unless alternatives 
d 
, 
ing energy demand with strong reductions in 
CO2 emissions over the 21st century. 
on sector has a negative impact on local air quality and is a major emitter of CO2. In 
 of 
n or 
ion to these problems. Emissions of local pollutants are reduced to near-zero levels, and CO2 
emissions are lower or zero if renewable primary energy sources are used. However, it is still being 
discussed which fuel should be used in the long run, when there are stronger restrictions on CO2 emis-
w h 
 transportation sector un-
-
 out the transition away from gasoline/diesel? 
to which fuel is it cost-effective to shift?  
the transportation sector be different if a globally aggre-
 a regionalized version?  
i-
odel and scenario assumptions are presented in section 2 followed by global and some regional re-
ults presented in section 3. The results are discussed and conclusion are drawn in section 4 followed 
by some ideas for future work in section 5.  
ia. These new scenarios 
will show how each region can meet its energy demand, and thereby give a better understanding of the 
prospects for changes in the global energy system than a global aggregate model.  
As the global population reaches 9-10 billion, and living standards increase, energy requirements will 
increase dram
are introduced, huge increases in atmospheric CO2 are to be expected. Substantial reductions of the 
global CO2 emissions are required in order to minimize risks of severe climatic changes, but this 
would involve considerable changes in the present energy system. 
To stabilize the atmospheric CO2 at 400 ppm, which might be an acceptable level (see Azar an
Rodhe, 1997), global CO2 emissions need to drop to around 2 Gton C/yr, by the year 2100 (IPCC
1994). This corresponds to 0.2 ton C per capita per year, assuming a population of 10 billion people, 
which can be compared to the current 5.5 tonC/cap/year in the US and 0.3 ton C/cap/year in India. 
This study explores the possibility of combining increas
The transportati
1990, the transportation sector was responsible for some 25% of the world’s energy use, and 22%
 CO2 emissions (IPCC, 1994). Fuel cell vehicles are seen by many as a promising optiothe global
ven solute
sions. The two main candidates are liquid biofuels and hydrogen (from rene ables or fossil fuels wit
carbon sequestration). 
The purpose with this study is to analyze cost-effective fuel choices in the
der stringent CO2 constraints and to investigate whether regional differences in energy supply poten
tials may result in differences in fuel choices. We do this by regionalizing a global energy systems 
model, designed to develop global energy scenarios. More specifically, we ask the following ques-
tions: 
 
when is it cost-effective to carry- 
- 
- will the cost-effective choice of fuel in 
gated model is used rather than
- how will the method of regionalization affect transportation fuel choices and trade in energy carr
ers?  
 
M
s
2 Model and scenario assumptions 
2.1 Model description 
A global energy systems model (GET 1.0) has been developed by Azar et al, 2000. The model was 
used to study fuel choices in the transportation sector (see Azar et al 2003). In this study, we have re-
gionalized this earlier model into eleven different regions: North America, Latin America, Western 
Europe, Eastern Europe, Former Soviet Union, OECD countries in the Pacific Ocean, Middle East and 
North Africa, Africa, Centrally Planned Asia, South Asia and Other Pacific As
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 The regionalized energy system model (GET-R 1.0) is a linear optimization model designe
choose primary energy sources, conversion technologies, energy carriers and transportation techn
gies that meet th
d to 
olo-
e energy demands of each region, at the lowest aggregate costs subject to a carbon 
. constraint (a tax or an emission cap). In this study, the only environmental concern is CO2 emissions
Energy supply potentials and the demand for electricity, heat and transportation fuel, are exogenously 
given. The transportation sector is disaggregated into cars, trains, buses, trucks, ships and air planes 
whereas the electricity and heat sectors is analyzed in aggregate. Primary energy supply options, the 
three energy demand sectors and fuel choices in the transportation sector, are presented in Figure 1.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: The basic flow chart of supply and fuel choices in the energy system model 
 
2.2 Scenario assumptions  
IIASA) in Austria. In this 
cenario, titled "C1", it is assumed that technological development leads to energy efficiency im-
provements, so that per capita heat and electricity demands in industrialized countries are reduced. In 
some regions, strong economic development will increase the per capita demand even if efficiency 
improvements are taken into account (Nakicenovic et al, 1995).  
In all regions, per capita income increases. The developments of GDPPPP per capita (GDP measured 
in purchasing power parities) are also taken from IIASA/WEC scenario C1. GDPPPP  per capita in in-
dustrial regions will increase from about 20,000 USD/yr today to about 50,000 USD/yr by the end of 
the 21st century. Developing regions will reach the level at which Western Europe is today. Increased 
income is followed by an increased demand for heat, electricity and transportation fuel. 
or-
er-
m, combined with scenarios for the energy intensities meas-
s
-
 the year 2100. The global density of 
ars will be 0.5 cars/capita, which is the current car density in Germany.  
From 1990 to 2100 total passenger transportation is assumed to increase ten fold. Passenger rail in-
creases by a factor three, bus by a factor of five, car by a factor of eight and passenger aviation by a 
factor of 40 in the scenarios. Freight transport will increase by about a factor of four. Intercontinental 
ocean transport dominates, although road transport will have the highest relative growth rate. Road 
Energy demand 
Regional population, heat and electricity demand are assumed to follow an "ecologically driven" sce-
nario developed by International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (
s
Transportation scenarios are developed separately for passenger transportation and freight transp
tation. The energy requirement is derived from scenarios of transportation activities measured as p
son kilometer, pkm, and ton kilometer, tk
ured as MJ/pkm and MJ/tkm (Azar et al, 2000). 
Public use of aviation will increase rapidly and by the end of the century an American will travel 
40,000 km/year by air compared to 4,300 km/year currently. Domestic motor vehicle use is also as-
sumed to strongly increase, especially in the developing countries. The average citizen of India drive  
about 150 km per year, which will increase to 10,000 km per year by the end of this century. Assum
g a population of 10 billion, a total of 5 billion cars will exist byin
c
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 transport will grow by a factor of six, air and ocean transport by a factor of four and continental water 
and rail approximately doubles. More details are given in Azar et al, 2000.  
Energy availability 
Regional oil and gas supply potentials and the annual hydro and biomass supply are assumed to follow 
Johansson et al, (1993). The regional coal maximum supply potentials are assumed to follow Rogner, 
(1997). The potential for solar energy is huge and therefore has not been assigned an upper limit. This 
model allows carbon capture and storage technologies when applied to fossil fuels for heat, electricity 
and hydrogen production. Biomass is limited upwards to around 200 EJ/yr (Johansson et al, 1993). 
This constraint has important implications since the total energy demand is much larger. Thus, the 
model chooses to use biomass in the sector where it is most competitive.  
Efficiency of energy conversions, cost of industrial plants, vehicle engines and fuel infrastructure are 
discussed in detail in the paper presenting the global model GET 1.0 (Azar et al, 2000). The same val-
es have been used in all regions. Regionalized load factors for solar energy technologies give some 
2.3 Maximum expansion rate 
y system of the world. This inertia is 
model, inertia is introduced in several 
omes more expensive 
it is most 
cost-efficient, and this means that solar will expand at a faster rate in sunnier regions than what hap-
pens if um ex-
pansion se case 
nt.  
 stabilize atmospheric CO2 concentrations at 400 ppm, approximately 500 Gton C may be 
emitted over the period 1990-2100, (IPCC, 1994). This means that emissions may on average be 
around half s 
that the the 
isplays a scenario in which this happens in a cost-effective manner.   
u
advantages to the regions Africa, Middle East and North Africa, Latin America and North America.   
In reality, it takes time to make profound changes in the energ
sometimes difficult to capture in energy system models. In our 
ways. First, it takes time before the capital stock is replaced and therefore it bec
to introduce new technologies. Second, we have also introduced exogenous constraints on how fast 
new technologies might enter. When the total supply from a specific technology is set, then the maxi-
mum level of supply in the following decade is set so that a complete transformation of the energy sys-
tem would take at least 50 years.  
The maximum expansion rate can be set as a global or as a regional constraint. If a global maximum 
expansion rate is chosen, the model will choose to expand technologies in regions where 
regional expansion rate constraints are chosen.  In this study we use the global maxim
 rate as our base case, but we will also present some interesting differences to the ba
using the other method of a regionalized maximum expansion constrai
3 Results 
3.1 Global results  
Due to space limitations, it is only possible to present a short summary of our results here. A more 
complete description can be found in (Grahn et al, 2003). 
Primary Energy Supply 
In order to
of current levels (if we include the contribution from deforestation). In turn, this mean
 emissions may increase perhaps a decade, but that they would then have to decline over 
next couple of decades. Figure 2 d
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Figure 2. Primary energy sources required to s
n added to produce this 
l f
ies are used on a larger scale, from the middle of the century and onwards. Of the three solar en-
ergy technologies in this model, solar energy for electricity production and solar energy for heat pro-
ydrogen production 
upply the world's energy system, if atmospheric CO2 
concentrations are stabilized at 400 ppm. The eleven regional results have bee
globa igure 
 
Over the next fifty years, the model suggests that a rapidly increasing supply for biomass is a cost-
effective way of meeting ambitious climate targets. The use of oil and gas remains roughly constant 
until they become exhausted. The use of coal remains possible since carbon capture and storage tech-
nolog
duction remain at about the same level as wind and hydro, but solar energy for h
increases rapidly during the second half of the century.  
Transportation 
The scenario describing the cost-effective fuel choices in the transportation sector is presented in  
Figure 3. 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Projected transportation fuels requirements, if atmospheric CO2 concentrations are stabi-
lized at 400 ppm. Note that regional results are added to give a global figure 
 
In cars and freight sectors there is a transition from petroleum-based fuels in internal combustion en
gines to hydrogen used in fuel cell engines. Some methanol in internal combustion engines will b
used in the transition period in both sectors. The model also present natural gas as a cost-effective 
transition fuel in the sector cars. In airplanes, there is a transition from fuels based on oil towards liq-
uefied hydrogen. 
 
-
e 
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 H
e global figures presented in Figure 4. 
 
 
eat and Electricity Production 
The end-use sector heat is defined as the heat required domestically as well as process heat in indus-
tries, e.g. pulp and paper production. The regional results, showing the scenarios for heat and electric-
ity production, are added to give th
 
 
ure 4. Primary energy sources used to supply households and industries global demand for heat as 
l as primary energy sources to supply the world's demand of electricity, given that atmospheric 
Fig
wel
exp
 
oil is phased out early and by the end of the century coal increases due to the fact that decarbonization 
by 
in y ass, as well as the other renewable energy sources, displays an increasing pattern 
dec
3.2 s of setting the maximum expan-
Wh  between the two ways of set-
usin odel, in section 3.3  
he major impact of different ways of setting the maximum expansion rates is where solar hydrogen 
is being produced. Using a global maximum expansion rate, the region Middle East and North Africa 
(MEA) will extract almost 200 EJ/yr of solar produced hydrogen, in year 2100, out of which 160 EJ/yr 
will be exported to other regions. Using a regionally set maximum expansion rate MEA will only pro-
duce solar hydrogen for its own need. The differences in primary extraction for MEA due to choice of 
expansion constraint, are illustrated in Figure 5. The Asian regions Centrally Planned Asia dominated 
by China (CPA), South Asia dominated by India (SAS) and Other Pacific Asia (PAS) are examples of 
regions which import hydrogen in the case of a global maximum expansion constraint and produce 
their own solar hydrogen in the other case, as illustrated in Figure 6. 
 
CO2 concentrations are stabilized at 400 ppm. These graphs are produced using the global maximum 
ansion constraint and regional results are added together 
Biomass and coal dominate as primary energy source for heat production. For electricity production 
techniques become cost-effective and used on a larger scale. When solar based hydrogen is introduced 
the middle of the century it will rapidly increase its share and dominate as a primary energy source 
ear 2100. Biom
throughout the century. Wind and hydro power are used to their exogenously set maximum level. The 
line in gas use, by the end of the century, is caused by lack of availability.  
 The impact of different way
sion rates 
en it comes to fuel choices in the transportation sector, the difference
ting maximum expansion rates are minor. We will compare our two results with the figure generated 
g a globally aggregated version of the m
T
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Figure 5. Primary energy extracted in region Middle East and North Africa, MEA. Solar produced 
hydrogen will be exported in the case of a global maximum expansion rate 
 
 
 
pply the energy demand in the Asian regions. No solar pro-
 a global maximum expansion rate. Instead hydrogen 
of a regional maximum expansion rate the Asian re-
obally aggregated model and a 
e transportation sector will be different if a globally 
zed version, we will produce two more figures as a 
model, of this version of the energy system model, as 
expansion constraint, are presented in Figure 7. These two fig-
Figure 6. Primary energy sources to su
duced hydrogen will be developed in the case of
will be imported mainly from MEA. In the case 
gions will produce their own solar hydrogen 
3.3 The difference between a gl
global regionalized model  
To explore if the cost-effective choice of fuel in th
aggregated model is used rather than a regionali
comparison to Figure 3. A globally aggregated 
well as the run with regional maximum 
ures are very similar to Figure 3, shown in section 3.1  
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Figure 7. Fuel choices in the transportation sector will show the same over all pattern no matter 
global or regionalized model 
4 Discussion and Conclusions 
In this paper, we asked the following questions: When is it cost-effective to carry out the transition 
away from gasoline/diesel? To which fuel is it cost-effective to shift? Will the cost-effective choice of 
fuel in the transportation sector be different if a globally aggregated model is used rather than a re-
gionalized version? How will the method of regionalization affect transportation fuel choices and trade 
in energy carriers? Below, we summarize our results and offer some explanations for them.  
4.1 Oil remains dominant in the transportation sector for sev-
eral decades despite stringent climate targets 
A perhaps somewhat surprising result from our modeling exercise is that oil remains dominant in the 
transportation sector several decades ahead. A physical explanation for that is that known oil and natu-
ral gas reserves, contain about 200 Gton C (and we have assumed that the ultimately recoverable oil 
and natural gas resources are twice the current reserves). It is thus possible to release more CO2 emis-
sions than what exist in the total reserves of oil and natural gas, and still stabilize the atmospheric CO2 
concentration at 400 ppm. The most cost-effective use for oil is in the transportation sector (the advan-
tages of using oil in the transportation sector is larger than using oil for heat or electricity production).  
One tempting interpretation may be that no new technologies would need to be developed until the 
middle of the 21st century, but other elements ensure that this is not the case. The transition to hydro-
gen in the transportation sector will start around 2030 – 2050, and to make this possible, hydrogen 
should be used in vehicles before 2030. It is only by 2030 – 2050 that the carbon constraint becomes 
stringent enough to make hydrogen and fuel cell engines in cars and trucks competitive with gasoline 
and diesel. 
4.2 Hydrogen and not biofuels become the dominant transporta-
tion fuel in our model 
Hydrogen becomes the dominant fuel in the transportation sector, as it is more cost-efficient to use 
biomass for heat production. Using biomass to produce methanol would imply that the heat demand 
would have to be satisfied from other CO2-neutral sources (hydrogen from solar or fossil fuels with 
decarbonization), which would increase the overall cost of the model. The reason why biomass can not 
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 be use lity 
constr
4.3 A global but regionalized model versus a globally aggregated 
model  
As shown in Figure rtation sector will, 
ore or less, not be gionalized version. 
 fact many fuel choices are very close to each other in costs, and the transition fuels is not an effect 
y regionalization, but an effect due to development of the model.  
-
e 
t-
One general result from our study that is less dependent on the actual parameter choices is that it is 
possible to combine ambitious climatic goals with an increased demand for energy services.  
5 Future Work 
The development of hybrid cars (electricity and internal combustion engine) has come to a point when 
its energy efficiency is close to what is expected for a fuel cell car. This is an important issue to follow 
up and include as an option in the model. In the current version of our model, we have not included 
hybrid cars.  
Further it could be of interest to look more into biomass supply and conversion options. In this study 
biomass is a collective name for forest biomass, energy crops and biomass residues. The end-use sec-
tor heat is a collective name for industrial process heat and residential heating (including district heat-
ing and pellets production). If the model had more supply and end-use options, it could maybe give a 
more balanced picture of the most cost-efficient use for biomass. The use of biomass for electricity 
and transportation fuel becomes more interesting, the higher the cost of using biomass for heat produc-
tion.  
The model could also be further developed by study the effect of more combined energy options. 
The model includes co-generated electricity and heat production, but as a future work options as for 
example co-generated production of methanol and heat, could be of interest to study.  
Finally, the results presented here assumes that there is a carbon constraint applied to all regions of 
the world. It could be interesting to analyze fuel choices in the transportation sector under the more 
d for both heat and transportation is that the overall supply is limited upwards due to availabi
aints.  
 3 po
 different if a globally aggregated model is used rather than a re
 and in Figure 7, cost-effective choice of fuel in the trans
m
In
b
4.4 Affects of the two methods of regionalization 
The two methods of regionalization will not affect the over all pattern of transportation fuel choices, 
but will affect the trade in energy carriers. The major impact of different ways of setting the maximum 
expansion rates is where solar hydrogen is being produced, as illustrated in Figure 5 and 6, in section 
3.2.  
4.5 Model results are not a prediction of the future  
The purpose of this study is not to predict the future. This model illustrates which fuels are most cost-
efficient, based on presented assumptions. It is of course possible to use this study as an indication of 
which fuels and technologies are most cost effective, but even if assumptions in this model are reason
able by current standards, a great deal can occur within the next few decades, which may change th
input data and produce different results. Also, since the model is an LP model, the less costly solution 
will always be chosen completely no matter how small the difference in cost is to the closest compe
ing option. In reality, many options may be chosen simultaneously if the difference in cost is minor, 
but this cannot happen in our model.  
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 realistic assumption that developing countries will adop
after the industrialized countries.  
t abatement policies perhaps a decade or two 
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Abstract  The electricity sectors in the Baltic countries are presently undergoing reform processes in 
order to meet the requirements of the EU directives regarding deregulation of electricity sectors. At the 
same time, EU is putting a pressure upon Lithuania to close the largest electricity producer in the Bal-
tic countries, the Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant. The purpose of the paper is to establish a common 
background for evaluating the future perspectives of the Lithuanian and Baltic electricity market. The 
results of the paper deal with the possibilities of creating a competitive market and with the economic 
and technical consequences of different future settings. The market concentration at a liberalised elec-
tricity market in Lithuania and the Baltic region may be high because of relatively few and large pro-
duction units. The joint problem of liberalisation, high market concentration and nuclear phase out has 
been analysed. The future electricity and district heating markets are simulated using the Balmorel 
model. The focus of the analyses is the economic consequences of different market openings, different 
producer supply behaviour and different closure speeds of INPP. With focus on Lithuania, it is shown 
that if competition arises in the electricity market, the prices will become low due to a large excess 
capacity in the system. The consumers and the society as a whole will gain significantly from competi-
culties in making positive earnings. It is furthermore con-
petition in a closed Lithuanian electricity market due to 
 markets may help reducing the competition problem. 
 
Electr
Thomas Engberg Pedersena, Jens Haucha, Hans Ravnb
tion, but most power plants will have diffi
luded that there is a high risk of lack of comc
the high market concentration. Even a minor lack of competition will imply significant gains to pro-
ducers, but losses to consumers and the society as a whole. The establishment of a common Baltic 
electricity market instead of national electricity
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 1 Power market situation 
The power systems differ considerably in the three Baltic countries. The Lithuanian system is domi-
nated by nuclear and thermal production; the Latvian system is based on hydro and thermal produc-
tion, and the Estonian system is purely thermal. The differences in the production systems create po-
tential benefits to be gained from international electricity trade between the countries - just as in the 
Nordic countries. 
The Lithuanian power system consists of the Ignalina nuclear power plant (INPP), the large thermal 
Lithuanian Power Plant (LPP) and a few combined heat and power plants. The Lithuanian power sys-
tem also includes hydro power plants and a large hydro pump storage plant which in particular is use-
ful in combination with the nuclear production that can not be regulated in line with the demand varia-
tion. 
INPP commenced production in the eighties to meet the regional electricity demand in the former 
Soviet Union. The total installed power capacity in Lithuania is m
,600 MW is in INPP. Compared to the present maximum need fo
ore than 6,000 MW, and of this 
r power in Lithuanian which is 
rge electricity export. But it also 
An over iew of the pr e Baltic n in Table
 
Table 1. Installed pow city in W. 
Lithua stonia Total 
2
about 2,000 MW, the installed capacity allows Lithuania to have a la
leaves Lithuania with high fixed operation and maintenance costs. 
v oduction system in th countries is give  1. 
er capa 2000, M
 nia Latvia E  
Nuclear power 2,600 0 2,60 00 
Thermal power 
- condensing 
- CHP 
 
1,800 
843 
0 
 
2,730 
247 
 
4,5
1
 
575 
30 
,665 
Hydro power 113 1,52 0 1,649 2 
Wind power 0 0 1 1 
Hydro pump storage 800 0  0 800 
Total 6,156 2,105 2,977 11,238 
 
The fact that the Lithuanian electricity market is dominated by relatively few large production units 
itations. 
If the Lithuanian production concentration on power plants in 2000 is measured using a Hirschman-
ivides the spectrum of 
market concentration as measured by the HHI into three regions, which can be broadly characterised 
as unconcentrated (HHI b oder d n 1,000 and 1,800) and 
highly concentrated (HHI 00).  
A separation of production companies to sm nits than power plants is not realistic. The 2000 
concentration of 5,572 therefore indicates that even e production arated into si
p ly high concentration is likely.  
i-
implies that competition in a closed liberalised Lithuanian electricity market is not presently realistic 
without regulation. Even with regulation there will be a large risk of competition lim
Herfindahl index, a concentration of 5,572 is found, see Lietuvos Energija 2000 for production data1. 
The U.S. Federal Trade Commission and the Department of Justice (1992) d
elow 1,000) m
above 1,8
ately concentrate
aller u
(HHI betwee
 if th is sep ngle power 
lants, an extreme
The new Lithuanian electricity law imposes a regulation upon INPP. This will reduce INPP's poss
bilities of utilising its market power. If INPP is separated from the market and regulated, the concen-
tration on the remaining market will be 1,904. This shows that INPP is the main contributor to the po-
tential competition problems, but a regulation of INPP is not sufficient to solve the potential competi-
tion problems as also 1,904 is a high concentration. 
                                                     
1 In 2000, the production was carried out under regulated monopoly. The distribution of production is not necessarily the 
same in a future electricity market. 
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 A solution to the Lithuanian electricity market problem is to ensure external competition at lea
from the other Baltic States, but prefer
st 
ably also from other countries. The transmission capacities be-
tw
 time. 
Transmission connections out of the Baltic region only exist to Russia, Kaliningrad and Belarus. 
stonia and Finland might offer additional possibili-
ties of creating competition mp be usage of Russian or 
B larusian grid as transit t  We ec  
2 gy u ed in th nalysi
e description. A graphical presentation of the model is given in 
F
y 
e 
d function, but on the 
o e 
o 
een the Baltic States are quite strong, and with free trade they will probably be sufficient to ensure 
free internal Baltic electricity trade most of the
However, the electricity markets in these countries are not yet liberalised. New transmission connec-
tions between Lithuania and Poland and between E
. Another possibilit
o the liberalised
y of external co
stern European el
etition could 
tricity markets.e
 Methodolo s e a s 
2.1 Type of model 
The modelling tool used for the analyses is the partial bottom up equilibrium model Balmorel that 
simulates the electricity and district heating markets, see Elkraft System et al. (2002) and Elkraft Sy-
stem et al. (2001) for a comprehensiv
igure 1. 
The input to the Balmorel model comprises a technical and economic description of the electricit
and district heating production technologies, including endogenous determination of investments. Th
demand side is on one hand modelled roughly through an aggregated deman
ther hand a detailed day/night variation, weekly variation and seasonal variation are included. Th
basic version of the model covers the countries around the Baltic Sea. The presented analyses cover 
only the three Baltic countries, Lithuania, Estonia and Latvia, in order to have a well documented and 
consistent data set. Being a partial model, Balmorel does not take into account general equilibrium or 
macro effects of different electricity market policies, but allows on the other hand more details. The 
choice of Balmorel therefore represents a choice in the trade off between technology details and macr
effects. 
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Figure 1. Graphical presentation of the Balmorel model 
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 2.2 Assumptions about competition 
The analyses are carried out for three different competition situations resulting in three different sets 
rs 
k 
-
e 
tricity trade between the 
The analysed period is 2002 to 2021. In the baseline situation it is assumed that the first unit of INPP 
will be closed by the end of 2004, and the second unit will be closed by the end of 2010.  
A fixed annual export of electricity from Lithuania to countries outside the Baltic region of 2 TWh is 
 units at INPP are in operation. 
mand, and the fuel prices increase during the period. For simplicity, 
the price elasticities are assumed to equal zero meaning that the electricity and heat demands equals 
sho
An overview of the electricity production that has been simulated in the baseline situation is presented 
in Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4. 
As long INPP is in operation, Lithuania is a net exporter of electricity and INPP is the main electric-
ity producer. When both units at INPP have been closed by the end of 2010, Lithuania turns to be a net 
importer of electricity, and in a longer run Lithuania becomes a net exporter again.   
Figure 5 shows the development in the annual average electricity prices in Lithuania. These prices 
can be interpreted as the prices that would occur on a Baltic spot market similar to the Nordic spot 
market Nord Pool. 
 
of market prices. 
The perfect competition price is the price that appears assuming that there is perfect competition in 
the electricity market.  
The mark-up price is defined as the price that will result if producers do not supply electricity at a 
price equal to own marginal costs, but equal to the marginal costs of the "next" unit in the system if 
units are ordered with increasing marginal costs (i.e. the cheapest non-producing unit). If produce
know the market well, this will in many cases be the price that can be charged without running a ris
of losing market shares as the "next" unit will never supply below its marginal costs. 
The long-run price covers all costs of new capacity including production and annualised investment 
costs over the expected lifetime. It is therefore the lowest price that new producers should achieve to 
make a positive profit. It can be viewed as the highest price which existing producers can charge with
out running a risk of new competitors entering the market. The long-run price will in the long run 
equal the competition price when new investments are necessary to satisfy the demand. 
The analysed prices are examples of how the market could develop assuming only moderate lack of 
competition. 
3 Results of analyses 
To illustrate the consequences of different future development options, a range of quantitative analyses 
has been carried out. The analyses have been carried out for two different overall market situations, a 
common Baltic electricity market and a closed Lithuanian market. Furthermore, different analyses 
have been carried out illustrating for instance the consequences of not having full competition in th
electricity market and for different closure speeds of INPP. 
In the common Baltic electricity market situation, it is assumed that free elec
Baltic countries is possible. In the closed national markets situation, no international electricity trade is 
possible. 
assumed as long as both
The electricity demand, heat de
the input projections. 
The results are in general uncertain due to e.g. the future levels of several parameters. The results 
uld therefore mainly be viewed as indications based upon the best available data and model today 
rather that certain projections. 
3.1 Production patterns and market prices 
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Source: Own calculations using Balmorel. 
 
Figure 2. Electricity production in Lithuania assuming a common Baltic electricity market and a 
phased closure of INPP (baseline situation) 
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Figure 3. Electricity production in Latvia assuming a common Baltic electricity market and a phased 
closure of INPP (baseline situation) 
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Figure 4. Electricity production in Estonia assuming a common Baltic electricity market and a phased 
closure of INPP (baseline situation) 
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Source: Own calculations using Balmorel. 
huania in the baseline situation 
fect competition price will increase. By the end of the pe-
ri -
ice during the period is caused by increased fuel prices. 
 
Figure 5. Electricity prices in Lit
 
The perfect competition price is low in the beginning of the period as the excess capacity implies equi-
librium prices below long-run equilibrium prices. In a longer term, when INPP has been closed, new 
investments will be necessary, and the per
od, the perfect competition price is close to the long-run price. In an even longer term, when all ex
isting units have been closed down, these two prices will be equal. 
The increase of the long-run pr
As expected, the mark-up price is always above the perfect competition price. In the long run, it is 
close to the long-run price. In the short term, the mark-up price is mainly determined by the marginal 
production cost at CHP plants. It is not much above the perfect competition price indicating that pro-
ducers can only obtain limited excess profit using this strategy. 
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 The market prices in Estonia and Latvia are slightly higher than in Lithuania as also transmission 
costs for these countries must be added to the Lithuanian export price. 
Assuming a closed Lithuanian electricity market, the excess capacity will be relatively higher than 
when assuming a common Baltic market and INPP will generate a relatively higher proportion of the 
electricity production. This means that more expensive production can be avoided. Assuming a closed 
L -
The future situation for the individual power plants is evaluated on the basis of the "value" of each 
power plant. This is calculated as the net present value of all future earnings (income minus expenses) 
during a twenty-year period, i.e. 2002-2021. The earnings are discounted to 2002 using a discount rate 
ectricity and district heating. The expenses 
include variable costs and fixed costs, but not payment of loans related to the original investment costs 
e
f the power 
lants. 
The calculated values of production units are presented in Table 2. 
 
Table 2. Discounted value of Lithuanian power plants, million EUR. 
 Perfect competition Mark-up price Long-run price 
ithuanian market, the average perfect competition price will be as low as 11 EUR/MWh in 2002 in
stead of 17 EUR/MWh. 
3.2 Future situation for power plants 
of 6% p.a. 
The income is defined as the total income from sale of el
of the power plants as these costs are viewed as sunk and a part of the companies' financial assets. 
If a power plant does only produce a small amount of electricity (and district heating), the incom  
will be close to zero, and therefore the earnings may be negative due to the fixed costs. 
If a closed Lithuanian market was established instead of a common Baltic market, the Lithuanian 
production units would in general produce less, and the perfect competition prices would be lower. 
oth these circumstances lead to lower contribution margins and thus to lower values oB
p
 Baltic 
market 
LT 
market 
Baltic 
market 
LT 
market 
Baltic 
market 
LT 
market 
Ignalina NPP 896 -1,233 1,546 -598 4,371 3,341 
Lithuanian PP -86 -220 406 20 608 66 
Vilnius CHP 91 -131 308 -6 759 521 
Kaunas CHP -53 -96 20 -70 101 28 
Mazeikiai CHP -373 -375 -341 -360 -110 -267 
Klaipeda CHP -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
Kaunas 365 301 404 335 514 477 
Total 841 -1,756 2,340 -671 6,242 4,165 
3.3 Welfare economic analyses 
Table 3 shows the welfare economic consequences to Lithuania if mark-up prices or long-run prices 
appear on a common Baltic electricity market instead of perfect competition prices. 
 
Table 3. Welfare economic consequences for Lithuania assuming long-run prices instead of perfect 
competition prices assuming a common Baltic electricity market, million EUR. 
 Increased tax 
revenue 
Increased profit 
of production 
sector 
Increased con-
sumer welfare 
Total welfare 
economic con-
sequence 
Mark-up prices 0 472 -368 104 
Long-run prices 0 1,645 -1,001 644 
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 With increased market prices, the production sector's profit increases, and the consumer welfare de-
creases. The total welfare in Lithuania increases also because Lithuania is found as a net exporter o
electricity, and thus Lithuania gains by higher electricity prices. The increment of the total welfare i
Lithuania is, however, counterbalanced by a loss in the neighb
f 
n 
ouring countries.  
d 
elfare economic consequences for Lithuania of different INPP closure scenarios 
as
altic electricity market, million EUR. 
Assuming the price elasticity of zero (i.e. no price elasticity), the loss in the neighbouring countries 
corresponds exactly to the gain in Lithuania. If there was assumed a price elasticity, the demand would 
decrease as a result of higher market prices, and the loss in the neighbouring countries would be even 
higher than the welfare gain in Lithuania. This is probably not acceptable to Estonia and Latvia an
will be a political obstacle towards an integrated market. Lithuania should therefore not in reality ex-
pect a gain from competition failures. 
Table 4 shows the w
suming a common Baltic electricity market. 
 
Table 4. Welfare economic consequences for Lithuania of different INNP closure scenarios assuming 
a common B
 Increased tax 
revenue 
Increased profit 
of production 
Increased con-
sumer welfare 
Total welfare 
economic con-
sector sequence 
Accelerated closure of 
INPP 
 
6 
 
-250 
 
-94 
 
-337 
Continued operation of 
INPP 
 
-9 
 
406 
 
77 
 
474 
 
In the accelerated closure situation, it is assumed that both INPP blocks are closed in 2004, while it is 
f 
ning the Lithuanian 
Compared to the baseline situation, the society looses 337 million EUR if both units are closed al-
ioning costs.  
re 
continued operation are therefore most likely smaller than estimated in Table 4. 
N
e 
PP are not included in the analyses, the wel-
fare loss of an early closure of INPP and the gains from continued operation could also be higher than 
estimated. 
Table 5 shows the consequences to the three Baltic countries of having closed national markets in-
ltic electricity market assuming competition prices. 
Table 5. Welfare economic consequences for all three countries of having closed markets instead of a 
common Baltic electricity market assuming competition prices, million EUR. 
 Increased tax 
revenue 
Increased profit 
of production 
sector 
Increased con-
sumer welfare 
Total welfare 
economic con-
sequence 
assumed in the continued closure situation that operation on block 2 is continued until 2021. None o
these possibilities are politically very realistic, but they can be used for determi
costs of the decided steps of closure. 
ready by the end of 2004, and it wins 474 million EUR if one unit continues operating. The refurbish-
ment cost that could be necessary to keep one INPP block in operation is not included in this calcula-
tion, nor is the change in the timing in the payment of decommiss
INPP operation requires large reserve capacity and flexible capacity elsewhere in the electricity sys-
tem. These costly requirements are reduced when INPP is closed. The welfare cost of an early closu
and the gains from 
or are safety risks and the political value of earlier closure included in the estimated value. Inclusion 
of such considerations implies that the costs of earlier closure may be smaller than estimated. On th
other hand, taking into account that the closure costs of IN
stead of a common Ba
 
Lithuania -6 -750 497 -259 
Latvia 3 -171 -193 -360 
Estonia -4 -381 -9 -394 
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 A common Baltic market will give benefits to all three Baltic countries, as would be expected from 
basic theory of international economics. If national markets are created instead, Latvia will lose 
around 360 million EUR while Estonia will lose around 390 million EUR compared with a Baltic 
market. In Lithuania, producers will be the main losers from closed markets but in Latvia and Estonia 
also consumers lose because of the lacking possibilities of importing electricity. Still Lithuania will 
lose almost 260 million EUR if only closed national markets are created. 
Conclusion 
The Lithuanian electricity market is dominated by very few and large production units. Because of 
this, there will be a considerable risk of lack of competition if a closed Lithuanian electricity market is 
established. If competition is not fully achieved, the production companies will gain because of their 
ability to manipulate market prices. But on the other hand, consumers and the Lithuanian society as a 
whole will lose. 
The establishment of a common electricity market covering a larger area than Lithuania will help re-
ucing the competition problem. Therefore, it is recommended to establish a common Baltic electric-
n the sector. 
ts
-
e 
ncerns suggest that the welfare loss of an early 
closure most likely is lower than the estimated 350 million EUR. Also the potential gain from contin-
ued operation is most likely lower than the estimated 500 million EUR. On the other hand, costs of 
INPP closure which are not taken into account either have an opposite effect. 
By establishing closed national electricity markets in the Baltic countries instead of a common Baltic 
electricity market, there will be a total welfare economic loss in all three countries. 
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Abstract  The market shares of different electricity producing renewable energy technologies in the 
green electricity markets in EU, and the size and prices obtained on these markets depends strongly on 
the market designs and support policies governing the development of these markets. These issues 
have been analysed with the use of the ADMIRE REBUS model. Costs data for all significant electric-
ity producing renewable energy technologies and data on the sizes of the renewable energy resources 
in EU are combined with different national development of the support policies for green electricity in 
the different EU countries towards a common EU market in 2010. The model simulates the operation 
of each green electricity market in EU and the interaction between the markets. This enables calcula-
tions of which technologies that are competitive on the markets. Model results show that in a harmo-
nized EU wide tradable green certificate system starting from 2010, i.e. in a system without technol-
ogy-specific support, wind power will be the most competitive technology, but power plants using dif-
ferent types of biomass will also gain a large share of the market. To reach the indicative EU targets 
for RES-E production in 2010 a TGC price of 5.6 eurocents is necessary in addition to a physical 
power price of 2.2 eurocents. 
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 1 RES-E Policies within EU 
At present the existing support policies to electricity from renewable energy sources (RES-E) differs 
between the Member States within EU. The support to RES-E deployment can be generation-based or 
capacity-based. In addition, the support can be given at the supply side (technology push) or at the 
demand side (demand pull). This has yielded a large playing field for designing support policies within 
each Member State. Figure 1 below illustrates this. 
 
Generation-based (kWh)
Supply-side Demand-side
Feed-in systems
Fiscal measures
Tendering systems
(Subsidies)
Quota obligations
Green pricing
Fiscal measures
Investment subsidies
Fiscal measures
Capacity-based (kW)
Quota obligations
cr ed 
arket ([2] and [3]), is the main legislation 
for deployment targets of RES-E within the EU 15. Within this directive indicative deployments tar-
gets have been decided for each Member States. The RES-E targets are measured as percentages of the 
total gross electricity consumption. The overall target for EU is 22.1% in 2010 compared with a RES-
E share of 14% in 1997. The indicative targets per Member State differ according to Figure 2 below.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Classifying RES-E policy support mechanisms [5] 
 
In addition to the wide spread of support policies also the national deployment ambitions have differed 
between the Member states due to difference policy reasons for deployment of RES-E, e.g. natural 
resources, security of supply, local employment, emission reduction, etc. These differences have for 
many years implied that it has been difficult to agree on a common scheme [4]. However, in line with 
eation of a common EU market for electricity also common RES-E ambitions have been agre
upon. 
The EU-directive, on promotion of RES-E in the internal m
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Figure 2. EU targets for RES-E 
 
The broken line and the left pillars in Figure 2 indicate 1997 data for EU and the solid line and righ
pillars indicate the 2010 targets. For example Denmark has promised to increase its share of RES-E 
from 9% in 1997 to 29% in the year 2010. 
The RES-E directive [2] requires a certification of RES-E. This green certification provides an ac-
counting system to register production, authenticate the source of electricity, and verify whether the 
quota obligation has been met.  
t 
ies, i.e. it provides a cost-effective 
means of achieving a target for generation or consumption of renewable electricity across country bor-
ders. 
S-E does not introduce a mandatory, common TGC system at present. 
mission will publish a report on the experiences gained with coexistence 
rent support mechanisms within the EU. If this report concludes that there 
are good reasons to make a common trading system, e.g. a TGC system, it is reasonable to believe that 
se a model, ADMIRE-REBUS that do 
ta
S model is based on an extensive dataset for the potentials and costs of RES-E 
technologies in EU-15. The model enables representation of current and expected renewable electric-
ity policies of all Member States in different policy scenarios. This representation is based on a survey 
When the certificates are tradable, they are denoted tradable green certificates (TGC). The main 
benefit of making them tradable is to facilitate trade and, thereby, stimulate deployment of renewable 
energy based technologies in the most efficient areas and countr
The EU-directive for RE
However, in 2005 the Com
and application of the diffe
the Commission will to decide by 2007 if a common system has to be implemented.  
Until now, the effects of having different RES-E support systems in connection to a common liberal-
ised power market have not been analysed. In this paper we u
ke into account the differences in policy schemes and thereby show these effects. The model also 
allows for making a common TGC market, i.e. going from national markets and support schemes to a 
common support scheme. The paper gives a short description of the model. A case study is described 
and the model results of this case study are presented.  
2 ADMIRE-REBUS model 
The ADMIRE-REBU
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 of existing and planned RES-E support schem
the ADMIRE-REBUS project ([1] & [5]). 
es in EU-15 countries that has been carried out as part of 
An overview of the model is given in figure 3. 
 
 
 Market simulation
Policy-based
demand
curves
ADMIRE REBUS MODEL
years
Supply curves
based on Required
•Risk
•transaction costs
•lead times
Green Price &
potentials
•Market Green
  Price(s)
scenarios
 
 
y doi ulation in which national RES-E supply curves are 
effi
gre
ee figure 3), i.e. the trading price of the marginal supply option. It can be interpreted as an estimate 
cou
ro  with a consistent methodology taking all restrictions on the ex-
loitation of renewable energy sources for electricity production into account except the economic 
one
ogy costs according to the location of the technology 
into account. The number of full load hours of each RES-E technology band is an exogenously pa-
rameter in the model used in the calculation of the size of each production potential given as the poten-
tial yearly production from a given RES-E technology band.  
The ‘required green price’ is the average minimal green price that the investor has to obtain from the 
green electricity markets over the lifetime of the production capacity in order to make the construction 
of additional green capacity (or the production with existing capacity) attractive. It is calculated 
endogenously using a net present value calculation where the revenue from physical delivery of elec-
tricity on the ‘normal’ (grey) electricity market as well as up-front investment support are included 
such that the required green price indicates the additional production support required to make the in-
vestment attractive.  
By using the realised production in previous years in the construction of the supply curves for a 
given year learning effects and technology development are taken into account. Furthermore con-
straints on deployment growth due to planning procedures and industry growth limits are included in 
the model.  
Methodologies for translating different types of production support schemes into a demand size and 
a bid price have been devised thereby enabling construction of national demand curves. For a more 
thorough description see [5].  
The results are calculated in a way that takes into account the discriminative characteristics of some 
policies, and the ability of producers to choose whether they produce for the domestic market or wish 
•Technology mix
•Trade flows
 
Figure 3. Schematic overview of the ADMIRE REBUS model [5] 
ng a dynamic year-for-year market simB
matched with policy-based demand curves, the market green price, the location of the most cost-
cient generation sites, and the type (and cost) of technologies deployed are calculated. The market 
en price is the price at which the supply curve for renewable electricity and the demand curve meet 
(s
of the production support necessary to reach a given level of RES-E production. 
For a given year a supply curve consists of the available RES-E production potentials in a given 
ntry ordered according to the required green price (see below) of each production potential. The 
duction potentials are calculatedp
p
s, which are taken into account in the model runs. A technology type can be divided into technol-
 bands thereby taking the variation in production 
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wise
3 Case study – Harmonisation in 2010 
As a case study w stem that can be 
om entioned in the 
ES-E directives (see Figure 2) will become mandatory targets.  
Until 2010, all Member States will continue their current national support schemes. However, after 
Mo o 
reac
E. W
targ
 
 
Figure 4. Actual production under existing policies until 2007 and a common EU wide TGC system 
after 2010 for Germany and Spain 
 
It is seen that with the existing support policies Germany will reach its 2010 target already in 2007 
whereas Spain only has achieved approximately 50% of the target in 2007. Therefore Spain will have 
to trade their production. When several national support schemes having different levels and condi-
tions are in operation different sub markets emerge with local equilibria (market green prices). Like-
 a EU wide tradable green certificate market gives a single market equilibrium for the EU. 
e  sy
2010 for all new RES-E capacity. Thereby the indicative targets m
assume that it is decided in 2007 to introduce a EU-wide TGC
functional fr
R
2007 there will not be implemented any new policies when these deviate from the harmonised, com-
mon TGC system.  
The fast shift to a TGC system is mainly for new capacity by 2010. For existing capacity, we assume 
a transition period of 7 years, unless currently available policy data indicates a longer operational pe-
riod, e.g. feed-in tariffs that are guaranteed for 10 years. 
4 Results 
del runs show that the existing support policies in some Member States are more than sufficient t
h the national targets for 2010 which where set as indicative targets within the Directive for RES-
hereas for other Member States there are gaps between the actual deployments and the national 
ets. This is illustrated in Figure 4 for Germany and Spain. 
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 to speed up its deployment of RES-E as a result of EU decision in 2007 to make the targets mandatory 
three years after in 2010.  
The same situation applies on a total EU level that also experiences a gap between the 2010 target 
U
a
Fi wide  p ent yea e TGC p roducers 
achieve a power price of 2.2 Euro cent / kWh 
 
Fi rates the RES-E production divid s. As cted a significant in-
cr gi lace driven by the EU targets for RES-E 
pr  a si  te onshore will have the largest share of the new de-
pl t the group es using biomass will also have a la  new de-
ploy 5% of the n in 
po ure ini ploita due to environmental 
considerations. This situation is reflected in the
power (>10 MW) is nearly
and the RES-E production in 2010 if no new initiatives aimed at supporting RES-E are put into opera-
tion as a supplement to the existing support schemes. The introduction of mandatory targets and a E  
wide TGC fully functioning in 2010 will therefore generate a large deployment of RES-E in the period 
2007-2010 in order to reach the targets. As a result the TGC price on the EU wide TGC market starts 
at a relatively high level in order to stimulate this deployment. In the years to come, the additional in-
crease in the target will follow the increase in the power demand, i.e. a more moderate relative in-
crease. This implies a TGC price pattern as shown in Figure 5 where the TGC price go down for  
while and ends at a level of 4.15 Euro cent/kWh. 
0
5
6
 
gure 5. EU  TGC rices in differ rs. In addition to th rice the RES-E p
gure 6 illust ed by technology type expe
ease in the deployment of RES-E technolo es is taking p
oduction. As ngle chnology wind power 
oyments, bu
ment and will produce alm
of technologi
ost 2
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Figure 6. The total RES-E production in EU divided on technology groups1 for selected ye
 
ars 
Onshore wind power has an additional (average) yearly deployment of 20% under the existing support 
t is most cost effective. In addition, 
the model takes into account the amount of realisable potentials for wind power in each Member 
States. In a country like Denmark the realisable potentials for additional wind power onshore will be 
m re or less exhausted in 2010. Whereas other Member States still have large realisable potentials for 
additional wind power onshore.  
This is reflected in the deployment of onshore wind power through time illustrated in Figure 7 show-
ing the onshore wind power production in selected countries. 
                                                     
schemes between 2002 and 2007. Under the TGC system and with more moderate additional increases 
in the targets offshore wind power has an additional, average yearly deployment of 7% between 2010 
and 2017. This implies a tripling of the amount of RES-E from onshore wind turbines between 2002 
and 2010 and more than five times more onshore wind power in 2020 than in 2002. 
Even though wind onshore is going to have the largest increase in deployment within the EU this 
does not implies that all Member States are going to deploy large amounts of wind power onshore. 
The TGC system implies that the deployment takes place where i
o
1 In the grouping of RES-E within Figure 5 the group Other consists of wind offshore, photovoltaics, geothermal electricity 
and tidal power. The group Biomass consists of all technologies utilising biomass resources to produce electricity, where 
waste is included as a biomass resource. 
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Figure 7. Production from onshore wind power in different countries in selected years. “Other” con-
sists of the remaining countries in EU-15 
er producing countries with a sig-
so taking place after 2010. This means that cost effective po-
en the EU 
o this Germany and Spain will already have 
e 
exis power in these countries.  
n n of a EU wide TGC system increase the deployment speed in some 
e damps further deployment in other Member 
States according to where the most cost effective potentials exist.  
The model simulation made by the Admire-Rebus model and described is this paper shows that the 
f 
In addition the Commission may agree on a common TGC market starting in 2010 in order to 
ak l 
results in this paper show that the EU TGC price in 2010 will be 5.6 €ct/kWh and the long-run TGC 
ssuming a reference power price at 2.2 €ct/kWh.  
W ies, wind 
200 20 relatively to 
2002.  
This large deployment of onshore wind turbines will mainly take place in France, Germany, Spain, 
Sweden and the UK. 
 
France, Sweden and the UK will become large onshore wind pow
nificant increase in installed capacity al
tentials for onshore wind power are available in these countries and they will be used wh
wide TGC market starts operating in 2010. In contrast t
exploited much of their national cost effective potential for onshore wind power until 2010 due to th
ting relatively favourable support policies for onshore wind 
I  other words, the introductio
M mber States (e.g. France, Sweden and the UK) and 
Conclusions 
existing support policies for RES-E are not sufficient in order to reach the overall target for EU o
22.1% in 2010 compared with a RES-E share of 14% in 1997.  
In order to reach the target the EU Commission can make mandatory targets for the Member States 
by 2010. 
m e the deployment where it is most cost effective, i.e. at the lowest costs. If this is done the mode
prices will be between 3.1 and 4.15 €ct/kWh a
ith respect to the amount of additional deployment of the different RES-E technolog
power is still the main technology. The amount of RES-E from onshore wind power is tripled between 
2 and 2010 and more than five times more onshore wind power is produced in 20
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gy policy strategies of many countries world-wide. To meeting this objective 
in recent years a wide variety of deployment strategies and dissemination programmes for RES-E has 
been launched by quite different organizations and institutions. The core focus of this paper is to ex-
 the fu-
ng vol-
bidding 
feed-in tariffs) promotion strategies for RES-E. The most important results and conclusions of this 
trategy is of paramount impor-
 
 
 
Abstract  The promotion of electricity generation from Renewable Energy Sources (RES-E) has a 
high priority in the ener
tract under which conditions various strategies are effective for substantially boosting RES in
ture. Moreover, it is analysed what are the most important regulatory conditions for implementi
untary (Green Pricing, voluntary green electricity trade) and regulatory (TGC-based quotas, 
analysis are: 
 
• Regardless which instrument is chosen the careful design of a s
tance.  
• Focus on new capacities: It is of paramount importance that a promotional system does not mix 
existing (at least fully depreciated) and new capacities. Hence, Green Pricing strategies as well as 
regulatory approaches should have a strong focus on new capacity! 
• Credibility: To provide confidence among the industry and investors it must be guaranteed by 
highly credible sources that a strategy survives a certain planning horizon 
• ent if a policy is introduced on a national level and if the 
g. using a stepped feed-in tariff 
Feed-in tariffs are an effective instrum
rates are optimally designed e.
• Of high relevance for quotas based on tradable certificates is that the penalty for not purchasing a 
certificate is higher than the worst case of investment  
• With respect to voluntary strategies – e.g. Green Power Marketing – the minimum requirement for 
a label is that it guarantees at least that the proportional increase in total electricity demand is pro-
vided by new capacities!  
• With respect to international trading of Green electricity at least one of the following conditions 
must be fullfilled: 
Î Either reciprocity (That is to say, to allow imports only from compatible markets with the 
same rules of competition) or 
Î guarantee that the electricity traded is generated from new RES-E power plants!  
Key words: Renewables, voluntary strategies, regulatory strategies. 
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 1 Introduction 
The promotion of electricity generation from Renewable Energy Sources (RES-E) has a high priority 
in the energy policy strategies of many countries world-wide. In Europe the White Paper on Renew-
able Sources of Energy and the Directive on the promotion of electricity from RES, published by the 
European Commission, set challenging goals to double the share of renewables in the energy mix of 
EU countries. 
In the history of RES-E world-wide a large variety of dissemination strategies has been launched. In 
the age of regulated electricity generators and regulated electricity markets mainly regulatory promo-
tion strategies were implemented. Dissemination strategies for commercial electricity from RES have 
included rebate programmes as major incentives, whereby purchasers of renewable energy generating 
plants could claim back (i.e. be rebated for) part of the costs by a government grant. The most influen-
tial rebate programmes in Europe were (a) the wind promotion programme in Denmark (1978-1985) 
and  (b) the German “1000 Roofs Programme” for promoting photovoltaic (PV) power.  
In the mid-1990s, in various European countries, promotional programmes based on regulated tariff 
rates for the purchase of electricity from specified renewable sources became common: The most im-
portant models in this context were enhanced feed-in tariffs as for all RES generators at fixed values in 
Denmark, Germany, Italy and Spain, and against competitive tendering in the UK and France. 
Table 1. Promotion strategies for RES-E in European countries (Source: Haas (2001), Haas (2002)). 
Year Country Type of strategy Programme name Technologies adressed 
1978-1985 DK Rebate   Wind 
1989-1993 DE Rebate "1000-Dächer-Programm" PV 
1990-1999 UK Bidding  Non-fossil fuel obligation (NFFO)  Selected technologies 
1 PV, Wind, Biomass, Small 990-2000 DE Regulated Rates "Einspeisetarif 1" hydro 
1991-2000 CH Voluntary target programme "ENERGIE 2000" PV and others  
19 t SE Labelled "Green Electricity" "Bra Miljöval" PV, Wind, Biomass 91-presen
1992-1994 AT Rebate 200 kW PV-Program PV 
1992-2000 IT Regulated Rates “CIP 6/92” All technologies  
1991-1996 SE Rebates/Tax relief   Wind, Solar , Biomass 
1992-1999 DK Tax relief   Wind, Biomass 
1992-1999 DE, CH, AT Regulated Rates 
"Kostendeckende Vergü-
tung" PV 
1994-1999 GR Rebates “Operational Programme for PV, Wind, Biomass, Small hydroEnergy” 
 
19
e 
94-present ES Regulated Rates “Royal Decree 2366/ 1994” and “2818/1998”  
All technologies (except Larg
hydro)  
1996-present DE, CH, NL, UK Green tariffs Various brands 
Selected technologies 
19  96-present CH 
Bidding, Trading, 
Green tariffs "Solarstrombörse" PV 
1998-present DE Labelled "Green TÜV, Grüner Strom-label PV, Wind, Biomass, Small hydro Electricity" e.V., Öko-Institut 
1999-present DE Soft loans "100,000 Dächer-Programm" PV 
1999-2000 NL Voluntary trade of Green certificates   
All technologies (excpt mu-
nicipal solid waste) 
2000-present DE Regulated Rates ""Einspeisetarif 2" Selected technologies 
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 With the spread of the idea of liberalization an increasing number of voluntary strategies emerged. 
harge a premium to cover 
higher generation costs. By giving customers the opportunity to choose the “brand” of electricity ac-
ewables. 
d rnative Green utilities 
 
Assessing Promotion Strategies for Res-E 
ally existing) continuous cost curves, see Fig. 2a and (in 
Firstly, in markets with no full liberalization various types of so-called green tariff programmes 
launched by the incumbent utilities became popular. Within these programmes, traditional supply 
companies and utilities offer RES-E for tariffs at an enhanced price or c
cording to their willingness to pay, no public funds are necessary to increase the use of ren
Secon ly, after the full liberalization in some countries, in addition, or as an alte
or Green electricity suppliers emerged. 
Table 1 provides an overview of the historically most important programmes and dissemination 
strategies for RES-E within Europe.  
The core focus of this paper is to extract the criteria for the effectiveness of the most important regu-
latory and voluntary promotion strategies for RES-E. These investigations are based mainly on the 
results of the project ELGREEN funded by the EC see e.g. Huber et al (2001). 
2 The Basic Principle of Static Cost Curves for 
The analyses in the model ElGreen as well as in this paper are based on so-called static cost curves. A 
static cost curve provides for a point-of-time a relationship between (categories of) technical potentials 
(of e.g. wind energy, hydro, biogas..) and the corresponding (full) costs of utilisation of this potential 
at this point-of-time (Note, no learning effects are included in static cost curves!). 
It is important to differ between (theoretic
real life used ) stepped (discrete) cost curves, see Fig. 2b. 
 
EU O/R
W
kWh
k h Uncertaintypredicted kWh
EURO/
kWh
Uncertainty
predicted
Figure 1a. Continuous static cost curve Figure 1b. Stepped (discrete) static cost curve 
 
Figure 1a depicts the theoretically ideal continous static cost curve taking into account that every loca-
tion is slightly different from each other and, hence, looking at all locations e.g. for wind energy in a 
certain geographic area a continous curve emerges after these potentials have been classified and 
sorted in a least cost way. Fig. 1b takes into account that in real life this accuracy is impossible. Dif-
ferent sites are put into certain categories and then a stepped curve emerges. 
Moreover, as Fig. 1 depicts these cost curves are associated with uncertainties. These uncertainties 
are the higher the more right we move in the diagram. 
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 3 Fundamental Requirements to Successful De-
pl
In r D 
cou
des
T
oyment Strategies 
ecent years a wide variety of dissemination strategies have been implemented in various OEC
ntries. In the following the major objectives of and the requirements to dissemination strategies are 
cribed.  
he major objective of/requirement to a deployment strategy for RES-E is of course to increase the 
acity installed and the amount of electricity generated from RES-E to enjoy the corresponding en-
nmental benefits. 
his leads straightforward to the following core requirements to a strategy: 
effectiveness with respect to deploying a substantial amount of RES-E capacities; 
economic efficiency: the deployed capacities should 
cap
viro
T
 
• 
• be provided at prices which correspond to 
prices in a competitive market; 
 Minimise costs for the public and  
• enhance social acceptance. 
•
 
Derived from these fundamental aspects related targets of strategies are: 
 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• to strive for low administration costs, low transaction costs and to minimise public financial sup-
port to reach a certain amount of RES-E capacity installed; 
• to exhaust customers WTP; 
• to ensure sustainable growth of the RES-E industry. 
4 Survey on Regulatory and Voluntary De-
ployment Strategies 
Next, a survey on whi xist in principle and how these strategies can be classi-
fied systematically is p vides an overview. Of course, a specific programme put 
into practice may consis nt strategies. In this context the following questions are of 
interest: 
- Who launches a strategy? Governments? NGO's? Commercial companies, e.g. “Green” utilities? 
- Is it a voluntary strategy or based on regulation? 
- Are financial incentives provided or not? 
- Is the investment influenced, e.g. subsidized or the kWh generated by a RES-E system? 
- Who is addressed by the strategy? RES-E generators? Green electricity customers? Or a specific 
target group? E.g. architects, teachers, schools, building construction companies? 
In this case the strategy is based on a government decision on the desired level of generation or market 
gen
to increase public awareness with respect to renewable energy; 
to reduce costs per kWh generated; 
to improve technical reliability, technical performance and standardization; 
to remove obstacles with respect to grid-connection; 
ch types of promotion e
rovided. Table 2 pro
t of a mix of differe
4.1 Regulatory capacity-driven strategies 
penetration of electricity from different RES. The price is in principle set through competition between 
erators. 
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 Non
Ten le Portfolio Standards 
Tradable quotas 
Electricity or CO2 based certificates 
 
able 2. Categories of strategies: Voluntary vs regulatory, capacity targets vs financial incentives, 
-tradable quotas 
dering/bidding, quotas, Renewab
T
investment focused vs generation-based. 
  Regulatory Voluntary 
Generation-based • RPS • Quota-based TGCs 
• National generation tar-
gets Capacity-driven 
sed • Bidding/Tendering • National installment or strategies  Investment focu capacity targets 
Generation-based 
• feed-in tariffs, 
• rate-based incentives 
• Net metering   
• Green Power Marketing 
• Green tariffs 
• Solar stock exchange Price-driven 
strategies   
Investment focused 
• Rebates 
• Soft loans 
• Tax incentives • Bidding 
• Contracting 
• Shareholder progr. 
• Contribution 
• NGO-marketing 
Other –  • Retailer prog
• Selling green buildings  
r. 
• Public building prog.  
• Financing 
4.2 Regulatory Price-driven strategies 
Generators of electricity from RE
installed or a payment per kWh p
S receive financial support in terms of a subsidy per kWp capacity 
roduced and sold. 
Investment focused: 
Rebates, income tax incentives, soft loans  
Generation based: 
 
This type of strategy is typically based on regulated rates. Examples are: Net metering, enhanced feed-
in tariffs, rate-based incentives (= "Kostendeckende Vergütung" for PV in Germany, Austria and 
tzerland); Environmental pricing. 
 Voluntary capacity-driven strategies: 
his case the strategy is based on a government decision o
Swi
4.3
In t n the desired level of generation or market 
or c
penetration of electricity from different RES. Non-mandatory national targets with respect generation 
apacity or number of systems installed (e.g. the Swiss ENERGIE 2000 initiative or the American 
sident's Million Solar Roofs Initiative) are typical for Pre this category of strategies. 
4.4
-
tom
the electricity user with a corresponding WTP. This type of strategy can be split into two categories: 
 Voluntary price-driven strategies: 
This type of strategy is mainly based on the WTP (Willingness to pay) of different categories of cus
ers. The strategy is usually launched by an electric utility. The financial incentive is provided by 
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 Investment focused: 
shareholder programmes, contribution programmes, voluntary bidding/tendering. 
Generation based 
 
Green tariffs, w/ or w/o labelling, "Solarstrombörse", Green power marketing by Green utilities in lib-
eralised electricity markets 
Other programmes encompass marketing programmes by NGO's or by commercial companies (e.g. 
latory Strategies 
F
provincial) government regulates the tariff rate. The output due to FITs 
is uncertain due to the uncertainties in the cost curve, see Fig. 3. The FIT attracts new capacity, as long 
as the unit price is sufficiently high (see e.g. the substantial growth of wind power in Denmark, Ger-
many and Spain in recent years in Fig. 4). Currently the highest FITs in Europe are in force in Italy, 
Germany and Spain, see Haas (2001). 
4.5 Other strategies 
selling Green buildings), retailer programmes (e.g. franchising, guaranteed yield), programmes for 
public buildings (schools, townhalls, churches), and voluntary financing programmes by private com-
panies (general information campaigns and education programmes, programmes for specific target 
groups e.g. architects?) 
5 Success Criteria for Regu
In this section it is explained  
 
• how different types of regulatory strategies work in principle and 
• how and under which conditions they meet the above stated requirements. 
 
urthermore, with respect to the optimal design and choice of the optimal type of instrument under 
specific conditions the most important issues are described in this chapter.  
5.1 Feed-in tariffs 
A promotion strategy, which has attracted attention since the late 1980s especially in Denmark, Ger-
many, Italy and, in the 1990s, in Spain are feed-in tariffs (FITs). A FIT is the guaranteed price per unit 
of electricity that a utility has to pay to a private RES-E generator, if his form of generation meets cer-
tain criteria. Thus, a federal (or 
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Figure 3. How a FIT works 
The major advantages of FITs are: 
•  sense that they trigger substantial installations of new RES-
E plants in all countries where they have been introduced properly;  
• e plant; 
• ent; 
• 
• d to revise or to abandon if there are difficulties); 
 Stepped FIT as currently implemented in Germany turned out to be effective from the dissemina-
They have been effective so far in the
They ensure technically efficient operation of th
They provide an assured aspect of business plans for new investm
They allow small co-operative groups and companies to participate; 
FITs are flexible, fast and easy to establish (an
•
tion point-of-view as well as efficient from the economic point-of-view. 
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Figure 4. The success of feed-in tariffs and bidding strategies for promoting Wind energy 
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 The major points of criticism with respect to feed-in tariffs are: 
 
• They provide subsidies; 
• They do not encourage competition between generators and do not force reductions in unit electri-
e 
d acceptable 
manner. 
 
An important result of our analysis is that feed-in tariffs are especially an economically effective dis-
semination instrument, if: 
 
• the feed-in tariff rates decrease over time, as experience is gained and in line with the expected 
learning curve giving investment cost reductions. This means that feed-in tariffs for new facilities 
edefined period of e.g. 10 
years; 
• a stepped feed-in tariff is used, so the guaranteed feed-in tariff rate is decreased as installed capac-
ity increases.  The decline in the guaranteed price, however, must be less than the total revenue 
that can be gained if an efficient plant and location are chosen, otherwise investors have no incen-
tive to implement the most efficient technologies and locations. This means that profits must be 
higher at cost efficient locations compared to less efficient ones.1 The principle of this scheme is 
depicted in the lower part of Fig. 5.  
city price. However competition may not be, in itself, a policy objective. The policy objectiv
might rather relate to the dissemination and enlargement of RES-E in a beneficial an
and, hence, new contracts, should be adopted every year according to the technological progress.; 
• The time a producer receives a guaranteed feed-in tariff is limited to a pr
pF80
pF150
pF100
producer surplus (profit)
guaranteed feed-in tariff
gain for public / consumer due to
stepped feed-in tariff
marginal generation costs
Electricity generation compared to reference plant
(efficiency)
prices, costs
[EURO/MWh]
150       140        130       120        110       100         90          80
reference plant
fici(100% ef ency)
lower efficiencyhigher efficiency
expected producer surplus
[EURO/MWh]
efficiency indicator
(e.g. for wind turbines: - electricity
generation by installed kW)
efficiency indicator
(e.g. for wind turbines: - electricity
generation by installed kW)
 
Figure 5. Optimal incentive-compatible design of a stepped feed-in tariff 
 
Note: lower part of figure – producer surplus according to standardised baseline; upper part – 
transfer of the incentive-compatible contract to the feed-in tariff scheme. 
                                                     
1 E.g. wind energy: 20% expected profit for locations with 2400 full-load hours and 14% for locations with 1800 expected 
full-load hours. In the new German feed-in tariff scheme (‘Erneuerbare Energien-Gesetz’) the incentive compatibility 
constraint is fulfilled for the case of wind energy. 
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 5.2 Tradable Green Certificate (TGC)-based quotas  
TGC-based quotas work as follows (see Fig. 6): A quota (= certain percentage of electricity to be 
guaranteed from renewable energy sources) is set by a government. The generators (producers), 
wholesalers, retailer or consumers (depending who is obligated in the electricity supply chain) are ob-
ligated to supply / consume a certain percentage of electricity from renewable energy sources. At the 
date of settlement, they have to submit the required number of certificates to demonstrate compliance. 
Those obligated obtain certificates in three ways: 
 
• they can own their own renewable energy generation, and each defined amount of energy (e.g. 
ssociated certificates from another renewable energy generator.  
• they can purchase certificates without purchasing the actual power from a generator or broker, i.e. 
purchasing certificates that have been traded independently of the power itself. 
 
Due to competition on the supply this system of tradable certificates leads, under the assumption 
of perfect market conditions (perfect price signal), to minimal generation costs from renewable energy 
sources. Of c urse, this happens only if the  of renewables generation above the demand 
for certificates. Regarding TGC it has to be stated that s experience is available to provide 
an in-depth evaluation.  
The major arguments in favour of TGC are: 
 
• High economic efficiency; 
• A market for best-practice in the environ d; 
• No market distortion due to fixed subsidies; 
• The market determines the magnitude of the subsidy. 
• Possible setbacks are:  
• Uncertainty about actual investment; 
• Unpredictable (volatile) revenues  
10,000 kWh in the Dutch system) produced by these facilities would represent one certificate;    
• they can purchase electricity and a
 side, 
o re is a surplus
 so far to les
ment is create
EURO/
kWh
kWh
PVar
Costs
?
QUOTA  
igure 6. Regulatory capacity driven strategies: fixed quota for RES-E and high penalty 
• High penalty for not purchasing a certificate:
F
The most important conclusions with respect to the correct design of quota-based TGCs for promoting 
RES-E derived from the project ELGREEN are:  
 It has to be guaranteed more or less by fundamen-
tal/reasonable-law that the penalty for not purchasing a certificate is significantly higher than the 
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 expected market price for TGCs. Otherwise there is no incentive to fulfil the quota! This means 
that if different countries participate the lowest penalty must exceed the expected marginal genera-
tion costs (minus market price for electricity) within the system. This fact is depicted in Figure 7. 
The case on the left-hand-side is characterised by no ‘wrong’ penalties. The penalties for all coun-
tries A, B, and C are higher than the additional marginal costs and hence the market price for 
TGCs. Under this assumptions the quota for all countries A, B, and C will be reached. The impact 
of a ‘wrong’ penalty sett  is depic e right-hand-side of Figure 7. As the penalty in coun-
try C is lower than the roviding TGCs, total demand will be less 
than obligated. In this case only country A and B have an incentive to reach their quota. For actors 
in country C it is rational to pay the penalty C rather than fulfil the quota at the given market price 
pTGC. In this case the quota QA+B+C will not be reached. 
 
ing ted on th
additional marginal costs for p
MCA+B+C - pC
Penalty has no impact on the system
Quota A Quota B Quota C
Penal
P
ty C
enalty B
Penalty A
Total
demand
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Penalty has an impact on the system
Penalty C
Penalty B
Penalty A
Total
demand
pTGC
pTGC
QA+B+C = Q actual
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QA+B+C
Quota BQuota A
prices, costs
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prices, costs
[EURO/MWh]
quantity
[MWh]
quantity
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ufficiently high penalty (left) and to 
low penalty (right) 
 
Figure 7. Influence of the penalty on the electricity generation: s
• Another important issues is a long-term planning horizon with planning certainty. It has to be 
guaranteed by highly credible authorities that a TGC system will exist for a specified and suffi-
l take place (see current situation in Denmark). 
 A quota-based TGC system has to focus mainly on new RES-E capacity. If a large share of the 
existing plants, see Fig. 8. Hence, it is counter-productive to include old depreciated facilities into 
a trading system especially if the marginal cost of new capacity is high; If existing capacity is low, 
it is less relevant to exclude existing plants from a (national) Quota / TGC system; 
cient planning horizon. Otherwise the uncertainty for potential investors is to high and it is likely 
that no investments at al
•
required capacity to meet a quota already exists, TGCs lead to windfall profits for the owners of 
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• ng for a quota should only be issued over a 
ota system, otherwise substantial windfall profits occur. A rolling redemption 
• If T ort term spot market this system will not work in the sense that 
new capacities are constructed: Short term competition works only for existing capacities! Hence, 
quotas based on TGC´s work, if the owners are allowed to sign long-term contracts! 
 
d that with respect to a TGC-based quota for RES-E the situation is ambigu-
 from other fields being promising, e.g. pollution abatement, as yet there has 
y.  
5.3
d 
-
lar d 
(NI
The
 
• 
• gh for both, administrators and potential investors; 
• 
• is 
 
ure 8. Comparison of producer surplus if existing capacity is included or not (-> "Windfall profits
 
Hence, from the public’s point-of-view, TGCs qualifyi
pre-defined period of time. More precisely, no existing or at least no fully depreciated plant should 
be included in a qu
may provide a proper solution;  
GC´s are traded on a small sh
Finally, it has to be state
ous. Despite experiences
been no successful example in electricity suppl
 Bidding/Tendering 
Tendering systems used to promote RES have been used in France (for wind energy only), Ireland an
the UK. The most well known of these promotion strategies is the NFFO in England and Wales. Simi
schemes have been set up for Scotland (Scottish Renewables Order - SRO) and Northern Irelan
-NFFO). The UK strategy has recently been changed and renamed so as to increase the amount of 
renewables capacity. 
 most important conclusions from bidding systems so far are: 
• A long administrative process which discourages many investors and the industry; 
If the conditions for the evaluation of projects are to restrictive only very few systems will be 
achieved; 
The transaction costs are very hi
• Another important perception of past bidding systems is a low acceptance because of concentra-
tion on few excellent sites! 
Furthermore, in England and France bidding systems did not provide a sound base for an emerg-
ing industry while in Germany and Denmark a competitive wind industry emerged due to FITS  
A solution can be that a flour price is introduced, guaranteeing that all bidders who accept th
flour price will get immediate approval for construction. 
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 5.4 Rebate programs 
btes work in principle similar to FIT with one exemption: they do not necessarily encourage opera
 to generate as much as poss
Rea -
tors ible electricity in their plant. Rebates are in general an effective tool to 
imp  electricity. Some lessons 
 
n the German 1000 roofs 
ramme was ter-
ver 
od 1994 till 2000 the rebates (in 1994 about 50% of the overall investment costs) are cut 
every year by about 10-15%. This type of dynamic strategy led to considerable cost reductions in 
the first years and to some stagnation in the last years; 
• The rebates in virtually all programmes where too high. This can be seen from the fact that in all 
of these (limited) programs there were far more applications than approvals. This was true in the 
German, the Austrian and the Japanese programme. 
• That is to say, the ignorance of consumers‘ W T P led to a smaller total capacity installed than 
what would have been possible to be achieved with the same amount of money. A recent example 
is the Australian NGO programme for PV that has been revised substantially because otherwise 
the budget foreseen would have been exhausted too fast; 
• Rebates as percentage of total cost are the wrong incentives because they do not provide a suffi-
cient incentive for the customer to look for the cheapest or most efficient system; E.g. if the rebate 
share is 50% or higher deals between customer and the PV retailer may take place so that the ob-
jective is to maximise the amount of the rebate and not to look for the best system. 
• Rebates have to decline continuously over time. Otherwise the suppliers (retailers) would not re-
duce the system costs to the same extent but rather earn an extra profit; 
6 Success Criteria for Voluntary Green Power 
Marketing (GPM) Strategies 
In the following it is described how "pure" voluntary GPM strategies work and what are the conditions 
to make them successful in the sense that they meet the four generally important requirements defined 
in Section 4. Voluntary strategies are based on a high consumers’ willingness to pay for “green elec-
tricity”. The amount of green electricity provided results from the intersection of the WTP curve with 
the supply curve, see Fig. 9.  
enhance the market penetration of a RES-E technology in a nascent market. Moreover, rebates are an 
ortant instrument to ensure a maximum of own use of decentralised
learned from rebate programmes so far are 
• Different subsidy strategies led to different effects of cost reduction. I
programme (1991-1995) subsidies were a constant share of the investment costs (about 70%). This 
led to almost no cost reduction within the duration of the program. After the prog
minated investment costs dropped. The most advanced strategy so far was pursued in Japan. O
the peri
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cus on customers WTP 
es have to exhaust electricity consumers’ willingness to pay for 
this objective it is important to investigate what 
Figure 9. Voluntary approach: fo
Hence, effective GPM programm
“green electricity” as far as possible. To meeting 
things customers worry about and what are potential RES-E customers willing to pay for. 
These issues have been investigated in various WTP studies. The most important studies with re-
spect to the WTP for RES-E have been conducted by Farhar B. and Roper A. (USA) (1998), Farhar B. 
and Houston (1996), INFAS (1997), Haas et al (1998), Fouquet (1999), ISMA in Austria (2000) and 
Datamonitor, see Petrovic (2000). Of special interest is the work by Farhar because she summarises 
various utility studies in the U.S.  
Surprisingly (or: Fortunately) the results of these different studies are very similar. All studies come 
to the conclusion that the vast majority of the population in different countries – between 55 and 75% 
– state that they would in principle be ready to pay a higher price for electricity if it would be gener-
ated by environmentally benign sources. In detail upt to 10 % of residential customers are very willing 
to pay a higher price (20% premium and more). The majority of 40 to 50% are fairly willing to pay a 
higher price (10 to 15% premium) and only 10 to 25% are not at all willing to pay a higher price, see 
Fig. 9. Of course, the results of these studies refer to customers reported WTP. Given that there is a 
difference between stated and demonstrated WTP the actual demand for Green electricity might be 
substantially lower. 
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Figure 9. Willingness-to-pay for Green electricity due to different surveys 
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 There are (at least) four fundamentally different approaches of marketing Green Power, which depend 
very strongly on the degree of the liberalisation of an electricity market: 
1. Green tariff by incumbent utilities 
2. Solar stock exchanges by incumbent utilities 
3. Voluntary capacity-based programmes by incumbent utilities 
4. Green Power Marketing by Green utilities 
 
Green Power Marketing by Green Utilities is a new strategy in a liberalised market. That is to say, un-
der Green Power Marketing a private or commercial or industrial customer may change their supplier 
and switch to a company which provides a certain brand of Green electricity. In different mixes a cer-
tain amount of PV is required. 
6.1 The role of labels 
 main problems with respect to a voluntary system concerns the confidence of the con-
umer. If the market for green electricity tariffs is to increase, consumers must have confidence that 
-
n 
Harmonisation among different label systems is not perhaps strictly necessary, however some basic 
principles for green electricity labelling will help to overcome these barriers. The most important are:  
 
• or participants in GPM of incumbent utilities as well as for 
s that they should not accept their supplier to include non-
competing green electricity in a label! 
One of the
s
their demand results in additional installed RES-E capacity. Therefore several third-party organisa-
tions have established quality labels. Currently about 16 different labels for green electricity exist in 
Europe, each with its own set of criteria. Table A-1 in the Annex 1 provides details of some of the la
bels being promoted in Europe. There is, unfortunately, little consensus between labelling bodies o
what constitutes a genuinely ‘green’ electricity tariff.2   
An important recommendation f
customers of Green Power companies i
• The absolute minimum requirement for a label is that it guarantees at least that the proportional 
increase in total electricity demand is provided by new capacities! 
New 
capacities
New 
capacities
Existing
capacitiesExisting
capacities
Capacity mix Cost mix  
 
Figure 14. The share of various RES-E sources in a label and the shares of costs 
 
                                                     
2  For more details see Green et. al. (2001). 
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 O
elling for common recogni-
ti
l im-
pact, whereas generators using conventional energy technologies are not so required. 
Hence, successful GPM would furthermore be supported by the introduction of a general "Power 
 (see e.g. Green, 2001). 
6.2 Marketing Green electricity: From existing or from new power 
een electricity from new to 
onstructed power plants is promoted. This has also been one of the most important issues analysed in 
the project ELGREEN. In the following it is analysed how the RES-E capacity develops with and 
ndatory new installations in a label for Green electricity. 
First, it is analysed what happens, if only electricity from existing capacity is traded. As can be seen 
elatively 
ricity at dif-
f time if the label does not require  new capacity. The c
v tal electricity demand and suppl nd demand for  electric
F n be seen new RES-E capacities a ly built at that  of time when consumers 
WTP exceeds the marginal costs for new RES-E capacities.  
f course, the premium for an electricity label which contains new RES-E capacities will be propor-
tional to the share of costs and represent the average costs of existing and new capacities. 
Based on these principles it would be advantageous to harmonise the lab
on across Europe. Such a framework would facilitate market transparency, which should lead to en-
hanced consumer demand. Moreover, there are increasing proposals for disclosure of information to 
customers concerning the emissions from all forms of electricity generation. Thus labelling would be a 
common requirement for all forms of generation. At present, renewable energy generators are pres-
ently being burdened with the additional cost of accreditation to prove their benign environmenta
content label" to distinguish all sources of electricity
plants?  
One of the most crucial questions with respect to succesfully deploying RES-E by Green Pricing 
and/or trading approaches is whether Green electricity from existing vs Gr
c
without ma
from Fig. 15 as long as demand does not exceed existing RES-E generation prices remain r
low and no new capacities are built. Fig. 15 depicts supply of and demand for green elect
erent points of 
elopment of to
the inclusion of
y of a
orresponding de-
ity is depicted in  green
ig. 16. As ca re on point
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F
ext, it is investigated what happens, if a certain share of electricity from new capacity is mandatory 
in a label. traded. As can be seen from Fig. 17 initial total demand for Green electricity is lower due to 
the higher price which results from the average costs of existing and new to built capacities. The cor-
responding development of total electricity demand and supply of and demand for green electricity is 
igure 15. Supply and Demand for green electricity if the label does not require the inclusion of new 
capacity  
N
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 depicted in Fig. 18. As can be seen new RES-E capacities are immediately built and increase continu-
ously reducing the need for constructing new plants generating electricity from non-renewable energy 
carriers. 
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Figure 16. Development of Supply and Demand for green electricity over time if the label does not 
require the inclusion of new capacity 
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Figure 17. Supply and demand for green electricity if the label requires a certain share of new Green 
electricity 
 
Fig. 19 depicts the development of the price for green electricity over time with and without a label 
that requires the inclusion of new capacity. it can be seen that without a RES-New-Label the price is 
lower as long as no new capacity is built. Then the price increases sharply to meet the marginal costs  
(MC) of additionally installed RES-E. On contrary, if a RES-New-Label exists prices refelect the av-
erage costs of generation of existing and new capacity. They remain constant as long as the demand 
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 for existing capacity is no
the share of new capacitie
t exceeded by the label shares. Then the prices increase continously because 
s in the label must of cours increase. 
Fig. 20 compares the development of supply and demand for green electricity over time with and 
-without a label that requires the inclusion of new capacity. It can be seen that without a RES-New
Label demand is first higher. Yet, from the point-of-time on when all existing RES-E electricity is de-
manded on the market the demand is higher if the label exists. 
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Figure 18. Development of supply and demand for green electricity over time if the label requires a 
certain share of new Green electricity 
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Figure 19. The development of the price for green electricity over time with and without a label that 
requires the inclusion of new capacity 
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Figure 20. Supply and demand for green electricity over time with and without a label 
If a trading or GPM system is started based mainly on existing capacity without any commitments t
the installation of new capacity it leads to the following effects: 
 
o 
Î It takes a long lead-time until the existing WTP is exhausted and demand has caught up 
hether demand will ever 
 
Hen ce that new RES-E capacities are part of every trading/GPM strategy! 
• 
with existing generation; 
Î Moreover, the lack of credibility of such a system questions w
increase to that level  
ce, it is of paramount relevan
Conclusions 
The most important general conditions to ensure the effectiveness of a strategy are3 :  
 
Regardless which instrument is chosen the careful design of a strategy is of paramount impor-
tance. A poorly designed system is worse than no promotional system at all because it discredits 
the idea; 
• Focus on new capacities: It is important that a promotional system makes the proper dis
tinctions betw
-
een existing (at least fully depreciated) and new capacities. Hence, Green 
Pricing strategies as well as regulatory approaches should have a strong focus on new ca-
! 
•  of the system:
pacity
Credibility  It must be guaranteed with high credibility that the promotional 
g 
echanism of any instrument should be restricted to a certain time frame
strategy, regardless of which instrument is implemented, survives for a specified plannin
horizon to provide confidence among investors and the industry; 
• The support m  e.g.10 
years. 
                                                     
3 These major conclusions are based mainly on the results of the project ELGREEN supported by the EC. 
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 • All selective barriers for new RES-E generators should be rigorously removed, e.g. fees for con-
nection to the grid, extraordinary transmission fees. 
 
With respect to different types of strategies the following criteria are most important: 
 
• Feed-in tariffs are an effective instrument if a policy is introduced on a national level and if the 
rates are optimally designed e.g. using a stepped feed-in tariff 
• Of high relevance for quotas based on tradable certificates is that the penalty for not purchasing a 
certificate is higher than the worst case of investment  
• A TGC system is only preferable to feed-in tariffs if it is introduced as a transboundary system on 
a European-wide scale; Currently, however, it is very unlikely that such a harmonised strategy will 
e be implemented soon. Therefore, promotional schemes based on stepped feed-in tariffs are  th
best strategy until international trading scheme can be implemented; 
• With respect to voluntary strategies – e.g. Green Power Marketing – the minimum re-
quirement for a label is that it guarantees at least that the proportional increase in total 
electricity demand is provided by new capacities!  
 conditions 
must be fullfilled: 
Î Either reciprocity (That is to say, t ts only from com h the 
f competition) or 
at the electricity traded is generated from new RES-E power plan
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1 Introduction 
In Denmark, introduction of small scale combined heat and power (CHP) plants were part of the en-
ergy policy during the 1990’s. Thus, the installed electricity capacity on this type of units multiplied 
approximately ten times during this decade, to constitute more than 2000 MW in 2000, or around 20% 
of total installed electricity capacity. The motivation for this development was mainly energy savings 
due to the relatively high thermal efficiency in combined production, and the associated reduction of 
emissions. The remuneration for the electricity delivered to the electrical network was in part based on 
a feed in tariff. The construction of the tariff reflected estimated benefits to the electrical system.  
With the liberalisation of the electricity markets this arrangement has been questioned, and it has 
been suggested that the differentiated payment to local CHP should be based on electricity market 
prising. For Denmark this would imply that the local CHP should trade the electricity on the Nordpool 
electricity spot market.  
This paper analyses parts of these two alternative ways of economic arrangement in relation to small 
scale CHP. First it described the development and status till now. Then it analyses the production pat-
terns and associated immediate economic consequences of a change from the tariff based system to a 
market system.  
2 Development of CHP in Denmark 
While the primary energy consumption in Denmark almost doubled from 1960 to 1970, it has been 
virtually constant since then at a level around 800 PJ annually. On of the reasons for the stagnation in 
primary energy consumption has been that energy use has become more efficient, in part due to in-
creased application of combined heat and power production.  
Today more than 400 district heating companies supply more than half of the total heat consumption 
in Denmark. Most of them have CHP units. Local CHP has experienced a rapid development during 
the 1990’s, see Figure 1, such that installed local CHP capacity now is almost 2200 MW electricity 
and 3900 MW heat. Of this, about two thirds are located in Western Demark and one third in Eastern 
Denmark. Natural gas is the dominant fuel type. The total efficiency in the country’s electricity and 
district heating sector has increased from around 50% in 1980 to around 70% in 2000. This is to a 
large extent due to the introduction of CHP; half of the electricity production and 80% of heat comes 
from CHP. Other contributions to increase of efficiency are made by wind power where the installed 
capacity constitutes 20% of total electricity generation capacity. 
unas Gatautis, Thomas Engberg Pedersen, Rune Schmid
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Figure 1. 
 
The growth of small scale CHP has been supported by various measures, see below. In the strategy 
document on liberalisation of the energy markets [1] from September 2002 the government proposed 
that the conditions for the small scale CHP should be changed towards operation on marked condi-
tions. Various possible ways of doing this are discussed in that document, central issues being the con-
sequences for the heat prices and for the public support. 
3 CHP regulation 
The legal and taxation framework has supported the development of CHP. For instance it has been 
prohibited eating in new residential buildings, and there have been legal measures to 
ms of bio mass are exempted 
 
cess heat has a lower tax. If an agreement concerning en-
ther de-
duction)/0.35) can be allocated to electricity production. A third formula 
distributes the fuel according to the proportions of heat and electricity produced. The fourth calculates 
the fuel consumption for electricity using an efficiency of 0.9 for electricity production while the re-
maining fuel is assumed used for heat production.   
 to use electric h
ensure that all buildings in a district heating area could be connected to the heat network. The most 
important taxes in relation to electricity and heat production relate to CO2 emission and energy con-
sumption.  
The CO2 tax, introduced in 1996, is 100 DKK per ton emitted CO2 (100 DKK is approximately 13 
Euro). The effects of this differ between the fuels due to the different quantities of CO2 emitted per GJ 
fuel. Approximate numbers are 5.60 DKK/GJ for natural gas, 9.60 DKK/GJ for coal, 7.90 DKK/GJ 
heavy fuel oil, 7.40 DKK/GJ for light fuel oil. Waste, straw and other for
for CO2 tax. CHP units are exempted for CO2 tax on that part of the fuel which is used for production
of electricity. For heat produced on industrial CHP units the tax may be less than 100 DKK/ton CO2. 
For space heating full tax is used, while pro
ergy savings is made between an industrial company and the authorities the tax may be fur
creased.   
In local CHP units the allocation of fuel used for electricity and heat production, respectively, is 
done administratively. Presently the owners of such unit may choose between four formulas. In one, 
the fuel for heat production is calculated as:  ((total fuel) - (electricity production)/0.65). In a second 
formula, the fuel for heat production is calculated as:   ((heat production)/1.25); however, for this for-
mula at most ((electricity pro
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 An important condition related to
duced together whenever technical
 the operation of local CHP is that heat and electricity must be pro-
ly feasible. In particular, heat may only be on the boiler if the heat 
production capacity on the CHP unit is insufficient to cover heat demand.  
year. Further differentiations 
ibed next.  
4 
the 
division of the day into low, high and peak hours is illustrated in Figure 2. 
 
Local CHP units are given a remuneration for the electricity produced. Until mid 2002 the main rule 
was that units having less than 3 MW electricity capacity were given 100 DKK/MWh while the bigger 
units were given 70 DKK/MWh. From mid 2002 all natural gas fuelled units below 25 MW electricity 
capacity are given 80 DKK/MWh, but limited to 8000 hours full load per 
exist, however, they will not be specified here. Income from sale of electricity is descr
Sale of Electricity 
Local CHP are paid for the electricity produced according to a feed in tariff. The tariff depends on the 
time of the day, the day of the week and the voltage level at which the unit is connected to the electric-
ity network. The tariff is regulated (slightly) every third month. Table 1 illustrates the levels, and 
 
Figure 2. 
 
Table 1. Feed in tariff for local CHP, Eastern Denmark, last quarter of 2002, DKK/MWh. 
Voltage level Low High Peak Approx. average 
400/132 kV 178 321 409 267 
132/50 kV 183 374 491 302 
50/10 kV 187 399 530 319 
100/0.4 kV 190 417 560 332 
0.4 kV 195 446 613 354 
 
 
In the future, probably from 2004, the local CHP may be expected to sell their electricity at market 
conditions. This in particular could be through bilateral contracts or at the spot market. The spot mar-
ket is the Nordpool market [2]. 
The main uncertainty related to sale on the spot market is the spot price itself. Figure 2 illustrates 
that there is uncertainty related to the short term phenomena. In Figure 3 the spot prices for the years 
2000-2002 are shown. It is observed from this that there is also uncertainty related to the longer terms. 
In particular the high levels at the end of 2002 are due to low levels of hydro inflow in Norway and 
Sweden in the autumn of 2002.  
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 Further possible elements related to income include financial contracts to reduce risks, and possibly 
sale of services like provision of regulating power and voltage stability.    
By comparing the feed in tariff with the spot prices it is obvious that the operation of the local CHP 
ca
P 
e 
 changing the operation of small scale CHP form 
b
nnot be completely in accordance with the hour-by-hour economics of the total electricity system. 
Figure 4 illustrates the same period as Figure 2. It is seen that although most of the time the local CH
production is in accordance with the price signals given by the spot prices, there are some hours wher
better correspondence might be imagined.   
In the following some immediate consequences of
eing based on tariffs to being based on spot prices will be analysed. 
 
 
Figure 3. 
 
 
Figure 4. 
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 5 
1. 
t 
e 
t the maximal production within any hour of any day cannot 
exceed the maximal production observed in 2001 for any hour during the same day. It is noted that the 
last assumption implies that many units will not reach their rated maximum hourly production.  
Figure 5 indicates the daily production pattern as it was in 2001, and Figure 6 shows the pattern as 
found using the above mentioned assumptions. As seen, the profile has changed somewhat towards a 
more distinct shape.  
 
Analyses 
The effect of operating the local CHP according to the signals given by the spot market has been ana-
lysed [3] – [4]. The analyses presented concern local CHP in Eastern Denmark for the year 200
Since there is not access to detailed data for the units, a number of assumptions have been introduced 
concerning in particular the details of the technical configuration of the production units, their hea
supply conditions and their cost structure. Figure 5 shows the average daily production patterns for th
four seasons of the year. This pattern is based on the feed in tariff previously described.  
To get an idea of the potential in operating the units according to the spot prices a number of analy-
ses were made. The analyses were undertaken assuming that heat may be stored during the 24 hours of 
the day, that there are no start-up costs, tha
 
Figure 5. 
 
 
Figure 6. 
 
N t 
l-
ow assume that the production during 2001 had actually been remunerated according to the spo
price. Then from the historical production pattern as indicated in Figure 5, it would be possible to ca
culate the income from sale of electricity. Similarly it is possible to calculate the income according to 
the production pattern shown in Figure 6. The latter should be higher since this pattern reflects the op-
timal adaption to the price pattern on the spot market. The calculations have been made and the result 
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 is that by adjusting the production pattern to the spot prices the income can be increased by 10.5 mi
DKK for 2001; of this, the natural gas fuelled units account for 6 mio.  
A major condition related to the operation of local CHP is that heat and electricity must be produced 
together whenever technically feasible. In a situation with sale at spot prices this would im
o 
ply that 
ev
y be produced than corresponding to the demand for the 
associated heat produced.  
Figure 7 shows results of a simulation where this condition is abolished. Comparing with Figure 6 it 
is seen that th more hours during the 
nigh
 
en when electricity prices are very low electricity must be produced, and even when electricity 
prices are very high no more electricity ma
e patterns are not all that different, however on Figure 7 there are 
t and first parts of the day where production is less.  
 
Figure 7. 
 
In order to calculate the economic consequences of this change in production pattern it is necessary to 
specify the assumptions concerning cost of production on the various types of units. For a natural gas 
fuelled local CHP station consisting of a CHP unit and a boiler the assumptions are the following. The 
CHP unit gives 35 units of electricity output and 55 units of heat output for 100 units of fuel input, i.e. 
a total efficiency of 90%. The boiler has an efficiency of 95%. The price of natural gas is assumed to 
be 30 DKK/GJ, reflecting the short term social marginal cost. Cost of CO2 emission is assumed to be 
100 DKK/ton. The CHP unit has a CO2 emission of 260 kg/MWh. The marginal emission for the elec-
tricity system is assumed to be 600 kg/MWh, thus each MWh electricity produced on the CHP unit is 
assumed to imply a net CO2 reduction of 340 kg. 
The social cost for each MWh electricity produced on the CHP unit may therefore be calculated as 
follows: 
- Cost of natural gas: 30*3.6/0.35 = 309 kr/MWh 
- 
- 
- CO2 e
- CO2 reduction: -60 kr/MWh 
Total social cost of electricity production is then: 146 kr/MWh. 
 
With these assumptions the increase in income by changing the production pattern from the historical 
one indicated in Figure 5 to that indicated in Figure 7 is 18 mio DKK, of which the natural gas fuelled 
units account for 10 mio.   
These results are sensitive to the assumptions. The range 25 – 35 DKK/GJ for the marginal social 
cost of natural gas combined with the range 85 – 95% for total fuel efficiency on the CHP unit implies 
the approximate range 100 – 200 DKK/MWh for the social cost of electricity production.  
Figure 8 shows the result of using the range 100 – 200 DKK/MWh for the social cost of electricity 
production to the same calculation as illustrated in Figure 7. The figure shows the increase in income 
(calculated as for Figure 7) and the resulting full load hours during 2001. The figure shows these result 
Saved cost of heat production: 30*3.6/0.95*0.55/0.35 = -179 kr/MWh 
Operation and maintenance: 50 kr/MWh 
mission: 26 kr/MWh 
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 for natural gas and for bio mass. For natural gas units the result from Figure 7 (10 mio DKK) is recog-
nised on Figure 8. 
 
 
Figure 8. 
 
As seen, for the social cost of electricity production rising above approximately 150 kr/MWh the in-
crease in income rises markedly due to reduction of the production on CHP (as indicated by the annual 
full load hours).  
Some further analyses have been done using the Balmorel model [5]. For these analyses the local 
CHP units have been allocated into six groups according to the characteristics (e.g. fuel type, district 
heating/industrial). For each group a heat demand has been modelled based on 2001 historical produc-
tion and the assumption that 90% of the heat demand is covered from CHP. A standard profile for heat 
demand over the hours of the year has been used. Total efficiency of CHP units is assumed to be 90%, 
for boilers the assumptions are 95% for natural gas fuelled and 90% for oil fuelled units. Natural gas is 
assumed used in all areas where the CHP units is natural gas fuelled, otherwise oil is assumed. Fuel 
prices are: natural gas: 30 DKK/GJ, light oil: 40 DKK/GJ, waste: 0 DKK/GJ, wood and straw: 30 
DKK/GJ; for central units the price of coal is 11.7 DKK/GJ and the price of orimulsion is 10.7 
DKK/GJ. All groups are assumed to have a heat accumulator with a size equivalent to eight hours of 
full CHP heat production.  
The heat price in each area is assumed to be given such that the total production costs are covered by 
income from sale of electricity and heat. Thus, if the electricity price is high, the heat price is low, and 
vice versa.  
The time resolution used in the model has 12 months each subdivided into 12 time sub-segments.  
Table 2 shows a comparison between the electricity production as observed in 2001 and the electric-
ity production calculated in the model. The numbers are reasonably similar. The differences are in part 
due to the simpler time structure in the model, and it has been observed that boilers have been used 
 
more extensively in reality than in the model simulations. 
Table 2. Comparison of electricity production, 2001 history and model calculation, GWh. 
 2001 history Model calculations 
Small natural gas 869 937 
Large natural gas 800 842 
Waste 538 538 
Biomass 211 236 
Industrial 111 121 
Other 127 141 
Total  2657 2817 
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 Assuming now that the units were operated according to the spot price signals, rather than according 
to the feed in tariff, the difference in earnings have been calculated as shown in Table 3. As seen, the 
difference is 10 mio DKK. This calculation assumes that there is no obligation to produce heat and 
electricity simultaneously whenever possible (the same assumption as in relation to Figure 7). The 
value of the electricity produced is in both calculations assumed to be equal to the spot price. If the 
and electricity simultaneously is preserved (the same assumption as in rela-
erence has been calculated to 3 mio DKK. 
Table 3. Comparison of net heat annual costs with production pattern according to tariff or spot price, 
obligation to produce heat 
tion to Figure 6), the diff
 
respectively. 
 Tariff operation Spot price operation Difference 
Production cost  894 825 -69 
El. quantity (GWh) 
mio DKK) 
2867 
583 
2471 
524 
-396 
-59 El. Sale (
Net heat cost (mio DKK) 310 300 -10 
 
 
The results are sensitive to the assumptions, as prev ously observed. Table 4 confirms this with respect 
 
i
to assumptions in the spot prices and in the price of natural gas. 
 
Table 4. Electricity production and changes (between calculations based on tariff operation and spot
price operation) in net cost of heat as a function of changes (relative to ‘Ref’ which is the 2001 spot 
price and a social cost natural gas price of 30 DKK/MWh  in the spot price and the natural gas price. 
 Tariff Ref -25% spot +25% 
spot 
-25% gas +25% 
gas 
El., GWh 2866 2471 1811 2806 2731 2241 
Change, mio DKK - 10 41 4 5 13 
Conclusions 
This paper has described alternative ways of economic arrangement in relation to small scale CHP and 
analysed the production patterns and associated immediate economic consequences of a change from 
the tariff based system to a market based system.  
It has been demonstrated how the change of conditions for sale of electricity will influence the pro-
duction pattern. It has also been concluded that some rationalisation will be achieved in the form of 
lower net cost of heat production.  However, the difference in net production costs – and hence th  
change in net cost of heat production – have been found to be relatively small compared to the total 
costs.  
Seen form the perspective of the total electricity system, small scale CHP may provide a number of 
useful services, for instance in relation to supply of regulating power, voltage stability, reserves an  
otherwise. This has not been analysed here, however. If the potential benefits to the electricity system 
from other services provided by small scale CHP shall remain an option then a necessary precondition 
is
e
d
• That the marginal cost experienced by the local CHP company (i.e. including fuel prices, taxes 
and environmental regulation) reflect the social cost.   
 that the economic basis for continued operation of those units are attractive.   
If the potential for rationalisation shall be realised in practice, at number of conditions must be ful-
filled, and in particular:  
 
• That the total income for local CHP is sufficient to motivate continued operation. 
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 • That the operation a
spot market is possi
ccording to spot prices is practically feasible, i.e., that effective bidding to the 
ble.   
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1 Introduction 
at 
-
y from biomass. The energy intensity 
in
ly 
T
 
 
”No country uses as much energy as is contained in the sunlight that strikes its buildings” 
 abundant resource that has the potential for playing 
 is furthermore universally available (although to a 
varying extent), it may also play a key role in bringing electric power to areas where an electric grid 
All renewable energy sources (apart from tidal and geothermal energy) are powered by a steady flux 
of energy from the sun. The total flux amounts to approximately 1.7 *1017 W (0.2 EW), which is more 
than 50 thousand times the rate at which energy1 is produced and consumed by mankind. Systems with 
a large energy throughput are generally known to resist the thermodynamic drive towards even distri-
bution of energy. Such non-equilibrium systems often show a partitioning of energy between different 
modes, each with its own characteristic spatial and temporal variations. It is these different modes th
are tapped when renewable energy is harvested. 
This paper is concerned with direct conversion of the energy from sunlight into electric energy. This 
is obviously the most direct way of utilising solar energy, but this direct energy transfer does not in
volve the elements of focusing or concentration that are important in e.g. wind and wave energy 
schemes, or the element of integration as e.g. utilisation of energ
 sunlight it thus relatively low compared to other renewable energy sources, and it continues to be a 
technological challenge to extract exergy directly from solar energy in a way that is economical
competitive, also in regions where other energy sources are readily available. 
2 Sunlight 
he intensity of sunlight just outside the atmosphere is 1366 W/m2 (the solar constant). On the way 
down the atmosphere some of the radiation is reflected back into space and a part of the energy is ab-
sorbed in clouds and the air mass. The absorbed energy drives the dynamics of the atmosphere from
which energy can be tapped as wind or wave energy. The amount of solar irradiation that reaches the 
ground amounts to 160 W/m2, averaged over time and the surface of the earth. This number is put into 
perspective by the following citations from an essay by Denis Hayes [1]: 
 
”The sunlight that fell on the roads in the US last year contained roughly as much energy as in all the 
fossil fuel consumed last year in the world” 
 
These quotations underlines that solar power is an
a major role in the world’s energy supply. As it
has not yet been established. 
                                                     
1  Throughout this paper the term “energy” is used instead of the more correct terms “exergy” or “free energy”. 
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 3 Photovoltaics 
Conversion of light directly into electric energy involves the photovoltaic effect where photon energy 
is used to excite an electron from its ground state to an excited state, see Figure 1 [2]. A functional 
photovoltaic scheme should implement at least the following three steps: 
 
1. Light harvesting: photons are absorbed and their energy used to excite electrons.  
2. Charge separation: the excited electrons are separated spatially from the ground state to avoid 
recombination. 
3. Selective charge transport/extraction: electrons and holes are transported to the terminals of the 
device, where the high-energy electrons are selectively extracted at one terminal while the holes 
selectively are replenished from the other terminal. 
 
Ideally, there should be a one-to-one relationship between light and electric current: Each photon that 
hich in turn transports the energy to an electrical 
Here the energy can be released in the form of work. 
strikes the device deliver its energy to an electron, w
load connected to the terminals of the device. 
  
Figure 1. Diagram of photovoltaic principle showing the elemental steps: 1) light harvesting; 2) 
charge separation; and 3) charge transport 
 
A number of devices based on these principles (photovoltaics or PV’s) have been developed, and they 
share a number of common characteristics: PV devices are inherently modular. There is no great in-
crease in efficiency on going from µW or mW devices to kW or MW installations. PV devices can be 
used in densely populated areas, as they are free of emissions of noise and fumes; but PV devices are 
also well suited for use in remote areas without infrastructure because they require only a minimum of 
maintenance. The major drawback is the price! PV produced electric power - even in areas of good 
insolation (received solar radiation) - costs nearly an order of magnitude more than electricity gener-
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 ated from fossil fuels. Because PV constitutes a clean energy source that can aid in reduction of the 
consumption of fossil fuels there is, however, a major incentive for developing this technology to a 
state where PV power generation can deliver a significant contribution to the worlds energy supply. 
Despite the higher current cost, PV power generated at small scales where and when it is needed is 
under certain circumstances already a competitive alternative to central-station power. Small PV sys-
tems can be sited near users on rooftops or building façades. Furthermore, distributed power genera-
tion can improve overall power supply reliability by reducing loads on the grid, and gives consumers 
more control over their future energy costs. 
Because of these advantages, solar photovoltaics are by now the second fastest growing energy 
source surpassed only by wind energy. The total shipment of PV modules reached 390 peak MW 
(MWp) in 2001, with an increase in the averaged annual growth rate from 10% to 35% over the last 
decade – see Figure 2. At the same time the price of PV is decreasing. The effect that learning through 
market experience has on the cost of a particular technology can be captured in experience curves. An 
analysis of historic price data shows that the learning rate (i.e. the decrease in price for each doubling 
of the cumulative production) for photovoltaic modules has increased from 20.2 % to 22.6% in the last 
decade [3].  
  
Figure 2. Worldwide PV market (data from PV News, ed. Paul Maycock) 
 
Both the growth rate and the price reduction through learning are very respectable, but unfortunately 
they fall short of bringing us PV power at a price that on its own can compete with power produced 
from fossil fuels in the near or medium term. 
In the following, the major PV technologies are outlined with emphasis on issues that impedes a 
rapid cost reduction. Two emerging technologies that may constitute alternative routes to low-cost PV 
are also outlined. 
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 4 1st generation photovoltaic devices 
The PV scheme of Figure 1 is implemented elegantly in the classical semiconductor solar cell. In these 
PV’s all the steps necessary for conversion of light to electric energy are provided by the cleverly ma-
nipulated band structure of a single semiconductor crystal Figure 3 shows the band structure of such a 
semiconductor p-n-junction. An excited electron-hole pair will - provided that its lifetime is suffi-
ciently long - diffuse to the junction region where the charge carriers are separated. The activated elec-
tron is carried through the n-doped region to the negative terminal while the hole is replenished 
through the p-doped region from the cells positive terminal. Because impurities and grain boundaries 
acts as recombination centres, these devices should preferably be produced from high purity single- or 
multi-crystalline semiconductor material. 
  
Figure 3. Principle of photovoltaic device based on a semiconductor junction 
 
Approximately 90% of the PV units produced today are made from crystalline silicon. In 2000 the 
equivalent of 103 MWp was produced from monocrystalline silicon and 104 MWp from polycrystalline 
silicon [4]. A small amount was also made from ribbon or sheet silicon. 
The primary advantage of crystalline silicon is that highly efficient and rugged devices can be made 
with this technology. Laboratory devices with efficiencies close to 25% have been demonstrated, and 
the best commercial cells have now reached efficiencies of 17%–18%. When production quantities of 
higher quality float zone silicon become available, 20% efficiencies in commercial modules are ex-
pected.  
Because silicon is an “indirect band” semiconductor, a relatively thick active layer of silicon is re-
quired to absorb the full solar spectrum, and the wafers used to produce these cells are typically sev-
eral hundred µm thick. They are machined from ingots produced in high-temperature, energy-intensiv
metallurgical processes, and substantial amounts of material are lost during processing. Solar cell 
quality silicon is thus expensive to produce. The price of the wafers accounts for around 40% of the 
e 
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 final module cost, and as a large part of this price is energy cost, several years of operation are re-
quired to recoup the energy used to manufacture the cells. The large amount of high quality silicon and 
thereby the high amount of energy that goes into the production of 1st generation photovoltaics will 
ultimately set an upper limit to the level to which the price of this technology can be reduced. 
Alternatives to silicon are III-V semiconductors like gallium arsenide, from which highly efficient 
(>25%) photovoltaics have also been made. 
5 2nd generation photovoltaic devices 
In order to reduce the high materials cost intrinsic to 1st generation PV technology, several thin-film 
technologies are being pursued to enable higher volumes to be produced at a lower cost. 
Thin-film devices based on amorphous silicon are less efficient than devices based on crystalline 
silicon, but as this technology is well suited for mass production they can potentially achieve a better 
price to performance ratio. With ongoing developm ance and production technology, 
tion 
volume is now 30 MWp/year. 
Amorphous silicon is a direct-band semiconductor characterised by a high absorption coefficient in 
ers 
ntinuous process (plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposi-
-
inly because of the vacuum 
p te 
w 
ent in perform
thin-film PV’s are becoming increasingly competitive with crystalline silicon, and their produc
the visible spectrum. Only a thin film (<1 µm) is needed to absorb the sunlight, but even thinner lay
are typically used in order to minimise recombination losses. 
Thin-film cells can be deposited in a co
tion, PECVD) onto a flexible steel or plastic substrate, and a stacked-cell approach has been developed 
in which multiple thin cells of different band gaps are stacked on top of each other. This has the ad
vantage of using the solar spectrum more efficiently [5]. Another approach is deposition onto a tex-
tured, reflecting substrate. The light reflected from the back contact undergoes multiple internal reflec-
tions within the device, allowing weakly absorbed light to pass through the cell many times. 
The major drawback of amorphous silicon is its low efficiency, caused by recombination at unsatu-
rated bonds in the amorphous material. Exposure to light increases the number of these defects, so the 
efficiency of the device decreases to a lower but stable value during the first 1000 or so hours of illu-
mination (the Stäbler-Wronski effect). 
Alternatives to amorphous silicon are copper indium diselenide (CIS) and copper indium gallium 
diselenide (CIGS). These systems are not prone to light-induced degradation, and the very high effi-
ciency of 16.6% has been obtained for thin-film solar modules based on CIGS. The technology for 
producing these modules is now close to commercialisation [6]. 
6 3rd generation photovoltaic devices 
Even though the materials costs of thin film PV devices can be reduced to a very low level, it may still 
be difficult to bring down the overall production cost to the level where solar power becomes eco-
nomically competitive to power produced from fossil fuels. This is ma
rocesses involved in the production. Despite a substantial effort, it has proven to be an obstina
problem to bring up the deposition rates to a level where the high cost of production equipment is bal-
anced by an equally high production volume. It is thus interesting that alternative PV schemes pres-
ently are being researched and developed. The two schemes outlined below show the promise of lo
materials cost combined with facile, low cost manufacture. If conversion efficiency and device dura-
bility can be engineered to meet the requirements for volume applications, these technologies may in 
the future be instrumental in bringing up the proportion of power generated by direct conversion from 
sunlight. 
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Figure 4. Principle of photoelectrochemical (PEC) cell 
  
Photo-electrochemical (PEC) or Grätzel cells [7]. These cells implement the photovoltaic principle 
differently from the semiconductor solar cells – see Figure 4. Light absorption occurs in a transitio
metal complex (dye) that is absorbed on the inner surface of a nano-particulate, porous layer of ana-
tase (titanium
n 
 dioxide, a white pigment used in paints and tooth paste). The excited electron is imme-
diately transferred to the conduction band of the anatase, and the remaining electron vacancy is replen-
ished from a liquid or solid redox electrolyte. In this way the three steps in the photovoltaic process 
are carried out by different parts of the cell. The light is absorbed in a dye, which can be tailored with 
respect to spectral sensitivity. Charge separation occurs at the dye/semiconductor interface, which can 
be manipulated to reduce the recombination rate and to tailor the optical properties of the cell. Charge 
transport occur selectively in two different phases, and these materials can in principle be chosen 
among a series of different alternatives, although Grätzel’s original proposal is still the most efficient 
combination known. Solar cells of this type can be produced using relatively simple techniques, and 
they are particular well suited for building integration. With proper engineering the price of glass en-
capsulated PEC cells is expected to be brought down to a level comparable with the prize of high qual-
ity double-glazing.  
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Figure 5. Principle of simple single-layer organic PV with charge separation at one of the interfaces 
I e. Excitons are mobile, electrically neutral, 
-
-
k
lusion 
-
Organic-Based Photovoltaics. Recently, substantial advances have [8] been achieved in the conver-
sion efficiencies of PV’s based on molecular (organic) semiconductors and on conducting polymers. 
n these organic-based PV’s, excitons play an important rol
optically excited states, which exist because they do not have enough energy to separate into an elec
tron and a hole – in other words: the optical band gap is smaller than the electrical band gap. In or-
ganic materials this is often because charge separation involves a conformation change and thus re-
quires a relatively large energy. One way to produce charge carriers from excitons involves dissocia
tion at interfaces. This is illustrated on Figure 5 showing an organic semiconductor sandwiched be-
tween electrodes made of metals with different wor  functions. In the example the exciton dissociates 
at the high work function electrode whereby an electron is released to the conduction band. Schemes 
like this are not very efficient because of a high recombination rate, but as the field evolves, more 
complex schemes like single- or multi-junction devices and dye sensitised devices are emerging. The 
great promise of organic PV’s is that they can be produced at low cost in large volumes using well-
established polymer coating technologies. 
Conc
Figure 6 illustrates the present state of the development of different PV technologies. The figure re-
ports the highest conversion efficiencies demonstrated in single cells and modules, and it can be seen 
that 1st generation devices based on single- and multi crystalline silicon now can be considered a ma
ture technology with efficiencies approaching the theoretical maximum, which for silicon is less than 
30 %. 
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Figure 6. Record (Jan. 2003) conversion efficiencies for different PV technologies (data from [8]) 
 
Unless PV’s are utilised as integral part of buildings or devices, the space that the solar cells take up 
may be considered a substantial part of the investment. It is thus essential to bring up the conversion 
efficiency to increase the power output per unit area. As can be seen from the figure, some of the tan-
dem or multi-junction cells are beginning to improve their efficiencies above the theoretical limit for 
single junction cells. This development is expected to continue, and it is not unlikely that the future 
will bring PV devices with efficiencies approaching 50%. 
ot restrained to those 
configuration of elements that minimises the global free energy – as is inorganic semiconductors made 
in high-temperature processes – the variability in properties like band gap and conductivity that can be 
e inherently unstable materials under the exposure to 
ght and a hostile environment. At the same time, the physics of these materials is still not well ex-
In this presentation, PV technologies that are not rooted in silicon semiconductor technology have - 
rather presumptuously - been classified as 3rd generation PV’s. The examples mentioned have the in-
herent advantage of facile production, but on the other hand they do not benefit from developmental 
advantages gained in a cutting edge technology like the semiconductor technology. From the figure it 
can be seen that the conversion efficiencies demonstrated so far by these technologies are not by them 
selves impressive. The present implementation of the PEC principle has the potential of module effi-
ciencies around 10 %, which is sufficient for making integration into building elements interesting. 
Intelligent building elements powered with PEC cells may aid in the thermal management of buildings 
and thereby reduce the amount of power that now is consumed for this purpose. With an improved 
combination of materials both a higher voltage and a reduction in the internal recombination may be 
achiever, which will increase the conversion efficiency further.  
Organic-based solar cell technology is still in its infancy, but respectable conversion efficiencies 
have already been achieved. The key potential of this technology is the very high degree of freedom 
that can be attained by molecular engineering. Because organic molecules are n
accessed is continuous rather than discrete, which gives a much better condition for device optimisa-
tion. The main obstacle is the durability of thes
li
plored and much of the present research is guided by classical semiconductor physics that has proven 
inadequate to fully describe the localised excitations in organic semiconductors. There is however rea-
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 son to believe that these problems may be - at least partially - overcome, and that low-cost organic 
solar cells eventually will find their market. 
For reasons stated above, it is fair to assume that new PV technologies in the future will contest the 
total dominance of silicon-based devices on the PV market. As these alternative devices have different 
p n 
1. Denis Hayes, ’Sunpower’ www.energyfoundation.com
erformance-price profiles they may pave the way for utilisation of solar power in new applicatio
areas, and thereby help to increase the share of power produced from sunlight. 
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Abstract  This paper draws lessons from field observations and interviews of solar energy service 
providers and customers in South Africa and Zimbabwe as well as analysed data from household en-
ergy surveys in rural areas where solar photovoltaic (PV) electrification has been implemented. It 
deals with many issues involved in the dissemination of solar PVs such as impacts on poverty allevia-
tion, provision of energy needs of the poor, energy service flexibility, and environmental benefits. The 
paper also analyses stakeholder satisfaction issues and concerns like subsidy requirement, maintenance 
provision, service and installation fees, ownership and payment methods, service levels, financial vi-
ability, high operating costs, income generation activities, de-installation, etc. The lessons from these 
issues would be useful for the consideration of solar PVs in the implementation of the Clean Devel-
opment Mechanism under the Kyoto Protocol. 
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 1 Introduction and Background 
The provision of universal access to electricity has been one of the main policy objectives of new de
m
-
i-
is 
r 
P 
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2 Research Objectives 
The main objectives of this paper are: 1) to examine the extent to which solar PV electrification sup-
ports the alleviation or the deepening of poverty, 2) to probe into the different ways solar PV provides 
means of meeting household priority energy needs, 3) to enquire about what flexibility exists in the 
energy service provision through solar PV, 4) to verify the acclaimed environmental benefits of solar 
PV and 5) to identify the factors that make the key stakeholders of solar PV dissemination dissatisfied 
and what concerns urgently need to be addressed to ensure successful implementation. 
ocratic governments in Africa due to the huge expectations that emanate from transition from op-
pressive regimes to representative governance. However, this becomes extremely challenging when it 
gets to remote rural areas with dispersed settlements and low population densities. In Zimbabwe, 
whilst urban electrification has risen relatively high, over 90% in Bulawayo and over 80% in Harare, 
only about 5% of rural households are connected to the electricity grid. In South Africa, the massive 
electrification programme that followed the democratic transition in 1994 led to over 80% electrifica-
tion of urban households by 1999 but rural households’ electrification remained below 50%. 
Thus, off-grid solar electrification with photovoltaic (PV) panels has become an attractive option in 
both South Africa and Zimbabwe, as well as many African countries, for reducing the unit cost of pro-
viding basic electricity services to remote areas. Although the upfront cost of this technology is still 
very high, the justification for this attraction is buttressed by its international acclamation for reducing 
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions under the Kyoto protocol. The Department of Energy in Zimbabwe 
has vigorously promoted, supported and disseminated renewable energy technologies, especially, solar 
PVs for most of the post-independence era. However, it has become increasingly clear that, despite the 
considerable efforts to disseminate solar PVs for over two decades now, the impact is hardly notice-
able. Taking a cue from past failures in the dissemination of solar PVs in rural areas, the South African 
government, in consultation with various stakeholders, has adopted the concessionaire fee-for-service 
model as the delivery mechanism for its massive off-grid solar programme in poorer remote commun
ties since the beginning of 1999. The efforts continue but are unlikely to be more successful unless 
lessons are drawn from the past failures to inform future efforts. 
The business model adopted by the South African Government for its off-grid solar programme 
fee for service through public-private partnership with utility service providers or energy service com-
panies (ESCOs). A detailed understanding of the institutional arrangements has been documented by 
Afrane-Okese & Thom (2001). Five service providers are currently involved in the programme. Fo
the South African situation, this paper mainly analyses the impacts of the operations of the Eskom-
Shell Joint Venture (JV) since it is the only one utility (or concessionaire as they are called) that has 
made significant impact so far. Its installation of solar home systems (SHS) started in February 1999 
and by March 2000, about 6000 SHS had been installed in rural households in mostly the Eastern 
Cape Province. 
In Zimbabwe, it has been estimated that 85 000 solar PV systems have been installed (ESMA
2000). The Global Environment Facility (GEF) Solar Project had three delivery modes, commercia
utility and NGO and ran from 1993 to 1998. A total of 12 000 45watt equivalent systems were in-
stalled countrywide. The Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) ECSO Solar Project which 
started in 1997 installed two 50 system clusters in Kadoma and Kwekwe districts, and is still ongoing. 
The Chinese donation project installed 110 SHS complete with televisions, plus a PV water pump at 
Nzvimbo in Mazowe district in 1999. By far the largest number of systems, over 70 000 were installed 
through private sector dissemination, which includes do-it-yourself (DIY) systems built up gradually 
by the owners. This has been active since the late 1970s. 
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 3 Research Methodology 
uth Africa and the 
other in three rural areas of Zimbabwe. The households surveyed in South Africa comprised 232 solar-
electrified, 51 grid electrified and 65 non-electrified households. 135 households were surveyed in 
Zimbabwe in the remote rural areas of Sanyati, Nzvimbo and Makosa. The sample distribution of the 
Zimbabwean survey was 60 solar-electrified, 30 automotive battery-electrified, 30 non-electrified and 
15 grid electrified households. Besides the analysis of the data from the two rural surveys, the paper 
also draws on extensive field experiences in the surveyed areas and a literature survey. The Zimbabwe 
case looks at the four different means of disseminating solar PVs in Zimbabwe described in Section 2 
above. 
4 Research Findings 
4.1 Solar PV Electrification and Poverty Alleviation 
One of the main drivers of the South African off-grid electrification programme was to ensure equity 
in accordance with the government’s policy goal of universal access to electricity (DME 1998). Most 
of the poor people in South Africa live in the remote rural areas of the country. To avoid discriminat-
ing against the poor in the rural areas, off-grid electrification, which was perceived as becoming cost-
effective in remote rural areas, was integrated into the national electrification programme. Thus, after 
the first phase of the mass electrification programme in 1999, the government decided to ensure trans-
parency and accountability in the allocation and management of subsidies to grid and off-grid electri-
fication. Since grid electrification was already heavily subsidised, it was decided to provide a similar 
level of subsidy for off-grid electrification in order to speed up electrification access to rural poor ar-
eas, as well as support the promotion of renewable energy. Due to the deep level of poverty and re-
moteness of the former Transkei area in the Eastern Cape Province, the area became the obvious first 
choice for implementation of the off-grid electrification programme. 
It is therefore interesting to examine the income distribution amongst households who have access to 
solar home systems through the implementation of the off-grid electrification programme in the East-
ern Cape, compared with those with access to grid electricity, and those with no electrification. Figure 
1 below shows the quintiles of household incomes amongst solar-electrified, grid electrified and non-
electrified households in the Eastern Cape off-grid concession area of the Eskom-Shell Joint Venture 
(JV). Although there are limitations in the assessment of the household incomes in this study, efforts 
were made to include many informal sources of income like remittances, pension, child grants, casual 
jobs (widely known as piece jobs in South Africa), informal selling, household businesses, etc.  
 
The information for the analysis in this paper is largely drawn from two recent rural household surveys 
– one in the Eskom-Shell JV area of operation in the Eastern Cape Province of So
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Figure 1. Income quintiles of rural solar-, grid and non-electrified households in the Eastern Cape, 
South Africa 
 
Figure 1 clearly shows that solar-electrified households are the wealthiest in terms of household in-
come. Whilst the solar-electrified households have about 31% in the lowest 2 quintiles and about 47% 
in the highest 2 quintiles, the grid electrified households have about 47% in the lowest 2 quintiles and 
about 34% in the highest 2 quintiles. The non-electrified households are clearly the poorest with al-
most 80% in the lowest 2 quintiles. Although not intended by the off-grid programme, the figure 
shows that the ultimate outcome seems to be a clear exclusion of the poor in this rural area from ac-
cess to both grid and off-grid electrification. There are two obvious reasons for this observation. The 
first is that both grid and off-grid electrification require an upfront payment of a connec-
tion/installation fee of similar magnitude (R110). Even though this is a substantially subsidised 
amount, most of the non-electrified households cannot afford it due to extreme poverty. The second 
reason is that the  approach of the off-grid electrification requires a monthly service fee of R58, which 
most households cannot afford. Thus, only the better off amongst rural households are able to meet the 
screening by the off-grid utility, Eskom-Shell JV, for households with regular sources of income. 
These households are mainly the ones with personal small businesses, pensioners, and civil servants 
like teachers, foresters, etc. 
It is widely documented that women-headed households form the bulk of poorer households in the 
rural areas of South Africa (May et al 1998). Thus, if the off-grid electrification were to support pov-
erty alleviation, one would expect it to support greater access by women-headed households. How-
ever, as shown in Figure 2 below, women-headed households have less access to solar electrification 
than men-headed households. Whilst women-headed households are in the majority amongst grid and 
non-electrified households, only 40% of the solar-electrified households are women-headed. It is clear 
from this that not much has been done to improve access to this modern energy service by women-
headed households in order to address poverty alleviation. Since the service is heavily subsidised from 
public resources, there is a concern that those who need support most are being left out and that the 
government subsidy is mostly going to the relatively rich. This could inadvertently deepen poverty 
instead of alleviating it in support of sustainable development. 
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re 2. Disaggregation of solar-, grid and non-electrified households according the gender of the 
ehold head 
recent mini-survey of 135 households in three areas of Zimbabwe (Mapako 2003) confirms the 
mon research findings in many developing countries (Afrane-Okese 2001) that low income 
eholds bear the highest burden in terms of their energy expenditure. Figure 3 shows that the per-
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centage of the total household expenditure spent on energy drops dramatically in a curve to an insig-
nificant horizontal as household income increases. Whilst households with monthly incomes below 
Z$20 000 spend significant percentages of their expenditures on energy, households with monthly in-
co es above Z$20 000 spend not more than 3% on energy. Thus any dissemination of SHS that is 
osed to support poverty alleviation should focus on making the energy service affordable to the 
income households. 
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Figure 3. Variation of the percentage of household expenditure on energy with total househol
monthly income (Zimbabwe dollars) 
 
However, the Z
d 
imbabwe household survey showed that the low income households tend not to have 
so s 
e 
ctrification is mainly accessible to the higher 
in
lar home systems due to their unaffordability. As shown in Figure 4, the percentage of household
with access to grid or solar electrification generally increases with income whilst that of non-
electrified households and households depending only on automotive batteries for their electricity de-
creases with income. The main difference between the South Africa and Zimbabwe electrification pat-
terns (Figures 1 and 4) is that most of the grid electrified households in rural Zimbabwe are in th
highest income group whilst in South Africa majority of solar-electrified households are in higher in-
come groups, although to a lesser extent. Thus grid ele
come households in rural Zimbabwe. This is because, unlike in South Africa where most rural elec-
trification is subsidised, in Zimbabwe most rural electrification specifically targets rural service cen-
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 tres, not households. Therefore rural households far away from the service centres who insist on get-
ting connected to the grid have to pay a high connection fee which the poor cannot generally afford.  
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Figure 4. Income distribution amongst grid, solar-, battery and non-electrified households in Zim-
babwe 
 
This marginalisation of the poor is also confirmed by the different means of SHS dissemination. A 
clear example is the GEF Solar Project in Zimbabwe which offered commercial concessional loans 
and a waiver of taxation on the importation of solar equipment under the project and yet the majority 
of clients in the project were rural-based civil servants who are better off in terms of income (GEF 
hat the highest income group forms the majority of those owning SHS 
se through the commercial concessional loan arrangements of the GEF 
y 
in 
t 
n-
gro
PMU 1998). Figure 5 shows t
through private means and tho
Solar Project. This shows that where households have to purchase their own systems either privatel
or through special commercial arrangements with certain companies, it is mostly the rich who ga
access to the systems. In the special Chinese donor project in Nzvimbo, Zimbabwe, where no paymen
was required in terms of installation and service fees, there is no particular income pattern amongst the 
beneficiary households in Figure 5. The JICA Project which required a monthly service fee but no ini-
tial installation fee seemed more appealing to the medium income group. In this case, the lowest i
come group probably found the monthly service fee not affordable. It is worth noting that although the 
JICA Project was targeted at communities that were generally better off, the service level of 25Wp 
initially provided was so low that it was only attractive to a small percentage of the high income 
up. 
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 4.2 Meeting Household Energy Needs through Solar PV Electri-
ation fic
-
d 
the n 
crit nd 
Kithyom PV electrification has in many cases not dealt effectively with 
the energy poverty plight of the 2 billion people mentioned in the Millennium Development Goals 
(DFID 2002). 
The major energy needs that keep entrapping households in poverty are largely thermal (World Bank 
1996). Unfortunately solar PVs have not been disseminated in a way that would provide the thermal 
needs of households that are often met through the burning of wood and dung. It has been widely 
documented that the household energy burden is mostly on women and children in the gathering and 
fuelwood and sometimes dung. Fuelwood gathering is full of drudgery and it takes time – time that 
could be devoted to more productive activities such as farming. Aside from the economic hardship 
associated with gathering and cooking with fuelwood and dung, the indoor pollution created by such 
fuels is a health hazard, particularly to women and children. In addition, the ecological damage to for-
ests, woodlands and farmlands due to the use of fuelwood is well known. Thermal energy sources 
could provide opportunities for productive activities for the poor especially women. Thus the need to 
disseminate solar PV in an integrated manner with modern fuels like liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) 
which is about ten times more efficient than wood in producing energy.  
The South African off-grid programme included this integrated approach popularly called “energisa-
tion” in its contracts with service providers, but the daunting nature of the implementation difficulties 
faced by the pioneering utility, Eskom-Shell JV, has led to less emphasis currently being placed on 
this requirement. For the over four years of its operation, Eskom-Shell JV has not yet managed to in-
clude the supply of LPG and paraffin for thermal applications in its services as initially required since 
it wants to finish dealing with its teething problems with the solar energy service before taking on 
more management challenges. The operational challenges facing the utility, including high levels of 
non-payment for services, frequent system technical failures, unexpected high operational costs, and 
overwhelming field management have been documented by Afrane-Okese et al (2001). It must be 
mentioned that one other utility operating in the north-east of KwaZulu-Natal Province of South Af-
rica is making frantic effort to include the supply of LPG in its services, and it will be interesting to 
observe its customers’ response, and the impact on its profitability. 
Figure 6 below indicates the main cooking energy sources amongst the three categories of house-
holds in the rural Eastern Cape Province of South Africa. The obvious observation from the figure is 
that grid and non-electrified households are dependent on paraffin and fuelwood for cooking more 
than the other energy sources whilst the solar-electrified households are more dependent on paraffin 
and LPG for cooking. The higher use of LPG by solar-electrified households more than grid-
electrified households is not an indication of its improved access to solar-electrified households since 
grid electrified households are generally more accessible by roads for the supply of LPG. However, 
the levels of LPG use are an indication of poverty levels since LPG is known to be expensive in rural 
areas due to its limited availability. The figure does not show any indication of general improvement 
in the access to LPG by all households through the implementation of the off-grid programme but it 
rather confirms its marginalisation of the poor and their continued dependence on fuelwood. 
Solar PV electrification has been making some impacts in the lives of rural households in both South 
ica and Zimbabwe in terms of improving the quality of lighting foAfr r general household use, enhanc
ing children’s studies at home and improving security around the house at night. It has also improve
welfare of households in terms of the provision of entertainment, information and educatio
through media applications by powering radios and black and white televisions. However, due to the 
low power output of solar PVs compared to its cost, the technology is still incompatible with most 
ical applications that would have made a real difference in the lives of households (Karekezi a
a 2002). The approach of solar 
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Figure 6. Percentage of households using energy source as main cooking energy amongst solar-, grid 
and non-electrified rural households in the Eastern Cape, South Africa 
 
Another observation from Figure 6 is that electricity use as the main cooking fuel amongst rural 
dwellers is fairly low (about 20% in this case). This seems to confirm the generally accepted assertion 
in South Africa that SHS should suffice for the needs of rural households since electrified rural house-
holds hardly use electricity for thermal applications due to its cost. However, a closer examination of 
the average monthly electricity expenditure of R30, which translates into about 78kWh, shows that the 
consumption is significant enough and it is above the qualified consumption rate approved for the 
poverty tariff (50kWh) (UCT 2002). Apart from the secondary use of grid electricity for cooking and 
water heating, it is also conveniently used for almost all refrigeration, colour TV and sound/music sys-
tem (Hi-Fi) which is impossible for 50Wp PV systems. 
In Zimbabwe, however, the situation is different. Almost all households with no access to the elec-
tricity grid depend on fuelwood mainly for their cooking energy as shown in Figure 7 below. On the 
other hand, grid electrified households use electricity mainly for their cooking since they mostly hap-
pen to be in the high income group. Paraffin is not used as a main cooking fuel in rural Zimbabwe 
households. 
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Figure 7. Percentage of households using energy source as main cooking energy amongst grid, solar-, 
battery and non-electrified rural households in Zimbabwe 
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igure 8. Percentage of households using energy source as main lighting energy amongst solar-, grid 
and non-electrified rural households in the Eastern Cape, South Africa 
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The main impact of SHS is lighting as shown in Figure 8. Comparing the lighting sources of non-grid 
and non-electrified households in the figure above, it is clear that solar lighting mainly replaces candle 
use in the Eastern Cape rural solar electrification in South Africa. As many as 80% of the non-
electrified rural households in the Eastern Cape mainly depend on candles for their lighting. In fact, in 
the north-eastern KwaZulu Natal in South Africa, candle use for the main lighting need of rur
households is over 90%. This is a clear indication of major improvement in the lighting quality of rur
households in South Africa when they are solar-electrified. On the other hand, it also shows that sola
lighting has insignificant benefits in terms of CO2 emissions reduction in South Africa since the shift i
mainly from candles with insignificant emissions. 
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Figure 9. Percentage of households using energy source as main lighting energy amongst grid, solar-, 
battery- and non-electrified rural households in Zimbabwe 
 
In Zimbabwe too solar PV has made a significant impact as the main lighting source in rural house-
holds as shown in Figure 9, although the shift is from paraffin instead of candles. Non-electrified rural 
households in Zimbabwe can afford to use paraffin for lighting instead of candles which are largely 
used in South Africa because paraffin is more subsidised in Zimbabwe compared to South Africa. Al-
though the CO2 emission reduction is still insignificant, it is more than in the South African situation 
since the fuel shift is from paraffin and not candles. 
This positive picture of fuel-shifting to solar PV as the main lighting fuel becomes less convincing 
when one takes a closer look at the secondary sources of lighting in the rural households. What do 
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 households really mean when they say solar PV is the main lighting fuel? Do they switch completely 
from the other fuels or the switch is partial? In most cases it is partial fuel-switch. Some of them mean 
that it is the main lighting fuel when it is working. Others mean it is the main lighting fuel for the 
rooms mostly used but for the other rooms candles or paraffin are the fuels used. For some others, 
candles and paraffin are the fuels for the period of the night when solar lighting is not available. Figure 
10 shows that over 70% of solar-electrified households in the Eastern Cape still use candles for some 
lighting. 
Figure 11 gives an indication of the level of satisfaction with solar lighting amongst rural households 
in the Eastern Cape. In spite of the high improvement in the quality of lighting compared with candle 
lighting, most solar-electrified households prefer to shift to grid electric lighting if they could get the 
opportunity. Only a few of those who have not tasted solar/electric lighting (non-elec) still think it is 
b
f
etter than nothing. This raises a fundamental question concerning the sustainability of the solar en-
ergy service. The dissatisfaction with the solar lighting is due to many factors like the unreliability o  
the service, the inconvenience of a limited time of use, the high cost of the service, the impossibility of 
moving the lamp from one to the other like candles and paraffin lamps, etc. 
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Figure 10. Percentage of households using candles for some amount of lighting in solar-electrified 
households in different areas in the Eastern Cape, South Africa 
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Figure 11. Percentage of households preferring a particular energy source for lighting amongst so-
lar-, grid and non-electrified rural households in the Eastern Cape, South Africa 
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 4.3 Flexibility in solar energy service provision 
The main lesson on the flexibility of solar energy service provision is that the PV dissemination ap-
proach that prescribes one size of module for all recipients runs a very high risk of incurring deep cus-
tomer dissatisfaction that may consequently lead to non-payment and the attendant high cost of de-
installation of systems. Where the prescribed system size is too small in comparison with the lighting 
and radio/TV power demand of the clients, public pressure can be brought to bear on the project as it 
happened in the Zimbabwe JICA project. The most satisfaction seems to be where clients were free to 
select systems that suited their needs. Satisfaction with such systems obviously depends on the client 
ays possible where company sales persons 
less of system size, clients end up wanting 
m r than solar home systems can provide. 
lectrified households in the Eastern Cape, at least 8% of the households 
indicated that they had m HS even though it was not 
off-grid electrification programme. A third of the households with mu
tems while two-third had 2 systems. The main intention of most of these  
power their colour TV which was not possible with the prescribed 50 p
ple systems would still not provide the power required for the colour TVs, the agents of the utility 
f  against that p re sa  households 
have become very dissatisfied with dic
ances amongst solar- and non-elec  in the Eastern C e
is not the black and white type but the colour type which cannot be po  50Wp systems. 
SHS clients complain a lot about t r TV
not understand why they should n  what 
have some electric appliances they  to lack of the required power. 
 
receiving good advice on systems sizing, something not alw
are keen to make a sale. It is interesting to note that regard
ore powe
In the survey of 232 solar-e
ore than one S allowed under the South African 
ltiple systems had 3 or more sys-
 households was to be able to
W  systems. Even though multi-
ailed to advise them ossibly due to the zeal for mo
 the service. Figure 12 below in
trified households
les. Eventually, these
ates the number of unused appli-
ap . The TV shown in the figure 
wered by the
heir inability to use their colou
ot be allowed to pay more to get
 cannot use due
s and refrigerators, and they can-
they want. Over 50% of them 
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Figure 12. Percentage of househ amongst solar- and non-electrified 
r Cape,
 
In the Private Sales and DIY disse S in Zimbabwe, the client is free to purchase a solar 
h by  co  dictated 
more by cost of each component a at the time of purchase. Costly components 
n itical, harg d
left out. The outcome in practice  syst  optimally config-
ured and installed. The mismatche e  
owner. 
babwe, flexibility of the level of service delivery was more reason-
ble. The main constraint was that the project equipment warehouse did not always have the full range 
of component sizes. Companies were at times forced to substitute the ideal size of module or battery 
olds having unused appliances 
ural households in Eastern  South Africa 
mination of SH
ome system, constrained only  availability of components, and
nd the ability to afford 
st. Selection seems to be
ot regarded by clients as cr  which in most cases are the c
is that many of these solar home
d systems may perform poorly du
e/ ischarge controllers, are often 
ems are not
 to weak links, bringing down the 
overall level of service delivered to the 
In the GEF Solar Project in Zim
a
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 with the nearest available in stock. Figure 13 shows the prevalence of different sizes of modules in-
stalled by the GEF Solar Project which is an indication of the satisfaction of wider range of need
Ability to afford was the other obvious constraint for clients in this project, though the resultant com-
promise of mismatched systems was unlikely in this case, since all key components had to be included 
to ensure approval of the installation by the Project Management Unit. 
The JICA Solar Project in Zimbabwe (1997 to date) initially took a rigid approach whereby all sy
tems had to be small to ensure inclusion of poorer households. The irony was that the areas selected 
for the installations were however
s. 
s-
 relatively affluent. The 25Wp systems limited for powering 2 lights, 
o
. 
 
r one light and a power point for a radio therefore fell far short of the power needs of households who 
needed to power radios, lights, and televisions. The project was forced by popular pressure to relent 
and offer an expansion option to 56Wp with three lights and a power point for a black and white TV or 
a radio. This bigger option had been taken up by half of all clients by late 2002
Up to 20Wp
5% 20 to 40Wp
25%
40 to 60Wp
50%
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20%
 
 
Figure 13. Sizes of modules disseminated in the GEF Solar Project 
 
(Source: GEF PMU, 1998) 
 
Only one 70Wp four-light option was offered in the Chinese donation project. No clamour for larger 
systems was seen after installation of the solar home systems. Expectations were still unrealistic, with 
households wishing to power stoves and other high power appliances with solar PV systems. This 
could be an issue or low awareness, or could indicate general discontent with the power level of solar 
home systems, even if the 70Wp systems are at the upper end of the available power range in Zim-
babwe. 
4.4 Environmental and Health Benefits of Solar Electrification 
The most attractive thing about the use of SHS is the fact that it does not lead to emission of CO2 into 
the atmosphere like other fuels, and it does not cause indoor air pollution. Thus, in spite of its high 
upfront cost for developing countries, it is unquestionably justified amongst many experts for reducing 
CO2 emissions under the Kyoto Protocol. Its attraction is mainly for the Clean Development Mecha-
nism (CDM) with the double potential benefits of improving the quality of life (development) as well 
as reducing CO2 emissions. Thus it is becoming fashionable to promote so-called innovative delivery 
mechanisms that would increase the market share of solar energy without paying much attention to the 
environmental impact of the means of achieving this. Little have many questioned whether the in-
creased market share of solar energy through the fee-for-service approach which is evolving has also 
got the same positive effect on the environmental impacts. 
Research conducted in the Eastern Cape Eskom-Shell JV project shows that CO2 emissions through 
operational motoring could be far exceeding the assumed emission reductions from SHS dissemina-
tion. Combining this with the carbon emissions associated with the manufacturing of the solar PV cells 
probably makes the SHS service compound the global problem of carbon emissions, instead of helping 
to curtail it. This is where climate change advocates must be cautious in their promotion and support 
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 for climate-friendly energy services without critically analysing well the whole cycle of the service 
delivery.  
e magnitude of carbon emissions in disseminating SHS through the utility 
route, it is worth considering the moto g
i any about a y r 
were driving about 6000-8000 km/mo h  making not 
less than 6000 km/month. Almost all the cars used ar  fact that 
larger portions of these journeys are made at a very slow pace in the difficult hilly terrain areas, their 
fuel consumption levels could be very high and so also are their carbon emission levels. The mileage 
covered by the operational staff could even be more now since they have been doing a lot of de-
installation in order to stimulate servi f  
collected international prices for its “env nge is to 
m and re-direct all the climate c n  
S peration ) 
could be drastically re-organised and re u
There is a need to reduce the unjus a
SHS so that policy makers in developing  
cost-reflective options from mere envi ed 
on solar energy projects are what have d  in 
analy and Zimbabwean lessons, the environmental benefits of solar PV 
dissemination should be measured based on some of the following questions: 
 
• How many of the solar systems went to the real poor people who would have been walking miles 
to cut trees and cooking for hours in an indoor air polluted environment? 
• How many solar systems got installed compared to the investment in the project? Could other 
options not have provided a more long-term reliable access with less or similar investment? 
• How many light points are produced the installed solar system per unit cost besides the improved 
quality of light? 
• entage of households ha  m f-
fin for lighting? What are the can e
partially? The tendency for most envi itch assumptions. 
• What is the average downtime of e
ing the users would revert to their par
• For those systems working, what perc
• How are old batteries disposed of  r
4.5 Stakeholders Dissatisfaction and Concerns 
The general concerns and dissatisfactio  w
relevant stakeholders involved should be of paramount importance if the impacts are to remain sus-
t re are many stakeholders involved in the dissemination of solar PVs, these are 
simplified and grouped in this paper into three main classes namely, the customers, the service provid-
ustomers 
-
s 
h 
As a rough indication of th
rin  requirements of the Eskom-Shell JV operational staff. Dur-
ear ago, the General Manager and the Operational Manageng field visits to the comp
nt  each while each of the 6 Area Managers were
e 4-wheel drives and considering the
ce ee payment. Despite all these, Eskom-Shell JV has already
ironmentally-correct” business practice. The challe
obilise ha ge monies “flying around” into supporting the operations of
al costs (of which motoring costs form a significant portion
ced, and hence effectively reduce some CO  emissions. 
HS dissemination so that their o
d 2
tifi bly high premium placed on the environmental benefits of 
 countries are allowed a free hand to realistically separate
ronmental activism. The unquestioned high expectations plac
 le  to many implementation failures. As shown in this paper
sing both the South African 
 What perc s anaged to switch completely from using candles and para
dl  or paraffin consumption levels of those who have switched 
ronmental calculations is to use fully sw
 th  solar systems, because whenever the systems are not work-
affin or candles? 
entage is working fully and partially? 
 
 or ecycled? 
n ith the benefits or impacts of solar PV dissemination to the 
ainable. Although the
ers and the government or donors. 
 
C
 
The customer stakeholder group includes individual households having SHS in their homes and com
munities benefiting from solar-electrified facilities like water pumps, schools, clinics, public tele-
phones, etc. Some of the main positive benefits were alluded to in Section 5.2 of this paper. This sec-
tion deals with the negative aspects of solar PVs that require urgent attention. These sources of dissat-
isfaction and concerns of customers include the following: 
Lower service level compared to the high service fees and system costs, as well as the subsidie
from government and donors. Although customers are grateful for the difference solar PV is making in 
their lives, they are also concerned whether it is good value for the money they pay. Comparing wit
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 their grid electrified neighbours; they express shock at how little their solar PV can do for them i
spite of al
n 
l the costs involved. For example, the R58 monthly fee paid by customers in the rural East-
ern Cape, South Africa, for their 50Wp systems produces about 6kWh of electricity monthly. On the 
other hand, the average monthly electricity expenditure of R30 by their grid-electrified counterparts 
stems of the 
e 
his issue of 
paying more for less service does not go down well with many customers. Only few customers are 
-
d 
e
t
the ESCO systems include sophisti-
 Eskom-Shell JV. 
on of solar PV projects. These in-
c energy needs, energy ne s, and energy for income generating 
a t ligh  
priority needs of rural communities – e 
government subsidies or donations p
cleaner water and improved roads may
The fear of de-installation when c  or 
t ometimes the  
s tead of automa
Lack of a broader range of energ r 
priority needs.   
Lack of upfront transparency aro
tion of donated systems. These includ  
SHS and community facilities like solar water pumps, solar-electrified schools, clinics, telephones, 
e
The difficult problem of battery replacement that arises in the aftermath of solar PV projects. 
This happens in projects that lead to private ownership of systems. Often during the projects, imported 
batteries are introduced into a country where the same type of battery is not locally available, or would 
be prohibitively expensive if available. Replacement batteries inevitably become the local automotive 
batteries. The difficulty arises because the setting of charge/discharge controllers must match the type 
d to the systems in question. Fluorescent lights pose similar problems in countries 
 to manufacture and repair them does not exist, and where continued availability of 
e tubes is not assured. 
The lack of education on the choices and use of solar PVs and the powerlessness of not being able 
to even identify or fix minor problems of a system that sits in one’s own dwelling. 
 
gives them about 78kWh monthly. In Zimbabwe, the monthly Z$75 paid for the 25Wp sy
JICA ESCO Solar Project in 1997 could produce energy service of about 3.4kWh compared with th
225kWh that their grid electrified counterparts were enjoying from the same amount. T
able to appreciate the fact that solar PV electricity is produced in a remote area where the grid would 
not be for some years and therefore higher fees are required for the sacrifices made. 
Cumbersome payment arrangements unsuitable for remote rural communities. Often the 
monthly payment arrangements for either service fees or loan instalments do not coincide with the an-
nual or semi-annual times of farm harvests when most poor rural people receive their incomes. The 
frequency of travelling to make monthly payments is also of major concern due to the poor transporta
tion infrastructure and services in rural areas. 
Difficulties with the payment requirements of fee-for service projects. In both Zimbabwe an
South Africa, most rural customers continue to find it difficult to understand the fee-for-service con-
cept which requires a mandatory payment of monthly service fee whether the household uses the en-
ergy service or not. The unpopularity of the concept mainly stems from the fact that the incom  
sources of most rural communities are usually erratic, and annual or semi-annual, instead of the re-
quired monthly income sources. 
Unacceptable ownership arrangements in fee-for service projects. Customers have difficulty 
with the ownership arrangements in the fee-for-service ESCO approach. They find it difficult to accep  
that they would own nothing in the end, in spite of their installation and regular monthly payments. 
The inconvenience of frequent maintenance and poor system reliability associated with both 
rivately- and ESCO-owned systems. This is even worse when p
cated anti-tampering and prepayment devices, as in the case of
Lack of integration of higher priority needs in the disseminati
lude thermal eds of community facilitie
ctivities. It is even shocking tha ting and media applications powered by solar PVs are often not
 they only accept them because they cannot afford to let fre
ass them by. Usually the priority needs are not even energy; 
 have higher priority. 
ustomers are unable to afford either the monthly service fee
he loan instalments. S
ympathetic hearing ins
constraints are genuine, and communities feel they deserve a
tic disconnection. 
y services from which customers could choose to satisfy thei
und the community obligations required for the implementa-
e payment for the maintenance and administration of donated
tc. 
of battery connecte
here the capacityw
th
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 Off-Grid Service Providers 
 
The service providers include fee-for-service
energy services for a fee. They also include s
 utilities (ESCOs) who own the systems and only offer 
olar companies who sell systems to customers for cash, 
or credit, or hire purchase, or through special commercial arrangements supported by donors or by 
government. NGOs like the Biomass Users Network (BUN) of Zimbabwe who undertake fee collec-
tion for the ESCOs also form part of this group of stakeholders. 
Financial viability of the solar energy market remains one of the more difficult problems facing the 
dissemination of solar home systems in rural areas especially when it involves a lot of subsidies. The 
financial viability of the off-grid utilities in South Africa is heavily dependent on government subsidy 
for both capital and operational costs. R3500 out of a system capital cost of about R4000 is paid for by 
th
i-
ot 
e 
-
l commercial lending approach has proved to be financially viable in Zimbabwe as indicated by 
over 85% of solar home systems in the country being installed by the private sector. However, this has 
been at the expense of the poor who fail to meet the loan conditions. The credit schemes run by com-
mercial lending agencies require collateral, which is difficult for rural households to provide because 
they have no title deeds to their land, and often have limited assets.  
The NGO approach in Zimbabwe allows the use of local knowledge of communities in which they 
ar
on 
r 
urced from the company, it managed to increase fee payment levels of a paltry 50% or so 
in 2001, to about 80% in 2002. However, this was achieved at the cost of de-installing over 1200 sys-
tems. Apart from the negative impacts this has on their customers, de-installation also costs the com-
pany a great deal in terms of removing the systems, transporting and refurbishing them, storage, trans-
portation and re-installation of the systems for new customers. In fact, de-installation is currently their 
highest operational cost. 
The full ownership of the systems by ESCOs in South Africa has resulted in the utilities resorting to 
expensive electronic money collection and anti-tampering devices to protect their systems against 
theft, vandalism and non-payment. Apart from the additional capital costs associated with these de-
e government as a subsidy, and recently, R40 out of the R58 monthly service fee is being paid by the 
government as part of the poverty tariff policy. The sustainability of this heavy dependence on subs
dies is questionable and there are also concerns of other players in the market place whether this is n
wiping out all the competition and stimulation that the solar energy market urgently needs. In the GEF 
Solar Project in Zimbabwe, special concessions were negotiated for equipment imported for the pro-
ject. The concessions were exemption from import duty and surtax for the duration of the project 
(GEF PMU, 1998). Only 15% sales tax was still payable on equipment sold by the project. In addition, 
the interest rate on loans taken out by clients buying solar home systems under the project was reduced 
to 15% compared to the bank rate which was about 23% at the time the project started in 1993. Th
above concessions were restricted to the project and private sales did not benefit from this. In the af
termath of the project when these concessions were removed, many of the installing companies that 
had sprung up fell victim to the harsher operating climate and eventually collapsed (SEIAZ, 2001), 
leaving their clients without maintenance backup. The JICA Solar Project in Zimbabwe too did not 
attempt to fully simulate a commercial trial in that the ESCO was contracted to run systems that were 
already installed and operational. The Chinese-donated solar home systems and communal water 
pumps in Zimbabwe were given away free to households without clear assessment of the ability and 
willingness of recipients to pay for maintenance and spares. The value of these types of subsidy, which 
cannot be sustained beyond the project, is not clear. It may be more sustainable to target the available 
subsidies or donation toward the development of specific aspects of the market and its associated so-
cial issues as done in the Energy Services Delivery Project in Sri Lanka (Negandran 2001). The nor-
ma
e active to decide on eligibility for loans. This has been shown to be viable like in Sri Lanka, espe-
cially with the clustering of installations and facilitation of payment through the use of local agents 
who collect and bank instalments or service payments from clients for a commission.  
In Zimbabwe the ESCO approach has shown that it was not possible to cover operating costs from 
the maintenance fees collected from clients. The ECN report that reviewed worldwide experience 
solar PVs found this to be a global problem (Niewenhout et al 2000). Having larger clusters of sola
home systems per technician, or having the ESCO closer to the cluster sites are some ways to reduce 
costs. In the Eskom-Shell JV project in South Africa, the need for harsh measures of de-installation in 
order to stimulate payment has led to unprofitably high levels of operational costs. According to in-
formation so
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 vices, their frequent main
tional costs burden on the
tenance requirement in these remote rural areas also puts substantial opera-
 utilities. If the ownership debate could be revisited as suggested by Afrane-
Okese et al (2001) and ownership transferred to the customers, it is likely that the threat of theft, tam-
r 
ent subsidised projects. A clear example is the 
solar electrification of schools under the Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP) 
 
0 
oject in South Africa funded by the European Union 
(EU) that was aiming at installing 1000 systems, 40% of the systems were not operating properly 
within a year of installation when the same researchers visited the systems in 2000. The situation 
in the Chinese donated solar water pumping system in Nzvimbo in Zimbabwe is no different. 
There is a need for proper responsibility  and accountability of such projects. 
• The subsidy or donation requirements for solar PV projects are so high that their replication is 
 
250 000 systems in five years but the number of systems installed within over four years of im-
.  
s 
from
re likely to be a drain on al-
Ss to the poor, such projects 
must have criteria to ensure correct targeting. If ability to pay maintenance and component replace-
ment costs becomes part of the criteria for getting a donated SHS, then the poor are also likely to be 
excluded. The question of whether the poor can access SHSs and operate them sustainably therefore 
still remains.  
Although SHSs contribute to the improvement of quality of life in terms of improved lighting qual-
ity and access to media applications, the critical energy needs of households involving the drudgery 
many poor people endure through fuelwood collection, wood cooking and indoor air pollution are not 
integrated into the way SHSs are generally disseminated.  Solar lighting, although important clearly 
meets a relatively low priority energy need. The complex pattern of use of the different lighting de-
vices in the changing circumstances faced by households is probably not yet well understood, and 
switching claims need to be treated with some caution. 
The provision of a wide range of systems size options to potential customers who are not sufficiently 
empowered to make informed choices is self-defeating. For flexibility to make sense, effective user 
pering and vandalism would reduce drastically and the administration of payment, which is anothe
significant operational cost would no longer be a burden on the service providers. This would in effect 
release the service providers to concentrate on the delivery of more quality service.  
 
Government or Donors 
 
For more effective off grid electrification programme governments and donors are, or should be, con-
cerned about the following at least: 
 
 The high failure rate of most donation and governm•
funded by the South African and the Dutch governments. For the 1400 systems installed between
1996 and 1998 only about 6% were found partly operational when researchers visited in 200
(Oldach et al 2000). For a similar a school pr
always a problem.  
• The impact of off-grid electrification has remained insignificant in spite of all the government and 
donor support. For example, the South African off-gird programme was planned to deliver at least
plementation is still less than 10 000.  
• The continuous dissatisfaction with solar energy services should be of great concern to govern-
ments and donors since it creates a bad image for government programmes and renewable energy
• The disappointment that solar PV has not delivered much in terms of income generating activitie
to improve the quality of life and enhance individual independence. 
4.6 Concluding Lessons 
The poor do not generally benefit from SHS projects because the projects generally strive to operate 
viably and must screen potential customers for ability to pay. The poor are therefore either excluded 
 the outset, or get disconnected because they struggle to pay their instalments or service fees. 
What is even worse is that most solar PV projects are subsidised and since the subsidies generally go 
to the rich, the gap between the poor and the rich is exacerbated. Even if the poor get SHSs, these sys-
tems will not enhance their income-generating activities, instead they a
ready meagre finances. While donations may be a sure way to get SH
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 information, and a wide choice that encompasses the known load range must be provided together. 
The information needs to be packaged in a form that the target customers can understand, including 
some form of size coding to facilitate component matchings for DIY systems. Given the evident desire 
to get ever-larger module sizes among households with SHSs, it is probably true that SHSs will never 
be able to satisfy their owners. This is chiefly because they fail to meet all thermal and cooling needs, 
and generally cannot meet the requirements of larger electronic appliances such as colour TVs and 
videocassett
The assessment of CO2 emissions saved by the replacement of paraffin and candles must be set 
gainst the additional emissions by motor fuels in project administration support activities especially 
in operational activities of ESCOs. Given the limited displacement of paraffin and candles, and the use 
of secondary lighting sources, caution needs to be exercised in making claims about the environmental 
benefits of S  displacement of candles and paraffin partly depends on the 
operational status of SHSs, and how adequately they cover the total lighting needs at each installation. 
If th echanism in place, it may be necessary to enforce a policy of some 
form of battery recycling on any projects that disseminate batteries. 
-
d 
f 
A nderstanding the South African Off-Grid Electrification Pro-
gramme, in ISES 2001 Solar World Congress, Adelaide, Australia, 25-30 November, 2001. 
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y supplies of two billion people. 
e recorders. 
a
HS projects. The extent of
ere is no battery recycling m
The three main stakeholders in solar PV dissemination are the customer, off-grid utilities and gov
ernment together with donors. For the customer, it is necessary to address dissatisfaction arising from 
the comparatively limited service level, coupled with poor value for money and unsuitable payment 
and administrative schemes that solar PV projects usually impose. Inexperienced off grid utilities who 
fail to consult widely often struggle to reduce operating costs, and some may easily overreact by 
adopting rigid automatic disconnections which can easily lead to a downward spiral. Governments an
donors seem to have poured donations and subsidies into PV projects without pausing to take stock o
lessons, or examining their motives vis-à-vis the needs of the target, often claimed to be the poor. 
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Abstract  The growth in demand for energy in both developed and developing countries is expected to 
continue an upward trend for many years, with a large portion of the increase projected to occur in 
developing countries.  As these countries undertake various economic development initiatives and 
programmes it is important from a global environmental perspective that they increase the proportion 
of efficient, low carbon emitting energy technologies in the energy mix. This paper identifies a num-
ts that foster increased adoption of clean energy technologies in de-
ncludes that a holistic approach is needed if new technology promo-
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ber of ways of improving marke
veloping countries.  The paper co
tion efforts are to succeed. Ensuring the appropriateness of the technology, and hence its sustainabil-
ity, requires proper attention to social, economic and political criteria as well as the fundamental tech-
nical characteristics.   
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 1 Introduction 
The International Energy Agency (IEA) estimates that more than 60 percent of the increase in world 
primary energy demand projected to occur between 2000 and 2030 will come from developing coun-
tries (IEA, 2003).  This is understandable considering both the rapid population growth and the in-
creased per capita energy needs of these countries. At present there are approximately two billion peo-
ple with no or very poor access to commercial energy in the world today, most of them living in rural 
areas of countries in sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia.  Providing these people with the energy that 
makes economic growth possible – and doing so in an environmentally sound manner – is one of the 
principle challenges of our times, and an essential element in the quest for sustainable development.   
Increased adoption of better energy technologies will require concerted and simultaneous efforts on 
many fronts, efforts that must be undertaken by a variety of institutions in both developed and devel-
oping countries. The purpose of this paper is to present some approaches that experience has shown 
help in deploying new energy technologies, principally those that help develop or strengthen markets 
that favor investments in renewable energy technologies.   Although most of these approaches apply 
equally well to technology market development in either developing or developed countries, the focus 
here is on the particular challenges regarding renewable energy market development in developing 
countries.  The main conclusion is that no one approach is usually adequate by itself to create markets 
and that a package of different but complementary approaches must be implemented together – or in a 
coordinated sequence – in order to create a conducive market environment for new energy technolo-
gies. 
2 The Goal: Market Transformation 
ten to concerns of the private sector and other 
m rket actors and shapers and not act in isolation.   
Experience from developed countries has shown that the commercial viability of a clean energy 
nt for that technology to be picked up by the market. 
a foothold at the early 
rod ingly manage to penetrate the market their performance tends to improve because 
leads to technological improvement and reduced costs, making new technologies even 
m re attractive to customers.  So-called “viable business models” can have a powerful demonstration 
effect as well; that businesses built around new technologies are visibly profitable is a powerful attrac-
tant to new market entrants (Martinot et al., 2000). 
The objective by governments or the private sector when either introduces a new energy technology is 
to ‘transform’ the market in some manner.  IEA defines market transformation as “a significant or 
even radical change in the distribution of products in a given market, in which the most efficient prod-
ucts substantially displace the least efficient ones” (IEA 2003).  
IEA outlines three strategic considerations necessary for the success of programmes that aim to fur-
ther the commercial deployment of energy technologies. First, the cost of technology must be reduced 
to a level where it matches the ability of potential customers or consumers to pay. This could be 
achieved, for example, through R&D efforts that support the design and testing of new technologies 
and so bring down costs.  Second, obstacles that may curb the smooth deployment of energy technolo-
gies should be identified so that effective means of overcoming these can be undertaken.  Third, suc-
cessful market creation requires that policy makers lis
a
technology is necessary but not always sufficie
Government support programs and initiatives can help new technologies gain 
stages after their introduction.  IEA (2003) states that “deployment policies and programmes are criti-
cal for the rapid development of cleaner, more sustainable energy technologies and markets.” As new 
ucts increasp
more investment is injected into further development, experience is gained in their use, and the ser-
vices they provide to users become clearer.  A virtuous circle develops in which increased market 
penetration 
o
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 3 B
Numerous barriers can prevent markets for new energy technologies from developing despite the in-
herent attractiveness of the technologies.  Often these barriers are specific to the technology and the 
o 
arriers to Market Transformation 
country and so vary greatly from one context to another.  Generalizations are possible, however, and 
Table 1 summarizes the most common market barriers to energy technology deployment according t
the IEA (2003). 
 
Table 1. Types of market barriers and remedial measures. 
Barrier Key Characteristics Typical Measures 
Non-competitive market price Scale economies and learning bene-
fits have not yet been realized 
- Learning investments 
- Additional technical development 
Price distortion Costs associated with incumbent 
technologies may not be included 
in their prices; incumbent tech-
- (Re)regulation to internalize “ex-
ternalities” or remove subsidies 
- Special offsetting taxes or levies 
nologies may be subsidized - Removal of subsidies 
Lack of information Availability and nature of a new 
product must be understood at the 
- Standardization 
- Labeling 
 time of investment - Provision of reliable independent
information  
High transaction costs Higher than normal costs of reach-
ing a decision to purchase and use 
new equipment 
- Convenient and transparent calcula
tion methods for decision making 
-
Risk perceptions of buyers - Perception of risk may differ 
from actual risk (e.g., a “pay-
back gap”) 
- Difficulty in forecasting over an 
appropriate time period 
- Demonstration projects 
- Routines to make life-cycle cost 
calculations easy 
- Performance insurance or guara
tees 
n-
Finance - Initial cost may set a high 
threshold 
- Imperfections in market access 
to funds 
- Third party financing options 
- Special funding vehicles 
- Adjusted financial structure 
Inefficient market organization in - Incentives inappro
relation to new technologies – owner/designer/user not the - Market liberalization that
priately split 
same 
- Traditional business boundaries 
may be inappropriate 
- Established companies may 
ice networks 
- Restructured markets 
 forces 
market participants to find new so-
lutions 
have market power to guard 
their positions 
- Lack of sales, distribution, and 
serv
Excessive or inefficient regula-
 
Regulation based on industry tradi-
tion laid down in outdated stan-
dards and codes 
- Regulatory reform 
- Performance based regulation tion
Low k turnover rates Sunk costs, tax rules that require 
long depreciation; inertia 
- Adjusted tax rules 
- Capital subsidies 
 capital stoc
Technology-specific barriers Often related to existing infrastruc-
tures in regard to hardware and the 
institutional skill to handle changes 
- Focus on system aspects in use of 
technology 
- Links to other important business 
issues (productivity, environment) 
Source: IEA, 2003 (modified) 
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 Martinot et al. (2000) have singled out high transaction costs as a serious market barrier in developing 
countries as being particularly troublesome.  They state that “long distances, poor infrastructure, im-
passable roads during monsoons, low literacy rates (making educating customers difficult), and cash-
and-barter based transaction” all contribute to the high costs of technology deployment and adoption 
in developing countries. Furthermore, for technology markets to function efficiently, conditions of 
competition and free entry should exist (World Bank, 2000), and there should be free flow of informa-
coun
Th y 
secto
mark  identified in two 
other project countries – Morocco and Tunisia – are similar to those in Egypt. 
 
tion among market players including vendors, customers and regulators.  Conditions in developing 
tries are rarely so favorable. 
rough fieldwork in North Africa, UNEP has recently had a chance to survey the renewable energ
r in Egypt and identify various market barriers in that country as part of an effort to improve the 
et for clean energy technologies in North Africa (Table 2).  Market barriers
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 Table 2. Market Barriers to RET Market Development in Egypt. 
ype of Barr escription General T ier  D
 
d Informati  
- Lack of awareness and information about RE technologies among 
icy makers, energy planners, financing sources, and potential 
 cycle 
gning off-grid power supply solutions; the main power system 
 decision criterion is minimization of initial capital cost 
Awareness an on pol
users of the technology 
isconceptions about RETs, including O&M costs - M
- Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE), carbon emissions, and life
cost are seldom, if at all, considered by local energy planners while 
desi
design
 
Financial 
- Banks refusal to commit their own funds in RET projects due to 
t project evaluation techniques  lack of knowledge abou
 
Energy Pricing & Taxation 
.g., PV water pumping and PV home 
systems) are in an unfavorable competitive position due to large 
f 
- Economics of some RETs (e
energy subsides, specifically those for diesel fuel and electricity  
f- High import tariffs on components of RET (e.g. ,50% import tari
on batteries for PV systems, and 30% on integrated PV systems, 
and 10% import tariff on PV cells) 
 
Institutional 
 renew-
th 
local energy planners in the evaluation of technology options for 
does not extend to technology deployment 
ould in-
crease the adoption of RETs 
- National economic development plan does not incorporate
able energy as a target sector that should be given priority 
- National Renewable Energy Agency is not directly involved wi
off-grid power supply systems; its role is confined to R&D and 
- No financial/non-financial incentives or regulations that w
 
Regulatory 
A should be 
n the IPP is 
- Newly modified BOOT regulations stipulating that PP
in local currency rather than foreign currency even whe
a foreign company 
 n-
o strong or active specialized trade association that could convey 
Business size  
- RE companies in Egypt are relatively small which makes them u
able to influence policies or regulations set by the government 
- N
demands or concerns of small businesses 
 
Reputation 
ETs due to bad experiences with the 
technology as a result of lack of clear technical standards. Exam-
i-
- Poor reputation for certain R
ples include solar water heaters installed with no technical superv
sion of quality of equipment used 
 
Lack of skilled human resource base 
- No specialized consultancy firms that provide consultancy services 
in the area of RE 
- Curriculum in local engineering universities pays limited attention 
to RETs 
- Majority of managers in RE companies lack business developm
training and skills 
ent 
 
Competing Resources 
- Large discoveries of natural gas in recent years continue to shift 
government’s attention away from developing the renewable en-
ergy sector and markets.   
the 
Source: Kamel, 2003 
 
As the list of market barriers presented above makes clear, the success of technology deployment and 
market creation programs and initiatives depends on many criteria, of which political will and com-
mitment are arguably the most important.  The importance of political will stems from the fact that it 
 governments who do most to establish the underlying market ‘framework’ and provide financial and 
on-financial incentive programs and other measures that help establish markets for new technologies; 
if governments fail to show strong support then deployment efforts by the private sector are hobbled 
y environment is not conducive to the introduction of new energy tech-
about the hoped for market transformation. The general weakness of government institutions in devel-
is
n
(IEA 2001). If the regulator
nologies efforts exerted at the R&D and capacity building levels will have little effect in bringing 
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 oping countries makes aid
nologies. 
 programmes important in efforts to develop markets for improved tech-
 Subsidies for New Energy Technologies 
gies they remain 
controversial in energy deployment programmes in both developed and developing countries.  The 
-
h 
e 
 use or technology, thereby depriving users of choice.  Ideally, a smart subsidy 
oids these design pitfalls. Table 3 presents additional views on how energy subsidies should be in-
oduced and utilized, categorizing these into situations where RD&D, market transformation, and re-
oval of market barriers are the primary objectives (IEA, 2003). 
able 3. Different Types of Technology Deployment Subsidy. 
Perspective Function of the Subsidy 
4
Although subsidies can overcome some of the challenges of financing new technolo
main cause for controversy is that by their very nature subsidies change markets, distorting them and 
often causing inefficiencies in unintended and unforeseen ways.  Part of the problem is that subsidies 
too often do not reach the intended target group and instead end up benefiting other, more politically 
influential groups. Put in place, they are stubborn and difficult to remove.  As a result, economists of
ten speak about applying “smart subsidies”.  
Barnes et al. (2000) outline typical shortcomings associated with the way energy subsidies are de-
signed in developing countries, flaws that eventually render many subsidy schemes ineffective wit
respect to their original objectives. These design shortcomings make subsides: a) implicit, such as 
when nonpayment of electricity bills is overlooked; b) untargeted, as when the subsidy is given to eve-
ryone; c) indiscriminate, as when the subsidy is for levels of energy consumed well above those 
needed by poor or rural populations; d) complex and difficult to administer; and e) overly restrictiv
with respect to the end
av
tr
m
 
T
Research, Development and Deploy-
ment 
The subsidy should be used for investments in learning. The focus is 
on new products, technology characteristics and manufacturers that 
can move the process along. The subsidy is viewed as creating future 
return in forms that cannot be predicted now. Success will be 
achieved when the market accepts the product on its own merits, 
taking account of both price and performance. 
Market Transformation The subsidy should be used to attain interest from certain groups that 
could move the market. These groups are assumed to set trends and 
act as proponents for the improved products. The return from the 
subsidy is expected to come from the establishment of new prefer-
ences on the part of buyers and more interest on the part of suppliers 
in the business opportunities that can be created by exploiting a new 
technology. 
Overcoming Market Barriers The subsidy should be used to overcome a reluctance to buy new 
products that are superior to currently favored products in ways that 
are not recognized by consumers, perhaps because they tend to over-
estimate the risks involved in using the new product or because some 
of the benefits accrue to third parties. All customers are addressed 
equally. The money is spent in the public interest as viewed by the 
present value calculations of the current buyers. 
Source: IEA, 2003. 
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 5 The transfer of new energy technologies to 
co
 its special report entitled d Technological Issues in Technology Transfer (2000), 
e Intergovernmental Pane  technology transfer as  “a broad set of 
rocesses covering the flow pment for mitigating and adapting to 
imate change amongst di ders such as governments, private sector entities, financial 
stitutions, NGOs and rese tutions.”  Bedrous et al. (1999) point out, however, that 
inition has no ogy transfer efforts.  
energy gy ends up being treated as an imported commodity rather than an 
 nological concepts in an effort to make them more ap-
ropriate for local conditio  countries approach the im-
logy as a concept d increase the technology’s 
ar ls of social acceptability.  In a similar vein, 
iall  of new technologies in developing 
untries to local stakehold r or modify imported technology so as to make it match 
e “socio-institutional con rting country.  
A 2003 report by TERI adds other necessary elements to successful technology transfer efforts,  in-
uding sound policy for in  (FDI), standardization of testing and cer-
fication procedures, and 003).  Martinot et al. 
000) have also noted the s and specifications in 
rder to avoid malfunctioni hich once established 
can prove difficult to overc
For the transfer process t f the energy services sector 
 the target country is necessary. Understanding that the energy consumers are not interested in en-
 itself as a commodity they can get from energy is vital, and points to the 
 s pect, there is usually an 
titu  of energy service needs 
d of customers than do ou
Finally Greenpeace Intern portance of supporting local manufac-
ring and assembly capabi efforts “reduces poor countries’ dependence 
n costly imports and is good for t mmunities.” In addition to the poverty alle-
viation benefits from jobs created in local manufacturing, the new technology is likely to be more so-
h 
d marketing sus-
a, 
developing untries 
In  Methodological an
th l on Climate Change (IPCC) defines
, experience and equip s of know-how
cl fferent stakehol
in
this broad def
arch/education insti
ften been used in technolt o
More commonly, 
cquired ability” to adapt
technolo
“a the underlying tech
p
ported techno
ns. Bedrous et al. recommend that developing
 to be modified or adapted as doing so woul
ability to penetrate the m
line et al. (2003) part
ket, in part due to higher leve
ocial acceptabilityK y attribute lack of s
lteco ers’ inability to a
poth text” of the im
cl coming foreign direct investment
ti protection of intellectual property rights (TERI, 2
ard(2  importance of establishing clear technical stand
o ng devices that give a technology a poor reputation, w
ome. 
 oo be effective, careful surveying and analysis
in
ergy but rather in the services 
need for accurate energy
pportunity for local ins
ervices needs assessments (IEA, 2003). In this res
 better knowledgeo tions as they often have a much
an tsiders.   
 on the imational (2001) has stressed
tu lities in poor countries as such 
he economies of local coo
cial and economically sustainable when it is designed and manufactured with the local conditions in 
mind.    
The typical flow of energy technology is from North to South but there are success stories of Sout
to South transfer of technologies.  Shared R&D efforts between Southern countries can be an effective 
means of designing and developing appropriate technologies.  UNEP’s AREED project is supporting 
arious small-scale rural energy businesses in Africa, some of which are adopting anv
tainable energy technologies originally invented in Latin America. A small business venture in Zam-
bi for example, is producing charcoal from eucalyptus trees using semi-spherical brick kilns, a tech-
nology originally developed by Argentinean farmers.   Another AREED business is manufacturing and 
marketing efficient charcoal stoves in Zambia based on a design from Kenya that itself had origins in 
Thailand.   
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 Conclusion 
Successful technology market creation programmes are inherently holistic. Numerous policy and tech-
chnologies exist (and have 
n oting markets that foster 
faster adoption of superior technologies in developing countries.  Good support by governments, ap-
pro n) of 
bus ssful 
oth gain a foothold and 
i cess to energy in a way 
that brings be
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Sustainable Energy Use and Energy Supply - 
From Vision to Reality? 
 
Resea TE),  
1 Global Issues 
fers to a “development that meets the needs of the present with-
out compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.“1  Since publication of the 
i-
io Declaration and Agenda 21 repre-
se
Hake, J.-Fr.; Eich, R. 
rch Centre Jülich, Systems Analysis and Technology Evaluation (S
D-52425 Jülich, Germany 
 
The term Sustainable Development re
Brundtland Report in 1989, Sustainable Development represents an important element in the political 
debate on future environmental, economic and societal development (see Fig. 1), i.e. searching for a 
balance between these different dimensions represents a major task.2 
The work of the Brundtland Commission lead directly to the United Nations Conference on Env
ronment and Development held in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. The R
nt the main results of this important conference. Chapter 38 of Agenda 21 called for the creation of a 
Commission on Sustainable Development (CSD). In 1992, the UNGA set out the CSD’s terms of ref-
erence, composition, guidelines for NGO participation, organisation of work, relationship with other 
UN bodies, and Secretariat arrangements. It is the task of this commission to keep the Rio process 
moving and to stimulate it furthermore. 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Three dimension of sustainable development. 
 
1 World Commission on Environment and Development: Our Common Future. Oxford, New York 1987. s. S. 43.  
2 Gro Harlem Brundtland was chairperson of the World Commission on Environment and Development. 3 IISD: Earth Neg
tiations Bulletin 22, 51. www.iisd.ca/linkages/2002/w ssd  
o-
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 Conventions, e.g. the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and the Conventio
on Biodiversity, play an important role in the Rio process i
n 
n order to work out more 2 detailed concep-
ti
With increasing duration of the Rio process, issues of financing are more and more given priority. 
ference “Financing for Development” 
which took place in Monterrey/Mexico in March 2002 as a prelude to the world summit. The confer-
ence was concerned with the total range of topics concerning th lisation of private and public, 
local and external financial resources for Sustainable Development.   
it on Sustainable Developmen SSD) he t Johann rg in t 
(re)focussing the Rio process on the most relevant topics and to accelerate the overall process. Five 
key  been identified: Wate y, Health, Agriculture and Biodiversity 
(W nnesburg Plan o ementation and the nnesbu claration sent 
the mo results of the Worl mit. The Plan of Im llowing 
topics:
• P  Eradication;  
• Changing Unsustainable Patterns of Consumption and Production;  
• P aging the Natur source f Econ and So evelopm
• Sustainable Development in a Globalizing World;  
• H nd Sustainable Devel m
• Sustainable Developments of Small Island States;  
• Sustainable Development for Africa;  
• Means of Implementation and  
• In ework for Sustain Devel t.  
 
Th li ultilevel approach. first level specific p ms are ssed (topics – 5). 
Another level addresses regional issues (topics 6 and ics 8 and 9 are devo plem  
an  utional frame  
 it reaffirmed Sustainable D pment entral t of th al agend  was 
implemented a new impetus to global action to fight poverty and to protect the environment. The 
su ing of the un anding een the environment and the use tural 
resources. In this context the summit ed in han Decla n Sustainable De-
ve pm e importance of the three pillars of su e de nt - e , socie nvi-
ronment – at the local, national and global level.  
The post Johannesburg process focuses on the five core elements of the WEHAB on the agenda. The 
en-
ain-
luded that a critical challenge in the future would be to ensure the necessary internal 
ilizing, domestic savings, sustaining an adequate level of productive investment and 
increasing human capacity.  
ons for Sustainable Development, i.e. to specify goals, to derive indicator sets and to implement veri-
fication procedures.  
In 1997 at the conference Rio+5 in New York, the progress of the Rio process so far achieved was 
evaluated. The results from this evaluation were not very promising. The speed of the Rio process was 
lower than expected and limited by the lack of financial resources.  
Thus, great significance was attached to the international con
e mobi
4
The World Summ t (W ld a esbu  2002 aimed a
 thematic
EH
 areas have
AB).
r, Energ
5
 The Joha f Impl  Joha rg De  repre
st important 
6
d Sum plementation addresses the fo
  
 
overty
rotecting and Man al Re Base o omic cial D ent;  
ealth a op ent;  
stitutional Fram able opmen
is st shows a m At the roble  addre  1 
 7). Top ted to im entation
d a corresponding instit work. 
The Summ evelo  as a c elemen e glob a and
mmit enabled a broaden derst  betw  of na
confirm  the Jo
stainabl
nesburg 
velopme
ration o
conomylo ent th ty and e
WSSD has detected the fundamental changes in the way societies produce and consume are indisp
sable for achieving global sustainable development. Therefore, all countries should promote sust
able consumption and production patterns.  
The WSSD conc
conditions for mob
 
 
4 United Nations - General Assembly: Report of the Secretary-General to the Preparatory Committee for the High-level In-
tergovernmental Event on Financing for Development. New York, 18 December 2000. (A/AC.257/12.)  
5 WEHAB initiative proposed by UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan as a contribution to the preparations for the World 
Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD). 3  
6 United Nations: Report of the World Summit on Sustainable Development. Johannesburg, South Africa. 26. August – 4. 
September 2002. New. York 2002.  
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 1
deral Cabinet adopted a bill according to which a Council for Sustain-
 a sustainability strategy for the Federal Republic of Germany. For this purpose, high-
ranking representatives of different social groups in the Federal Republic of Germany – such as 
ives of the two Christian churches, the consumer associations, the local authorities as 
well as industry and science – were appointed to this panel by the Federal Chancellor.  
y 
led the "Green Cabi-
net" following the appointment of so-called "Green Ministers" in the United Kingdom, the State 
 of the in total 14 federal ministries meet. The Committee is chaired by the 
Federal Chancellery. Its task also consists in developing a national sustain-
 behalf of the Federal Government. Moreover, it has to define concrete projects 
for the implementation of the sustainability strategy. In addition, the State Secretary Committee 
e both the Council for Sustainable Development and the individual 
bodies of the Bundesrat with developing contributions to a federal German sustainability strategy. 
binet – as the competent deci-
 
 Sustainable Development took up work in the course of 
2001. The first concrete results have been presented to the public in spring 2002.  
il for Sustainable Development is in an intensive deliberation phase. In this 
onnection, various events and hearings were organised with experts from science, research, politics 
 
 sustainability strategy for Germany. The "Green Cabinet" selected 
a form of presentation comprising four target levels with associated lower-level indicators. These four 
ta rise the topics of generation justice, quality of life, social bonds and international 
responsibility. 4  
ce in Johannesburg, and to fulfil obligations 
re
• eration and  
• l Responsibility.  
 
r reas is measured by 21 indicators referring to corresponding goals (see Tab. 1).   
.1 Substainable Development in Germany 
Germany takes an active role in participating in the Rio process, adopting it to national conceptions 
and to support other countries on their path to Sustainable Development. Milestones of the German 
Rio Process are the commitment to the goals and actions of the Rio Declaration and the Agenda 21 as 
well as signatures to the corresponding UN conventions, e.g. UNFCCC etc.  
During the past five years German Federal Government took several actions:  
 
• In summer 2000 the Fe
able Development (Nachhaltigkeitsrat) was to be instituted by the Federal Government at the 
beginning of the following year. Its task should be to participate in the development and formula-
tion of
representat
• Moreover, the red-green Federal Government agreed on the institution of a State Secretar
Committee for Sustainable Development. In this committee, which is cal
Secretaries from ten
State Secretary of the 
ability strategy on
was granted the right to charg
Moreover, it is entrusted with the task of informing the Federal Ca
sion-making body – about the results obtained.  
Both the "Green Cabinet" and the Council for
At present, the Counc
c
and society. The activities of the Council for Sustainable Development concentrate on the three topics 
of agriculture – environment – nutrition – health, mobility, and climate protection – energy.7 
The "Green Cabinet" published its first considerations on Sustainable Development in late 2001 in 
the form of a first draft of a national
rget levels comp
As a result of this work, in preparation of the conferen
sulting from Agenda 21 German Government presented a report to WSSD on the national strategy 
for Sustainable Development comprising the same key areas:  
 
• Generation Justice;  
• Quality of Life;  
Social Co-op
Internationa
ogress in these a 8 It isP
striking to note that the focus is on the social dimension.  
 
ltigkeitsrat der Bundesrepublik Deutschland: Ziele zur Nachhaltigen Entwicklung7 Nachha  in Deutschland – Schwer-
punktthemen. Dialogpapier des Nachhaltigkeitsrates. Berlin 2001.  
8 Die Bundesregierung: Perspektiven für Deutschland – Unsere Strategie für eine nachhaltige Entwicklung. Berlin, April 
2002.  
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 Table 1. The targets and target indicators of the “Green Cabinet”. 
Generation Justice Quality of Life Social Bonds International Responsibility 
con rvation of resources economic prosperity ploym pment pera
 
se  em ent develo coo tion 
clim mobility prospects for 
famil
ing m  ate protection open arkets
ies 
renewable energies nutrition quale  rights  
land use air quality integration of for-
eign citizens 
 
bio health diversity   
nat crime  ional indebtedness  
economic precautions for 
the future 
   
innovation    
education    
 
e 
ply. 
T
iberalisation”.9 
Moreover, Germany participated in an OECD study to evaluate the information resulting from the 
implementation of such a detailed indicator set describing (sustainable) development in individual 
countries.10 
In all studies the importance of the energy dimension to Sustainable Development is stressed be-
cause the energy dimension is regarded as cross-cutting to the environmental, economic and social 
dimensions. 
2 The Energy Dimension of Sustainable Devel-
opment 
2.1 Global Issues  
 Management of energy supply according to guiding principles (e.g. safe, efficient and environmental 
cceptable) has always been in the tradition of the energy economy. Again, a solution with respect to 
 
 
German Parliament also contributed to the national strategy on Sustainable Development. Over th
past legislative periods Study Commissions actively analysed the options for sustainable development 
with respect to individual fields, e.g. materials flows, mitigation of climate change, and energy sup
he Study Commissions first laid a basis for the political formulation of emission reduction goals. 
Subsequently, a Study Commission dealt with the topic of “Sustainable Energy Supply in View of 
Globalisation and L
a
multiple criteria is required (Fig. 2).  
 
9 Deutscher Bundestag: Erster Bericht der Enquete-Kommission Nachhaltige Energieversorgung unter den Bedingungen der 
Globalisierung und der Liberalisierung. Drucksache 14/7509, Berlin 2001 and Deutscher Bundestag: Zweiter Bericht 
der Enquete-Kommission Nachhaltige Energieversorgung unter den Bedingungen der Globalisierung und der Liberali-
sierung. Drucksache 14/9400, Berlin 2002. See further information: http://www.bundestag.de  
10 Bundesministerium für Umwelt, Naturschutz und Reaktorsicherheit: Erprobung der CSD-Nach-haltigkeitsindikatoren in 
Deutschland – Bericht der Bundesregierung. Berlin, April 2000.  
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Figure 2. Three-pillar concept of energy supply  
Brundtland-Commission  
 
• reduction of health risks associated with energy use,  
• measures for the protection of the biosphere and prevention of the increase of local environmental 
pollution.  
 
The recommendations derived by the Brundtland Commission can be subsumed under the following 
keywords:  
In the seventh chapter of its final report “Our Common Future”, the Brundtland Commission dealt at 
great length with the topic of energy. The introductory formulations there read as follows: “Energy is 
necessary for daily survival. Future development crucially depends on its long-term availability in in-
creasing quantities from sources that are dependable, safe, and environmentally sound. At present, no 
single source or mix of sources is at hand to meet this future need.”11  
The central question is how to ensure a globally permanent and reliable energy supply in the future. 
The commission arrives at the following conclusions here: present-day energy supply is based to a 
major extent on fossil fuels such as oil, coal and natural gas. Abandoning the use of these energy carri-
ers on a larger scale does not seem possible. At all levels, however, there are great potentials for a 
more efficient use than in the past. The Brundtland Commission derives the following claims for a 
Sustainable Development in the energy sector:  
 
• expansion of energy supply to meet the demand for energy services to a sufficient extent world 
wide,  
• measures to improve efficient energy use,  
 
 
 
11 World Commission on Environment and Development: Our Common Future. Oxford, New York, 1987, p. 168.  
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 • lowering specific per-capita energy consumption,  
• expanding the investments for the development of technologies and mechanisms resulting in 
reduction of energy consumption and  
• reducing the provision of energy from non-renewable resources. 
 
a 
evelopment and improved quality of life. Much of the world's energy, however, is currently 
p
-
 the contribution of environmentally sound and cost-effective energy systems, particularly new 
and renewable ones, through less polluting and more efficient energy production, transmission, distri-
bution and use. This objective should reflect the need for equity, adequate energy supplies and increas-
ing energy consumption in developing countries, and should take into consideration the situations of 
countries that are highly dependent on income generated from the production, processing and export, 
and consumption of fossil fuels and associated energy-intensive products or the use of fossil fuels for 
which countries have serious difficulties in switching to alternatives, and the situations of countries 
highly vulnerable to adverse effects of climate change. 
The following concrete measures and their implementations are proposed in the Agenda 2115:  
 
• Cooperation in identifying and developing economically viable, environmentally sound energy 
ational level of appropriate methodologies for making inte-
grated energy, environment and economic policy decisions for sustainable development through 
environmental impact assessments;  
• Promoting the research, development, transfer and use of improved energy-efficient technologies 
and practices, including endogenous technologies in all relevant sectors, giving special attention 
to the rehabilitation and modernization of power systems, with particular attention to developing 
countries; 
In order to achieve these goals also in practice, the Brundtland Commission considers fundamental 
political and institutional adaptations in the energy sector to be necessary. At the same time, it under-
lines that a specific reduction in energy consumption can only be achieved by an optimum use of the 
currently available energy sources. Optimum use is understood by the commission to be the consump-
tion of the least expensive environment-friendly energy source.12  
The industrialised countries are under a particular obligation because one quarter of the world popu-
lation (and this primarily in the industrialised countries) consumes roughly 75 percent of the globally 
used primary energy.13 The Brundtland Commission supports a more effective and efficient use of the 
energy sources available to date. At the same time, however, it is also a concern of the commission to 
develop plans and programmes for the long-term generation and use of renewable energy carriers. The 
Brundtland Commission regards the energy price as an important element for promoting the use of 
renewable resources.  
UN-Summit in Rio de Janeiro  
The 9th chapter “Protection of the Atmosphere” of the Agenda 21 summarises the demands and sugges-
tions concerning a sustainable energy use and energy supply, i.e. “Energy is essential to economic and 
social d
roduced and consumed in ways that could not be sustained if technology were to remain constant and 
if overall quantities were to increase substantially.”14  
The basic and ultimate objective of the energy topic in the Agenda 21 is to reduce adverse effects on 
the atmosphere from the energy sector by promoting policies or programmes, as appropriate, to in
crease
sources to promote the availability of increased energy supplies to support sustainable develop-
ment efforts, in particular in developing countries;  
• Promoting the development at the n
 
12 World Commission on Environment and Development: Our Common Future. Oxford/New York, 1987, p. 196.  
13 ibid.  
14 United Nations Division for Sustainable Development: Agenda 21. Chapter 9. New York 1992.  
15 United Nations Division for Sustainable Development: Agenda 21. Chapter 9. New York 1992.  
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 • Promote the research, development, transfer and use of technologies and practices for environ-
mentally sound energy systems, including new and renewable energy systems, with particular at-
tention to developing countries;  
• Promote the development of institutional, scientific, planning and management capacities, par-
ticularly in developing countries, to develop, produce and use increasingly efficient and less pol-
luting forms of energy;  
• Review of current energy supply mixes to determine how the contribution of environmentally 
sound energy systems as a whole, particularly new and renewable energy systems, could be in-
creased in an economically efficient manner, taking into account respective countries unique so-
cial, physical, economic and political characteristics, and examining and implementing, where 
appropriate, measures to overcome any barriers to their development and use;  
• Coordination of energy plans regionally and subregionally, where applicable, and study the feasi-
bility of efficient distribution of environmentally sound energy from new and renewable energy 
sources;  
in accordance with national socio-economic development and environment priorities, evaluate 
and, as appropriate, promote cost-effective policies or programmes, including administrative, so-
s 
These topics do not present solutions but outline the fundamental challenges of Sustainable Develop-
ment with respect to the energy question.  
the centre of the Rio process – either 
ctly, if the anthropogenic greenhouse 
effect is dealt with. At the special session of the United Nations General Assembly in 1997 (“Rio plus 
-
• 
cial and economic measures, in order to improve energy efficiency;  
• Build capacity for energy planning and programme management in energy efficiency, as well as 
for the development, introduction, and promotion of new and renewable sources of energy;  
• Promote appropriate energy efficiency and emission standards or recommendations at the national 
level, aimed at the development and use of technologies that minimize adverse impacts on the en-
vironment;  
• Encourage education and awareness-raising programmes at the local, national, subregional and 
regional levels concerning energy efficiency and environmentally sound energy systems;  
• Establish or enhance, as appropriate, in cooperation with the private sector, labelling programme
for products to provide decision makers and consumers with information on opportunities for en-
ergy efficiency.  
 
UN-Summit in Johannesburg  
Since the adoption of Agenda 21 the energy issue has been at 
directly, if aspects of supply for humans are concerned, or indire
5”) the interdependence of Sustainable Development and the production, distribution and use of en-
ergy was emphasised once again. The General Assembly declared this topic to be a priority of work of 
the United Nations Commission on Sustainable Development (CSD-9) in 2001. In preparation of the 
debate the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), the United Nations Department of Eco
nomic and Social Affairs (UNDESA) and the World Energy Council (WEC) had a “World Energy 
Assessment” carried out. The results have been available since the year 2000.16 The associated report 
constitutes a comprehensive review of the social, economic and ecological aspects of energy supply 
and its use and of issues of supply assurance, but the report hardly addresses the structural change in 
the energy sector currently taking place at company level. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
16 UNDP – UNDESA – WEC: World Energy Assessment – Energy and the Challenge of Sustainability. New York 2000.  
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 Table 2. Energy – Frameworks for Action.17
 Key Issue  Action Areas 
 - Reduce poverty by providing access to modern energy services in rural and 
 peri-urban areas. 
 - Im th and reduce environmental impacts of traditional fuels and prove heal
 cookin devices g 
1. Access to 
rn 
ervices 
 - Improve access to affordable and diversified energy sources in Africa 
    energy and mode
    energy s
 - Reduce poverty by providing access to modern energy services in rural and 
 peri-urban areas. 
 - Improve energy efficiency in all sectors using established practices on 
 standards and labelling techniques. 
 2. Energy 
     efficiency 
 - Improve efficiency in power generation 
 - Progressively increase contribution of renewable energy mix of all countries.
 - Improve access to basic health care and education for poor people through 
 the provision of renewable energy systems in primary health care centres 
 and schools. 
 - Promote the use of renewable energy in vaccine and immunisation 
 programmes. 
 - Provide the use of renewab
 3. Renewable 
     energy
le energy to facilitate access to safe drinking 
 
 water. 
 - rease the use o vanced fossil fuel technologies for energy generation. Inc f ad
  
 - Promote the use of clean coal technologies in countries using coal. 
  
 - Reduce atmospheric pollution from energy generating systems. 
  
 4. Advanced 
     fossil-fuel 
Enhance productivity h advan sil fuel ogies. 
     technologies 
 - throug ced fos technol
 - Improve air quality and ic health th h the introduction of cleaner publ roug
 vehicula s. r fuel
 - Implement better transportation practices and system ega-cities. s in m
 5. Energy and 
ort      transp
 - Promote new technologies for transport. 
 
For the range of energy use and energy supply in the apron of the summit in Johannesburg five out-
standing characteristics were identified (Tab. 2).  
At the world summit on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg, the energy issue has been on the 
agenda again in a prominent position under the heading "Access to Energy and Energy Efficiency". 
The focus in the energy sector during the Johannesburg-Summit was concentrated on the pre-wor
established by the WEHAB working group and was mainly summarized in four major topics: renew-
ab
k 
he total energy supply. The WSSD also pointed out 
, socially acceptable 
e removal of market 
xes and the phasing out of harmful subsidies and support 
or ransparency and information about energy markets with respect to 
o 
le energy, access to energy, energy markets and energy efficiency.  
he Johannesburg Summit was terminated with the aim to diversify the energy supply by a substan-T
tial increase of the share of renewable energy to t
the necessity to improve the access to reliable, affordable, economically viable
s and resources. This also includes thand environmentally sound energy service
ng of tadistortions including the restructuri
ff ts to improve the functioning, te
both supply and demand. The aim was to achieve greater stability and to ensure consumer access t
energy services. This includes efforts to improve the energy efficiency and the promotion of research 
and development.  
 
 
 
17 rg  WEHAB Working Group: A Framework for Action on Energy. World Summit on Sustainable Development, Johannesbu
2002.  
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 2
e main goal consists of de-
co
• y,  
• 
reen Cabinet also recommends the implementation of specific national goals and measures such 
as
y until 2010 with respect to the year 
2
-
mission is a set of 71 indicators for the energy 
se
s 
tor towards the desired goals. A final chapter is devoted to implemen-
tation of the strategy.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
.2 Germany 
The focus of the German Green Cabinet is also on the energy sector. Th
upling the demand for energy and other natural resources from economic growth. Specific action 
should take place in the following fields:  
 
reduction of primary energy demand by increased efficiency and rational use of energ
improvements in energy services, and  
• emphasis on renewable energy and reduced usage of fossil and nuclear energy.  
 
The G
 reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by 21 % from 1990 to 2012, the reduction of CO2 emissions 
by 25 % up to 2005, a doubling of the share of renewable energ
000, and combined heat and power production. Moreover, pilot studies and projects have been initi-
ated to increase energy efficiency in all sectors of the economy.18 
A Study Commission of German Parliament dealt with the topic of “Sustainable Energy Supply in 
View of Globalisation and Liberalisation”.19 Preliminary results from this commission have been pre
sented to CSD 9 at New York. The outcome of this com
ctor (see Tab. 3), a set of scenarios reflecting the fundamental options for future development of the 
energy sector up to 2050. The report concludes with a detailed discussion of instruments and measure
suitable to direct the energy sec
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ecretary of State Committee for Sustainable Developm18 S ent: Perspectives for Germany. Our strategy for Sustainable De-
19 Se : .bundes
velopment. Draft of the national Sustainable Development Strategy. Berlin, in December 2001. Page 132 to 143.  
e for further information: http //www tag.de  
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 Table 3. Core indicators of the study commission “Sustainable Energy” 
ological Dimension Emissions of GHG  Ec
 Emissions of air pollutants 
 Acidification 
 Settlement area 
 Area consumption 
 Non-toxical and non-nuclear waste 
 Toxical waste 
 Nuclear waste 
 Nuclear inventory 
 
 Social Dimension Labour 
 Employment rate 
 Household expenses for energy consumption 
 
 Economic Dimension Total primary energy supply 
 Renewable energy 
 Nuclear energy 
 Fossil fuels 
 Biomass 
 Primary energy supply per GDP 
 Energy consumption and demand of transportation 
 Energy consumption and demand of households 
 Share of fossil fuels and REN for power generation 
 Range of coverage of different energy sources 
 Total costs of energy supply and energy use 
 Import quota of energy sources 
 
 Innovative Dimension R&D-Expenses for energy supply and energy use 
 R&D-Expenses for fossil fuels 
 R&D-Expenses for nuclear fuels 
 R&D-Expenses for REN 
 Coverage of development aid 
 
 
The indicators favoured by the Study Commission refer to an indicator set developed by the OECD.20 
But there exist differences because the commission looks at the energy sector from different perspec-
tive. Hence, there still exists the need for unification and comprehension.  
The members of this commission did not agree on the overall future strategy for the German energy 
sector. Issues of controversy have been detected particularly in the following fields:  
 
• perception of the risks resulting from climate change (i.e. starting from the worst case scenario 
published by IPCC?)  
• attitude towards the impact of globalisation on the energy sector (i.e. catastrophe with respect to 
the social dimension of Sustainable Development?)  
• role and precision of goals and instruments to direct structural change in the energy sector (i.e. 
how much regulation?)  
• at the technical level: different opinions about the future role of nuclear energy (phase out?) and 
about renewable energy (how much and which subsidies?).  
 
 
20 OECD: Framework to measure Sustainable Development. Paris 2000.  
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 Be search 
in
For energy research t a perspective with re-
spect to Sustainable Dev
 
1. Resea
a. C  sys-
tem, including storage, distribution and use.  
b. Energy savings and energy efficiency, including those to be achieved through the use of re-
newable raw materials.  
1. Research Activities Having an Impact in the Medium and Longer Term:  
a. Fuel cells, including their application.  
b. New technologies for energy carriers/transport and storage, in particular hydrogen.  
c. New and advanced concepts in renewable energy technologies.  
d. Capture and sequestration of CO2, associated with cleaner fossil fuel plants.  
e. Socio-economic tools and concepts for energy strategy.  
 
This structure shows three important elements. First, time plays a crucial role; i.e. development of 
technological alternatives as required and desired for Sustainable Development in the energy sector 
represents a time consuming process which can only be accelerated to a certain extent. Second, the 
range covered by research should start from basic research and must end with commercially competi-
tive products. Third, great importance is attached to the future role of renewable energy. 
Conclusions 
Sustainable Development represents an open process with respect to decisions of present and future 
generations. Societal and political decision making has to reflect that the understanding of the corre-
sponding natural and social systems is not yet complete. For this reason, goals have to be specified 
with regard to this uncertainty. Hence, the processes of decision making should be transparent to a 
maximum degree. The assessment of the initiated developments and the possibility to correct mis-
judgements should represent standard features in the process of Sustainable Development.  
Several institutes have started to evaluate existing and to formulate new goals with respect to Sus-
tainable Development, to specify indicator sets which yet are not consistent and complete to describe 
the journey towards Sustainable Development. But progress can be observed at the global and national 
levels.  
For the energy sector, the approach to Sustainable Development starts in many cases from the supply 
side of energy assuming that new and advanced technology will suffice to full-fill demand. The as-
sessment of existing energy technologies does not yet show a consistent picture. This one-side ap-
proach focussing on efficiency will probably not be sufficient as many experts already have pointed 
out. Increased efficiency has to be complemented by rational use of energy including all aspects up to 
questioning consumption patterns particular in the industrialised countries.  
The international treatment of model problems like climate change already indicates the difficulties 
to achieve international concerted action. The appropriate treatment of these model problems seems 
absolutely necessary with respect to Sustainable Development. But huge investments are required, par-
ticular in the least and less developed countries. How could science and research contribute to speed 
up? Hence, the gap between vision and reality can only be closed by intensified science and research.  
 
sides the differences the commission emphasised the central role of education, science and re
 the context of Sustainable Development.21  
he European Commission decided to set priorities and 
elopment in the 6th Framework Programme:22  
rch Activities having an Impact in the Short and Medium Term:  
lean energy, in particular renewable energy sources and their integration in the energy
 
21 Study Commission „Sustainable Energy Supplies in View of Globalization and Liberalization". Sustainable Power Supply 
on the liberalized and globalized markets: Stocktaking and starting points. Berlin 2001. Page 39 and 40.  
22 European Commission: The 6th Framework Programme. Brussels, December 2002.  
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Energy Saving Policy and Emission Decreasing: 
Latvian Experience 
 
Dr. A. Dav N. Zeltins 
21 Aizkraukles Street, Riga, LV 1006, Latvia 
romote the fast progress of the Latvian energy sector 
 
sary. 
Such an efficient use of energy would give us an opportunity to reduce considerably the energy inten-
sity as well as costs for energy and solving ecological problems. 
It is evident from Table 1 that the consumption of primary energy resources during the last 10 years 
(1990 – 2000) has decreased more than 2 times. This is generally due to the crucial changes in the 
structure of the branches of national economy (decreased specific weight of industry) in the transition 
from the planned economy to a market economy after 1990. Improvement of the structure of the useful 
primary energy resources, too, (increased ratio of highly efficient gaseous fuel) allows raising the effi-
ciency of the fuel consumption and the economy of energy resources as well.  
 
Table1. Primary energy consumption in Latvia. 
1990 2000 
is, M. oec. E. Zeberga, Prof. V. Zebergs and Prof. 
Institute of Physical Energetics, Latvian Academy of Sciences 
 
 
 
1 Introduction 
The objective of studying these problems is to p
and create a sustainable system of energy supply. At the same time, considerably reducing the energy
consumption and improving to the most possible degree the efficiency of energy use are neces
Nr.   
Mtoe % Mtoe % 
1 Heavy fuel oil (HFO) 2,08 22,98 0,28 7,57 
2 Natural gas 2,63 29,06 1,14 30,81 
3 Light oil product 2,54 28,07 0,91 24,59 
4 Coal 0,63 6,96 0,07 1,89 
5 Wood, peat e.tc. 0,45 4,97 0,91 24,59 
6 Others 0,72 7,96 0,39 10,54 
 Total 9,05 100 3,70 100 
 
Table 2 shows a diminished amount of harmful emissions in atmosphere corresponding to the decrease 
in the consumption of primary energy resources in Latvia. According to experts’ estimation, the 
amount of emissions during this time has decreased 2-3 times. To a great extent this is also due to the 
perfection of the structure of energy resources (diminished HFO-content from 23 to 8% and the ratio 
of the renewable local energy resources from 5 to 25 %). 
This inspires a hope to fulfil successfully the condition provided by the Kyoto documents to de-
crease (to maintain) the harmful emissions at the level of the year 1990 till 2008–2012 even at a sig-
nificant rate of development of industry and energetics, and their increased ratio in Latvia. In addition 
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 to it, a certain gain for the trade in the emissions quotas with foreign countries may make the ad-
van y sector if such develops.  
Comparatively favourable energetic and ecological conditions in Latvia during the last 10 years do 
the other hand, in the cases when the energy consumption prognoses have been worked out, it is nec-
essary to evaluate the extent of the required energy economy and the potential of this economy. To a 
great degree prognostication is connected with the assessment of uncertainties and possible variants. 
The methods of the analysis of the energy efficiency development should enable to discuss a wide 
range of input data, which can be ensured by forming corresponding computer models.  
cement of the Latvian energ
not alleviate the energy efficiency raising problems in the future. Up to now Latvia imports more than 
70% of primary energy resources, mainly from Russia, and also up to 50% electricity from different 
neighbour countries (clean electricity imports promote low atmosphere pollution in Latvia). There fore 
there are lot of development problems of Latvian energy sector and energy saving. 
 
Table 2. Formation of pollutants at fuel combustion  (kt/year). 
1990 
Nr. Kind of fuel 
CO2 SO2 CO NOx Solid particles
1 Heavy fuel oil 5453 101.10 1.32 2.36 4.93 
2 Natural gas 5860 - 0.53 3.75 - 
3 Light oil products 8051 2.60 558.86 77.52 7.21 
4 Coal 2413 68.70 6.30 0.19 45.36 
5 Wood, peat e.tc. 132 0.10 5.04 0.25 2.75 
 Total 21909 172.50 572.05 84.07 60.25 
       
       
  2000 
1 Heavy fuel oil 736 13.70 0.18 0.32 0.67 
2 Natural gas 2555  - 0.23 1.64  - 
3 Light oil products 3136 1.00 219.52 30.46 2.83 
4 Coal 268 7.60 0.70 0.02 5.04 
5 Wood, peat e.tc. 264 1.30 9.90 0.50 5.49 
 Total 6959 23.60 230.53 32.94 14.03 
2 Modelling the prognoses for raising energy ef-
ficiency 
By means of the macroeconomic model of analysis for raising energy efficiency it is possible to evalu-
ate the economy gained from various kinds of energy having a wide range of input data concerning the 
perspective GDP and prognoses for the increase in the consumption of energy resources. 
Prognoses for raising the economic efficiency of energy utilisation are of great importance for the 
development of a perspective national energy balance and prognostication of energy consumption. On 
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 Usually the prognoses of the electric energy consumption are studied rather well, and there are sev-
eral variants of prognoses worked out in Latvia for the period till the year of 2020 and a further per-
spective. Under such conditions it is significant to determine the required extent of electric energy 
f the Gross domestic product  (GDP) increase. The results obtained 
an be analysed by mathematical methods or using the methods of expert appraisal. In any case this 
f 
e 
 at the beginning and end of the period. 
 
At a1, a2,...an = an  formula (2) is simplified:   
(3) 
In principle, the relation E = f(GDP) is expressed, as a rule, in the form of the Cobb-Douglas function, 
 (EEi) for 
i i 0 (4) 
e 
n
economy for different variants o
c
will give a possibility to evaluate the necessary extent of electric energy saving (the increase in the 
energy utilisation efficiency rate) or to make a correction of the electric energy consumption progno-
ses at a more rapid GDP increase (for limited possibilities of electric energy economy because of tech-
nical or economic reasons). 
Electro intensity (e) of the GDP is that indicator of macroeconomics, which conveys the relation o
the annual consumption of electric energy  (E) to the respective GDP value. For the i - th year it can b
written as: 
 
ei =Ei/GDPi  (1) 
 
The prognosis of the GDP changes is usually expressed by coefficients {a1, a2,...an }, which character-
ise the GDP increase or decrease. The GDP for the limits of an n – year period is: 
 
                            n          
GDPn =GDP0 Π(1+ai),   (2) 
                         i =1   
 
where: i =1,2,...n – year numbers, 
 
ai  - the coefficients of the GDP increase/decrease in the i – the year;   
GDP0, GDPn – the GDP values
 
GDPn =GDP0(1+a)n  
 
yet successful application of this function requires a wider scope of macroeconomic indices. 
If sets of values {GDPi} , {Ei} and {ei} are obtained, a respective economy of electric energy
ach i – th period can be calculated: e
 
E  = 1 – e /e ,  E
 
where e0 – electro intensity at the beginning of the period. 
The variable EE is a macroeconomic indicator that can be purposefully changed in conformity with 
the demands of the target programme for the correction of the rate of economic development. The us
of the set of corrected {EEi*} values may allow to solve a reverse task, i.e. at the previous set of the 
{GDP} values it is possible to find {Ei*} and {ei*}. Thus, as a result of a reverse calculation, one ca  
find out a new, corrected prognosis of the electricity consumption and the GDP electro intensity: 
 
Ei* = ei* GDPi  (5) 
 
Ei* = e(1 – EEi*)  (6)  
 
Below, Table 3 presents an algorithm for the estimation of the GDP electro intensity and the correc-
tion of electricity consumption at a changed GDP electro intensity for the period from 2000 to 2020, 
which is being realised as the EXCEL packet in the WINDOWS files. 
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 Table 3. Algorithm for the correction of electro intensity and consumption of electricity (a medium 
ptimistic variant). 
 
o
  2000 2005 2010 2015 2020
1 GDP grows (% per year) 5 6 7 6 5 
2 GDP (bill. LVL) 4.32 5.781 8.108 10.85 13.85 
3 Electricity consumption E (TWh)  5.9 6.698 7.401 8.278 8.964 
4 Electro intensity e (kWh/LVL) 1.366 1.159 0.913 0.763 0.647 
5 Electricity saving (%) 0 15.16 33.16 44.14 52.61 
6 Corrected EE* (%) 0 16 35 48 50 
7 Corrected e* (kWh/LVL) 1.366 1.147 0.888 0.71 0.574 
8 Corrected E* (TWh) 5.9 6.634 7.199 7.708 7.945 
 
In Table 3 the variations in GDP increase are used as output data (Line 1), as well as the corrected 
electro intensity (Line 6) in accordance with the development programmes of national economy. The 
other data of the table are calculated in an automatic mode according to the algorithm. The results of 
calculations can be reflected in a graphic way. 
The analytical method and model of energy efficiency enables to estimate the necessary amount of 
the electric energy economy so that it could ensure a consumption of electricity, adequate to the in
crease of the GDP. If such an economy cannot be ensured due
-
 to limited investments, or suchlike, the 
consumption of electricity and electro intensity should be corrected, as shown in Table 1 (Line 6). 
The method of macro-economical analysis of energy efficiency mentioned above forms the basis for 
the research of energetic, economical and ecological analysis of various technologies designed to raise 
energy efficiency.  
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Figure 1. Prognostic calculation (a medium optimistic variant) 
1 – GDP (bill. LVL) 
2 – electricity consumption (TWh) 
3 – electricity consumption after correction (TWh) 
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3 Methods of managing the energy efficiency in 
t
pends on how the problem of the institu-
 is solved. It is the interaction between the component parts 
e an optimum foundation for the management system, which 
mplified way by means of Figure 3.  
 
 
ost of all can be affected by the financial support and its possibilities although the implementation of 
the management system of state and private institutions may have an impact by the choice of the man-
 
Figure 2. Electricity saving 
1 – before correction of electro intensity  
2 – after correction of electro intensity 
he industrial sector 
The goal of energy efficiency management system is to achieve economy in energy consumption 
through better management. The present strategy of EC is integration of energy management systems 
in environmental management systems. All management systems are formed to ensure sustainable de-
velopment. 
Target of the increasing energy efficiency in industrial sector are connecting with rational use of op-
timal energy (electricity, heat, gas, oil products and so on) in every production process, adopting use 
of secondary energy, increasing it potential, realizing regeneration and recuperation, using low poten-
tial energy and involving environmental heat.  
The management methods for raising energy efficiency are different in every branch of national 
economy, which has its own specificity; therefore it is necessary to develop respective management 
ystem methods. The choice of the management method des
tional and financial support to this system
of this management system that may giv
can be illustrated in a si
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Interaction of the component parts of the management system 
 
In the present situation of the economic development of Latvia the choice of the management method 
m
   
Management 
methods 
Institutional 
support 
Financial sup-
port 
 ag
n 
As for raising energy efficiency in the technological processes of production, one should note the 
great difference at the enterprises of even the same branch. In a somewhat simplified manner it is pos-
sible to generalise the processes of raising energy efficiency at the milk processing enterprises. There 
not only technological improvements take place but also the perfection of the production processes by 
applying modern Western biological and chemical premixes. 
In order make use of “Benchmarking” as an energy efficiency management method, first of all, it is 
necessary to sum up the required and necessary information about the work of the enterprise, to make 
calculations; only then one can visualize the situation of each enterprise in comparison with the other 
enterprises of the same branch by means of a diagram and a table (see Fig.4), revealing the “weak” 
spots. 
is 
e plant to compare its energy efficiency data with the 
data from the other enterprise of the same branch (energy efficiency index – production energy inten-
sity). 
marking management method (see Fig.4), energy efficiency net-
nstitutional support of the energy efficiency management. Now there is 
ent of such a network in Latvia and which have already been operating 
successfully for a comparatively long time in Canada, Norway and elsewhere. Enterprises can volun-
teer such networks and anonymous (confidential) comparison of the heat efficiency indices is carried 
es. The enterprise which, due to its sufficiently high index in comparison with 
e other enterprise of the same branch, reveals a potential ability to raise it carries out an energy audit 
already described in this report setting the priorities of heat efficiency raising measures and increasing 
the value of the index of its enterprise. After a repeated audit the first index-improvement cycle may 
be followed by the next index-improvement cycle aimed at further rising of efficiency. 
At present such a sort of networks performing Benchmarking have been created in many countries of 
the world. For instance, in Norway by means of this network a national programme is being imple-
mented in the field of energy efficiency. 
ement method and the method of the whole system as well. At the present moment and also in the 
future the most acceptable method of energy efficiency management in industry could be “Bench-
marking”. This method allows creating conditions ensuring deliberate interest of the managers of in-
dustrial enterprises in decreasing energy efficiency and its significance in the reduction of production 
costs.  
In principle, within the framework of energy efficiency management one should take into considera-
tion the support for long-term training of the managers’ and specialists’ of industrial enterprises under 
Latvian conditions, as well as the necessary information  (visual aids) because no attention was paid to 
this process. Unlike the advanced countries, it is, to some extent, a new phenomenon. 
Due to the little specific weight of heavy industry in Latvia, the reduction of energy consumption i
the industrial sector will depend to a great extent on the improvement of the heating and ventilation 
systems of industrial buildings, as well as their thermal insulation, which considerably fall back the 
thermo technical parameters of Western buildings. 
In addition to that confidentiality of the information provided by each enterprise should be ensured, 
where a number is given to each enterprise, which is unique and known only to this enterprise. So th
“Benchmarking” is a sort of database, allowing th
In order to implement the Bench
works are being set up as an i
also a project for the developm
out there by the branch
th
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Figure 4. Benchmarking of some milk processing enterprises 
 
s mentioned above, in Latvia, too, it is intended to develop such an energy efficiency network. The 
financial support for the application of the Benchmarking method (see Fig. 4) could be settled only 
after the improvement of the economical situation in industry and the managers’ increased interest in 
energy economy. Under such conditions the interested enterprises could support the energy efficiency 
network with small deposits (in Norway the network is financed from the state budget), which is 
unlikely but debatable in Latvia. 
In Latvia a network is being organized at the present moment. It will exist as an experiment and a 
sort of a pilot research to prove that the creation of such a network is very pressing and will be neces-
sa
r
f 
y in 
nsumption reduction programmes in different countries and specific measures that 
si
oose the most 
en -
-
e 
4 is related to heating. As the experience of the advanced countries shows, there are great possibilities 
A
ry in the future for the Latvian industry and economy, on the whole. There the managers’ main mo-
tivation for saving energy certainly is the cost reduction; however, at the same time, it is quite clea  
that this is not a principal matter for the people who are practically engaged in the implementation o
energy efficiency measures at their enterprise.  
4 Methods of managing the energy efficienc
the residential building sector 
Analysing energy co
nce 1975 resulted in reduction by 30-50% of building heat consumption it was found that changes in 
calculation of building normative heat loss made till now do not correspond to the international prac-
tices and there is no reliable data on building real heat consumption in Latvia. 
The process of raising energy efficiency in Latvia can be considered as successful. There are also 
objective reasons for that connected with the incomplete privatisation, lack of organization in the 
management of buildings and the low purchasing capacity of the population. It is essential under such 
conditions to form public opinion in order to change its attitude to energy as valuable merchandise. 
The time factor is also important to make the introduction of energy saving as soon as possible be-
cause every day when energy is wasted brings great losses.  
Economy of electric energy in the residential sector is connected with the introduction of modern 
electric appliances. Their labelling is a positive factor since it allows the population to ch
ergy saving devices. Meanwhile, with the rise in the people’s well being, more devices will be in
troduced for their comfort irrespective of how much electricity they consume, as well as a greater va
riety of electric appliances. Therefore the consumption of the electric energy is growing.  
There is a great potential in Latvia for saving thermal energy. Most of the total heat consumption in 
Latvia comes to the heating of buildings. The greatest part of all the 4 consumer groups given in Tabl
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 to reduce heat consumption in heating the buildings, which are the aim of heat management and t
respective reduction of harmful environmental effects. 
he 
 
Table 4. The consumption structure of thermal energy in Latvia. 
Consumer group  Ratio, % 
Industry  6 
Residential sector 76 
Other consumers 18 
Total  100 
 
There are no complete data in Latvia about heat consumption in dwelling houses because heat meters 
are widely installed only in the recent years. The results of the heat consumption analysis in several 
hundred dwelling houses in the City of Riga are presented in Table 5. from which it is evident that al-
e more than 250kWh/m2 a year. 
t consumption in the dwelling houses in Latvia. 
Heat consumption (kWh/m2year) in percentage of the 
ses  
most 1/3 of the houses consum
 
Table 5. Annual hea
total number of the analysed hou
More than 200 200 - 250 More than 250 
5 65 30 
 
Great success in the reduction of heat consumption have been gained in Scandinavian countries (see 
Table 6)  
 
Table 6. Dynamics of the annual specific heat consumption in Finland. 
Gads 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1996 
kWh/m3 72 65 57 52 50 45 
kWh/m2 216 195 171 156 150 135 
 
The data from Table 6 illustrate well the potential possibilities of heat economy in Latvia. It is impor-
tant to work out an optimal management method for raising energy efficiency with its institutional and 
financial support (see Fig.4), which is complicated by Latvia’s economic situation.  
A particularly important factor is the financial support of energy efficiency raising measures. One 
should note that the EU Directive 93/76/EEC provides that in financing the energy saving measures 
particular attention should be paid to the development of the third party financing.  
The third party financing is a technical and financial instrument ensuring the most appropriate tech-
nical solution of an energy efficiency project and the required financial means.  
A third-party financer is the Energy Service Enterprise (ESE). Its responsibilities generally include: 
 
• audit of the customer’s energy consumption; 
• selection of the technical solutions for the reduction of energy consumption; 
• economical assessment of the project; 
• implementation of the project. 
 
After the realisation of the energy efficiency improvement measures the ESE, which is also responsi-
ble for all the expenditure of this period, ensures maintenance: the fuel costs, maintenance and repair 
costs. The user of the object pays for energy a little less, or, at worst, exactly as much as he would 
have paid if the realisation of the project had not taken place. Such an order of maintenance is envis-
aged for the number of years according to the agreement, which is calculated so that after the end of 
this period the ESE would regain the invested sum with a definite profit rate.  
In such a way the ESE takes part for the period envisaged by the agreement after which the equip-
ment becomes the user’s property.  
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 During the validity period of the agreement the equipment is insured. The insurance costs are in-
cluded into the maintenance costs covered by the side, which is responsible for maintenance. There-
fore neither side suffers damage because of the potential technical faults.  
The payback agreement states the maximum payback time. Any sums not paid after the set period 
are revoked and should be paid to the third-party investment enterprise. If the user wishes, a sooner 
payback of the investments is allowed.  
The third party financing gives the user a series of technical and economical privileges. 
The above variant of financial support for the improvement of energy efficiency illustrates well the 
 given in Fig. 4 upon the choice of the management 
ethod. In this case the institutional support is connected with the establishment of enterprises as the 
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impact of the financial and institutional support
m
ESE. 
The third party financing as a method of raising energy efficiency with a corresponding institutional 
and financial support has not found application in Latvia as yet.  
In cases when the owners of a factory or a building (in a residential or public sector) have their own 
sufficient financial coverage and the payback time of energy saving measures is not long, and it can 
give good profit, the implementation of the respective project is simple. So, as a rather widespread 
heat economy measure in Latvia is the replacement of the old windows by modern glass package win
dows where the investment payback time is not long.  
In the present economic situation in Latvia it will be necessary to continue, for the greatest part, the 
research of new methods of financial and institutional support in order to implement the energy effi-
ciency improvement projects.  
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Abstract  The commitment period of the Kyoto Protocol is expected to result in a large role for the 
an Development Mechanism (CDM) in electric power projects, including grid-based renewable 
energy generation.  This paper contributes to the discussion on reforms in developing country electric-
ity sectors and on how they affect CDM investment potential in overcoming barriers to enhancing de-
ployment of renewables. It reviews implications of power sector reforms for grid-based CDM renew-
able energy projects in Chile, Kenya and the Philippines, as examples of economies with high poten-
oval of market entry barriers.  
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 1
There is a w entry into 
force will put into practice th ent Mechanism (CDM), the 
o y mechanism in the Prot  countries in combating cli-
mate change.  Broadly speaking tries (developed countries with 
emission reduction commitme stainable development activi-
ties that reduce gre ceive emission re-
duction credits for t ction targets. 
While CDM principle appears to it requires functioning institutions, 
arkets, technical methodologies, et  national boundaries of par-
cipating countries.  In developing countries, the power supply industry is one of the most attractive 
arkets for CDM project development.  CDM projects being developed in many developing countries 
g 
 been undertaken two decades ago; the Philippines in Southeast Asia 
hich is currently implementing competitive wholesale electricity market; and Kenya in Africa which 
has just unbundled the electricity supply industry. 
2 The Kyoto Protocol and the CDM 
Kyoto Protocol 
 
The United Nations Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), which was initiated in 1991, is an 
international treaty for the mitigation of global climate change.  The Convention divided countries into 
Annex I countries, industrialised countries that historically contributed most of GHG emissions, and 
non-Annex I countries, mainly developing countries.  The Kyoto Protocol of the UNFCCC, adopted in 
1997 by the third session of the Conference of the Parties (COP 3), sets binding quantified reduction 
commitments for a basket of six greenhouse gases, that is, CO2, CH4, N2O, SF6, PFCs, and HFCs, for 
the Annex I Parties during the period 2008–2012. Each Annex I Party has its own reduction target 
ranging from 8% reduction to 10% increase from the1990 base year. The average reduction commit-
ment is 5.2% for all Annex I Parties (Article 3). Non-Annex I countries are however required to sub-
mit national communications, which provide details of their climate change policies and programs, 
and greenhouse gas emissions inventories.   
The Kyoto Protocol also defines three international cooperation mechanisms to help Annex I Parties 
to achieve part of their reduction commitments at lower costs: joint implementation (JI) in Article 6, 
and the clean development mechanism (CDM) in Article 12, and international emissions trading (ET) 
in Article 17.  ET allows countries to transfer part of their allowed emissions; JI permits countries to 
claim credits for emission reductions that arise from investments in other developed countries; and the 
                                                     
 Introduction 
idespread optimism that the Kyoto Protocol may enter into force soon1.  Its 
e much debated and awaited Clean Developm
ocol that requires involvement of developingnl
, CDM allows entities of Annex I coun
nts) to invest in developing countries on su
enhouse gas emissions (GHG). These entities, in return, will re
heir investments eir emission redu, which will be used to offset th
b  e simple and straightforward,
c. at the international level and withinm
ti
m
are mostly renewable energy power generation projects.  The power industry in many developin
countries however had been reformed or is currently undergoing reforms.  Reforms include unbun-
dling and privatisation of the industry.  Unbundling involves breaking down the industry into genera-
tion, transmission, distribution and supply functions.  Privatisation is the transfer of ownership from 
public to private sector. 
The reforms are reported to threaten renewable energy project development.  The paper reviews im-
plications of CDM on renewable energy development under the new power sector environment in de-
veloping countries.  Three developing countries are being analysed: Chile in Latin America where 
lectricity industry reforms hade
w
1 As of end of March 2003, there are 103 Annex I and non-Annex I countries that have ratified, accepted, acceded and ap-
proved accounting for 43.9 % of the total emissions.  The rules for entry into force requires 55 Parties to ratify (or accept, 
accede or approve) the Kyoto Protocol accounting 55% of Annex I Parties’ 1990 greenhouse gas emissions level. 
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 CDM allows Annex I countries to
sustainable development in non-A
 invest and claim credits on emission reduction projects that support 
nnex I countries. 
 
d
i-
P
As mentioned earlier, CDM eligible energy projects include energy efficiency, renewable energy and 
fuel switching.  This paper however focuses on grid-based CDM renewable energy projects. 
 
Pow
 
Power sector reforms in developing countries consist of restructuring and privatisation.  Restructuring 
y 
s 
-
r 
e role of government are 
co
e 
or 
 expansions.  Though the above arguments are also relevant in Africa, they are only sec-
o f-
increasing operational and managerial efficiencies and lowering electricity tariffs. 
Clean Development Mechanism 
 
The main objectives of CDM are to assist Annex 1 countries to meet their emission reduction targets 
at lower costs, and promote sustainable development in non-Annex 1 countries.  CDM projects must 
lead to sustainable development and result in real, measurable and long-term climate change benefits.  
The emission reductions must be additional to any that would have occurred without the project.  
CDM participation is voluntary.  In order for developing countries to take advantage of the invest-
ments from Annex 1 countries, they must ratify or accede to the Kyoto Protocol and establish a na-
tional authority or focal contact point for companies wishing to engage in CDM projects. 
Eligible CDM projects include: end-use and supply-side energy efficiency improvement, renewable 
energy, fuel switching, agriculture (reduction of methane and nitrous oxide), industrial processes, an  
sink projects (aforestation and reforestation).  In the Marrakech Accords, small-scale projects are fast-
tracked with simpler modalities and procedures in order to be competitive with large-scale projects.  
Fast-tracked projects include renewables up to 15 MW capacity, energy efficiency with the reduction 
of consumption (either on the supply or demand-side) up to 15 GWh per year, and other projects that 
both reduce emissions and emit less than 15 kilotons of carbon dioxide equivalent.  
CDM can assist developing countries in various ways and this include the following: i) attract cap
tal for projects, ii) encourage and permit active participation of both private and public sectors, iii) 
provide a tool for technology transfer, and vi) help define investment priorities that meet sustainable 
goals. At the national level, benefits that could be derived from CDM include the following: i) transfer 
of technology and financial resources, ii) sustainable ways of energy production, iii) increase in energy 
efficiency and conservation, iv) poverty alleviation through income and employment generation, and 
) local environmental benefits. v
3 ower Sector Reforms and the CDM 
er Sector Reforms in Developing Countries 
is mainly the unbundling of the vertically integrated electricity supply industry into four main industr
functions: generation, transmission, distribution and supply.  Transmission and distribution are consid-
ered monopolistic functions while generation and supply are potentially competitive functions.  Priva-
tisation is the transfer of ownership from the public to private sector.  The role of the government ha
been changed from utility operator to regulator (monopolistic segments).  The government also intro
duces competition and levels the playing field for industry players. 
The level of reforms undertaken in developing countries varies from region to region.  Reforms in 
Latin America are the most advanced, followed by Asia and Africa.  Similarly, the justifications fo
reforms are relatively different among regions.  Ideological arguments on th
mmon in Latin America.  Free market had become the dominant philosophy in the 1970s replacing 
the interventionist approach that had been embraced by many countries since the 1940s.  In Asia, th
‘necessity’ argument to reform the market is dominant rather than developmental philosophies.  Elec-
tricity demand outstrips capacities and governments are facing difficulties in raising investments f
future supply
ndary.  The World Bank has been instrumental in pushing reforms in the region.  Despite these di
ferences, common objectives of the electricity reforms include: stimulating private sector financing, 
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 Power Sector Reforms and Renewable Energy 
 
Power sector reforms could potentially threaten renewable energy (RE) investments but the reform 
process also offers opportunities for developing country governments to develop policies and regula-
tory frameworks promoting RE development. 
Renewable energy projects in general are disadvantaged compared with conventional fuels for elec-
icity generation. Renewable energy has high resource and technology risks, which result in higher 
nancing costs. Moreover, the RE industry size is small, and also RE projects are small compared 
ith conventional energy projects.  Transaction costs per megawatt for smaller projects are much 
 electricity markets, long-term contracts provide steady stream of revenue and shield pro-
ject developers from financial risks.  With competitive electricity markets, long-terms contracts will 
become scarce resulting in larger financing requirements for renewables.  Bilateral contracts and hedg-
insulate generators from price variability in competitive electricity 
o medium term contracts.  Moreover, electricity generation from RE 
el sources.  With this, project developers often have difficulties in 
attracting project financing from lenders.  Also, many RE project developers are not sufficiently capi-
talized 
To ad hat established competitive electricity markets 
i)
ovide a range of public environmental benefits, iv) other direct 
m d 
o 
t projects in India, the sale of CERs at a price of 4 Euros per ton of CO2 improves the 
roject internal rate of return (IRR) by 10% and 14% respectively (Heer, 2003). 
CDM projects however entail additional transaction costs.  These costs include pre-operational 
(emission reduction feasibility assessment, monitoring and verification plan, registration, validation, 
and legal work) and operational costs (sale of emission reduction credits, risk mitigation, and monitor-
ing and verification).  Project developers expect the up-front cost to be below 5-7% of the net present 
value of the revenue.  Some studies however show that these costs range from 1.2%-1.9% (Harmelink. 
and Soffe 2001).  This means that transaction costs are tenable by CDM projects. 
For countries without incentives or programs supporting renewable energy, the revenues from car-
bon credit sales represent additional financial incentives for RE development.  Those countries that 
adopted policies, this stream of revenues would make investments in RE projects extremely attractive.  
These financial benefits are however relatively small compared to the total project costs.  Thus the sale 
of electricity generated from the project remains an important source of revenue for the project.  The 
main attraction of CDM RE project therefore is the purchase agreements of the energy generated by 
the project.  The emission reduction revenues are just icing on the cake. 
In developing countries, the most attractive market for RE is the power supply industry.  CDM pro-
ject developers ensure that there are long-term buyers of electricity generated by the project.  This 
possibility is facilitated by power sector reforms.  In the pre-reform situation in many developing 
countries, generation is a state monopoly and, except in special conditions, private generators are not 
tr
fi
w
higher because the same project development process is followed regardless of project size.  Lastly, 
RE project economics in many cases is influenced by government policies, and these policies are often 
unpredictable and change frequently.  Thus private investors are reluctant to invest on RE projects. 
The introduction of competitive electricity markets could increase investment risks on RE.  In pre-
competitive
ing mechanisms however exist to 
markets but these are often short t
are more costly than competing fu
to undertake corporate financing on large RE projects. 
dress these reform threats, several countries t
have also introduced regulatory mechanisms and programs that promote RE development.  Common 
approaches include the following: i) public benefit charges to support RE development programs, i  
renewable portfolio standards which requires electricity suppliers to source a percentage of their elec-
tricity product from renewables, iii) green marketing programs which takes advantage of customer’s 
willingness to pay for products that pr
echanisms that reduce RE financing costs such as low interest loans, project loan guarantees, an
project aggregation. 
 
CDM, Renewable Energy and Power Sector Reforms 
 
CDM provides additional stream of revenues to RE projects through the sale of certified emission 
credits (CERs) generated by the project.  The most obvious impact of additional revenue stream is t
alter the project risk profile, and project returns are improved.  For example, a wind power and bio-
mass power plan
p
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 permitted in the market.  With reforms, market rules as well as grid-connection rules are being defined 
thus market entry of CDM renewable energy project developers are being facilitated. 
4 Chile 
Power Sector Reforms 
 
Chile was the first country in Latin America to restructure its energy sector. The main drivers of en-
ergy reform in Chile were high energy prices, and the need to improve efficiency in the energy sector 
and thereby, meet the country’s increasing electricity demand.  Prior to the reform, the electricity sec-
tor was mainly state-owned and the government controlled about 90% of the generation, 100% of the 
transmission and 80% of the distribution (Gagler Bailly Services, Inc.,1997). 
plemented by the National Energy Commission 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Energy, and has 
vatised companies (CNE, 2003). 
The generation segment is constituted by 31 companies, where Empresa Nacional de Electricidad 
S.A. (ENDESA), Compañía de Generación Electrica SA (Chilinger), and Colbum Machicura S.A., are 
the three largest companies. The transmission segment is composed of 5 companies. However, since 
transmission is considered to be a natural monopoly, it is subjected to government regulation.  The 
distribution segment has 36 companies, of which two major companies serve most of the customers. 
The largest one is Enersis, which is a holding company owning 17% of ENDESA and 73% of Dis-
trib a. The 
elec (Great 
Nor . SING 
covers the electricity demand of the northern part of the country and has approximately 35% of the 
, Renewable Energy and CDM 
 
s 
co panies that have indirectly opposed to RE applications. In addition to this, the use of natural gas 
has been enormously promoted in the country. Relatively cheap natural gas and the fact of knowing 
that natural gas can be found in abundance in the neighbouring countries Argentina and Bolivia, have 
made investors reluctant to invest in more capital intensive renewable energy projects.  
Lower energy prices as a result of the energy sector reform implemented in the country, may be an-
other likely explanation to the lack of incentives for the increased use of RE. 
The power sector reform was formulated and im
(CNE) established in 1978. CNE depends on the 
since its creation performed the regulatory and policy making functions of the entire energy sector. 
The Superintendence of Electricity and Fuel (SEC), is the agency that oversees the technical, operating 
and financial performance of the existing energy utilities of the country (CNE, 2003).  
The electricity law of 1982, opened the sector to private ownership and set the rules for sector struc-
ture, operations, market and pricing at the various level of activities. At present, the energy sector is 
almost entirely vertically and horizontally unbundled.  The legal framework created different segments 
for generation, transmission and distribution. As a result of reforms, The Chilean electricity industry 
currently consists of 72 fully pri
uidora Chilena Metropolitana (CHILECTRA). The second largest company is Chilquint
tricity generation is concentrated among four interconnected systems, namely, SING 
thern Interconnected System), SIC (Central Interconnected System), Aysen and Magallanes
total installed capacity in the country. SIC covers the demand of the central region of the country and 
represents 64% of the total installed capacity. Aysen and Magallanes covers the demand of the south-
ern region and represents 1% of the total installed capacity.  
 
Reforms
Chile’s total installed capacity for electricity power is around 10,500 MW (CNE, 2003). The main 
source of power generation for electricity is hydropower (51%) followed by gas-fired combine cycle
(31%) and thermo generation (18%) INE, 2003. 
Chile has been considered as one of the leading energy reformers in the world. The country has been 
however, less known as a supporter of RE, which is clearly reflected in the absence of an explicit en-
ergy policy that promotes the use of renewable resources. This has undoubtedly not only created disin-
centives to RE use, but also, it has given rise to the existence of strong lobby groups, such as electrical 
m
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 Nevertheless, this view has been changing during the last years, and the government is now more 
open to RE use. This has already allowed the initiation of a number of RE projects. One example is the 
result of an agreement signed few years ago between the United States and the Government of Chile. 
The agreement will bring solar, photovoltaic and hydropower pilot projects to two remotes areas in 
South Chile, Talca and Temuco. The projects will allow electricity from RE to provide residents with 
lighting, communications and other services, such as water pumping, refrigeration for vaccines and 
electricity for television and radio (Gray, Tom, August 1995).  Another example is the import of 30 
commercial wind pumps supported by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), of 
which eight of them are functioning.  The government’s revised view in favour of the use of renewable 
energy, is also being reflected in the implem n of a project aimed at providing electricity ser-
vices for rural and isolated areas of Chile. This materialised in a five-year project that will provide 
power to around 10,000 households, and to lay the ground for electrification of another 100,000 homes 
with renewable energy by 2020 (Newton-Small, J., 2001).  
The government’s new vision in favour of an increased use of RE, and the increased influx of for-
eign investment as a consequence of the energy sector reform, are likely factors that will pave the way 
for the development and implementation of new CDM projects in Chile. To this, the increasing inter-
est that international donor agencies are having in implementing CDM projects in Chile, has to be 
rough the CDM. One example is the 26 MW CDM hy-
dropower project being currently implemented in Chacabuco, 100 kilometres north Santiago. The pro-
ject will facilitate through the construction of a hydropower plant, the substitution of coal thermal 
power generation (UNEP Collaborating Centre on Energy and Environment, 2002).  
5 Philippines 
Power Sector Reforms 
 
Prior to the reforms, the Philippines electric power sector was characterized by vertical integration in 
generation and transmission. Currently, a monopolistic structure characterized the generation segment 
and monopsony in the procurement of electricity and customer sales.  Power generation is undertaken 
by the National Power Corporation (NPC), a state-owned corporation, which serves as the sole sup-
plier of electricity at the wholesale level.  Power generation was also carried out by independent power 
producers (IPPs) through energy conversion agreements with NPC (though in some cases IPPs are al-
lowed to enter agreements with some power utilities and industries). Bulk power transmission is a mo-
nopoly of NPC, which owns the nationwide extra-high and high voltage transmission grid and me-
dium-voltage sub-transmission networks.  Seven separate grids are serving the nine major islands, 
rms are 
investments in the power industry.  A more competitive 
entatio
added. Chile has significant potential for solar energy in the north, for hydro and biomass energy in 
the south, and for wind power along the coastline in the far south of the country. Efforts are being 
made to exploit these renewable resources th
Chile is a signatory and ratified the Kyoto Protocol in August 2002. The fact that an institutional 
framework for the development of CDM projects has been created, may further contribute to the de-
velopment and implementation of such projects.  
which contain 95% of the population.  Distribution of electric power lies entirely with electric utilities 
and member-owned rural electric cooperatives located within their respective franchise areas. 
The enactment of Republic Act 9136, also known as the Electric Power Industry Reform Act (EIRA) 
on June 8, 2001 enabled the restructuring of the Philippine electricity industry.  Two major refo
embodied in EIRA, namely, the restructuring of the electricity supply industry and the privatisation of 
NPC.  The restructuring of the electricity industry entailed the separation of the different components 
of the power sector namely, generation, transmission, distribution and supply, and the introduction of 
the wholesale electricity spot market (WESM).  On the other hand, the privatisation of NPC involves 
the sale of the state-owned power firm’s generation and transmission assets (e.g., power plants and 
transmission facilities) to private investors.  These two reforms are aimed at encouraging greater com-
petition and at attracting more private-sector 
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 power industry will in turn result in lower power rates and a more efficient delivery of electricity sup-
ply to end-users. 
The legislation essentially requires the state-owned NPC to prepare for eventual privatisation and 
unbundle or break up its integrated assets to provide a competitive environment in the generation, 
tr n 
will provide open and non-discriminatory access to users of dis-
tr
R
ated to be signifi-
ant.  Wind energy potential is estimated at 70,000 MW, hydro at 13,000 MW, geothermal resource at 
4,537 MW, and around 130 MW of biomass resources (bagasse – 90 MW and rice hulls – 40 MW) 
could be connected to the grid. 
y 
s, ii) nur-
ture RE market through the establishment of vari us credit programs, and information and training 
programs, and provision of legal and regulatory framework, and iii) redefine government role in the 
new and RE market.  Moreover, the national government issued the Executive Order 232 in 1997, 
which allows private sector participation in the exploration, development and utilization and commer-
cialisation of ocean, solar and wind energy resources for power generation and other uses. 
At present, there exist entry barriers to grid-based renewable electricity generation.  Power utility 
regulations are not favourable to RE development.  There is a lack of standardized power purchase 
agreement (PPA) and power purchase prices are relatively low.  Moreover, it is difficult to obtain 
permit from rural electric cooperatives (RECs) to set up RE projects by the private sector in areas un-
der REC franchise. 
The power sector structural reforms will remove several market entry barriers to small RE-based 
power generators.  Small power producers are able to participate in the market at minimum cost, are 
not required to secure a national franchise nor subject to price regulation.  The only requirement is a 
certification from the Energy Regulatory Commission (ERC).  Moreover, small RE power generators 
can sell electricity either to the power pool or bilateral trade.  In the power pool they can be classified 
as non-scheduled generating units meaning, available capacity can be dispatch anytime.  In bilateral 
trade, the small renewable energy power generators can sell electricity to the distributors, electricity 
aggregators or even to large electricity consumers.  In the rural areas where fra
unable to deliver their service, small power generators can sell electricity to the isolated villages.  At 
mpetition, electricity prices are set based on the wholesale electric-
ity market, which approaches the short-run marginal costs.  These prices are expected to be lower than 
the current prices, which are based on rate-of-return regulation (in the long-run, short-run marginal 
costs approach long-run marginal costs).  Government simulation studies show that the long-run mar-
ansmission, distribution and supply sectors.  The NPC will be split into several viable generatio
companies (GENCOs) that will promote profitability, ensure economic efficiency, encourage competi-
tion and foster reasonable power rates.  To carry out its high voltage transmission and sub-
transmission functions, the National Transmission Company (TRANSCO) was created.  Distribution 
utilities will retain their functions and 
ibution wires and charge wheeling rates to be determined by the Energy Regulatory Commission 
(ERC).  Electric Cooperatives (ECs) will adopt a corporate structure that will increase accountability 
to consumers and private sector investment. 
Reforms also open up the electricity supply industry not only to domestic investors but also to for-
eign investors.  The government however classifies the whole electricity supply industry as a utility.  
The foreign investment law limits a maximum foreign participation in utility projects to 40%. 
 
enewable Energy Policies, Reforms and CDM 
 
The country’s installed generation capacity reached 13,264 MW at the end 2000.  Oil-based plants 
contributed the biggest share of 39.2%, coal-fired ranks second with 28.8%, and followed by hydro 
and geothermal with shares of 17.4% and 14.4% respectively.  Virtually, no new and RE generation 
capacities were connected to the grid until 2000.  The country’s RE potential is estim
c
Renewable energy development has been an important component of government’s national energ
policy.  The current policy thrust of the government include i) provision of conducive RE policy envi-
ronment to help attain national energy self-sufficiency and support poverty alleviation effort
o
nchised distributors are 
present, however the government has yet to define and elaborate technical and financial requirements 
as well as other market rules for grid connection of renewable energy power generators. 
As presented earlier, one of the main objectives in the Philippines power reforms is to bring electric-
ity tariffs down.  With wholesale co
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 ginal costs are lower than the current average prices.  Lower wholesale prices could have negative im-
pact on private sector renewable energy investments for power generation. 
electricity market would be crucial in the development of CDM 
projects.  The possible decline of electricity prices in competitive markets could however negatively 
affect CDM renewable energy investments. 
On the other hand, though , it has yet to ratify the Kyoto Pro-
toco ain requirements in participating CDM.  
Mo al framework and capacities to facilitate 
the development of CDM-type projects. 
W
s 
ity law, the Electric Power Act (EPA), Number 11 of 
 Company (KPLC), a de facto vertically integrated 
power utility, was implemented in 1997.  KPLC’s generation assets were separated from its distribu-
tion and transmission facilities.  Its power generation assets and those of other main power companies 
in Kenya were transferred to a newly formed Kenya Electricity Generating Company (KenGen), ahead 
 independent power producers (IPPs) are now in charge of 
 KPLC’s function is confined to transmission and distribu-
tion. 
, 
PPs) build, own and 
operate power stations and sell the power in bulk to KPLC. Liberalisation of electric power generation 
has now seen market entry by four IPPs most of which supply thermal power emanating from diesel 
             
Power sector reforms therefore open up the electricity supply industry to foreign investments, and 
facilitate market entry of CDM-type RE projects.  At present, several project developers are investigat-
ing wind, biomass-based cogeneration and some small-hydro projects.  The progress and timing of the 
implementation of the competitive 
the Philippine government is signatory
l.  Country ratification of the Protocol is one of the m
reover, the country has also to establish national institution
6 Kenya 
Power Sector Reforms 
 
hile reform drivers such as government commitment to privatisation, growing demand and con-
straints to power supply, and limited availability of traditional financing sources, were important to the 
reform process in Kenya, they appeared to be largely of a secondary nature (Karekezi and Mutiso, 
2000; Nyoike, 2002).  The primary impetus clearly emanated from the World Bank which was - and 
continues to be - the champion of power sector reform in the country.  Many of the reform initiative
in Kenya’s electricity industry have been started by the World Bank’s Power Development Projects. 
Major legal and regulatory revisions in Kenya’s power sector are relatively recent with the bulk of 
the changes taking place between 1995 and 1998.  The key changes in the power sector institutions 
and laws in Kenya are contained in a new electric
1997. In principle, the liberalization of the sector allows for both local and foreign equity participation. 
Vertical unbundling of Kenya Power and Lighting
of its privatisation.  KenGen together with
power generation and sale to KPLC while
Under these reforms, the roles of key players in the power sector have been restructured. KPLC
which owns all transmission and distribution assets, buys electricity in bulk from generating compa-
nies for transmission, distribution and retail to customers. KenGen manages and develops all former 
public power electricity generating facilities2. Independent Power Producers (I
                                        
2 Prior to 1997, electric power assets were under Kenya Power Company (KPC) and several other organisations. Since its 
C), another 
a, 
RDA), 
tal capacity 
available in the country. IPPs generate the rest. A small percentage is still being imported from Uganda. 
 
incorporation, KenGen took stewardship of the assets of KPC and Tana River Development Company (TRD
fully government owned body that developed Kindaruma, Gitaru and Kamburu Power Stations. Other generating facili-
ties now under KenGen are: Kipevu Gas Diesel and Thermal Power Stations, small hydro stations in upper Tan
Masinga and Kiambere power stations formerly owned by Tana and Athi Rivers Development Authority (TA
Turkwel Power Station formerly owned by Kerio Valley Development Authority (KVDA), Nairobi Gas turbine, and 
Garissa and Lamu diesel power stations. KenGen is currently generating approximately 90 percent of the to
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 generating sets to the grid3. Two of these became operational in 1997 with a combined capacity of 
W. A third IPP has an operating capacity of 12MW and hopes to increase it to 64MW by July 87M
2003 and the fourth had its 74MW medium speed diesel plant operational in August 2001. Electricity 
in t sts of electricity consumers (Nyoike, 2002). 
ing Scheme.  
Ren
 
The  for electric power in Kenya is about 810MW (Karekezi and Mutiso, 
(app ent of renewable energy is a key plank in Kenya’s economic reforms 
trad rovides over 70% of the primary energy requirements for Kenya, the government 
in liberalizing the energy sector sets up policies for increasing energy security through an increased 
role of modern, new supply technologies based on solar, wind, biomass, geothermal, and small hydro-
y 
the 
due to efforts by donor programmes and private dealers in developing local capacities in component 
key ural electric grid extension 
T rid-based renewable electric power generation is high. For instance, it is 
the current level of 45 MW at the Ol-Karia plant to about 320MW by the year 2015 (Karekezi and 
turb
T en to generate and 
sell power to KPLC.  So, in terms of grid-power generation from RE, the Kenyan electricity sector 
reforms offer potential for increased supply from agro-based biomass power (from sugar and tea proc-
essing industries), small hydropower for rural areas and geothermal power from the Rift Valley region 
of Olkaria.  However, this potential may not be realised as the country has not developed detailed 
policies for grid-connected RE power generation (e.g., power transmission “wheeling”, “banking” and 
direct power sells). 
Kenya, perhaps more than any other country in the East Africa region, has the economic and finan-
cial infrastructure to seize CDM opportunities and operationalise them (Mazzoni, 2000). The finance 
sector (banks, credit societies, other financial institutions, insurance companies) is relatively robust 
and Kenyan industry is dynamic with strong links to the international business community. In addi-
tion, Kenyan industries seriously need investment in the areas that are particularly suited to CDM – 
fuel-switching (particularly in the agro-processing sector), energy efficiency and power generation. 
                                                     
Regulatory Board (ERB) reviews electricity tariffs and enforces safety and environmental regulations 
he power sector as well as safeguarding the intere
Lastly, the Ministry of Energy formulates public policy on the energy sector, in addition to administer-
the Rural Electrification 
 
ewable Energy Policies, Reforms and CDM 
 current installed capacity
2000). The sources of electricity include hydro (75% share), thermal/diesel (20%) and geothermal 
roximately 5%). Developm
as it responds to government policy to diversify sources of energy using indigenous resources.  While 
itional biomass p
power.  Adoption of RE technologies such as solar home systems, improved biomass stoves (speciall
Kenya ceramic jiko) and biogas units) has been largely successful in Kenya. This has been mainly 
assembly and in installation, repair and maintenance.  As in other developing economies, however, the 
 threats to the success are the unrealistic political promises or plans for r
and subsidies on kerosene.  
he potential for increased g
estimated that the country’s total installed capacity of geothermal-based electricity could increase from 
Mutiso, 2000: p. 86). Wind energy is used on a limited scale, but given the recent KPLC tests of wind 
ines for on-grid generation and hybrid wind/diesel systems. 
he EPA legislation provides a regulatory framework that allows IPPs and KenG
3 The IPPs include IberAfrica in Nairobi, Westmont in Mombasa and Ormat Power at Olkaria. 
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 So far, several potential CDM projects in Kenya have been proposed and analysed. These include: 
olar home systems for rural electrification, installation of new geothermal generating capacity, and 
velopment of bagasse co-generation systems. Lastly, wind power for CDM could readily fit into tw
tegories: first, as grid connected wind farms in high wind potential areas
s
de o 
ca el 
hybrids for off-grid
Lack of transpare KPLC’s potential 
to stifle competition are examples of o aws in the Kenya’s electricity sector 
reform structure and process. As noted wards have been particularly contro-
versial. Several international contractors have questioned the transparency of the awards (EIU, 1997). 
The method used in awarding the ion between GoK and the IMF, 
with the latter arguing that the seven-year supply period was too short and the unit cost was on the 
higher side. On the cruci f the Electric Power Bill 
indicates that substantial barriers to n  power market and that the licensing 
procedures are cumbersome. Furthermore, there are indications that power reforms in Kenya will re-
sult in the dominant utility, ission and dispatch centre. 
This is likely to stifle compet  benefits of power sector re-
forms in general and to grid-based renewable electric power generation. 
Kenya ratified the UNFCCC on 30th Augu  is yet ratify the Kyoto Protocol. In terms of 
institutional infrastructure ablished a National CDM 
Clearinghouse (NCCH) within tural Resources. The NCCH 
evolved out of the office that was set up for Activities Implemented Jointly (AIJ). Unfortunately, dur-
ing the AIJ pilot phase no projects were put forward for approval and an opportunity for gaining valu-
able experience of the procedures for project implementation was lost. This time, however, there is 
onsiderable determination to seize the opportunity for attracting foreign investment in the country. It 
4and also as wind-dies
 towns5.  
ncy in contract awards, cumbersome regulatory procedures and 
utstanding and potential fl
 by several analysts, IPP a
 contracts has been a bone of content
al issue of competition, independent legal analysis o
ew entrants remain in the
KPLC, retaining overall control of the transm
ition and substantially reduce the perceived
st 1994, but
for CDM projects, the country has already est
 the Ministry of Environment and Na
c
is intended that the Clearinghouse will (a) serve as the executive arm of all CDM activities in the 
country; and (b) be responsible for carrying out the first project appraisal to check that the projects 
reflect the Kenyan development priorities and contribute to the country’s sustainable development pri-
orities and goals. 
Conclusion 
The clean development mechanism of the Kyoto Protocol provides additional incentives to grid-based 
renewable energy project development in developing countries.  Though the electricity sale to the grid 
remains the principal source of project revenues, the sale of emission reduction credits is an additional 
revenue stream for renewable-based power projects. 
                                                     
4 Two grid-connected pilot wind systems totaling 650 kW are in place. In 1988, the Belgium Government provided the Minis-
try of Energy (MoE) with 3 W
(2 x 200 kW), and an isolated diesel grid in Mar
indmaster turbines for demonstration purposes: grid-connected in Ngong Hills outside Nairobi 
sabet (150 kW in conjunction with 100/200 kVA gensets). An appraisal of 
output of both demonstration unit installations by the Ministry of Energy and KPLC shows that the performance of the wind 
turbines was successful in both Ngong and Marsabet. The Ngong wind generators recovered their investment costs (based on 
electrical output) within 6 years whilst the units in Marsabet recovered costs in terms of saved diesel. Due to the success of 
these pilots and interest in wind power investment by potential IPPs, the government has invested substantial resources in 
preparation of a national wind map. 
 
5 KenGen and KPLC operate small (<1 MW) independent off-grid thermal power stations in remote District administrative 
headquarters. The costs of purchasing and transporting fuel, and of operating and maintaining these diesel units is more than 
US¢ 30 per kWh, and is presently cross-subsidised by urban electricity consumers through a "fuel levy". Since most of the 
above sites are in the high-wind areas of the country, and since the demonstration wind generator in Marsabet proved finan-
cially viable, installation of wind generators in combination with the diesel sets would be attractive in consideration of both 
financial benefits and reduced carbon emissions. 
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 The structure of the power ind
jects.  In countries with pre-com
ustry affects the development of grid-based renewable energy pro-
petitive electricity markets such as Kenya and the Philippines, there 
exist significant market entry barriers to private sector renewable energy projects.  The on-going re-
forms in these countries partly address entry barriers though technical and market rules are yet to be 
elaborated and defined in these countries. In Chile where wholesale competition has been introduced 
for more than a decade, entry barriers have been significantly reduced leading to the development of 
grid-based CDM renewable energy projects.    
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tract  The economic impacts on developing regions following three allocation approaches are es-
ated through the use of an energy-economy systems model. Both an equal per capita allocation and 
ntraction allocation with convergence of the per 
than the cost for changing the en
capita emissions by th
for most developing c
 
 1 Introduction 
International negotiations on the control of greenhouse gas emissions have so far, not reached consen-
sus on the issue of commitments beyond the first period (2008-2012). The allocation of emission 
rights for subsequent commitment periods must be acceptable for most countries, both developed and 
developing, and encourage US-re-engagement. A proposal must thus deal with issues such as: equity, 
nvironmental effectiveness, and economic efficiency. Several allocation principles have bee en sug-
Harvey, 1995; 
000; Philibert, 
2000 rk and d
Representativ ping countri is-
sions, the developed countries have the responsibility for the climate change problem and should 
therefore bear the brunt of emission reductions. On the other , the senate in US adopted a resolu-
tion (S.RES. 98) i 97 stating that the US would not accept any binding reduction targets under the 
UN framework convention on climate change, in the absence of meaningful developing country par-
t. The emission rights allocated to developing coun-
tr
a – emission rights are proportional to population.  
 the basis of a convergence 
ission profile. 
 
• Contr ergence 2100 – e allocated o ergence 
of in year 2100 under a contracting global emission pro
2 The need for developing country participation 
Figure 1 shows the CO2 emissions from North (industrialised countries) and South (developing coun-
tries). The CO2  by one percent per year after the first 
commit pe s, reduced by 45 percent compared to 
day (the emissions in 2010 are 5 percent lower than in 2000). The CO  emissions in South are as-
ows the emission trajectory leading 
to
y 2035. Thus, to stabilize the atmospheric carbon dioxide 
co
 capita  yr  today, to ap-
roximately 0.8 tonC capita-1 yr-1 by 2050 under a 450 ppm stabilization profile. For the EU, this 
gested and analyzed in the literature (see for example by Beckerman and Pasek, 1995; 
Gupta and Bhandari, 1999; Azar, 2000; Baer et al. 2000; Meyer, 2000; Neumayer, 2
; Torvanger and Ringius, 2000; Be
es, especially from develo
en Elzen, 2001).   
es, have argued that given the high past em
 hand
n 19
ticipation. The unilateral focus on industrialized countries was also one of the prime reasons that 
George W. Bush invoked when stating that the US would withdraw from the Kyoto Protocol. 
Stringent absolute targets are probably not acceptable for developing countries in the near term due 
to the expected effects on economic developmen
ies must, hence, be generous enough so as to provide financial incentives for these countries to join. 
The drawback with this is that too lax targets for developing counties could lead to the introduction of 
large amounts of tropical hot air into the international trading regime. 
We have evaluated quantitative allocation approaches leading to a stabilization of the atmospheric 
concentration of carbon dioxide at 450 ppm.  The allocation approaches evaluated are the following: 
 
• Equal per capit
 
• Contraction and convergence 2050 – emission rights are allocated on
of per capita emissions in year 2050 under a contracting global em
action and conv emission rights ar n the basis of a conv
 per capita emissions file. 
 emissions in North are assumed to be reduced
ment riod (2010). Until 2050, the emissions are, thu
to 2
sumed to follow the EIA reference scenario until 2020 (EIA, 2002), thereafter the emissions are as-
sumed to grow by 3 percent per year (the emissions in the EIA reference scenario grows by 3 – 3.5 
percent per year between year 2000 and 2020). The figure also sh
 atmospheric stabilization at 450 ppm (derived as the average of the WRE and SRES 450 ppm sce-
narios) and the total emissions from North and South including deforestation. 
In Figure 1, one can see that the CO2 emissions in South surpass those of North rather soon, around 
2010. The emissions from only developing countries are actually estimated to pass the emission pro-
file for the 450 ppm stabilization target b
ncentration at 450 ppm, some developing countries have to begin to abate their emissions the com-
ing decades.  
-1 -1On a per capita basis, global emissions have to drop from around 1.1 tonC
p
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 means that the per capita emissions in a contractio
-1 -1
n and convergence 2050 regime has to be reduced 
from -1 -1 estically in compliance 
w in that year. In the same scheme, the emissions in the South 
a .5 to 0.8 tonC capita-1 y n the other hand, if trade in emission rights 
t pect higher emissions in the North and lower emis-
s
 
 around 2.2 tonC capita  yr  to 0.8 tonC capita
ith an equal per capita allocation scheme 
 yr  by 2050 to be dom
re allowed to increase from 0 r-1. O
ake place between South and North, one might ex
ions in the South. 
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Figure 1. Total emissions including pared to a 450 ppm stabilization profile (derived 
as the average of the WRE and SRES 450 ppm scen . The carbon e emissions in th (the 
industrialised countries) are assumed to be reduced by 1 percent per year (on a linear , while 
the emissions in South follows the EIA reference scenar o until 2020 and g ows by 3 perc r year 
t
3 ethodology
3.1 Allocation of emission permits 
In this paper, three long-term allocation approaches are evaluated for industrialised and developing 
regions: (i) equal per capita, (ii) contraction and convergence in 2050, and (iii) contraction and con-
vergence in 2100. The global climate regime is assumed to begin in year 2020. Before that the CO2 
emissions in Annex B countries follow the commitments in the Kyoto Protocol while non-Annex B 
emissions follow a reference scenario. 
Two different convergence years are compared, 2050 (see Figure 2) and 2100 (see Figure 3), respec-
tively. The per capita emission rights are assumed to follow linear trends from the regions’ per capita 
emission level by 2010 towards an equal per capita allocation by the convergence year. The per capita 
emission rights are then assumed to follow the equal per capita emission profile towards the atmos-
pheric stabilization target assumed in this paper: 450 ppm. However, linear trends do not exactly gen-
erate the allowed emission profile leading to the stabilization targets of 450 ppm. The emission rights 
that correspond to the difference between the linear trends and real emission profile are equally dis-
tributed to the regions on a per capita basis. Only carbon dioxide from the energy system is considered 
in the analyses. 
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Figure 2. Carbon emissions on a per capita basis from the combustion of fossil fuels. The dashed line 
is an example of contraction and convergence (C&C) allocation with convergence of the per capita 
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emissions in year 2050 under the assumption that the atmospheric 
450 ppm. This allocation is compared to the reference scenario e
model GET-R 2.0 for four regions North America (NAM), Western Europe (WEU), Centrally Planned 
Asia (CPA) and South Asia (SAS) 
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Figure 3. Carbon emissions on a per capita basis from the combustion of fossil fuels. The dashed line 
is an example of contraction and convergence (C&C) allocation w
issions in year 2100 under the assumption that the atmospheric CO2 concentration is stabilized at 
450 ppm. This allocation is compared to the reference scenario emissions from our energy system 
model G
sia (CPA) and South Asia (SAS) 
3.2 The energy economy model 
ET-R 2.0, a global energy-economic model, is a non-linear version of the GET-R 1.0 model (see 
Grahn, 2002, and Azar et al., 2003, for details) with eleven regions: North America (NAM), Western 
Europe (WEU), Pacific OECD (PAO), Former Soviet Union (FSU), Central and Eastern Europe 
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 (EEU), Africa (AFR), Other Pacific Asia (PAS), Latin America (LAM), Centrally Planned Asia in-
cluding China (CPA), and South Asia (SAS). The model is a LP model with elastic energy demand 
and with perfect foresight. The energy demand is endogenous for three end-use sectors - transportation 
fuel, electricity and direct fuel.  
In GET_R 2.0, CO2 emissions can be reduced by reducing the energy demand, by carbon capture 
and storage and by fuel switching, i.e., by either expanding the production of non carbon emitting en-
ergy sources such as wind, biomass and hydro, or shifting from fuels with high carbon-to-energy ratios 
(such as coal) to fossil fuels with lower carbon-to-energy ratios (such as natural gas). 
ntly low per capita emissions like South Asia (SAS) and Africa (AFR). The indus-
trialised regions are the buyer of these emission rights.  
In a contraction and convergence approach, the amount of carbon surplus in developing regions is 
For example, the number of emission rights SAS receives in an Equal per 
 long-term stabilization target 450 ppm is almost 1500 MtC in 2020 which 
 and 385 in our C&C-2050 and C&C-2100 allocation schemes, respectively.  
 
4 Results: Trade in carbon permits and costs 
In this section, we present results from our analysis of the equal per capita and contraction and con-
vergence allocation approaches. The atmospheric concentration of CO2 is assumed to be stabilized at 
450 ppm. The target is met in a cost-effective manner, i.e., the carbon price is the same in all regions. 
This determines how much abatement takes place in each region and thus the demand and supply of 
permits. 
In the beginning of the trading regime, a huge carbon surplus is generated in almost all developing 
regions when the emission rights are allocated on an equal per capita basis (Figure 4), especially in 
regions with prese
reduced (Figure 5 & 6). 
Capita allocation with the
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Figure 4. Trade in permits in an equal per capita allocation regime sta
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Figure 5. Trade in permits in a Contraction and Convergence allocation regime with convergence by 
0 (C&C-2050) sta
Planned Asia (CPA), South Asia (SAS), Northern America (NAM) and Western Europe (WEU) 
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Figure 6. Trade in permits in a Contraction and Convergence allocation regime with convergence by 
2100 (C&C-2100) stabilizing the CO2 concentration at 450 ppm. Four regions are shown: Centrally 
Planned Asia (CPA), South Asia (SAS), Northern America (NAM) and Western Europe (WEU) 
 
Whether the developing regions will gain or not from trading of permits, depends on how the emission 
rights are allocated. The carbon permit price is assumed to grow by 3 percent per year from roughly 60 
US$ tonC-1 by year 2020 to about 500 US$ tonC-1 by the end of this century. The scenarios were gen-
erated under the assumption that the atmospheric CO2 stabilization target (450 ppm in our analysis) 
should be met while the net social payoff was maximized, calculated as net present value costs dis-
counted with a discount rate of 5 percent yr-1. 
The revenues to developing countries from the trade of carbon dioxide emission rights, to the price 
mentioned above, increases up to a few percent of the expected GDP during the middle of this century. 
In absolute numbers the financial flow is highest around 2070-2090, when the number of traded emis-
sion rights is still substantial and the permit price is higher than during the first decades.  
250
0
250
NAM
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 On the other hand, lower ca re expensive energy technolo-
gies are required, which result roducers’ surpluses. The total 
present value of future abatement costs is estimated to be around 2500 billion US$ for reaching the 
450 ppm target, (this value is comparable chapter 8 of Working Group III of 
latest IPCC assessment, IPCC, 2001).  
The net social loss, including costs or benefits from emissions trading, to stabilize the atmospheric 
d GDP levels is shown in Figure 9. 
first decades, rom the sa ission permits are higher than the carbon 
ts for almo developing r
 20 a
ffer mic incentives for the deve n-
in the regime. 
tion regime with convergence by on the other hand, is to 
ing regions will be sellers in our 
ction and converg 0 regime that stabilize the atmospheric CO2 concentration at 450 
he regions emissions on a per capita  to present
s from emissions  are smaller ore generous allocat s. 
igation costs are, often, higher than t issions trading.  
rbon emissions will entail costs since mo
s in a reduction of the consumers’ and p
 to other estimates, see 
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5 Discussion and conclusions 
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Econom  that the economic cost of spheric concentration of CO2
will be lower if developing countries adopted abatement targets under the United Nations Framework 
Convention o hange  the beginning. However, since it is the developed co
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 tial phase. This could be done by  a generous alloc  developoffering ation of emissions rights to ing 
es for the coming decades, maybe along the lines sketched in this paper. 
have 
een evaluated for a 450 ppm stabilization of the atmospheric CO2 concentration. The developing 
med to have commitments from 2020.  
An equal per capita allocation would generate a huge flow of money to the developing countries. A 
contraction and convergence approach may also be used as an economic incentive for developing 
countries to accept quantitative commitments. However, it depends on the convergence year and how 
the emission rights are allocated until the convergence year. Emission rights allocated with linear 
trends from the regions’ per capita emission level by 2010 towards the convergence in 2050 could of-
fer economic incentives for most developing countries to accept quantified commitments. The reve-
nues from trading of permits are higher than the mitigation costs for several developing regions.  On 
the other hand, with convergence by the end of this century, the cost of changing the energy system is 
higher than the revenues from emissions trading. 
The results presented in this paper are part of an ongoing research project. In the near future, it will be 
extended with more extensive sensitivity analysis. 
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Abstract  The Malaysian Government’s move to ratify the Kyoto Protocol in September 2002 reaf-
firms the country’s support to combat global climate change. Although Malaysia is not bound by any 
commitments to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions, the opportunities that exist through the Clean 
Development Mechanism (CDM) could be two-fold: to contribute to the country’s sustainable devel-
opment objectives and to improve the energy supply security through the application of clean energy 
technologies such as renewable energy technologies.  
Malaysia is very dependent on fossil fuel based technologies for electricity generation and energy 
production. In 2001 almost 90% of the total energy input to power stations was derived from fossil 
fuels. Although the energy mix will continue to be predominantly based on fossil fuels, indigenous 
renewable energy resources may come to play it’s a noticeable role in complementing the depleting 
fossil fuels.  
This paper focuses on how best to utilize the oil palm residues for electricity generation and energy 
production as these residues are the ‘low hanging fruits’ that are readily available. It compares the use 
of two different technological uses of the residues: distributed power generation and co-firing with 
coal in large-scale power plants. The paper analyses the financial, economic and environmental im-
pacts of these technologies, and it discusses the relative benefits of the technologies. In addition, the 
paper looks into the barriers associated with each of the technologies, and it suggests possible policy 
interventions to be adopted in order to promote a viable and environmentally efficient use of the lim-
ited biomass resources.  
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1 Introduction 
Over the last two decades, pragmatic energy policies introduced by the Government have facilitated a 
more environment-friendly energy development path. The four-fuel strategy adopted in the early 
1980s has accelerated the transition from oil to natural gas in the electricity generation sector. As a 
result natural gas has made dramatic inroads as the preferred fuel in the electricity industry, rising 
from 1.2% of the total fuel mix in 1980 to 72% in 2001 (Figure 1).  While the general energy policy 
thrust for the next ten years remains unchanged, concerted efforts will be made to usher the energy 
sector development on a greener path. Since domestic fossil fuel resources (oil, gas and coal) are de-
pletable, efforts to promote renewable energy will be intensified in the period (2001-2005). In addi-
tion, the Government has set a target that 5% of the total fuel mix or 600 MW (Koh & Hoi, 2002) 
should be derived from renewable energy sources by 2005. In this regard, the Government has identi-
fied oil palm residues as the biggest source of renewable energy that can be easily developed.  
 
Total: 2,762 ktoe    Total: 16,611 ktoe 
 
Source: Ministry of Energy, Communications and Multimedia, Malaysia (1980 and 2001) 
 
Figure 1. Fuel Mix in Power Stations in Malaysia 
 
The Malaysian palm oil industry generates abundant and readily available amounts of residues during 
the harvesting (fronds), replanting (trunks and fronds) and milling processes (fruit fibres, shells and 
empty fruit bunches). After the oil has been extracted from the fresh fruit bunches (FFB) in the mills, 
significant amounts of residues are generated. These residues are either recycled back to the field as 
fertilizer, burned as fuel to generate steam and electricity for the mill’s own use, disposed or sold to 
entrepreneurs who convert the residues into value-added products. During replanting of oil palms and 
harvesting of fresh fruit bunches, huge amount of biomass residues such as fronds and trunks are gen-
erated. These resources have not been tapped as fuel because the mills currently have more than suffi-
cient biomass residues to generate electricity for their own use. 
Based on the growing energy demand and Government policies to promote and encourage the utili-
sation of renewable energy resources, there will be opportunities to apply the Clean Development 
Mechanism (CDM) in the Malaysian energy sector. The explicit purpose of the CDM is to assist de-
veloping countries with achieving sustainable development. This is in line with the national plan to 
ensure sustainable development of energy resources in meeting the energy demand of the economy 
(EPU, 2001). Furthermore, the transfer of environmentally safe technologies will be the central aspect 
in achieving sustainable development goals of the country. 
In 2000, the total COB2B emissions in Malaysia were about 126 million tonnes (IEEJ, 2003). Malay-
sia’s First Initial Communication (MOSTE, 2000) shows that approximately 68% or 97.8 million ton-
nes of the total greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in 1994 were the result from energy development 
activities. Carbon dioxide emissions from the energy sector represented 86% of the total COB2 B(97.7 
million tonnes) emitted in 1994.These figures clearly show that the energy sector is the single largest 
contributor to the country’s greenhouse gas emissions. Hence, any policies and strategies to reduce the 
country’s COB2 Bemissions should begin by considering mitigation options in the energy sector. Reduc-
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tion in COB2 Bemissions implies shifting the major technological and fossil fuel biases. New technologies 
such as gasification and pyrolysis have higher efficiencies and lower emissions (Gallagher, 2001).  
Moreover, global environmental concerns over emissions of COB2 Bhave stimulated the growth of more 
environmentally benign technologies and cleaner fuels in electricity generation.  
More efficient and sustainable practices in the energy sector will not only mitigate GHG emissions 
but will also contribute to economic development and environmental protection. Nevertheless, the 
high cost of new technologies would always be a major source of contention in developing countries, 
as the financial viability of applying such technologies would have to be justified. 
2 Objectives 
The aim of this paper is to assess the role of the CDM in facilitating the application of state-of-the-art 
renewable energy technologies with higher efficiencies. As Malaysia continues to advocate the promo-
tion and utilisation of renewable energy there will definitely be a bigger scope to increase the share of 
renewable energy for heat and power generation. However, a number of barriers related to the imple-
mentation of renewable energy projects need to be overcome before renewable energy is attractive 
enough to gain a bigger market share. These barriers include among others, financial, technology and 
policy barriers.  
With the ratification of the Kyoto Protocol by the Government, the Clean Development Mechanism 
(CDM) has now become a possible market-based instrument to improve the project viability of renew-
able energy projects in Malaysia. Although the impact of the CDM on project viability remains to be 
seen, there is anticipation that perhaps the CDM could, to a certain extent, help facilitate the applica-
tion of renewable energy technologies in Malaysia.  
Currently, the uptake of state-of-the art renewable energy technologies in the energy sector has been 
quite slow. Although the palm oil millers have been utilising oil palm residues for heat and power 
generation, these are carried out only on small-scale with rather low efficiency levels of about 3%. 
Therefore, this paper aims to assess the role of the CDM in facilitating the application of renewable 
energy technologies with higher efficiencies. In addition, the environmental aspects of applying such 
technologies would also be discussed. 
3 Methodology  
The COMPEED (Comparative Techno-Economic Assessment of Energy Supply, Energy Demand and 
DSM Options) model is a cost-benefit analytical tool used to perform energy project analysis for vari-
ous technology options (www.energianalyse.dk). This model was introduced as part of the ‘Capacity 
Building in Integrated Resource Planning’ Project in 2000, under the Malaysian-Danish Cooperation. 
In this Study, COMPEED is used to compare the economic costs of generation from a renewable en-
ergy plant with economic costs of a power system that is avoided. For example, the avoided cost could 
be from the central grid system, if the renewable energy plant is grid connected or from a stand-lone 
power system if the renewable energy plant is not connected to the electricity grid. 
In the COMPEED model, economic, financial and environmental costs and benefits are aggregated 
over a particular planning period and discounted to arrive at a present value. This net present value 
(NPV) discounts any biases that may arise in comparing different projects as all future payments and 
incomes are discounted to present day value. The economic calculation involves the calculation of the 
cost that can be avoided if a renewable energy power plant replaces a conventional power plant in 
terms of capacity (MW) or energy (MWh). The economic analysis in COMPEED provides insights 
into the economic benefit of specific type of energy projects to the society. If the energy project is vi-
able from an economic viewpoint, it could be argued that it should be also financially viable in order 
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to make the project attractive. On the other hand, the financial analysis in COMPEED provides insight 
into the financial viability of the project from the perspective of the project developer. Externalities are 
not included in the analysis. 
3.1 Description of Case Studies 
A. UGrid-connected Biomass Power Plant U 
This case study is based on a feasibility study of a small power producer whose core activity is to 
generate power for sale to the national grid. This power plant will apply a biomass technology at 
an efficiency of 21%. A 5.2 MW of firm capacity will be supplied to the national grid. A combina-
tion of shells and empty fruit bunches is used as fuel for power generation. 
 
B. UCo-firing of Biomass and CoalU 
This case study looks at the introduction of a co-firing technology at an existing 600 MW coal-
fired power plant. Assuming an increase of heat rate of 15 percent on the biomass share by firing 
10% of shells and empty fruit bunches, the overall thermal efficiency of the existing coal-fired 
power plant will be reduced from 34.5% to 34 %. 
4 Results 
4.1 A. Grid-connected Biomass Power Plant 
 
The power plant is briefly described by the characteristics listed in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Key Characteristics of the Grid-connected Biomass Power Plant. 
Gross power capacity 6.0 MW
Net power capacity (excludes internal 
consumption) 
5.2 MW 
Electrical efficiency 21%
Fuel Oil palm residues – mostly empty fruit bunches 
Operation hours per year 7,008
Investment cost 7,100,000 US$
Financing 30% equity, 70 % financing at 6% interest over 10 years
Fuel costs 3.2 US$/tonne
Fuel calorific value 1,750 kWh/tonne
 
The results of the analysis show that the financial internal rate of return (FIRR) of the biomass-based 
power plant is 8.3% in real terms. The financial payback period for the power plant is 6.8 years. The 
return on the developer’s investment – return on equity (ROE) is 12.1%. This ROE would be consid-
ered insufficient to attract investors even if project risks – such as those associated with fuel supply 
security, technological reliability are deemed not high by investors. As long as the issue associated 
with fuel supply security remains, investors may still be hesitant to invest in this type of project even if 
the ROE is about 20%. 
Based on the electricity selling price of 4.4 US cents/kWh (fixed for 20years), the levelised selling 
price (adjusting the fixed price for inflation by 3% per annum and NPV the revenue and amount of 
electricity sold during the 20 years by using a discount rate of 10%) is 3.6 US cents/kWh. COMPEED 
analysis shows that the levelised avoided production cost to the utility system in 2004 is 3.5 US cents 
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/kWh. This value includes the avoided capacity costs, energy costs and transmission and distribution 
losses. As the levelised selling price is about the same as the levelised avoided production cost, the 
fixed selling price of 4.4 US cents/kWh offered to the small plant developer could be considered as 
fair from the power utility’s perspective. 
The amount of Certified Emission Reductions (CERs) which a CDM project earns is determined 
from the quantity of CO B2B emissions, which would otherwise be emitted if the CDM project were not 
implemented. The impact of the carbon credits generated through the CDM is analysed.  Table 2 
shows the effects of the electricity selling price following prices of CERs at the selected levels. 
 
Table 2. Impact of the Carbon Credit Value on the Electricity Selling Price in Malaysia. 
Price of CER (US$/tonne of COB2 B) Power Sales Adder (US cents/kWh) 
3 0.30
5 0.50
10 1.0
 
The environmental analysis in the COMPEED Model calculates the amount of COB2 B emissions that can 
be avoided when a renewable energy plant replaces the energy and capacity from a coal-fired plant in 
the central power generation system. It is assumed that power generation utilising renewable biomass 
resources produces a net COB2 Bemissions of zero.  
If an externality adder in the form of CER under the CDM is added, the impact of the CDM on pro-
ject viability can be calculated. The current market price for CER is between 3-5 US$/ tonne of COB2 B 
equivalent. Assuming that the value of CER is 5 US$/tonne of COB2 B and using of coal fired plants as 
the baseline, the ROE will increase from 12.1% to 17.6%, a rise of 5.5%, as shown in Table 3. If the 
FIRR threshold is15%, the price of 10 US$ /tonne of COB2 B will not improve the project financially vi-
ability to the acceptable FIRR. However, the ROE will improve to above 20%, which may be suffi-
cient for an investor.  
 
Table 3. Sensitivity Analyses Based on Different Prices of CERs 
Price of CER  
(US$/tonne of COB2 B) 
Financial IRR  
(%) 
Return on Equity 
(%) 
0 (base case) 8.3 12.1 
3 10.1 15.5 
5 11.2 17.6 
10 13.8 22.9 
4.2 B. Co-firing of Biomass and Coal 
 
A case study based on co-firing of empty fruit bunches from oil palms together with coal in centralised 
coal fired plant was investigated. The case involves installation of fuel storage, fuel treatment and 
feeding systems for the biomass to be fired together with the coal. 
So far no cases of co-firing exist in South-East Asia, and therefore data of efficiencies and costs 
have been obtained from a review of United States cases (Hughes, 1998). The costs have been found 
to vary considerably in the United States from case to case. Furthermore, it is uncertain to what extent 
US price levels would apply in Malaysia. As a base case, the investment costs are assumed to be 
180,000 US$/MW of input fuel capacity.  
It is assumed that an additional transportation cost of 3.4 US$ /tonne is incurred due to the antici-
pated longer average transportation distances as compared to the small-scale power plant above. 
The key characteristics for the co-firing power plant are shown in Table 4. 
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Table 4. Key Characteristics of Co-Firing System. 
Total plant electricity generation capacity 600 MW
Biomass share of input fuel 10%
Efficiency of power plant when using coal alone 34.5%
Efficiency of co-firing with biomass 34.0%
Co-firing fuel Empty fruit bunches from palm oil production
Fuel cost 6.6 US$/tonne
Combustion value 1,750 kWh/tonne
Investment costs for co-firing add-in 180,000 US$/MW of biomass input 
Annual operation hours 6,570
Financing 100% equity
 
The analysis shows that at the investment cost of 180,000 US$/MW of biomass fuel input, the finan-
cial IRR is 5.4%, while the ROE is 9.2% (Table 5). 
A sensitivity analysis of the FIRR and ROE based on various investment costs is shown below. 
 
Table 5. Financial IRR and ROE at Varying Investment Costs and CER Prices. 
 Investment Costs (US$/MW of biomass input energy) 
 180,000 130,000 150,000 200,000 
Without CER (base)     
FIRR 5.4 9.2 7.4 4.3 
ROE 9.2 12.7 11.0 8.3 
CER: 3 US$/tonne     
FIRR 9.9 14.6 12.4 8.5 
ROE 13.6 18.9 16.4 12.3 
CER: 5 US$/tonne     
FIRR 12.6 18.1 15.5 11.1 
ROE 16.6 22.9 19.9 14.9 
CER: 10 US$/tonne     
FIRR 19.1 26.5 23 17.1 
ROE 23.9 33.1 28.7 21.5 
 
Table 5 shows that carbon credits could have a very significant impact on the project viability. At an 
investment cost of US$180,000/MW and a credit value of 5 US$/tonne of COB2 B, the FIRR increases 
from 5.4 to 12.6%, - by approximately 7% - and the ROE increases from 9.2 to 16.6%, also about 7%. 
However, if investment costs are above US$180,000/MW it is likely that credit value of US$ 5/tonne 
is not sufficient to make the project viable.  
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5 Discussions 
5.1 The Impact of Carbon Credits on the Promotion of Tech-
nologies 
It appears from the above cases that CER revenue earned from the CDM could have a significant im-
pact on the viability of biomass power projects being somewhat financially unviable on their own 
terms.  
Results show that the co-firing case is more sensitive to the credit value than the grid-connected 
biomass power plant case. A main reason for this is to be found in the fact that the electricity conver-
sion efficiency of the co-firing plant is 34% while that of the distributed generation plant is 21%. An 
increase in the value of the power produced is therefore having a comparatively higher impact on the 
co-firing system.  
There is reason to believe, therefore, that – all being equal – carbon credits would favour the more 
electricity efficient technologies as compared to more traditional low-efficient technologies. 
5.2 Economic Comparison of the Projects 
The economic analysis of the above projects show, that the economic IRR of the grid-connected bio-
mass power plant is 10.7% in real terms. The unofficial national threshold for economic viability of 
public and power sector investments is 10%, and the project is therefore viable even without including 
the environmental and other societal benefits of the project. It must be noted, however, that the viabil-
ity is strongly depending on the fuel price. If in future the fuel price increases by 50% the economic 
IRR drops to 8.3%.  
The co-firing base case economic IRR is found to be 5.4%, which is below the 10% threshold. Even 
at an investment cost of US$130,000/MW the IRR is 9.1% only.  
5.3 Non-financial barriers 
The successful uptake of renewable energy technologies depends on a number non-financial barrier 
that need to be overcome. One of these barriers is the negative perception on renewable energy associ-
ated with biomass combustion. This can be traced back from the practice in the existing oil palm mills 
where oil palm residues are burned inefficiently with the purpose of getting rid of as much oil palm 
residues as possible. Hence, combustion of biomass renewable energy often connotes a dirty and 
primitive practice (Koh & Hoi, 2001).  
One of the main barriers referred to by the developers as well as the financing institutions is the un-
certainty related to biomass fuel supply and the future market price of the biomass fuel. It has been 
observed in many other countries that once a demand for biomass residues develops the market price 
of the fuel tend to increase. Demand can be generated from increased use of biomass for energy as 
well as industrial demand for the resource for non-energy purposes. 
In the case of Malaysia a slow but steady growth in the demand for fibre from wood as well as from 
oil palm residues has been observed, and there is a concern in the industry that the market price may 
go up. 
It has been observed that financing institutions tend to respond to this risk by requiring the existence 
of a long-term fuel supply contract. This has proven to be a major obstacle in several cases. In particu-
lar, the small players are supposed to be vulnerable to this risk since – in the absence of a developed 
market for biomass energy – they would have to depend on local supplies from a comparatively small 
number of suppliers.  
There are also non-financial barriers related to the lack of local equipment suppliers and technical 
support services (Koh & Hoi, 2001). Although the implementation of conventional technologies such 
as coal-fired and gas-fired power plants has led to a wealth of experience in this part of the power in-
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dustry, this is not true for companies in the renewable energy industry. There are insufficient support 
services for the users of renewable energy technology. In addition, Malaysia still relies on foreign 
equipment suppliers, as local suppliers of such technologies are not able to meet the needs of local 
customers. This increases the cost of project thus making renewable energy projects not feasible when 
compared to the larger power projects undertaken by Independent Power Producers and the incumbent 
national utility. 
5.4 Environmental Comparison of the Projects 
In view of the fact that the biomass resource is limited in Malaysia as well as in most other countries it 
should be a concern how to maximise the environmental benefits of using biomass resources.  
The two case studies are both considered base load power plants. According to the Malaysian power 
development plans, future base load capacity will be mostly coal based (EPU, 2001). Therefore, both 
in both cases, coal could be substituted by biomass.  
In the case of grid-connected biomass power plant, COB2 B abatement amounts to 0.17 kg COB2B/kWh of 
biomass energy. In the co-firing case the CO B2 Babatement amounts to 0.30 kg of COB2 B/kWh of biomass 
energy. The difference comes as a result of the differences in conversion efficiency. The co-firing 
plant will provide an additional 40% of electricity per unit of biomass energy as compared to the grid-
connected biomass power plant. Co-firing would also reduce SOBx Bemission levels as biomass fuels 
contain much less sulphur than coal. NOBx Bemissions would depend on the nitrogen content of the fuel 
(Coombes, 2002). 
Conclusion 
The CDM mechanism may be an important market-based instrument to promote the use of biomass 
energy in Malaysia, where the existing electricity pricing mechanisms are not conducive for a large-
scale use of biomass for power generation. Under a favourable environment such as the right pricing 
of CERs and support from the Government, CDM could support the uptake of renewable energy tech-
nologies. In addition, the revenue from the sales of CERs would favour more efficient technologies, as 
shown in this Study.  
Efficient utilisation of indigenous renewable energy resources would assist the country in achieving 
sustainable energy development goals. Furthermore, there would be savings in foreign exchange as the 
country will be able to reduce its dependence on imported fossil fuels. There will also be reductions in 
local environmental problems such as those related to inefficient combustion of oil palm residues and 
their disposal problems. 
The CDM mechanism tends to promote higher electricity conversion efficiencies, which may lead to 
a more effective use of the limited biomass resources. 
However, non-financial barriers, which exist may hamper the uptake of biomass energy. This in-
cludes the lack of a secure supply of biomass fuel. Although fiscal measure such as tax incentives for 
utilisation of biomass has been introduced since 2001, there is generally still lack of interest and re-
sponse from local companies. This calls for additional policy measures to be taken by the national 
government such as legislative, financial and administrative measures. 
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